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THE EIGHTEENTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF IAGA

HAMBURG, FED. REP. GERMANY, 15—27 AUGUST 1983

BRIEF SUMMARY

The IAGA Assembly in Hamburg was held in connection with the XVIII

General Assembly of IUGG. The IAGA sessions were held in Building D of the

University of Hamburg, situated within walking distance of the Congress
Centrum Hamburg (which was used for the main events of IUGG and the scientific

sassions for the solid—earth subjects).

The IAGA Secretariat Office was manned by the Geomagnetism staff of

the Deutsches Hydrographisches Institute, i.e. Dr. D. Voppel and his col—

leagues, throughout the conference period. Their service to the IAGA

registrants is gratefully acknowledged.

According to the preliminary statistics of the Local Organizing Committee,
the total number of IAGA registrants was 592 from 42 countries. For infor—

mation, the total number of IUGG registrants (excluding accompanying members)
was 3205.

Scientific Meetings during the IAGA/IUGG Assembly

a. IAGA Participation in the IUGG Interdisciplinary Symposia
IAGA was the leading Association in organizing the following IUGG

Interdisciplinary Symposia:
No. 06 Data Management (cosponsored by all Associations and ICL)
No. 13 Scientific Discoveries from MAGSAT Investigations

(cosponsored by IASPEI, IAVCEI and IAPSO)
No. 14 Interim Results from the Middle Atmosphere Program

(cosponsored by IAMAP and SCOSTEF)
IAGA cosponsored the following IUGG Interdisciplinary Symposia:

No. 02 Lithosphere Deformations (IAG leading, IASPEI and ICL

cosponsored also)
No. 05 Geophysics of the Polar Regions (111cc Bureau leading, All

Associations cosponsoring)

b. IAGA/IAMAP Joint Symposium on the Middle Atmosphere Sciences

Approximately 200 papers were scheduled for this 6—day symposium of

broad topics. Since all the program-abstracts of this joint symposium were

included in the IAHAP booklet, IAGA registrants received a reprint of that

part of the 1mm booklet.

c. IAGA session

IAGA held its own scientific sessions for 30 different subjects as

announced earlier, except for "Cosmic Dust in Planetary Atmosphere", which
had to be cancelled because of an insufficient number of papers submitted to

this specified topic. The IAGA Program-Abstracts booklet (IAGA Bulletin No.

48) is of 586 pages, which contain the abstracts of 779 papers from 1288

authors and an additional 63 papers of the two IAGA—cosponsored workshops
(on "Venus International Reference Atmosphere" arranged by CDSPAR, and

"Coordinated Data Analysis for INS" arranged by SCOSTEP).
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Resolutions

In addition to a resolution of thanks to the local people, eight
scientific resolutions were adopted at the Closing Conference of Delegates
on 25 August 1983. The English and French texts of these IAGA resolutions

are given in this IAGA Bulletin.

Change in the man Organizational Structure

a. IAGA Internal Bodies

Each IAGA internal body changed its leadership for the next period of

1983—1987. In some Divisions and Interdivisional Commissions, the internal

structure was slightly modified. The former "Interdivisional Working Group
on Relations between External and Internal Magnetic Variations" became

"Interdivisional Commission on External/Internal Geomagnetic Relations".

A new "Interdivisional Commission on Developing Countries" was established

to promote IAGA sciences in developing countries, based on the conclusions

from the Ad Hoc Committee's work since the IAGA Edinburgh Assembly in 1981.

b. IAGA/IASPEI Joint Working Group on ELAS

In order to study the earth's asthenosphere from a broader standpoint,
a Joint Working Group was established from 1983—87 between IAGA and IASPEI

on the electric conductivity of the asthenosphere (abbreviated to ELAS),
which will contribute also to the international lithosphere program,

c. lAGA/IAMAP Joint Advisory Board

The role of this joint committee will become very important in planning
the IAGA Assembly in Prague, Czechoslovakia, with a part of mm (especially
10mm) joining.

d. IACA/URSI Joint Working Groups
The existing two JNGs (on ”Passive Electromagnetic Probing of the

Nagnetcsphere" and "Wave Instabilities in Space Plasmas") expressed their

wish to continue.

e. New membership of the IAGA Executive Committee and Internal Organiza—
tion leaders is shown Elsewhere in this IAGA Bulletin.

Slgight Modification of the IAGA Statues and B —Laws

The Conference of Delegates on 15 August 1983 accepted the proposal
from the U.l(. National Committee to add a rider on the IAGA Statute 7,
which specifies the length of term for IAGA Executive Comittee Members.

The adopted rider is: "with the exception of the election of the Secretary
General, no person shall be eligible for election to any position on the

IAGA Executive Committee who has served already on the Committee for four

periods".
IAGA By—Law l was modified to accommodate the two new Interdivisional

Commissions (on “External/Internal Geomagnetic Relations" and ”Developing
Countries") in the IAGA internal structure.

The English text of the revised IAGA Statutes and Evy-Laws is included

in this IAGA Bulletin.
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OPENING CONFERENCE 0F DELEGATES

August 15, 1430 - 1630, Room: E01

President Cole declared the XVIII General Assembly of IAGA open. Chief

Delegates were asked to sit in the front rows and the quorum for Chief Dele—

gates was satisfied. The opening meeting was held in the following order.

1. Welcome Address by the Local Organizer

Dr. D. Voppel of the Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut gave a

welcoming speech. (shown in the next page)

2. Secretary' General's Report

Secretary General Fukushima asked all the participants to observe one

minute's silence for all the IAGA colleagues who had passed away in

the last four years. He then gave a short report on the activities

of IAGA over the period. He emphasized that all the important actions

of IAGA have been described every year in the IAGA News. He expressed
his thanks for the support given to him by the leaders of IAGA internal

bodies, and the conveners of the scientific sessions for the Edinburgh
and Hamburg Assemblies, etc.

3. Presentation of Diflomas to the IACA Honorary Members

Secretary General Fukushima announced that the diplomas were ready
for distribution to all the IAGA Honorary Members. The diplomas were

presented personally by President Cole to Dr. Viggo Laursen, Prof.

Marcel Nicclet, Prof. Takesi Nagata, Father Jose 0. Cardus and Dr.

Leroy R. Alldredge, to the acclamation of all present. A diploma
was to be mailed to Prof. Jean Coulomb. President Cole offered his

congratulations to these honoured scientists, and then asked for the

approval of the participants to use this opportunity to present an

Honorary Membership award from SCOSTEP to Sir Granville Eeynon. Sir

Granville gave a short speech after receiving the diploma.

4. Report from the Executive Committee

President Cole explained some important actions taken by the Executive

Committee since the Edinburgh Assembly, including the following appoint—
ments to the ad hoc committee for this Hamburg Assembly.

Nominating Cormnittee

Chairman: L.R. Alldredge (U.S.A.)
Members: K.l. Gringauz (U.S.S.R.), T. Obayashi (Japan)

E. Oni (Nigeria), C.G. Sucksdorff (Finland)

Finance Committee

Chairman: NJ). Fuller (U.S.A.)
Members: J.0. Cardus (Spain), A. Egeland(Norway)

(Remark: Because of the absence of A. Egeland,
J.A. Holtet substituted)

Resolutions Committee

Chairman: M. Gadsden (U.K.)
Members: M.—L. Chanin (France), (LA. Reddy (India),

M. Siebert (F.R.G.), A.N. Zaitzev (U.S.S.R.)

5. Report and Remaks from the Nominating Committee
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The Nominating Committee ohainnan Alldredge read from the IAGA By-Law
l3 and then presented the list of Executive Committee Officers for the

next period of 1983—87. Then he explained the procedures and made

some necessary remarks relating to the election by the Chief Delegates.

6. Appointment of New Division Leaders

The candidates for new chairmen of IAGA Divisions and Interdivisional

Bodies were named. These names were submitted for ratification. It

was reported that the final appointment of the leaders including co—

chairmen (or vice—chairmen) would be made by the Executive Committee

and announced at the Final Plenary Session. It was pointed out that

good discipline and geographical representation would be sought, when

the candidates for co-chairmen were discussed in the Business Meeting
of each IAGA Internal Body.

7. Modification of IAGA Statutes

A proposal was presented by the U.K. National Committee to add a

rider to Statute 7. This proposal had been known to the IAGA member

countries in advance according to the instruction described in the

Statute. After some discussion regarding the proposed rider, it was

adopted by the Vote of Chief Delegates after a slight modification.

The adopted rider is:

I'With the exception of the Secretary General, no person shall be

elected to any position on the IAGA Executive Committee who has

served already on the Committee for four periods".

3. Notice for IAGA Logo Competition

President Cole announced the display of 26 entries in the pigeon hole
area to welcome the input of voices from the IACA scientists, which

will be considered in the final selection.

9. Presidential Address

by K.D. Cole (see the following pages)

Welcoming Speech by D. Voppel

.‘Ir President, Dear Colleagues!

On behalf of the Local Organizing Committee for the XVIII General Assem-

bly of the IUGG, I cordially welcome you in Hamburg. This is the first time

that IUGG meets in Germany, and many of you may expect a perfect organization,
because one aspect of the German's national character is said to be their abi-

lity to organize. However, this is only a statistic finding. Concerning this

aspect I am not a typical German. If you find something is well organized for

IAGA, put it to the credit of Professor Fukushima‘s input. If you note break—

downs ot something like that, please contact me. My colleagues and I will do

our best to help you.
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Hamburg has a more than hundred years' tradition in geomagnetic work,
mainly connected with field observations like measurements on the sea, in the

Antarctic regions, at the geomagnetic observatory, and in magnetic surveys.

I only remind you the name of Georg vcn Neumayeri Now, a small group with

the "Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut" is continuing this work. Thus please
allow me

-

as a representative of the host -

to make some self-publicity: For

informing the IAGA participants of the actual state of the magnetic activity,
we are transmitting the magnetic record of Wingst Observatory to the IAGA

building during this meeting. This is a cooperation between the Research

Group of the German Office for Ionospheric Wave Transmission in Darmstadt and

the German Hydrographic Institute in Hamburg. You can look at this record in

the Poster Session Room D03.

I wish you an enjoyable time in Hamburg and fruitful discussions on gene-

ral and specific topics of our common fields of research: Geomagnetism and

Aeronomy.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Keith D. COLE

In this address 1 will concentrate on that area of science within IAGA

with which I am most concerned in my own research, viz. solar— errestrial

physics (STF). STP means different things to different people. I should

like to state what I perceive as the current range of this now well established

interdisciplinary subject.

Solar—terrestrial physics, as it is currently practised, concerns the

processes of emission of electromagnetic waves and particles by the sun, their

transmission through interplanetary space and their interactions with the

atmosphere, magnetic field and solid earth. Comparative studies of differing
responses of the planets are important in this field.

Solar electromagnetic radiation and its variations

The solar "constant" (S) is now known to be variable. Changes of order

0.017, in S have been reported on time scales of the period of rotation of the

sun. The changes appear to be accounted for approximately by the darkness of

sunspots. whether there are any measurable (indirect) effects of these

changes upon the upper atmosphere remains to be determined.

of more obvious importance, are the variabilities of solar electromagnetic
radiations with wavelengths shortward of about 300 nm. Some measurements

suggest that on time scales of the rotation of the sun there is variability
of about 1% in emission at 300 nm, about 10% at 175 nm, and about 70% at

100 nm. The changes in the neutral minor constituents of the upper atmosphere
brought about by this variability, and the consequent Changes in the thermo—

dynamics of the mesosphere and upper stratosphere need to be modeled - not

solely for the study of these regions but also for understanding the effect

of changing upper atmosphere boundary conditions upon motions at lower levels
of the atmosphere. The more energetic and ionising radiation of the sun at

wavelengths less than about 100 nm give rise to variations of the ionosphere
at F region altitudes, due to variations of EUV emission, and at lower E and
D regions due to X rays.

The general solar-terrestrial ph sics problem here is to determine the

evolution of structures and processes on the sun which produce variability
in solar emissivity in the various wavelength regions and to understand their

effect on the ionisation, minor constituents and thermod namics of the4up‘per
atmosphere.

It is of interest to note that minor constituent metal ions play a

central role in the processes of solar emissions of EUV radiation. Since

magnetic fields are a strong influence on the mobility of these ions it seems

clear that magnetic structures in the outer layers of the sun's atmosphere
will produce characteristic morphological relationships to variations across

the disc of the various EUV emissions.

Solar corpuscular radiation and its variations

(a) High energy particles
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From time to time the sun emits energetic protons in the range roughly
from 10 ev to 10 ev per particle. These particles ionise the mesosphere
and stratosphere causing the eventual production of nitric oxide which can

destroy ozone. It is widely believed that a "solar proton event" in August
1972 destroyed some few per cent of the atmosphere's ozone and it has been

speculated that much greater destruction may have occurred during a much

more severe event in the past. Such events give rise also to enhanced ioni—

sation densities in the stratosphere and mesosphere which cause changes in

propagation of Vlf waves such as are used in some forms of communication.

(1)) Low energy particles
— the solar wind

The solar wind arrives at earth's orbit bearing with it magnetic field

structures and intrinsic modulations of its velocity, density and velocity
distributions of its component ions (mostly protons) and electrons. Though
structures on the disc of the sun (e.g. solar flares, and magnetic field

disturbances) play a basic role in the establishment of structures in the

solar wind, there is ample time (of the order of a day or so) for significant
evolution of these structures through plasma processes to take place on the

way to the earth’s orbit.

(c) Interaction of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field

The interaction of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field giving rise

to the bow shock, the geomagnetic tail, magnetic disturbances and auroral

and ionospheric storms is influenced not only by the velocity and density
but also the magnetic field of the solar wind and possibly also by the chemical

composition and velocity distributions of particles. The production and

evolution of structures and particle velocity distributions in the solar wind

is therefore of central importance to solar—terrestrial ph site.

The flow of energy from the solar wind into the geomagnetic field

manifests itself by the establishment of a "boundary" layer in which solar

plasma flows, and a geomagnetic tail. From the low—latitude part of the

boundary layer and from the tail there flow electric currents of the order

of millions of amperes (the Birkeland currents) to the polar ionosphere near

the site of auroras. The electrons which cause the aurora are accelerated

along the geomagnetic field by electric fields associated with the Birkeland

currents. In the ionosphere electric current is continued orthogonal to the

geomagnetic field as Pedersen currents causing intense heating of the thermo—

sphere at altitudes above about 115 km. The bombardment of the atmosphere

by auroral electrons also causes significant heating at somewhat lower

altitudes. The combined heating of the thermosphere by these sources is

often in excess of that caused by solar EUV radiation. The Lorentz force of

ionospheric currents (called ion—drag by some authors) also accelerates the

thermosphere. To understand the general circulation of the thermosphere it

is necessary to take into account not only the EUV energy source of the sun

but also the auroral and polar sources of energy and momentum provided by
the interaction of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field.

The same elECtric fields which cause the dissipation in the thermosphere
just mentioned, also cause the energisation and redistribution of magneto»-

spheric plasma. Electric fields parallel to the geomagnetic field accelerate

electrons and ions, from both the magnetosphere and the ionosphere, while

electric fields orthogonal to 13 change the energy of magnetospheric plasma by
causing it to drift to regions of different magnetic field strength. The
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changes in the composition of the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and in the

velocity distributions and densities of ions and electrons, together with

the plethora of electromagnetic (including hydromagnetic) waves which these

generate constitute one of the active areas of magnetospheric physics which

is making significant contributions to plasma physics. Nature provides us,

in the solar—terrestrial environment, a wider range of plasma than man has

yet been able to Lroduce in his laboratories, and in situ measurements of

plasma parameters are affording tests of fundamental plasma theory. Currently
there is particular excitement over the need to have multiple simultaneous

spaced measurements of plasma structures, e.g. the earth's boundary layer
and bow shock, on scales of the order of an ion gyrodimension.

It is important to realise that measurable effects of the solar wind

interaction with the geomagnetic field are not restricted to the polar regions
and the magnetic field connected thereto. A doughnut shaped ring current

established in space around the earth particularly in magnetic storms has

three major effects. One is to cause heat to flow into the middle latitude

ionosphere along the geomagnetic field, a second is to cause the loss of

significant amounts of hydrogen from the earth by creating fast hydrogen
atoms through charge—exchange, and the third is to create ”tropical" aurora

by the bombardment of the equatorial upper atmosphere with fast neutrals

also created by charge exchange with ring current ions. In addition to the

ring current effects at low latitudes, there are effects of electric fields

of solar wind origin on the electrodynamics of the equatorial ionosphere and

equatorial electrojet.

Solar wind induced effects in the mesosphere and stratosphere

(a) Nitric oxide production

From time to time in the auroral zone very energetic electrons and their

bremstrahlung come down to mesospheric and stratospheric altitudes respectively.
These can cause transient ionisation which produces nitric oxide in the re—

combination process. The nitric oxide can cause a transident decrease in

ozone concentrations. These are somewhat rare events and a more likely
scenario for the change in concentrations of nitric oxide at these altitudes

is for the NO to diffuse downwards from the thermosphere where it is produced
in copious quantities. The amount of N0 produced by recombination of aurorally
produced ions is often comparable to and in excess of that produced by the

EUV of the sun. Eddy diffusion of this aurorally produced N0 downwards to

the mesosphere and upper stratosphere seems to be the feasible process.

(b) Auroral and auroral electrojet heating

Further the heating of the thermosphere in the aurora and the auroral

electrojet may possibly lead to significant eddy conduction of heat downwards

to the mesosphere and perhaps upper stratosphere disturbing the temperature
and wind fields there.

It is important to establish the maximum depth in the earth's atmosphere
to which the direct and indirect effects of solar variability go. The possi—
bility must be seriously entertained that the alteration of the phases of

temperature and wind fields without significant change of energy in the strato—

sphere, may in turn cause phase shifting (again without significant change of

energy) of tropospheric systems.
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Cane lusions

STP involves a wide range of physics of partially and fully ionised gases

in magnetic fields and of aeronomy. Though its prime concern is with the

effect of the sun and its variability on the earth, comparative studies of

the effect of solar variability on the various planets are of considerable

value. Given that the solar system is an example of one of the basic systems

in a galaxy and given that plasma form a great fraction of the universe, g
is apparent that the knowledge gained thraugh STP studies by in situ measure-

ments and their comparison with theories must be seen, in due course, to be

one of the soundly based components of astrophysics and cosmologh IAGA is

a major forum for STP. IAGA scientists provide expertise to SCOSTEP (ICSU's

Scientific Committee for Solar—Terrestrial Physics) for the Coordination of

international interdisciplinary programmes of observation and analysis in

this field.
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CLOSING CONFERENCE 0F DELEGATES

August 25, 1630—1800, Room: Ell

President Cole presided over the Closing Conference of Delgates. The

quorum was satisfied for the Conference of Delegates. The draft of the

Resolutions was available the day before.

1. Opening Remarks and Fixing of Agenda

The agenda shown on the blackboard was approved.

2. Report of the Resolution Committee and Adoption of Resolutions

The Resolution Committee Chairman Gadsden reported on the work of the

Resolutions Committee during the Hamburg Assembly and presented the

draft of nine resolutions —

one a resolution of thanks to the Local

Organizing Staff, and eight scientific resolutions. They were dis

cussed one by one, and all of them were adopted; some with modifiv

cations. (The Resolutions with final wording are shown elsewhere in

this IAGA Bulletin.)

3. Report of the Finance Committee

The Finance Committee chairman Fuller gave his report (which is shown

in this Bulletin under the item "Finance Report of IAGA"), and stated

as follows.

"We propose that IAGA express its thanks to the Secretary General

for the excellent management of the limited funds. Special thanks

should go to the Government of Japan for considerable financial support,
and to the University of Tokyo for its generous assistance. Both have

contributed in important ways to keeping the expenses of IAGA at a low

level."

The report and proposal from the Finance Committee were unanimously
accepted by the Conference of Delegates.

4. Election Results for Membership of the Next Executive Committee

The election was carried out during the first week of the conference

period, according to the procedure designated in the IAGA statutes

and By—Laws. (The names of new EC members are listed elsewhere in

this IAGA Bulletin-)

5. Leaders of IAGA Divisions and Interdivisional Commissions

The names of the new leaders of IAGA Divisions and lnterdivisional

Commissions for the period 1983—87 were introduced for ratification

by the Conference of Delegates. (The names of the new leaders are

shown elsewhere in this IAGA Bulletin.)
It was reported that the "Interdivisional working Group on

Relations between External and Internal Magnetic Variations" wished

to become an Interdivisional Commission. This proposal was accepted,
and the name was decided to be the Interdivisional Commission on

External/Internal Geomagnetic Relations. The creation of the Inter—

divisional Commission on Developing Countries was also approved.
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Modification of IAGA Bv—Laws

President Cole explained the need for a light modification of IAGA

By—Law l (which lists all the Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies),
in order to accommodate the two new interdivisional admissions

mentioned in the preceding agenda item.

EC Reports on Important Actions

President Cole explained some important actions taken by the IAGA

Executive Committee relating to administrative matters, such as the

establishement of a new joint committee with IASPEI on ELAS, the

continuation of two joint working groups with URSI, IAGA cosponsorship
to international meetings, publications and other important matters.

(These are described in the minutes of the Executive Committee meet-

ings shown elsewhere in this IAGA Bulletin.)

IAGA National Report

The U.K. National Committee reminded the participants of the impor—
tance of National Reports, and it was announced that the 11.x. report

appeared in a regular journal of wide circulation.

N W IAGA Logo

It was announced that the winner of the IAGA logo competition was

Dr. E. Friis—Christensen of Denmark. His design will be used as the

new logo of IAGA, after possible modification by professional artists.

Next Assembly of IAGA in 1985

The Fifth Scientific Assembly of IAGA will be held in Prague,

Czechoslovakia, during 5—17 August 1985. A leaflet with the prelimi—
nary information was widely distributed.

Remarks from the Outgoing President

President Cole mentioned his wish for the future development of IAGA

sciences all over the world. He asked all the participants to join
in expressing thanks to the outgoing Secretary General Fukushima for

his service over the past eight years.

Short Remark by the Next President

Prof. D.I. Cough expressed his acceptance of the presidency and asked

for the continued support of IAGA colleagues.

The Conference of Delegates closed with a long acclamation for the

service of the Local Organizing Staff and the outgoing President.
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MINUTES OF THE IAGA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Hamburg, Fed. Rep. Germany

August 1983

The IAGA Executive Committee (hereafter abbreviated to EC) Meetings

were held in Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, before and during the

XVIII General Assembly of IAGA. All meetings were held in Room 2047 in

Building D of the University of Hamburg, except for two: the first one in

the evening of Sunday, 14 August (held in Room 5-5 in the Hamburg Congress

Centrum), and the one on Thursday, 18 August lunch time in Room 06 of Build—

ing A with IAMAP EC. All other IAGA EC meetings were held in Room D2057

during the lunch hours of 15 (Monday), 16(Tuesday), l7(Wednesday), 19 (Friday),
22 (Monday) with IASPEI EC, 23 (Tuesday), 24 (Wednesday) and 25 (Thursday)
of August, thanks to the arrangement of the local secretariat. Among the

LAGA EC members, A.J. Dessler and D.J. Williams were unable to come to Hamburg.

Some members were absent from early or later meetings due to their travel

schedules, but the quorum was always satisfied. The following is a summary

of discussions and conclusions reached during the EC meetings without keeping

to chronological order. The minutes of the meetings with IAMAP and IASPEI EC

members are given separately, whereas the meetings with the chairmen of IAGA

Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies are included under Item V in the follow—

ing minutes.

1. Approval of the Agenda

It was agreed to follow the agenda proposed by Secretary General

Fukushima, with some additional items to be discussed in due course. The

schedule for the meetings with IAGA Internal Body Leaders, IAIIAP and LASPEI

EC was announced.

II. Minutes of the Previous EC Meeting,
and Matters Arising from the Minutes

The minutes of the previous EC meeting (in Ottawa, Canada, lfi~18 May

1982) have been published in the IAGA News No. 21, pp. 5—16 (issued in

November 1982). These minutes were approved. Some matters arising from the

minutes were discussed under the appropriate items in the following minutes.

III. Preparations for the Scientific Sessions

of the LAGA Hamburg Assembly

Secretary General Fukushime reported on his compilation of the IAGA

Programme—Abstracts Booklet (IAGA Bulletin No. 08) in collaboration with
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the session conveners and the German Local Organizing Committee. He emphasized
the great effort of Dr. Voppel in making room arrangements, including the

time and facilities for poster sessions.

The IAGA Programme-Abstracts Booklet, at 586 pages, is too thick to

include the IAGA/IAMAP Joint Symposium on the Middle Atmosphere Sciences

(about 200 pages compiled by the IAMAP Secretariat), so the Local Organizing
Committee kindly offered to reprint the MUA—l Section (the 1AMAP notation

for the MAS symposium) of the IAMAP Booklet and distribute it free to IAGA

registrants.

Some IAGA sessions encountered real difficulty in the time table for

oral presentations because too many papers were submitted without the

guarantee of the authors‘ presence. It is of course ideal to show the time

table in advance, and to have the paper presentation according to the

prescribed schedule. Although this procedure can be followed in domestic

conferences, ti is not always practical for international conferences because

the authors' participation is not always guaranteed. As a possible solution

Roederer suggested that time be assigned only for invited papers.

It often happens that the conveners need to reconstruct the programmes

at the last minute and show them again on the notice board in the conference

building. We need to consider possible ways for conveners or chairmen to

reduce the work involved in checking the presence of authors. Fukushima

proposed to the Local Organizing Committee the use of a ”check sheet", which

asks each registrant to report their own intention regarding paper presenta—

tion and also any information regarding their colleagues who are unable to

attend.

IV. Liaison with IAGA Member Countries

The Secretary General reported that he had notified the IAGA National

Correspondents of the necessary actions to be taken by Chief Delegates for

two main administrative matters (election of the next EC, and U.K. proposal
for Statutes modification) during the XVIII General Assembly of IAGA in

Hamburg.

He reported also that he had contacted the IAGA National Correspondents

(and Local Correspondents also) usually on a quarter—yearly basis, and he

was very grateful to them for their cooperation in disseminating and collect-

ing important information.

V. Activities of LAGA Internal Bodies, Including
the Creation of the Interdivisional Commission

on Developing Countries

During the Hamburg Assembly the EC had two meetings with the chairmen

of IAGA Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies, i.e. on 110 August (Sunday)

evening and 23 August (Tuesday) lunch time.

The meeting on 114 August was used for the exchange of information on

the candidates for leaders of each internal organization for the next period
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of 1983—87, the items for discussion during their Business Meetings, includ—

ing possible modifications within their organizations. Some Divisions
wished to have more co—chairmen (or vice—chairmen) for a better representa—
tion of research subjects and geographical coverage, which seemed a reasonable
desire. After hearing all the proposals and comments from the chairmen of
IAGA Divisions and lnterdivisional Bodies (those leaders who were unable to

attend this meeting had submitted some written memoranda in advance), the
EC decided to present only the names of the appointed new chairmen to the

Opening Conference of Delegates on 15 August (Monday) afternoon for ratifi—
cation.

The second meeting on 23 August (Tuesday) began with a welcome address
and an expression of appreciation to the Chairmen of man Divisions and

lnterdivisional Bodies for their excellent service over the past period of
1980—83. The reported items were the names of candidates for co—chairmen
(or vice—chairmen), the leaders of internal working groups or topic reporters,
and the modification of the structure, if any, which emerged from the Business

Meeting of each Division and lnterdivisional Body, Malin expressed the

opinion that the "Interdivisional Working Group on Relations between External
and Internal Magnetic Variations" should be converted to the "Interdivisional
commission on External/Internal Relations" (with a simpler name). [Notes:
this was presented to the Conference of Delegates on 25 August, and the name

finally adopted was "Interdivisional Commission on External/Internal Geomag-
netic Relations".] President Cole introduced the desire of active colleagues
working for developing countries to establish an interdivisional commission

within the IAGA structure, which will contribute to the development of IAGA
sciences in developing countries.

The EC reviewed the nomination for co—chairmen (or vice-chairmen), and
some desirable modifications were made. The list of appointed co—chairmen

(or vice—chairmen) was prepared, for the Closing Conference of Delegates on

25 August for ratification, along with the proposal for the modification of

By—Law l to satisfy the revised status of the two new interdivisional

commissions.

Discussion with Division leaders included a number of practical problems
to be considered, such as

(l) necessity of increasing the number of co—Chairmen (or vice—chairmen) to

cover the broad subjects within each Division for the next period,
(2) desirability to reduce the number of co—chairmen (or vice—chairmen) to

a reasonable limit in the future,
(3) while an adequate geographical representation of leaders may not be

guaranteed for each period, it must be taken into account to achieve

a good geographical coverage over a period of time,
(A) the efficiency of Reporter Review Sessions, etc.

The discussion with IAGA Internal Body Leaders also covered the response
to the following proposed future program and project.

VI. New Program and Project Proposed
for Consideration within the IACA Community

(a) Global Change Program: This is proposed as a major program for the

1990's, to be carried out under ICSU auspices to study the global change and

related processes in the geosphere-biosphere, including the impact of human

activity on the system. (A report by Jo Roederer on the ICSU Colloguium
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on Global change, held in Warsaw an 3 August 1983, is given elsewhere in

this Bulletin). The general response in the Business Meetings of IAGA

Internal Bodies was that while recognizing the importance of the program a

detailed selection of practical subprograms and the subsequent construction

of the whole program should be made in the future. The consensus of the EC

was that, despite the absence of concrete reactions in the Divisions Business

Meetings, IAGA should express to the ICSU and interest in the program and

its hope for development in the practical planning.

(b) MARSA Project: This project, "Magnetospheric Atmospheric Response
to Seismo—Acoustic events" was proposed by the Soviet Geophysical Committee,
and Dr. M. Cokhberg also outlined this project in the Business Meetings of

the Divisions concerned. The general feeling was that the coordinated

measurements on this project might be better achieved on a national basis,
rather than international collaboration at this stage. Dr. Cokhberg was

encouraged to collect responses from Division leaders, although no formal

action could be taken within IAGA-at the Hamburg Assembly.

VII. Cooperation of IAGA with Other Associations

wit IUGG

The Secretary General reported that IAGA did not become involved in the

proposed creation of IUCRS (IUGG-URSI Inter—Union Commission on Remote Sensing,
which will replace the former Inter—Union Commission on Radio Meteorology),
because IAGA already has effective Joint Working Group with URSI which use

remote sensing techniques for the study of the magnetosphere. He also

reported on his cooperation with the 11166 Secretary General in requesting
the grants and loans for 1982» to ICSU.

During the Hamburg Assembly, the IAGA EC met with the IAHAP and IASEI

ECs to discuss immediate cooperation for the subjects of common interest to

both Associationsr The minutes of these meetings are shown separately,
attached to the minutes of the IAGA EC meeting.

VIII. Cooperation of IAGA with URSI, COSPAR,
SCDSTEP and Other ICSU Bodies

URSI: IAGA has two Joint Working Groups with URSI (on ”Passive Electro—

magnetic Frobing of the Magnetosphere” and "Wave Instabilities in Space
Flasmas"), and they wish for continuation over the next period of 1983—87.
It is hoped that a clash can be avoided in dates for the IUGG/IAGA and URSI

conference in 1987. IAGA arranged a meeting opportunity for INAG (URSI Work—

ing Group Gl, Ionospheric Network Advisory Group) during the Hamburg Assembly.

COSPAR: COSPAR cosponsored several symposia (Middle Atmosphere Sciences,
Middle Atmosphere Program, Remote Sensing for Climate Studies) during this

IUGG Hamburg Assembly. The COSFAR Workshop on the Venus International

Reference Atmosphere is being held during this Hamburg Assembly through the

arrangement of IAGA. It is anticipated that a request will be made to

cosponsor some symposia or workshops for the 1981‘ COSPAR meeting in Graz. It

is felt that COSPAR is dealing with remote sensing so that the creation of
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IUCRS would be questionable. IAGA expressed regret for the cancellation of

the planned session ”Cosmic Dust in Planetary Atmopsphere" (because of the

insufficient number of submitted papers) to COSPAR, IAU and IAHAP, despite
their support. It may have been too early for the topic, although it must

arise in the near future.

SCOSTEP: President Cole introduced the recent activities of SCOSTEI‘

including discussions on future projects or programs for the latter half of

the 1980s. He welcomed any suggestions from IAGA.

mas: In response to the gradual reduction in the annual grants to

FAGS from ICSU, a long letter was sent to the President of ICSU from the

Secretary Generals of IUGG and URSI (both in Brussels). The IAGA EC decided

to express its sincere thanks to them for their great effort in reminding the

lcsu of the basic importance of FAGS activity.

1X. IAGA Cosponsorship of International Conferences

The Secretary General reported that the reports of two workshops in

1932 with IAGA cosponsorship were already published in IAGA News No. 21

(November 1982).

A report has already been received from the organizer of the International

Symposium on Ground—Based Studies of the Middle Atmosphere (10—13 May 1983,

Schwerin, G.D.R.). IAGA cosponsorship was approved to the "workshop on

Latin American Geomagnetic Observatory and Survey Practice" (16—22 October

1983, at Observatorio Nacional in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) with K.L. Svendsen

as the IAGA representative. This was earlier planned for 1980 but it had to

be postponed to 1983.

In 198A the following symposia or workshops want to have cosponsorship,
and the present status is:

a) Seventh International Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy (22—29 March

198A, hong Kong) Cosponsorship has been approved as

published in IAGA News No. 21, pp. 92-93.

b) International Workshop on Geophysical, Radioastronomical and In Situ

Observations of Solar Wind (summer 1984, Moscow) .......... Cosponsor—

ship will be given when a detailed plan is known to IAGA.

c) Seventh Workshop on Electromagnetic Induction in the Earth and Moon

(15—22 August 1984, at the University of Ife, Ife, Nigeria) .....

IAGA will cosponsor and ask IUGG for cosponsorship.
d) International MAP Symposium (26—30 November 198A, Kyoto, Japan).....

IAGA cosponsorship is given with a representative of Division II on

the Program Committee.

e) COSPAR Symposium on Shocks and Acceleration Processes in Collisionless

Plasmas (June 1984, Graz, Austria)... .IAGA cosponsorship is

given, with V. Vasyliunas as the IAGA representative on the Program

Committee.

f) It has been anticipated that requests will be received from COSFAR

for cosponsorship of some other symposia or workshops in its 1984

Graz Meeting. If such requests come after the Hamburg Assembly, the

new President and Secretary General will deal with them according to

the general rules of IAGA. It was also agreed to cosponsor some

international (including regional) meetings of interest to IAGA, if
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IAGA is approached by the organizers, such as "Longitude Zero" (an

international symposium to commemorate the centenary of the adoption
of Greenwich as the prime meridian, 9—13 July 1984 in the National

Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England).

X. IAGA Publications

Secretary General Fukushima reported the publication of the following
IAGA Bulletins since the last meeting of the EC.

No. 46 Transactions of the Fourth Scientific Assembly of IAGA in Edinburgh

in August 1931. (The printing and distribution was done in

Edinburgh)

No. 2.7 lnternational Geomagnetic Reference Field 1950: Charts and Grid

Values. (The u.s. Geological Survey arranged for this publication)

No. 48 Programme-Abstracts Booklet of the XVIII General Assembly of IAGA

The following information was also conveyed and our thanks must go to

the colleagues who prepared the material for publication.

No. 32k Geomagnetic Data 1980.

(This will appear very soon under the new director of the Inter—

national Service of Geomagnetic lndices, J.A. As. He hopes that

in future years the No. 32 series will make a quicker appearance.)

No. 40 Dst—index for 1957—69 or even to 1976.

(Although the publication has been delayed for several years, the

final arrangement with IGSI is being made.)

It was agreed that the retiring Secretary—General Fukushima would be

the editor of the IAGA Bulletin No. 49 "Transactions of the XVIII General

Assembly of IAGA in hamburg, F.R.G.". The next issue to IAGA News will be

compiled jointly by the retiring and incoming Secretary—Generals.

XI . IAGA Finances

The Secretary General presented the financial reports which had been

sent to IUGG, as well. as a budget for the next 4 years. He reported that

he had to ask the Division leaders to cut down on their reserves for the

Hamburg Assembly, because of the reduction in the IUGG allocation from 1982

and the indirect support from the Japanese government. he thanked all Chair—

men of IAGA Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies for their kind understanding

of the financial crisis of IAGA. (These records were approved by the

Finance Committee. The report Of the Finance Committee and the relevant

tables are shown as Appendix).

The IAGA EC was notified of various discussions going on within IUGG,

such as the rise in the subscription unit for IUGG, rules for the share of

IUGG allocation among Associations. The IAGA EC feels that the share must

be based principally on the scientific activity, such as number of scientific

papers submitted for the bienniel assemblies and sales of publications

through the IUGG Publications Office. The EC discussed various ways to

reduce the eXpenses in the future. Roederer suggested the reduction in the
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frequency of EC meetings, i.e. President and Secretary meet every year and
the whole EC meet in alternate years.

XII. Any Other Business, Including the

IAGA 1985 Assembly and the Next

IAGA EC Meeting

IAGA Resolutions: The draft of IAGA resolutions was approved by the EC
befor—ethey were presented to the Closing Conference of Delegates. One of
the IAGA resolutions was conveyed to the IUGG Resolutions Committee and it
was adopted as an IUGG resolution after some modifications to the wording.

1985 IAGA Assembly: Bucha brought and distributed a leaflet (with some

preliminary informa n and a return sheet of request for future circulars
of the Fifth Scientific Assembly of IAGA (5—17 August 1985, Prague,
Czechoslovakis) widely to the IAGA participants.

Next ec Meeting: Based on the discussion regarding IAGA's expenses,
the next whole EC meeting will be during the Prague Assembly in August 1985.
However a meeting will be planned between the new President and Secretary
General and the key person(s) of the Prague Assembly and any additional

members of the EC who can join without any extra cost to lAGA.

The EC expressed its thanks to the outgoing members for their service
over the past period(s).
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APPENDIX

IAGA FINANCES DURING THE PERIOD OF 1979—82

REPORT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE

The finance committee, consisting of M. Fuller (chairman), J.0. Cardfis,

and J.A. Holtet held a meeting on Monday 22nd August, during the General

Assembly of IAGA at Hamburg and examined the financial accounts for the

period lst January 1979 to 3lst December 1982. The documents had been

audited by S. Kojima, Chief Accountant, Faculty of Science, University of

Tokyo.

At the beginning of the period the cash in hand and in banks amounted

to $32,168.87 and at the end of the period was $19,629.54. A talk with

the Secretary General Fukushima revealed that the sifnigicant decrease was

caused by a reduction of $4,750 in the 11166 allocation to the Association

in 1982 and the loss of $6,000 of additional external support. This has

placed IAGA finances in a critical situation.

In the face of this situation the Secretary General has cut operational

expenses of the secretariat and was forced to reduce allocations to IACA

Internal Bodies. However, Dr. Fukushima has been able to maintain the

former level of activity in the short term. He has noted also that IAGA

needs more income to maintain its present activities; otherwise, IAGA will

have to consider a reduction in public services to the world IAGA Immunity.

We propose that LAGA express its thanks to the Secretary General for

the excellent management of the limited funds. Special thanks should go to

the Government of Japan for considerable financial support, and to the

University of Tokyo for its generous assistance. Both have contributed in

important ways to keeping the expenses of IAGA at a low level.

Hamburg, 23 August 1983

N. Fuller J.D. Cardfis J.A. Holtet
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INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
OF

GEOMAGNETISM
AND

AERONUMY

Financial
Report

for

the

Period

1

January
1979—31
December
1982

RECEIPTS

IUGC

IUGG

Allocation
.

.

.

.

.

94,050.00

UNESCO
Grants

.

.

.

.

.

.

x

Other

Grants

x

Contracts
with

UNESCO,

etc. Sales

of

Publications

3,614.06

Miscellaneous

5,688.81
x

Total

Receipts

103,352.87

Cash

on

hand

£1.

in

Banks,

1

Jan.

1979

32’168'87

Total

135,521.74

(Amounts
in

U.S.

dollars)

EXPENDITURES

Grants
1'.

Grants
8.

Contracts

IUGG

Contracts

x

11.

Administration
0

11.1

Personnel

5,400.00

3,000.00

11.2

Quarters
(rents
&

services)

0

0

11.3

Supplies
and

equipment
.

1,579.15

11.4

Communications

11,916.77

x

11.5

Travel

(administrative
only)

0

x

11.6

Miscellaneous
.

91.72

12.

Publications

3,000.00

12.1

Proceedings
of

Assemblies

6,774.78

12.2

Proceedings
of

Symposia
.

626.85

12.3

Periodicals
(IAGA

News)

..

18,102.00

12.4

Others

0

3,000.00

13.

Assemblies
13.1

Organization
13.2

Travel

14.

Symposia
14.1

Organization
.

..

3,912.68

14.2

Travel

..

..

20,378.44

16.

Grants

(Permanent
Services)

..

0

l7.

Contracts
with

UNESCO,
etc.

..

0

18.

Miscellaneous

420.41

x><><><><>< ><>¢><
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x

..

.

4,826.43
.

41,862.67

3,000.00
><><><x

19.

Total

Expenditures

115,892.20

3,000.00

20.

Cash

on

hand

a

in

Banks,

31

December
1982

.

19,629.54

22.

Total

135,521.74

3,000.00
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JOINT MEETING OF IAGA/IAHAP

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES

Date: August 18, 1983. 1245—1400

Present from IAGA: K.D. Cole, H. Gadsden, N. Fukushima, V. Bucha D. Valencia.

Present from IAHAP: NJ... Godson, R.G. Roper, H. Dutsch, C. Hateet,

ILG. Soulage, W.H. Hitschfeld, J. Lastovicka, H. Reiter.

Prof. Cole spoke of the Prague Assembly in 1985 at which the whole of

IAGA and part of 1mm? will participate, and called for a plan of action for

cooperation between the two Associations in planning the meeting.

Dr. Godson explained that part of IAMAP will also be meeting in Hawaii

during the Same time period; that part of their people, those connected with

upper atmosphere, i.e., radiation, ozone, atmospheric electricity, atmospheric

chemistry, dynamics and cloud, feel that they would get better participation

at Prague rather than hawaii.

Dr. Eucha circulated the announcement of the Prague meeting and mentioned

some physical arrangements, to accommodate up to 1000 persons. Dr. Gadsden

asked if approximately 150 mm? people could be expected. The consensus was

that the number was about right, so it appears that there is no problem in the

number of people expected to attend.

Dr. Roper told of the anticipated 200 middle atmosphere papers and

wondered if a separate symposium should be held before or after the Assembly.

The decision was to accommodate those papers during the two weeks, as an

extension of time would be difficult for the local arrangements committee.

Discussion was held on the possibility of cutting down on the number of

papers accepted. It was suggested that Foster Sessions should be enhanced in

the minds of people so that they would not feel slighted by having their papers

presented in that fashion. It was pointed out that papers from developing

Countries should be encouraged and accepted, and also that it might be difficult

for persons to get travel financing if their papers were to be presented in

poster sessions only.

Dr. Gadsden suggested that the IAGA Secretary General, the Division

leaders, the existing Joint IAGA/IAHAP Advisory Board form the Program Committee

for the Prague Assembly. The Joint lAGA/IAMAP Advisory Board was established

after the Seattle meeting and consists of leaders of IAMAP Commissions on radi—

ation, ozone, atmospheric chemistry, upper atmosphere, IAGA Commissions on the

Middle Atmosphere, Division II and Division III. It was noted that the IAMAP

Commission on Atmospheric Electricity and Electrodynamics should be added to

work on the Prague Assembly. It was also suggested that LAMA? leaders of the

areas of interest which are to be included at Prague should also he on the

Program Committee. It was suggested that a member of SCOSTEP and COSPAR should

be on the Program Committee, with the idea that this Contact would be of mutual

benefit in planning future symposia.
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JOINT MEETING OF IAGA/IASPEI
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES

Date: August 22, 1983. 1245—1400

Present from IAGA: K.D. Gole (President), u. Gadsden(Vice—President),
N. Fukushima (Secretary General), v. Bucha, G.—G. Falthammar,
V.A. Troitskaya, D. Valencio; D.l. Gough (Division 1 chairman)
HM. McElhinny (Next chairman of Division 1).

Present from lASI’EI: B.A. Bolt (President), 2. Suzuki (Vice—President),
R.D. Adams (Secretary General), H. Berckhemer, 1.5. Sacks, r. Stacey.

The IAGA President Cole made introductions and noted it was the first
joint meeting since Madrid, 14 years ago. The meeting was called because of
the common interests in the lithosphere program and to set up a mechanism for
cooperation between the two groups. The immediate project of concern is the
ELAS (Electric Conductivity of the Asthenosphere) Project and it was suggested
that a joint committee, or working group, be set up to liaise between the two
Associations.

Dr. Grough explained the activities of the Division 1 Working Group, I~3
on Electromagnetic Induction and the need for scismologists on the ELAS
committee.

Dr. Bolt expressed an interest in the cooperative working group. There
was considerable scientific discussion on the need for, and areas in, the
cooperative program, for example, the need for a combined experiment of cali—
bration between the electromagnetic people and the seismologists.

Dr. Suzuki stated that something on this order had been done in Japan
and that perhaps appropriate people from Japan should be included in the
deliberations of the Joint working Group.

It was agreed that after the initial HG was formed, additions could be
made as necessary, even from other fields of research for the earth‘s interior.

There was discussion on how to formalize the new Joint Working Group,
and it was decided that each Association would include it in their internal
structures to be handled in their own way.

The IAGA Secretary—General Fukushima quoted from the IUGG rules concern—

ing establishing inter—association working groups: it is not necessary in
this case to ask approval from IUGG, and it is sufficient to notify IUGG of
the actions taken by IAGA and IASPEI.

The question of finances for running workshops and/or symposia was raised
and since the Associations do not have much money to use for this purpose, it
was stated that funding would have to come from the active member countries.

Some names were suggested from both IAGA and IASPEI sides as possible
members of the IAGA/IASPEI Joint Working Group on ELAS. (These names are

shown elsewhere in this Bulletin under the item of "IAGA Internal Structure").



REPORTS FROM IAGA ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS

Division I on Internal Magnetic Fields

BUSINESS MEETING OF DIVISION I

The business meeting of Division I was held at 1630—1714511, 19 August,

Friday, chaired by D.I. Cough (Canada)i Present: LR. Alldredge (USA), 5.

Barker (USA), D.R. Barraclough (UK), M. Beblo (FRG), E.R. Benton (USA), V.

Bucha (CSSR), U.H. Campbell (USA), KJI. Cteer (UK), D.J. Dunlop (Canada),
LA. Eltayeb (Sudan), M. Gokhberg (USSR), v. Haak (FRG), A.G. Hahn (FRO),
U.J. Hinze (USA), S.E. Hjelt (Finland), P.J. Hood (Canada), J.A. Jacobs (UK),
M. Kono (Japan), R.A. Langel (USA), L.K. Law (Canada), F.J. LBWES (UK), IL”:

:IcElhinny ( Australia), J. Meyer (PRO), :4. Hundt (GDR), C. Murthy (Canada),
E.R. Niblett (Canada), U.D. Parkinson (Australia), N.N. Peddie (USA), HIA.

Roeser (FRG), K. Rosa (USSR), I-‘I.C. Soffel (FRG), J.T. weaver (Canada), ILE.

Winch (Australia).

1. Officers of the Division for 1983—87

The chairman presented the following slate of nominations:

Chairman: I‘LW. McElhinny (Australia)

Vice—Chairmen: M. Keno (Japan)
R.A. Langel (USA)

M.S. Zhdanov (USSR)

There being no further nominations, these names will be recommended to the IAGA

Executive Committee.

2. Nominations from the Working Grougs

NC 171 Chairman: D.R. Barraclough (UK)

Vice—Chairman: ILW. Mundt (GDR)

we 1—2 will change its officers in 1985. The chairman is l.A. Eltayeb

(Sudan), the Vice Chairman is v.12. Loper (USA).

HG 1—3 Chairman: B.A. Hobbs (UK)
Vice Chairman: 5.5. Hjelt (Finland)

IAIG I—li Chairman: 17.1. Hood (Canada)

Vice Chairman: W.J. Hinze (USA)

vs 1—5 will change its officers in 1985. The Chairman is D.A. Valencia

(Argentina), the Vice Chairman is C.E. Barton (USA).

VS 1-6 Chairman: S.K. Banerjee (USA)
Vice Chairman: H.C. Soffel (FRG)



3. Resolutions from Division 1

Resolution 1. (From we 1—1, 1—2 and 1—4)

IAGA, RECOGNIZING

(l) the value of the NAGSAT global vector survey in defining the main

magnetic field of 1980;

(2) the need for knowledge of the rapidly changing secular variation; and

(3) the extreme usefulness of satellite observations of the magnetic field

in delineating long-wavelength crustal anomalies,
URGES that another magnetic vector field satellite survey be carried out,

most desirably at a level significantly lower than MAGSAT and preferably
before 1990. A satellite such as the proposed Geopotential Research

Mission of the USA would be excellent for the performance of these tasks.

Proposed by C.G.A. Harrison (USA); seconded by NM. Peddie (USA); passed
without dissent.

Resolution 2. (From "G 1—1)

IAGA, NOTING that it plans to issue, in 1985, a revision of the International

Geomagnetic Reference Field extending it from 1985 to 1990, and

RECOGNIZING the crucial importance of recent data on secular variation

for the accuracy of the revision,
URGES geomagnetic programme directors to make an extraordinary effort to

transmit their most recent data related to secular variation, including
magnetic observatory mean values for 1983 and repeat survey results, to the

World Data Centres before July 1, 1984.

Proposed by NM. Peddie (USA); seconded by v.11. Barraclough (UK); passed without

dissent.

n 3. (From WG I-lo)

IAGA, CONSIDERING the importance of long wavelength anomalies for the

investigation of large—scale structures in the deeper parts of the Earth's

crust,

RECOMMENDS the compilation of geomagnetic surveys of Europe in such a way

as to allow the establishment of a consistent anomaly map.

Resolu

Proposed by P.J. Hood (Canada); seconded by W.J. Hinze (USA); passed
without dissent.

’6. The MARSA Project

Dr. M. Gokhberg (USSR) described this study of the magnetospheric-
atmospheric Eesponse to seismo—acoustic events. After discussion it was

agreed that this project has the sympathetic interest of members of Division
I but is not directly related to the work of this Division. Should IAGA
set up a study group on MARSA, Dr. Parkinson agreed to act as our representa—
tive in such a group.

5. ICSU Global Change Progralmne

Dr, Gough described this programme from the attached report. It was

agreed that this important proposal falls outside the area of direct concern

of Division I.
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6. I_A§A Assembly Programme at Prague, August 5—17, .1983

The programme proposals originated in the Working Groups‘ They are:

US 1—1: E. Geomagnetic modelling: methods, theoretical constraints,

predictions and ‘applications. 3 half-days.

Convener: F.S. Barker (USA),

Co—convenor: D. Zidarov (Bulgaria).

I_2. IGRF proposals and assessments. l half-day.

Convener: D.R. Barraclough (UK).

WC I—Z: I_3. Magnetic and Velocity fields at the Core—mantle boundary and

core—mantle interactions. 3 half—days.

Poster session. 1. half-day.

Convenor: F..I. Lewes (UK)

Co—convenor: D.E. Loper (USA)

we 1—3: 13. Electromagnetic soundings with controlled sources. 1 half—day.

L5. Fluids, Volatiles and other factors controlling earth conductivity.

1 half—day.

L6: Electromagnetic induction studies. 2 half-days.

Convener (for 14, IS, and 16): 0. Praus (CSSR),

(Jo-Convener: T.J. Shankland (USA)

WC 1—4: _I_7. Magnetic anomalies over the margins of continents and plates.

2 half—days.

Convener: W.J. Hinze (USA),

Co—convenor: H.A. Roeser (FRG).

LS: Interpretation of magnetic anomalies from the lower crust.

2 half—days.

Convener: w. Mundt (GDR),

Co-convenor: J.L. Le Mouel (plus a co—convenor from ICL).

we 1—5: l_9. Analytical methods for paleomagnetism. 1 day.

Convenors: P. Schmidt (Autsralia), J.C. Eriden (UK).

;1_0. Yaleofield behaviour 'and core processes. 1 half—day. (joint

with 1—2) (plus one half—day with 1-2?)

Convenors: S. Braginskiy (USSR), P.L. McFadden (Australia), K.A.

Hoffman (USA).
111. Paleointensity methods and results —— joint with 1—6. Laurasian

paleomagnetism and plate tectonics. Poster session only.

Convenors: M. Krs (SSR), L. Yonnenshain (USSR), D. Kent (USA).

US 1—6: 112. Magnetic carriers, domain structures and the origin of remanence:

1 day.
Convenors: G. Smith (USA), 8.6. Soffel (FRG), C.A. Lawson (USA).

113. Paleointensity methods and results. 1 day, joint with “G 1—5.

Convenors: M. Kono (Japan), R.S. Coe (USA), J. Shaw (UK).

115. Magnetic fabric studies, 1 half—day.

Convenors: J-J. Wagner (Switzerland), 13‘. Hrouda (CSSR).

Pre—IAGA Workshop: Reconciliation of magnetic measurements on natural and syn—

thetic materials.

Convenors: V. Kropacek (CSSR) N. Petersen (FRG), S.K. Banerjee (USA).

7. Organization Structure

The chairman introduced the question whether the division would wish to

reorganize its structure in Topics rather than the existing Working Groups.

After discussion, a consensus emerged in favour of retaining the present structure

of Division I.
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REPORT ON DIVISION I 0F IAGA

with its six Working Groups the Division encompasses a wide range of

scientific studies of the geomagnetism of the solid Earth. HG 1—1, on the

Analysis of the Main Field and Secular Variations, continues the difficult task
of description of the main field in periodically updated International Geomagnetic
Reference Fields (lGRFs). In 1981, at the Edinburgh Assembly, the WG decided
to specify Definitive reference fields (DGRFs) in the light of the latest avail-
able data, for past recent epochs. A series of DGRFs and IGRFs is thus under

development. Magnetic satellite data contribute heavily to the more recent

reference fields, The scientific sessions sponsored by HG I—l, at the Assemblies
in Edinburgh and in Hamburg, were much concerned with methods of data analysis
and expression of the main field in spherical harmonic coefficients up to degree
and order 10. This task, of preparing reference specifications of the continu—

ously—varying main field, is very much a product of IAGA and it is difficult to

see how such work could be done by any more local organization. Reference fields
are essential in many types of geomagnetic studies both of the main field itself,
and of the local magnetic anomalies of the Earth‘s crust.

working Group 1—2, on the Theory of Planetar Magnetic Fields and Geomagnetic
Secular Variation, continues in its Sessions at Assemblies, and in the work of
its members, to attack the great difficulties of mathematical analysis of the
geomagnetic dynamo. It is understood that a Convecting, conducting fluid in a

rotating planet may generate currents and fields in a number of ways, provided
the motions are not axisymmetrlc and are turbulent. Workers in this field are

exploring the possible magnetohydrodynamic systems which have the required
asymmetry. They are also taking into account the constraints due to paleo—
magnetic data (including reversals) and to data from the space vehicles concerning
the fields of Jupiter and Saturn. As is to be expected in this most difficult
area of geophysical theory, the situation is one of slow but real advance. A

very useful session on paleomagnetism and dynamo theory was held in hamburg to
the benefit of both groups of workers.

working Group 1—3, on Electromagnetic Induction and Electrical Conductivity
(Earth and Moon), held its sixth Workshop on EM Induction in the Earth and Noon
at the University of Victoria, Canada, in August 1982. The first in this series
of international workshop meetings, which are held in even—numbered years between
the IAGA Assemblies, was held in 1970 in Edinburgh, and the others have been
in Ottawa (Canada), Sopron (Hungary), Murnau (FRG) and lstanbul (Turkey). The
next will be in Ife, Nigeria. Typically they attract about 100 registrants
and cover the whole field of electromagnetic studies, both observational and
theoretical. This vehicle of workshop meetings lasting 5-6 days has proved
well adapted to the needs of those studying EH induction in the Earth and must
be Considered a notable achievement of IAGA. Good sessions have also been held
at the Assemblies in Edinburgh and Hamburg. The NC has also given origin to
a Committee on ELAS (electromagnetic lithosphere—asthenosphere study) and a
discussion at the Victoria Workshop, in August 1982, has led to the development
of plans for a large—scale international experiment known as mSLAB. If it
succeeds, this experiment will involve magnetovariation and magnetotelluric
studies from the Juan de Fuca Ridge across the subduction off the west coast
of the United States into the continent. It should make a major contribution
to the ELAS project. During the hamburg Assembly of IUGG, IASPEI and IAGA
agreed to create an Inter—Association Working Group on ELAS including members
of the old ELAS Committee and also seismologists from IASFEI.
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Working Group 1—4 on Magnetic Anomalies (Land and Sea) is co—ordinating
the production of a unified magnetic anomaly map of North America, and is

assisting in the production of a similar unified magnetic map of Europe. In

both Cases, misfits of contours occur at national boundaries because different

reference fields, representing the core field, have been deducted in the dif—

ferent national surveys, and for other reasons of technique. The production
of an accurate, unified map is therefore no simple matter, especially where

mapping is more advanced in one of two contiguous countries. Political problems
add to the difficulties. IAGA has an important contribution in solving such

problems because the countries concerned meet as equal members of the Associa—

tion. Scientifically, as the Sessions in Edinburgh and Hamburg show, workers

on magnetic anomalies are giving much attention to long—wavelength regional
anomalies. These have wavelengths compatible with either core or crustal

sources It is important to try to identify the source region, because if it

is in the crust the anomaly may carry significant information about plate
kinematics. As is well known, magnetic anomalies are often informative in

relation to mineral resources.

Working Groups 1—5 (Paleomagnetism) and 1—6 (Rock Magnetism) are closely
interrelated and will be discussed together. Paleomagnetists in the last 30

years have been largely concerned with the use of paleomagnetic directions in

tracing the relative motions of lithosphere plates. This type of work continues,
as can be seen in the "Microplates" session at Hamburg. Two problems which

affect such work are multiple magnetizations in a rock (which must be separated)
and the apparently large number of small continents in earlier times which have

now fused in large continents. For Precambrian rocks accurate dating is a

further problem. In recent years many paleomagnetists have turned back to

the study of the geomagnetic field of the past, including studies of its

intensity, which is muCh harder to determine than its direction. Studies of

magnetization directions in very recent lake—flow sediments are building a data

base on secular variation, which may soon illuminate that topic. Archeomagnetic
studies are very active.

Rock magnetists are remarkably active, studying the factors which stabilize

remanent magnetizations in large oxide grains as well as such previously neg—
lected phenomena as viscous remanent magnetization (VRM). In the past VRM has

been seen as a nuisance, to be removed because it obscures an original magne—
tization which is of interest. Recently it has become evident that VRM is of

interest in itself, and may develop high coervicity and behave much like a

thermal remanence. This is only one aspect of a surge of experimental activity
in rock magnetism illustrated by the fine Session 1-7 at Hamburg. In relation
to current paleomagnetic studies of past geomagnetic field intensities, the

renewed studies of the physics of rock magnetism take on special urgency.

From the above brief and incomplete notes it will be clear that Division

I of IAGA is in good health and is supporting a variety of task in international
science in a useful and effective manner.

(13. l. Gough, Chairman of Division I)



DIVISION II on Aeronomlc Phenomena

NOTES ON DIVISION II BUSINESS MEETING

16 August 1983, Hamburg

1. Previous meeting

H. Rishbeth summarized the main points in the report of the Div. II

Business Meeting at Edinburgh on 4 August 1981. The report had been distri—

buted through the usual channels.

2. Division Officers 1983—7

H. Rishbeth announced that the Executive Committee had submitted to the

IAGA Conference of Delegates, for their approval, the name of M.H. Rees (USA)
as Division Chairman for 1983-7. For the position of Vice Chairman, four

names were passed to the EC for consideration: A. Brekke (Norway), S. Kate

(Japan), v.1. Moroz (USSR), C.A. Reddy (India).

3. Joint Working Groups in which Division II is involved or interested

H. Rishbeth reminded the meeting of Division II's polity that groups
should only be set up, or continue, if they have a well—defined function and

if their scientific community actively desire to run such a group.

(a) II/Div 111 NC on the Auroral Oval. n.1-1. Rees reported that

the group had met earlier in the day, and that there was a (rather Small)
balance of opinion in favour of continuing the Working Group. After some

discussion it was decided that if Division III supported continuation and

if an active leader could be found to drive the group, Division II would

favour continuation.

(b) Working Group, IAGA/URSI, on Wave Instabilities. H. Rishbeth pro—

poses to check with appropriate persons to determine if there are persons

who are enthusiastic about continuing this WC. If so, then Division II would

continue to support it.

(c) Working Group, Div II/Div I on External/Internal Variations. A.D.

Richmond noted that the WC has been filling a useful role, and has organized
5 symposia. However about 60% of its activities are concerned with external

variations, not External/Internal relations, and thus perhaps it is becoming
more a Div 11 body than a Div II/Div I body. It was agreed to continue the

WC with A.D. Richmond as Div 11 representative.

(d) Working Group on Solar Fluxes (ICM'UA) . P.C. Simon said that the

group had yet to meet in Hamburg, but reported on a recent workshop in

Washington, where the group defined future measurements, needed calibrations,
etc. The consensus was that it is worthwhile to continue this WG'.

(e) SHISCAT. J.A. Gledhill reported that, because of lack of funds for

the necessary technical design study, planning work was at a standstill.

H. Rishbeth recalled that this had been the subject of an IAGA resolution at

the Edinburgh meeting.
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10. Division II Working Groups

II<A Electrodynamics of the Middle Atmosphere

H. Rishbeth commented that this group is an active, selfmotivated one

that had arisen from within the community, and asked R.A. Goldberg to present

a brief report. Goldberg explained that the group had been set up following

a meeting of interested sceintists at the Edinburg Assembly, and now com—

prises 33 people from 11 countries. Meetings at Hamburg would be held on

22 and 2A August.
It was decided to continue the officers unchanged for the next four

years (Chairman: ILA. Goldberg, Vice Chairmen: A. Brekke, H. Volland).

1173 Ground Based Optical Interferometry

H. Rishbeth reported that this group had formed itself and was now

seeking IAGA sponsorship, at the suggestion of the IAGA Chairman who had

suggested that it be constituted as a WC of Division II (Letter, K.D. Cole

to J.w. Meriwether, 26 April 1983) . Rishbeth welcomed this initiative and

called for discussion.

Reactions were generally favourable. In discussion, the following

comments were made:

— The originally proposed title (which included "Fabry—Perot") should

be modified so that other types of instrument ——

e.g. Michelson -— could be

included;
— Installations existed in India and at Halley (Antarctica) but were

not shown on the supplied list and map;
— This ‘instrument-based‘ type of HG might be more appropriate to

Division V than Division II.

Given the strong interest of Division II in the scientific results of

optical interferometry, the meeting approved the formation of HG 11—8, but

Rishbeth would approach Division V to ascertain their interest in having

some involvement with the group. No recommendation as to officers was made

by Division II.

5. Reporter Reviews

There was discussion as to whether reporter reviews should continue.

It was suggested that an alternative system, in which invited reviews would

be given at the start of each session, would be preferable. The production

of written reports and bibliographies for reporter reviews was commended,

with verbal discussion of the highlights.
H. Rishbeth emphasized that the discussion of the future of reporter

reviews was not to be construed as criticism of individual reporters. A

'straw vote' —— which was not considered to be in any way binding on the

incoming Chairman ——

yielded ll votes in favour of continuing the present

system, and 7 in favour of changing it, with about 20 abstentions.

Without making any commitment to whether topic reporters would in fact

be appointed, nominations for Topics 11—1 to 11—9 were invited by the

Chairman. (To be made outside the meeting.)

6. Programme for Prague Symposium

Two sessions suggested by the Auroral Oval Working Group were as follows:

(Div II/III) Remote mapping of auroral regions (2)
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(Div III/II) Dayside cusp and magnetopause boundary layers (2)
Further suggestions from the floor as modified in subsequent

discussion:

(Div II/IV/III) Interaction of the solar wind with non—

magnetic planetary bodies (1)
Thermospheric structure, dynamics and energetics of earth

and planets (4)
Middle atmosphere electrodynamics and chemistry (1)
Equatorial and auroral plasma phenomena (2)
Evolution and loss of planetary atmospheres (l)
Airglow and auroral excitation and models (3)
Metallic atoms and ions (1)

(Numbers in brackets are suggested number of half—day seesions in
the Div II programme, as subsequently proposed by l-1.H. Rees)
Plus 1 half—day general contributions Total 18

7. IAGA Division II Resolutions

IAGA COMMENDS the service rendered to the scientific community by the
world Data Centre oz for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, and the National institute of
Polar Research, in their production of the AB Index;

HOPES that the production of A): will be extended to cover recent years
and to fill gaps in the series;

HOPES that the production of AE will be expedited by the provision of

digital magnetometers at the contributing observatories.

(To be passed to Div v for comment)

IAGA NOTES the scientific importance of lnterplanetary Magnetic Field
data and HOPES that such data will continue to be recorded and transmitted
to the NDCs.

IAGA comrahns the progress being made by the World Data Centres in

developing computer-based techniques for data transmission and storage;
HOPES that the need for the greatest possible compatibility in hardware

and software and the standardization of data formats will constantly be kept
in mind.

Division II reminds IAGA of the 1981 Resolution concerning the need for
consultation between ICSU bodies in scheduling of major meetings, specifically
in connection with the IUGG and URSI assemblies due to be held in 1987.

8. Project MARSA "Magnetospheric Atmospheric Response to Seismo—

Acoustic Events"

M. Gokhberg (Institute of Physics of Earth, Moscow), described his

proposals for study of the aeronomic effects of industrial explosions of

energy of several hundred tons of TNT. Several such explosions, both on

the surface and below it, have produced atmospheric waves which have gener—
ated ionospheric waves, which propagate with speeds l km/s E-w, 10 km/s
N—S, or hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere and generate field—aligned
currents which reach the conjugate point. Doppler shift measurements give
data on the ionospheric perturbations.

Information on this subject is to be made available by Dr. Gokhberg to

interested persons. Interested persons are to meet later during the mac

Assembly to discuss proceeding with a cooperative program of future obser-

vations. Action was left to Dr. Gokhberg.
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9r ICSU Colloquium on Global Change

A call for expression of inLerest with suggestions for possible IAGA

participation was made. it is apparent that more information is needed but

that iAGA could play a role, since the documents were somewhat uniformative

and had not been made available before—hand. Div II scientists were asked

to propose possible projects.

(16 August, 19:45 — 21:40)

Subseguent Develo ”Long (22 August 1983)

3(a) Division 111 Supported continuation of the Auroral Oval we.

Proposed officers: C.:. Meng, P. Taskanen, h. Balnc, n.3, Garrett.

3(b) The present Div II representative on the h'ave Instabilities “G

(S. Ossakow) will be invited to continue in office.

1.. W; 11—13 will be established within Div II and will elect its own

officers. Div v took note of the EAiSLenue of this gLoup buL did

not propose a joint arrangement between Divisions ll and v.

5. The appointment of Div 11 Topic- Reporters will not be proceeded with

at the moment.

IAGA Divis_ion II Report 1980—83

The major IAGA events during the period 1980—83 were the IAGA Assembly
at Edinburgh in August 1981, and the IUGG Assembly at Hamburg in August l983.

For both events there was a very full Division 11 programme, parts of which

were arranged in conjunction with other bodies. Division II shares with

Division III a strong interest in the high—latitude upper atmosphere and its

i nks with the magnetosphere, and shares with IAMAP a strong interest in the

Hiddle Atmosphere. The Chairman has therefore tried to maintain good con—

tacts with leaders of these bodies, both directly and through Division II

representatives on the interdivisional or interassociation bodies. As a

result there have been successful joint symposia. In the case of the Middle

Atmosphere (given the situation that IAGA and IAMAP both met in August 1981

on opposite sides of the North Sea) a division of Middle Atmosphere sessions

was made between IAGA and IAMAP, and was probably as sensible as Could be

expected in the circumstances. IAGA probably did not have sufficient in—

volvement in middle atmosphere science at Hamburg in 1983, and this matter

remains for the further- attention of the new Division II leaders.

Upper atmosphere dynamics and photochemistry remain strong Division 11

topics, increasingly in connection with other planets, and planetary studies

should be a major Division 11 thrust in future. Division II programmes

should remain 'science—based'
,

and not become 'technique based‘.
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The internal structure of the Division included the three Topic
Reporters for each of nine topics. Considerable attention was paid to

geographical distribution of these posts. In the event, valuable contri—
butions to the Division's work came from a minority of the officers (which
of course is true of mosL organization!). A different structure might be

Considered for the future, with a smaller number of officers and a wide

community of correspondents to be kept in touch and canvassed for their

opinions on Division matters.

All working groups have been reviewed and some disbanded during the

period. The Divison's policy is that working groups should be set up only
if they have a specific job to do and are actively wanted by their scientific

community, who will run them themselves. This seems to be the case for the

groups lI—A on Middle Atmosphere Electrodynamics (established 1981) and 11—5
on Ground—Based Optical interferometry (established 1983), which have been

welcomed into the Division II fold.

The Division has to—sponsored various international scientific symposia
within its field of interest. Part of the Divisional budget has been used
in this way, and part for the support of Division officers or representatives
as provided for in IAGA rules. it is a pity that the availavility of funds
did not secure a fuller participation by Division II officers in their

Division's programme.

During my term of office i have enjoyed excellent relations with the
IAGA management, and would like to thank all those who contributed actively
to Division II. I believe that, in Fred Rees, the Division has a very good
Chairman for 1983—1987 and wish him well fol his term of office.

Hamburg, 25 August 1983
'

Henry Rishbeth

Chairman of Div. II

Dlvision III on Magnetospheric Phenomena

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE BUSINESS MEETING

on August 18, 1983

1. Division Leaders for the Period of 1983-87

It was agreed, without dissent, that the following slate for the incoming
Divisional Executive be submitted to the IAGA Executive Committee for

approval.

Chairman: A. Nishida (Japan)
Vice—Chairmen: E.J. Fraser (Australia)

D.J. Southwood (U.K.)
C.-U. Wagner (German Democratic Rep.)
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Topic Reporters for the Period of 1983-1987

The candidates for the new topic reporters and their alternates were

shown at the business meeting. The final result is as follows.

Y. Komide (Japan) for Topic III-l. Negnetosphere—ionosphere
interactions.

s.l-I.H. Cowley (U.K.) for Topic III-2. Magnetosheath, magnetospherio
boudary and plasma penetration.

D.T. Young (U.S.A.) for Topic 111-3. Distribution and properties
of magnetospheric plasma.

L.R. Lyons (U.S.A.) for Topic III—4. Energetic porticle populations
including cosmic ray entry.

A.D.M. walker (South Africa) for Topic TIT—5. ULF waves.

H. Ashour-Abdalla (U.S.A\.) for Topic Ill—6. Plasma waves and wave—

particle interactions.

w. Baumjohann (F.R.C.) for Topic 111—7. Magnetic storms and sub—

storms, including aurora-magnetosphere
relations.

G.L. Siscoe (U.S.A.) for Topic III-8. Magnetospheres of other planets.
3.11. Shawhan (U.S.A.) for Topic Ill—9. Active space experiments,

laboratory experiments and computer simula—

tion.

Working Groups under Division III

It was agreed to maintain the three Working Groups of Division III with

the following leaders:

Working Group Ill-l. ULF Pulsotions Chairman: NJ. Hughes (U.S.A.)

Working Group 111—2. Composition of Hot Magnetospherie Plasma

Go—Chsirmen: 11.0. Johnson (u.s..i.), H. Bolsiger (Switzerland).

Working Group III-3. Quantitative Magnetospheric Models

Chairman: N.P. Olson (U.S.A.)

Joint Working Groups with Division II and URSI

Division lll supported the continuation of the following Joint working

Groups.

Joint Working Group (IAGA Divisions II and III) on Auroral Oval and

Its Extension into Space (New Chairman: C-I. Neng (U.S.i\.); Vice-

Chairmen: P.J. Tanskanen (Finland), M. Dlanc (France), H.B. Garrett

(U.s.A.))

Joint Norking Group (between URSI Commission H and IAGA Division 111)

on Passive Electromagnetic Probing of the Magnetosphere
(Io-Chairman from IAGA Division III: A.J. Smith (U.K.)

Co—Chnirmon from URSI Commission H: K. Tsuruda (Japan)
(Note: At the URSI General Assembly in 1984, K. Tsuruda was re-

placed by LLS. lnan (U.S.A.))

Joint working Group (between URSI Commissions G and H, and IAGA Divi—

sions TI and III) on Wave lnstobilities in Space Plasmas

Co—choirmen from IAGA: S.L. Ossokow (U.S.A., representing Division

II), L.R- Lyons (U.S.A., representing Division III)

Co—choirmen from URSI: E.J. Fremou (U.s.n., representing Commission

G), T. Sato (Japan, representing Commission H)

(Note: At the URSI General Assembly in 1984, E.J. Fremou was

replaced by B. Fejer (U.S.A.), whereas T. Sato remains.)
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5. Recommended Symposia for Division In [or the Prague Assembly

I. Response of the magnetosphere to the solar wind during quiet geo—

magnetic conditions (proposed Erom WC 111-3, 2 half-days)
2. ULF waves in space plasmas (WC III-l, 3 half‘days)

3. Hydromagnetic waves at low latitudes (L 3) (NG 111—1, 1 half-days)

4i ELF/VLF wave studies of plasmasphere plasmapause dynamics (Joint

IAGA/URSI NC on Passive Probing of the Magnetosphere, 1 half-day)

5. Control of the solar terrestrial interaction and magnetospheric Subr

storm activity by the interplanetary medium (Kamide, Feldstein, 2

half-days)
6. Interplanetary and earth bow shocks (jointly with Dilvision Iv,

Harvey for Div. lv, 1 half-day)
7. The earth's deep nlagniztotail (Cowley, Southwood, Hughes, 1 half-day)

8. Remote mapping of auroral regions (jointly with Div. II, Auroral Oval

HG, 1 half-day)
9. Dayside cusp, magnetopause and magnetospheric boundary layers

(Jointly with Div. II, Auroral Oval NG and NC Ill-3, 3 half-days)

10. Reporter Revies (2 half-days)
H. General Contributions (3 half-days)

(G. Rostoker, Chairman)

Division IV on Solar Wind and interplanetary Magnetic Fields

SUMMARY OF THE BUSINESS MEETING

(1930—:2100h, 17 August 1983)

1. Modification of the Internal Topics

The following changes were made: 1) Topic lv—z was renamed; 2) Topic
IV-li was eliminated; and 3) Topics IV-S and IV-G were combined into a new

topic. The new Topics, together with the Reporters that were selected at

the meeting are as follows.

Topic IV-l. Large-Scale Characteristics of the Interplanetary Medium

A.J. Lazarus (U.S.A.), J.L. Steinberg (France).

Topic IV—Z. Waves, Discontinuities and Turbulence in the Solar Wind

M. Goldstein (U.S.A.), D.A. Gumett (U.S.A-)

Topic lv—3. Solar wind Interaction with Unmagnetized or Weakly Mag—
netized Bodies

M.Ki Hallie (U.K.), T. Gombosi (Hungary),
T.E. Cravens (U.S.A.)

Topic IV-A. Plasma Composition and Neutral Gases

H.J. Fahr (F.R.G.), RAJ. Ogilvie (U.S.A.).
Gruntman (U.S.S.R.).
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2. The Programme and Conveners for the Next Meeting in Prague

a) Large-Scaie Structure and Dynamics (Proposed conveners: E.J. Smith

(U.S.A.) and 0.1K. Vaisberg (U.S.S.R.), 1-day)

b) waves, Turbulence, and Kinetic Physics (A. Barnes (U.S.A.), A. Richter

(F.R.G.), 1-day)
c) Composition of the Solar Wind (P. Bochsler (Switzerland), F. Ipavich

(U.S.A.), 1/2 day)
d) Shocks (S.J. Schwartz (U.K.), C.C. Harvey (France), 1/2 day)

Notes: 1) It was suggested that the Chairman explore the possibility

of a session on shocks sponsored by both Division L7 and

Division III.

2) It was recommended that a session on comets be organized

jointly by Divisions II, III and Iv.

3) The chairman will designate a principal Convener for each

of the titles above.

A) 64 should be scheduled for 1/2 day.

5) BA should immediately follow RA (1/2 day).

3. Division Leaders for the Period of 1983-]9fl

an. Neubauer (F.R.G.) was appointed the new chairman. The several

candidates for co-chairmen were recommended for consideration by the Exe—

cutive Committee.

A. Resolutions

Nn resolutions were introduced.

(L.F. Butlaga, Chairman)

Division V on Observatories, Instruments. Indices and Data

BUSINESS MEETING OF DIVISION V

The business meeting of Division V was held at 11.00—13.15h, 19 August,

Friday, chaired by C. Sucksdorff. Thirty—six persons from eighteen countries

were present. The following decisions were made:

1. The new structure of Div. V was discussed and agreed upon. New numbers

were given to the Working Groups. A new Ad—Hoc Working Group was created to

clarify the confusion in geomagnetic coordinate systems. New names were

accepted for the old Working Groups 2 and 10, "Meteor observatories" and ”Ground

Based Measurements for Satellite Geomagnetic Surveys". The proposal was passed

to the IAGA Executive Committee.
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2. The new officers of IAGA Div. V were agreed upon, except for the third
co—Chairman of the Division and some (lo—chairmen of the Working Groups, which
parts were to be filled after discussions with people in question and concerning
the Division Co—Chairman, after discussion with the IAGA Executive committee.
[The new final structure is given elsewhere in this publication; it was already
in IAGA News No. 22, pp. 42—43, issued in February 1984.]

3. The meeting decided to propose Dr. J.l-l. Allen to be nominated as IAGA

representative in the MONSEE Steering Committee.

4. Chairman reported that about 2000 US dollars were at present in the bank
and that some new money, probably less than the usual 5000 dollars, would be
available for Div V for the next 14 years.

5. The possible use of some of the Div v money for new le's was discussed.
The use of the new le's was found so much easier than the measurements with
the old ones that these might improve the calibration of the observatory stand—
ards.

6. Dr. Stuart repreated request for papers for IAGA News, supported by Dr.
Gadsden. Dr. Wienert considered the observatory yearbooks still be the right
place for technical papers. Dr. Kring—Lauridsen recommended that technical
papers published in observatory yearbooks should be referred in IAGA News, if
they might have general interest in other observatories.

7. Div. V decided to continue the service for developing countries where Drs.
Stuart and King—Lauridsen act as contact in questions concerning training,
instruments and measurements. Other possibilities to help developing countries
were discussed, but nothing new appeared.

8. The following three resolutions were accepted to be forwarded to the
Resolution Committee:

1. IAGA, RECOGNIZING the importance of the accurate survey of the geo—
magnetic field components made by the MAGSAT satellite in 1979/80 and

NOTING that little secular variation information essential for accurate

magnetic charts can be derived from a single survey,
URGES that another similar survey be made before 1990.

(proposed by 13.11. Barraclough, wc V~5>
2. IAGA, NOTING that the quality of results deduced from long time series
depends on the accuracy and homogeneity of the data set; and

CONSIDERING that observatory K indices from various networks have been
used for many years in deriving planetary magnetic activity indices Ap, Am,
and A3, and that now many observatories are converging to digital recording
systems which offer the possibility of deriving new indices by computer;

RECOMMENDS (1) that routine derivation of K indices continues by hand
scaling according to the method proposed by Barrels and developed by Mayaud
in IAGA Bulletin No. 21; and (2) that new machine—derived indices be given
distinctly different names to avoid confusion with the K index..

(proposed by J.H. Allen)

3. IAGA, NOTING that World Data Center -

C2 for Geomagnetism (Kyoto, Japan)
has completed derivation of Auroral Electrojet (AE) magnetic activity
indices for [MS years 1975 and 1979 and that they have Continued this work
by completing AE for the first half of 1980; and

CONSIDERING that with international Cooperation they may continue the
work of deriving AE for future years,

COMMENDS those responsible for this important work and
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ENCOURAGES countries operating observatories whose records are used for

A]: to provide for digitizing analog records from these sites and to convert

to digital recording at the earliest possible date.

(proposed by 1.". Allen)

9. Div. \l decided to propose the following programs for the Prague meeting in

August 1955.

3 x l/Z day Workshop on Geomagnetic Observatoreis, Surveys and Repeat

Stations (5.11. Niblett: proposed convener)

3 x 1.2 day Processing of Geomagnetic Data for lndices and for other

Applications. (C. Sucksdorff: proposed convener)

1/2 day Div. v Reviews (Invited)

1/2 day Business meeting of Div. v
.

l/Z day Meteor Stations, wind Data and Analysls

10. Dr. v.9. Golovkov informed that IZMIRAN in Moscow is now ready to begin
.

again the publication of the observatory annual mean values and that there Will

be no more delay in the publication than before, i.e. about one year.

((1.6. Sucksdorff, Chairman)

Interdlvlsional Commission on Antarctic Research

REPORT OF THE BUSINESS MEETING

(19:30—21:00, 17 August 1983)

I. The Chairman, Prof. J.A. Gledhill, welcomed the 12 members who were pre-
sent. In the absence of Prof. T. Hirasawa, Prof. K. Kaminuma acted as

Secretary.

2. Matters Arising from the Edinburgh Meeting

(a) The catalogue of Antarctic ms Data had been produced by Prof. Hira—

sawa and issued by the National Institute of Polar Research in Tokyo.
The chairman expressed the gratitude of members for this.

(b) After some correspondence it had been decided that it is not possible
for IAGA IDCAR to nominate persons to serve on the SCAR Upper Atmo-

spheric Physics Working Group. Several members are, however, also on

that group.

(c) A newsletter had been circulated to members.

3. Proposals for Officers

Names put forward were:
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Chairman Prof. JiA. Gledhill (South Africa)
Co—Chairman Dr. A.N. Zaitzev (USSR)

Others, possibly
vuewhaimen

Dr. T..]. Rosenberg (USA)
Dr. B..I. Fraser (Australia)
Dr. H. Fukunishi (Japan)

Dr. Fukunishi or Dr. Rosenberg would act as Secretary.

Arrangement for Prague Meeting

Members were sharply divided on the merits of having a special session on

Antarctic Research (AIMS SOUTH), as had been proposed and accepted at the

Edinburgh meeting, or of including r\ntarctic papers in the normal sessions
of Divisions H and III, with perhaps a special period set aside for Ant-

arctic results. It was finally resolved to put the matter to the member—

ship at large in the next issue of the newsletter, with a charge to AIMS—

Antarctic Ionospheric and Magnetospheric Studies. It was thought undesir—
able to restrict it to the IMS. Also to be included is the question of

whether a single event should be chosen for particular study
» I3 July

1982, or the whole of June 1982, were Suggested.

ISAAC

Prof. Gledhill reported briefly on the ISAAC cruise. The ship had Spent

nearly A weeks in the South Atlantic, cruising through the region of most

dense low—energy electron precipitation. Particle E and auroral E had

been seen on many occasions and the only night of airglow results so [at

reduced showed 16 rayleighs of 3914 3 emission at a time coinciding with
a well—developed particle E layer. The project premised to be very in—

formative.

Future Plans for International Cooperation in Antarctica

(a) The Leningradskaya-Nolodezhnaya cruise will probably not take place
until 1985/86.

(b) A coherent radar experiment is planned for Siple and Halley Bay for

1986 onward.

(c) Project SHEEP (Southern Hemisphere Energetic Electron Precipitation)
would involve cooperation with digital riometer data from siple,
Halley, Sanae and Campbell Island ionosondes and VLF recording, to-

gether with satellite data, will be involved, as well as a program
in the conjugate region.

h'o rking Group 5

(a) Pulsations. This matter was left until Prof. K.D. Cole had had an

opportunity to raise it at the Division 111 Working Group on VLF

pulsations.
(b) lt was decided not to have a we on Noctilucent clouds, but to draw

the attention of expeditions to the possibility of observing them

from ships on the way to Antarctica.

ICSU Global Change Program

Members will be informed by the next Newsletter and asked for suggestions.

(LA. Gledhill, Chairman)
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Interdlvlslonal Commlsslon on Hlstory

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE IAGA INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON HISTORY

1980 - 1983

The period between 1980 and 1983 has marked an interval of renewed

interest and growth for the IAGA History Commission, with the Commission

having grown to 120 corresponding members. The commission had an extremely
successful scientific session at the i981 Edinburgh Conference. Dr. S.R.C.

Malin prepared an excellent exhibition on the history of geomagnetic research

under the co-sponsorship of the Commission. Dr. A. Thom, an expert on mega-

lithic stone structures, delivered the keynote address at the Edinburgh ses-

sion and attracted an audience of upwards of 300 people. The rest of the

session and business meeting were equally well attended. Finally, under the

leadership of Prof. H. Gadsden, the History Commission sponsored a very suc-

cessful tour of the stone rings in Scotland.

Between the Canberra and Hamburg conferences, a regular newsletter was

begun. The newsletter has stimulated much interest and has lead to a steady
stream of information on scientific history articles, meeting dates, books,

etc. relevant to the IAGA and its members. The History Commission has ex-

panded its role, through the newsletter, from a body mainly reporting his—

torical events of interest to the IAGA, to a focal point for coordinating
historical data sources (through the concerted efforts of Dr. J. Feynman).
This represents a major addition to the role of the History Commission and

promises a Valuable and healthy future for the Commission.

The Hamburg meeting marks a high point for the Commission. 30 papers

have been submitted covering a wide diversity of historical subjects. For

the first time, a session (chaired by Dr. J. Feynman) was devoted entirely
to the use of historical records in scientific research. Dr. N. Schrb‘der

chaired a session on historical events and people with 17 papers
— twice the

papers given at the Edinburgh meeting (most of these were unsolicited!).

Under the leadership of Prof. J. ‘leyer (and the assistance of Prof. h': Kertz),
the History Commission was again a co-sponsor of a historical tour

--

to

Gb'ttingen .

(NOTE: Shown below is a suggested Charter of the History Commission-- a

search of the records reveals that none currently exists. It is hoped that

this charter will become an official IAGA document) (from the IDCH News-

letter)

CHARTER

International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy
Interdivisional Colm'nission on History

The IAGA is the principal international organization responsible for

scientific matters related to the study of geomagnetism and aeronomy. Geo-

magnetism in this context is interpreted as including the disciplines ranging
from the history of the solar and terrestrial magnetic fields to the particles
and fields around other stars. The lnterdivisional History Commission is res~

ponsible for:
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l) Keeping records of the history of the IAGA and of its scientific activi-
ties.

2) For the utilization of historical records in scientific studies.

3) For the general study of history as it pertains to those fields of science
covered by the IAGA.

4) Coordinating all interchanges with other organizations related to the

above for the IAGA.

In order to perform these activities, the Commission will:

1) Maintain a mailing list of interested members.

2) Publish a newsletter.

3) Organize sessions at the biennial IAGA assemblies.

4) Take part in IAGA Executive Council meetings as requested.

when appropriate, the Commission will be responsible for encouraging and

sponsoring trips to historic sites near the assemblies and will promote the

publication of members' papers in journals.

The Commission will have a Chairman and a Vice—Chairman and 1 or more

(Jo-Chairmen. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman will be responsible for the

administration of the Commission while the Co-Chairmen will be responsible
for specific sub-disciplines (i. e., historical events and people, the use of

historical records, etc. ). Ad--hoc committees to deal with specific issues or

the commemoration of special historical events will be authorized.

Commission Leaders for 1983—1987

Chairman: H.B. Garrett (U.S.A.)
Vice-Chairmen: S.R.C. ‘lalin (U.K.)

J. Feynman (U.s.A.)
w. Schrader (F.R. Germany)

Proposed Topics for the Prague Assembly

1. Historical records in geophysics and space physics.
2. Events in geophysics 'and space physics and the people than made them

happen.

Possible Contribution to the Global Change Study

One of the most-used methods of estimating the future global state of

the geophysical environment is to project from a knowledge of past vari-
ations. Historical records can give us unique and invaluable information
on changes in the global environment that have taken place on time scales

ranging from decades to centuries. However, the use of these records to

produce scientifically valuable data sets requires special techniques and

careful evaluation. We propose a session devoted to the presentation,
discussion, and scientific evaluation of such data set in the context of
the future global environment.

(11.13. Garrett
, Chairman)
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Interdlvislonal Conmlsslon 0n the Middle Atmosphere

Business Meeting on 19 August 1983

Attendees: Taubenheim (Chairman), Aukerman, Bossy, Euuhill (part—time),

Brasseur, Chanin, Gadsden, Hauchecorne, Lastovicka, Richmond,

Roper, Simon

1. Status of Middle Atmopshere Program(MAP)

The status of the MAP was reported by Prof. Bowhill (Chairman of MAP

Steering Committee of SCOSTEP), who informed Lhe meeting about Current

activities of MAP projects, national programs, communication by MAP—Newsletters

and Handbook, future meetings, and continuation after 1985 by Middle Atmosphere

Cooperation (MAC) .

2. El: Chairman and Co-Chairman

The meeting was informed that LR. Negill will not continue to be the

chairman of the IAGA—IDC on the Middle Atmosphere, and that correspondingly
the former eo—ehairman, :1. Taubenheim, was recommended by (he IAGA Executive

Committee as the new chairman. P.C. Simon was proposed as new Co—Chairman,

and the meeting agreed to forward this proposal to the IAGA Executive Committee.

3. Working Group Report

P.C. Simon reported on the activities of the Working Group on Solar UV

Irradiance. The NC will hold a meeting on 22th August in Hamburg, the minutes

of which will be distributed to all participants.

4. Reorganization of the Commission

The meeting difined the objectives of the IAGA—IDC on the Middle Atmo—

sphere as

— to improve our understanding of middle atmosphere structure and processes,

- to make recommendations for IAGA conferences and to establish scientific

programs for symposia on the middle atmosphere during IAGA Assemblies,
— to serve as an advisory group for the representatives of IAGA at the MAP-

Steering Committee, and

— to promote international scientific projects on middle atmosphere research.

The Working Groups on the IAGAsIDC are to provide platforms for informal

exchange of information related to key Scientific problems at an international

level. It was proposed to establish the following working groups:

(I) WC on Irradiances Relevant to Aeronomic Processes in the Middle Atmosphere

(Chairman: P.C. Simon, Institut d'Aeronomie Spatiale, Brussels, Belgium)
(II) HG on Aeronomic Processes of the Middle Atmosphere (Chairman: G. Megie,

Service d'Aeronomic, Verrieres-le-Buisson, France)

(III) WG on Global Survey of Chemical Processes and Related Airglou Phenomena

in the Middle Atmosphere (Chairman: (LEI Thomas, University of Colorado,

Boulder, C0., U.S.A.)
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J. Lastovicka recommended to consider a tupit‘ 0n "Na'Lural External Forcing
upon the Middle Atmusphere", which could become a further working group. it
was agreed that the Commission Chairman should publish a short notice in the
"IAGA News”, asking for comrrenrs on and announcements of interest in this

topic form the IAGA community. For a topic on "heterogeneous Chemistry in
the Middle Atmusphere", proposed by n. Ackerman, the question of establishing r

a working group and its chairmanship will be further considered.

5 . Future Meetings

The next major scientific meeting of the Commission will be at the IAGA

Assembly in Prague, 1985, where also several IAMAP commissions (e.g. ICHUA)
will participate. The meeting agreed that a symposium on Middle Atmosphere
Sciences should form a part of the scientific program of the Prague Assembly,
and that the scientific topics defined in the foregoing paragraph could form
a framework for a programme to be further specified by the IDC in the near

future. The chairman of the working gloups and all attendees were asked to
send more speuiflc remommendatiuns, CDmAIKEnIZS, and ideas on the Prague prcgram
as soon as possible to the Chairman of the IDC, who will he an ex-officio
member of the Program Committee of the Prague IAGA Assembly.

6. Resolutions

There were no resolutions from the meeting.

7. ICSU Project on Global Changes

The meeting was shortly informed about the lcsu proposal of a planned
International Project on Global Changes. As there were no immediate comments
from the attendees, they were asked to give any comments, if wanted, to the
Commission Chairman till the end of the Hamburg Assembly.

(J. Taubenheim, Chairman)

Interdlvlslonal working Group on Relations between

External and Internal Magnetlc Variations

SUMMARY OF THE BUSINESS MEETING

held on 19 August 1983

1. Proposal to Change the Status of the Working Group

It was agreed to propose to the Executive Committee to Change the

present "Working Gruup" to an Interdivisional Comissinn, with a simple
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naming, such as 'External/lnternal Relations'. (Note: The final naming

approved by the Closing Conference of Delegates was ”Interdiv1sional

Commission on External/Internal Geomagnetic Relations”.

2. Leaders of the Working Group (Interdivisional Commission) for 1983-87.

The following names were submitted to the Executive Committee for

approval.
Chairman: or. winch (Australia)

Co—Chairmen: s. ‘latsushita (U.S.A.)

G.P. Gregori (Italy)

3. Proposed Sessions for the Prague Assembly

1. Three-dimensionally conceived Sq, L and electrojet fields (Proposed

Convener: E. Oni)
‘ ‘

2. Techbiques and results of Earth conductivity determinations uslng

external/internal fields (W.H. Campbell and G.P. Gregori).

3. Integration of the main, ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions

to the magnetic field (D. Schlapp and D.R. Barraclough).

1». General contributions of external/internal fields (D.E. Winch).

(S.R.C. iialin, Chairman)

IAGA/URSI JOINT WORKING GROUP ON

PASSIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBING OF THE .‘IAGNETOSPHERE

Report on Activities 1981-83

Meeting of the Working Group was held in 1981 at the IAGA and URSI meet-

ings which were held concurrently in Edinburgh and Washington respectively.
Both meetings endorsed the continuation of the working group in its presently

constituted form. Dr. K. Tsuruda (for URSI) and Dr. A.J. Smith (for IAGA)

took over the chairmanship from Dr. D.L. Carpenter and Dr. PLJ. Rycroft res-

pectively.

Valuable contacts have been maintained between members of the working

group, both at the meetings mentioned above and by correspondence. A news—

letter has been mailed out and the mailing list has been updated; it now

includes 37 scientists from 12 Countries.

One of the important activities of the group has been to sponsor (jointly

with the URSI Commission H working group on wave analysis) a symposium on

multipoint and multispectral wave techniques and their application to

ionosphere/magnetosphere studies. This was originally proposed by Dr. Tsuruda

and is now scheduled for the 1984 URSI Meeting in Florence.
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As in previous years a joint observing campaign, oriented towards

whistler observations of plasmapause dynamics, was co-ordinated at the Ant—
arctic L:-/¢ chain of stations during the l982 and 1983 Antarctic winters.
llultistation direction finding whistler observations in this area have been
enhanced by the installation of 3 Sheffield pattern goniometer receiver
(identical to that at halley) at Sanae station.

A meeting of the working group was held during the IAGA Assembly at

hamburg in August 1983 which was well attended. This will be reported in
the next newsletter.

(M. Smith, Co—chairman)

Ad Hoc Commlttee on Developing Countries

At the Edinburgh Assembly in August I981, IACA established an ad hoc
Committee on Developing Countries. This committee worked for two years with
Prof. E. Oni (Nigeria) as chairperson. During the IAGA hamburg Assembly, it
was decided to establish the Interdivisional Commission on Developing Count-
ries.

A brief report by the IAGA President is given below, which outlines the
IAGA's action towards the establishment of the new Interdivisional Commission.
The brief report is followed by the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Assist—
ance to Developing Countries, written by E. Oni.

BRIEF REPORT OF INTERDIVISIONAL COBDIISSION 0N DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

At the Edinburgh Scientific Assembly the Executive Comittee of IAGA
eatablished an ad hoc Committee on Developing Countries. It worked for two

years with Professor E. Oni (Nigeria) as chairperson.

At Hamburg (1983) the members of the committee met with President Cole
in the chair, with the View to transforming the committee from an ad he:
one to an Interdivisional Commission on Developing Countries.

After the Report by Professor Oni on activities over the past two years,
there was discussion of the report, and further ideas on new initiatives,
training of scientists and technicians, equipment problems and educational
matters.

The Interdivisional Commission onDeveloping Countries was created by
the Executive Committee who appointed as chairman Professor no. Rastogi,
Director of the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Bombay, India. Three
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Regional Co—chairmen were proposed and agreed to by the meeting. They are

Dr. E. Oni (Regional Co—ehairperson for Africa), Dr. Q.L. Liu(Regional

co—chairman for Asia) and Dr. LG. Pacca (Regional Co—chairman for Latin

America and the Carribean).

A consultant group of IAGA scientists was established within the

Commission. It was considered that this should be an open group ensuring

strong links with all Divisions of IAGA and with the countries. A partial

list of consultants was suggested at the meeting. It was agreed that more

could be added and that Professor Rastogi should write to these persons

asking them to serve as Consultants. The partial list formed at the meeting

is K.L. Svendsen (USA), H.G. Earczus (France), A.Ni Zaitsev (USSR),

V.A. Troitskaya (USSR), P.H. Serson (Canada), N. Mundt (GDR), N. Schriider (FRG),

K.D. Cole (Australia), u. Schmucker (w. Germany), N.J. Skinner (Botswana),

v.1. Gough (Canada), A.A. Ashour (Egypt), LA. Eltayeb (Sudan).

There was established also a Member's Group, one member for each country.

The list is not complete and so far it is as follows: J.P. Patel (Kenya),

M. Fahim (Egypt), LG. Negi (India), C.A. Onwumechili (Nigeria), M.H.A. Hassan

(Sudan), D.A. Valencio (Argentina), 1. Galindo (Mexico), N.E. Trivedi (Brazil).

Plans for the immediate future

A workshop on Data Analysis was proposed to take place in India in

(tentatively) January 1985.

A workshop on instrumentation was proposed and Professor Oni was asked

to determine if there would be a sufficient number of persons interested and

with what kind of instruments.

Subrcommittees were established with coordinators as follows:

1. Education and Training, Dr. E. 0ni

2. Applied Geomagnetism, Dr. J.G. Negi

3. Aeronomy, Dr. Olatunji
4. Special Projects (e.g. MAGSAT), Dr. B.F. Singh

5. Instruments, Dr. K.L. Svendsen

6. Exchange of Educational Materials, Dr. N. Schrb‘der

The Comission is now under the chairmanship of Professor R.G. Rastogi.

Full details of the proceedings of the Hamburg meetings on Developing

Countries will be printed and circulated by him.

K,D. Cole

President lAGA

REPORT OF THE IAGA AD HOC COMMITTEE ON

ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

l. Preamble

At the fourth Scientific Assembly held in Edinburgh in August 1981, a

Committee on Assistance to Developing Countries was set up. There were no

specific terms of reference and no fund was made available. The members of

the Committee are as follows:

E. Oni (Chairman), M. Fahim, K.L. Svendsen, S.R.C. Malin,

v.A. Troitskaya, J.P. Patel, I. Galindo, 1.6. Pacca,

Q.—L. Liu, C. Rajaram, K.D. Cole, N. Fukushima.
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2. MODE OF OPERATION OF THE COMMITTEE

Since it has not been possible for the members of the Committee to meet,
the mode of operation has been through correspondence. Quite a number of
members put forward useful suggestions and as a result of all these, the
Chairman sent the following write—up to the Secretary General of IAGA for

publication in IAGA News.

‘Audio—Visual Haterial'

Following steps taken by the Committee to popularise "Geomagnetism" in

Developing Countires, it is now possible to purchase a documentary film entitled
"The Earth is a Magnet" from the British Broadcasting Corporation. The film was

made in 1980 and it lasts 50 minutes. The film is available and can be purchased
from BBC Enterprises Ltd., 503 Villiers House, The Broadway, London W5. It costs
130 pounds sterling on video cassette or 310 pounds on 16mm film. Scientists from

developing countries are advised to purchase the film and circulate it throughout
their countries.

We have also received news that the United States has embarked on a project
for preparation of a series of educational films on geophysical disciplines. These
films will be useful to scientists from developing countries when completed.

The Committee also welcomes any relevant Audio—Visual materials which may
be available in other developed countries. Donors should please contact the

following: Dr. Ebun Oni, Department of Physics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria.

139 uipment and Apparatus

There are many magnetic observatories, institutions and university depart—
ments who have equipment, especially magnetometers, which are good but are no

longer being used. Such equipment can be passed on to scientists from developing
countries. Those who are interested in donating such equipment and scientists from
developing countries who are interested in accepting them should please get in
touch with the following coordinator: Dr. Emil Kring-Lauridsen, Danish Meteoro—
logical Institute, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—ZlDD Copenhagen, Denmark.

Training of Scientists and Technicians from Developing Countries

India had a bilateral agreement for training scientists and technicians in
geophysics from developing countries. The request is to be made to the High
Comissioner for India at the Embassy of India in the country of the applicant.

In the case of training in geomagnetism in India, scientists from developing
countries who wish to take advantage of this should please contact the follow—
ing: Professor R.G. Rastogi, Director, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism,
Colaba, Bombay 400 005, India.

Distribution of Journals to Develping Countries

K.L. Svendsen and a number of his colleagues have been giving their old
journals (after one year) to libraries in developing countries. There may be
other individuals and institutions who are willing to donate old journals to

libraries in developing countries. Those who are interested in donating such

journals, and scientists from developing countries who are willing to accept
them for their libraries, should please get in touch with the following coor—

dinator: Mr. K.L. Svendsen, NORA, EDIS/NGSDC, 325 S Broadway, Boulder, Colorado,
80303, U.S.A.
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Conclus ion

It seems to me that it is necessary to have a Committee on Assistance to

Developing Countries, but there is a need to make funds available to such a

Committee. IAGA is in a position to solicit for funds from UNESCO as well as

ECA (Economic Commission for Africa) and other similar bodies. Not much can

really be achieved without any source of funding. I would like to suggest that

a more serious attention should be paid to this aspect in Hamburg.

Ebun Oni,

Chairman, IAGA Committee on

Assistance to Developing Countries.

Note: Prof. 11.6. Rastogi, Chairman of the Interdivisional Commission on

Developing Countries, compiled and published the Proceedings of Dis—

cussion Meeting of Ad—Hoc Committee on Developing Countries, August
17 and 19, 1983‘ This report is available on request from

The Director, Indian Institute of Geomagnecism
Colaha, Bombay

- 400 003 INDIA.
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PROGRAMMES AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE IAGA SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

During the XVIII General Assembly of IAGA in Hamburg, the following
scientific sessions were held, in addition to the Reporter Review sessions
of Divisions 1-,V. Thirty of these sessions (from 11 to CE in the following
list) are IAGA sessions, and the last three are organized jointly as indi-
cated. The Programme-Abstracts booklet for these sessions (except for MAS)
was published as IAGA Bulletin No.48 of 586 pages, which included the abst—
racts of 842 papers. For the Joint IAGA/IAMAP Joint Symposium on the Middle

Atmosphere Sciences (MAS), the programme and abstracts were included in the
IAMAP booklet, and the 202-page reprint from it for MAS was provided to all
IAGA registrants.

Code Session Title

11 Mathematical Modelling of [he Geomagnetic Main Field and Secular

Variations, and Its Applications.
12 Origin of Main Fields and Secular Changes of the Earth and Planets.
13 Electromagnetic Studies of the Earth.

14 The Origin and Significance of Regional Geomagnetic Anomalies.
15 Megaplates and Microplares.
16 Paleomagnetism and Dynamo Theory.
17 Basic Theory and Experiments on the Magnetic Properties of Oxides

and Sulphides.
CI General Contributions to Division I on Internal Magnetic Fields.
21 Ionospheric Modification.

2Q Equatorial Ionospheric Irregularities
G2 General Contributions to Division II on Aeronomic Phenomena.
PE Electrodynamics of Polar Atmosphere and Magnetosphere.
PA Comparative Study of Planetary Magnetospheres, Ionospheres and

Atmospheres
PP Role of Ionospheric Plasma in the Flasmasphere and Magnetosphere.
3H Theory and Modelling of Hydromagnetic Waves.

G3 General Contributions to Division III on Magnetospheric Phenomena.
AL Large-Scale Solar-Interplanetary Relations.
41‘ Turbulence and Kinetic Physics in the Solar Wind.
AS Solar Maximum Transition.

4C Problems Related to Solar-Wind Composition.
GA General Contributions to Division IV on Solar Wind and Interplanetary

Magnetic Field.

W Workshop on Geomagnetic Observatory and Survey Practice.
GV General Contributions to Division V on Observatories, Instruments,

Indices and Data.

HE Historical Events or People.
HR The Use of Historical Records in the Study of Geomagnetism and History.
E0 Origin and Comparison of Sq and L Variations
ES Separation of the Observed Magnetic Field into Main, Ionospheric and

Magnetospheric Contributions. '

E1 The External and Internal Magnetic Separation during IMS.
135 Equatorial Electrojet and Counter Electrojet
GE General Contributions on Internal/External Effects.
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MAS Middle Atmosphere Sciences (IAGA/IAMAP joint symposium, cosponsored

by COSPAR and SCDSTEP) .

VRA Workshop on the Venus International Reference Atmosphere (VIRA)

(arranged by COSPAR Working Group, cosponsored by IAGA and 1mm).

CDW Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop 6 for the IMS (CDAW-é) (arranged

by SCOS’I‘EP and cosponsored by IAGA).

The actual programmes of the above scientific sessions are given below,

along with short summaries or comments from the conveners and/or chairmen

of these sessions.

11. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE GEOMAGNETIC MAIN FIELD AND SECULAR

VARIATION, AND ITS APPLICATIONS (Conveners: D.R. Barraclough, N. Mundt)

August 24, 3.111. Room: D01

Chairman: S.R.C. Malin

N.w. Peddie, A.K. Zunde: An assessment of the near—surface accuracy of the

International Geomagnetic Reference Field 1980 model of the main

geomagnetic field (11.01).

R. Macnab, K.G. Shin, S.P. Srivastava: Application of the new International

Geomagnetic Reference Field to large sets of marine magnetometer data

(11.02) .

J.E. Humble: Field model comparisons: cosmic ray differences between the

predicted and adopted 1980.0 fields (11.03).

W. Mundt, E. Ritter. A. Best: Test of IGRF 1980 main field and secular

variation in Europe (11.04) .

F.J. Lewes: The 'perpendicular error' effect in IGRF modelling (11.05).

J.c. Cain, J. Frayser, 13.11. Schmitz: In search of a Compleat geomagnetic model

(11.06) .

F.S. Barker: Generation of high order global models using a locally dense

domain constructed from low order models (11.07) .

V.P. Golovkov, N.v. Kulanin: Geomagnetic field space energetic spectrum

applied to regularize spherical harmonic analysis (11.05) .

August 24, p.m. Room: D01

Chairmen: N.W. Peddie, F.S. Barker

13‘. Molina, O. Battelli, A. De Santis, A. Meloni: A geomagnetic survey of

Italy. Comparison with planetary reference fields (11.09).

F.—Y. Sun, C.-C. An, Y.-F. Xu: Some characteristics of geomagnetic field and

its secular variation in and near China in the last 20 years (11.11).

F.S. Barker, D.R. Barraclough: The distribution of magnetic observatory data

and its effect on secular variation models (11.13).

V.P. Golovkov: Modern concepts of the geomagnetic field dynamics within the

time range from ten to one milliard years (11.14).

151.12. Benton: some estimable bounds on the intensity of upwelling necessary

for dynamo action in Earth's liquid core (11.15).

V.P. Golovkov, N.M. Rotanova, S.V. Philippov, '1‘.A. Chernova: Geomagnetic

field 60-year variations' global distribution (11.17).
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One of the major themes that emerged was the evaluation and use of the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), in particular the latest
version produced at the 1981 IAGA Assembly in Edinburgh. It seems to be

generally agreed that the current IGRF describes the geomagnetic field well
near 1980 and that it is a significant improvement on previous Versions. This
is largely because the IGRF is controlled, near 1980, by the high quality data
provided by the vector geomagnetic field survey satellite, Magsat which was in
orbit fromNovember 1979 until June 1980. Unless a similar satellite mission
is flown in the near future, the accuracy of future IGRFs is likely to decline
once again, since they will be based essentially on Nagsat data updated using
the poorly distributed set of magnetic observatory data.

Many of the papers presented were concerned, wholly or in part, with the

problems of accurately describing the secular variation on global and regional
scales. The importance of a knowledge of the secular variation to both practi—
cal probelms of chart production and theoretical problems concerned with the
outer layers of the Earth's core and the lower mantle was also stressed.

The following 10 papers from this interesting and successful session have
been published as a special issue of Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors
(Vol. 37, No. 1, January 1985): numbers 1 to 5; 9 to ll, 13 and 18.

(E.R. Barraclough)

IZ. ORIGIN OF MAIN FIELDS AND SECULAR CHANGES OF THE EARTH AND PLANETS
(Convener: E.R. Benton)

August 22, am a pm; Room: 001

Chairmen : 1.1L Eltayeb, J.A. Jacobs, D.E. Loper

D.J. Stevenson: Physical state of the Earth's Core (12.01)
T. Spohn, G. Schubert: Modes of Mantle Convection and the Thermal Evolution

of the Core (12.02)
D. Crossley: Oscillatory Flow in the Liquid Core (12.03)
s. stergiopoulous, K.D. Aldridge: Ringdown of Inertial Waves in a Spheroidal

shell of Rotating Fluid (12.04)
G.E. Backus: Application of Mantle Filter Theory to the Magnetic Jerk of 1969

(12.06)

L.R. Alldredqe: Impulses and Jerks in the Geomagnetic Field (12.07)
M. Fuller, 1.5. Williams: Transitional Fields During Geomagnetic Reversals

(invited) (12.03)

C.G. Constable, M.w. McElhinny: A Secular Variation Record from Lake Sedi-

ments in North Queensland, Australia (12.09)
P.L. McFadden, M.w. McElhinny: A Physical Model for Paleosecular variation

(12.10)

G.R. Ierley: Theoretical Estimates of the Westward Drift (12.11)
0.1:. Smylie, h.h.l<. Szeto: Coupled Motion of the Inner Core and Possible

Geomagnetic Implications (12,12)
. Fearn: A Limit to the strengths of planetary Magnetic Fields (12.13)
. Collinson: The Origin of Primary and Secondary Magnetization in Lunar

Rocks —Evidence for the Ancient Lunar Magnetic Field (12.14)
J.w. Warwick, v.12. Evans: Jupiter‘s and Saturn‘s Fine-Scale Magnetic Fields

(12.15)



J.E.P. Connerney, M.H. Acuna, N.F. Ness: Magnetic Secular variation of

Jupiter and Saturn (I2.16)

R. Thompson: standing Magnetic Fields: Time for a Change? (12.17)

R. Thompson: Geomagnetic Evolution: 400 Years of Variation of Planet Earth

(12.18)

A.M. Seward, C.A. Jones: The Role of ma. Taylor's Constraint in Dynamo

Models (12.19)

M.R.E. Proctor, D.R. Fearn: Self—Consistent Dynamo Models Driven by Hydro—

maqnetic lnstabilitiee (12.20)

M. stix, PrH. Roberts: Time—Dependent Electromagnetic Core—Mantle Coupling

(12.121)

J.A. As: Current Systems Creating a Pure Dipole Field (12.112)

J.A. As: The Jerks in the Secular Change of the Geomagnetic Field (1233)

H.H. Schloessin: Phasor Relationships Between Magnetic Field and Fluid Core

Notion, with Gravitational Control and Feed-back Mediated by the

Lower Mantle (12.34)

This session was very heavily attended (about 100 at times) and

enthusiastically received. Because some 27 papers were scheduled for presenta—
tion (of which 23 were delivered), there was insufficient time for adequate
discussion. Consequently, an impromptu supplementary meeting was arranged
for Wednesday evening, 24, August 1983, at which over 30 attendees held a

very lively give—and—take discussion (mostly on jerks and reversals) for

nearly 2 hours.

The delivered papers fall roughly within six sub—categories.
1. Core physics and dynamics (Crossley; lerly; Schloessin; Smylie and

Szeto; Stergiopoulous and Aldridge; Stevenson; Stix and Roberts)
2. Short Term Time—Dependence of the Geomagnetic Feidl —1mpuises and

Jerks (Alldredge; As; Backus)
3. Longer Term Time Dependence of the Geomagnetic Field — Historical and

Paleosecular Variation, Reversals (Constable and McElhinny; Fuller;

McFadden and McElhinny; Thompson)
A. Theory of the Geodynamo (Fearn; Proctor and Fearn; Soward and Jones)

5, Mantle Convection and Core Evolution (Spohn and Schubert)

6. Lunar and Giant Planet Magnetism (Collinson; Connerney, Acuna and

Ness; Warwick and Evans)

Stevenson set the physical stage for this session in his invited talk,
which dealt with core composition and homogeneity; the nature of the core—

mantle and inner core—outer core boundaries; thermodynamics and transport

properties of the core; and its dynamics. Especially notable are his

skepticism about the relevance of all existing dynamo models because of the

gross oversimplification always made to date, in boundary conditions at the

core—mantle boundary (CMB). He favors a CMB which may be tesselated into

plates by anti—ridges formed beneath cold descending plumes in the mantle.

(In LAGA Session 16 he further developed this idea by considering an uz dynamo
in which the a effect is concentrated in vertical planar sheets into the

core beneath the anti—ridges). Stevenson also emphasized his belief that

the Kennedy-Higgins core paradox should no longer be of concern; the core

geotherm can comfortably be adiabatic throughout. Nontheless, some subsequent
work dealt with aspects of a stably stratified regime in the Core. For

example, Crossley explained his research on diagnostics, excitation and

detection of gravity—inertia, Kelvin, high and low frequency waves in a

stably stratified core while the experiment of Stergiopoulous and Aldridge
is aimed at resonating Kelvin and/or inertial modes in a fluid sphere by

precessing a small solid central spheroid at a preferred rate. This experi—

ment bears some similarity to the work of Smylie and Szeto, who attribute the
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dipole moment of the earth to precession about a titled axis of the solid
inner core. On the other hand, Benton presented in the MAGSAT session--IUGG
Symposium 13——magnetic evidence for detectable up and down—welling must be
below the core—mantle boundary which suggests the absence of a stably stratified
layer there.

Westward drift can be adequately explained by electromagnetic core—

mantle coupling in the View of Ierley; while Stix and Roberts have developed
a model of time-dependent electro—magnetic core—mantle coupling for comparison
with variations in earth rotaion for the period 1906—1975, concluding that
a large toroidal field (100-200 Gauss) is possible.

As might be expected, several papers on magnetic impulses or jerks
(step function change in secular acceleration) generated a lot of lively
interest. Backus used mantle filter theory to probe thoroughly just what the
1969 jerk can and cannot reveal about conductivity of the deep mantle. He is
greatly impressed by the very high accuracy with which pre— and post—1969
magnetic time dependence can be fit by two different parabolae. However, a

radial integral of conductivity (with a weighting kernel that vanishes linearly
with r at the (MB) is the constrained quantity, but that still permits arbi—

trarily large deep mantle conductivity. As an interesting speculation, Backus
raised the possibility that the 1956 elbow in Morrison's length of day data
could be the beginning of the magnetic jerk seen at earth's surface some 13

years later (Backus paper on this work should appear in Geophys. J. Roy. Astron.
Soc. in Sept. 1983). Alldredge's concern was with the reality of the global
nature of the jerk, its epoch of occurrence at 1969, the duration of the
transition as only 1 year or less, and whether it represents internal or,
more probably, external influences. Along with Backus, he concludes that the

jerk does not limit the value of deep mantle conductivity. J.A. As considered
the effect of the external ring current on the 1969 jerk. In the evening
discussion, Courtillot described a bit about the latest work of the French

group, which is believed to establish not only the 1969 jerk beyond doubt,
but also the existence of another jerk near 1910.

Fuller's invited paper on reversals continued the idea, initiated at

Edinburgh with a paper by R.L. Wilson, of having a paleomagnetic observer
discuss those observations for the would—be theorists and modelers. Fuller
reviewed the distinctive features, advantages and drawbacks of lavas, sedi-

ments, and intrusives, pointing out that all three records are valuable. He
also noted that Larson has questioned the validity of some of these records
on the basis that they might merely be superpositions of opposite polarity
signals. Although caution is recommended, there still may be enough records
in existence to look for systematics (such aspects received attention by Barton,
Coe and Hoffman, for example, in IAGA Session 16). The usual passage of the
VGP close to either the meridian through the sight, or the one 180° away (on
the far side) is one such systematic (but some new records suggest that perhaps
only the early part of the typical transition is axisymmetric). Fuller thinks
the data should be able to distinguish between quadrupole and octupole domi—
nated lower order spherical harmonic models of the reversal process.

New sediment records from two volcanic crater lakes close together
in Australia were presented and compared by Constable and McElhinny. Incli—
nation, declination, relative intensity and radiocarbon dates have all been
obtained. Although intensities for both lakes agree rather well, the directions
do not. McFadden and McElhinny described interesting work revealing a latitude
dependence of dispersion in reversal records when VGP is assumed to have a

spherical distribution. The assumption that the energy in the non—dipole field
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is proportional to that in the dipole leads to dipole wobble that appears to

be related to the frequency of reversals. Thompson showed a short film, two

years in the making, composed of individual contour maps (at intervals of

3000 nT) of the vertical non—dipole field from about 1600 A.D. to present.

Growth and decay of isoporic foci on a time scale substantially shorter than

for their westward drift was apparent.

Soward and Jones reported on the special ways in which dynamo states

that are compatible with the constraint of J.B. Taylor have been approached
in a horizontally plane layer dynamo in which Coriolis forces balance Lorentz

forces. Proctor and Fearn discussed apparent convergence in a linear, kine—

matic but dynamically self-consistent dynamo, whose energy source is the

instability of mean axisynmletric field generated by the chosen flow. Both

the mean zonal field and motion greatly exceed the meridional counterparts.

Fearn described an extension of the local magnetic field gradient instability

analysis of Acheson to a global system consisting of a cylindrical annulus.

Generally, Acheson's results are confirmed, qualitatively, and application to

Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars was displayed.

Noting the problems with magnetic data quality for the lunar samples,

Collinson reviewed the presence of thermoremanence in lavas extruded some 4

to 3.2 billion years ago, and discussed the possibility of transient—production

of B by impact or an acient dynamo in a small lunar core. The secondary

magnetization is most easily explained if there is a permanent global lunar

magnetic field.

The Pioneer and Voyager flybys of Jupiter and Saturn, combine their

data with earlier ground based radioastronomy data to give the beginnings

of secular variation studies of the giant planets. Warwick and Evans reported

that the decimetric data shows movement of a Jovian hotspot by 60" in 10 years;

decametric observations give nearly time invariant surface fields over a 30

year interval. A real puzzle is provided by the Pion22r ll flyby of Saturn:

the inferred miniscule l“ tilt angle of the best fitting dipole means there

should be virtually no modulation of the radio emission; yet, the observed

emission is highly modulated. Connerny, Acfina and Ness confirm that Jupiter

seems to lack secular variation of its dipole tilt and moment over a five

year time interval. Although the structure of the edge of Saturn's B—ring

permits some inference about the magnetic field, it is still too early to

estimate any secular variation for Saturn. The more reliable error bars

needed await the hoped for 15PM and Galileo missions late in this decade.

The paper by Spohn and Schubert seems designed to help distinguish
between the two currently favored models of mantle convection, whole mantle

and two layered. Since the Rayleigh number is so enormous, one must expect

thermal boundary layering which acts as a conductive throttle. Whole mantle

convection is found to be capable of removing several times as much heat as

does layered mantle convection in 2'109 years. Yet, after considering how

mantle convection couples to the thermal evolution of the core, they find

they cannot really choose between these two models, for both suggest about

the same behaviour (a plateau in the time dependence of the heat flux).

The overall impression left by the IAGA Symposium is one of a rich

variety of work on both traditional and novel areas of this field. Con—

comitantly, meetings must cope with the need for much more discussion time,

even at the price of accepting fewer papers.

(E.R. Benton)



I3. ELECTROMAGNETIC STUDIES OF THE EARTH (Conveners: V. Haak, 0. Praus)

August 23, 3.111. and p.m. Room: D02

I: Regional Studies of Electrical Conductivity

12.11. Niblett, 2.11. Kurtz, M. Chouteau: Recent results from deep magnetotelluric
sounding in the canadian shield (13.01).

S.C. Constable, M.W. MCElhinny, P.L. McFadden: Controlled source electrical

studies of the Australian crust (13.02).
S.E. Hjelt- Deep electromagnetic studies of the Baltic shield (13.03).
K. Pajumpa Conductivity anomalies in Finland as revealed from four magneto—

meter array studies (13.04).
X.R. Kong, U. Schmucker: Geomagnetic and magnetotellurlc soundings in the

Rheingraben (13.05) .

A. Adam, L. Szarka, 11. varga: Crustal conductivity anomalies in the Pannonian
Basin interpreted by physical and mathematical modeling (I3.06).

v. Cerv, .1. Pek, 0. Praus: Models of induction anomalies in Czechoslovakia

(13. 07) .

R. Del Valle, M.T. Diaz, JJI. Febrer, N. Fourcade, H.G. Fournier, J.C. GaSCO,
MJ-X. Keller, H. Nunez, M.C. Pomposiello: Hagnetatelluric Study of
a sedimentary basin, off shore, along the NE coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula (13.03).

p. Tarits, 11. Menvielle: The Andean anomaly of conductivity in term of

deviation of telluric currents (13.09).
G. Schwarz, V. Haak, E1 Martinez, J. Bannister: Electrical conductivity

studies in the Central Andes, on a profile from the Pacific coast

to the Eastern Cordillera (13.10).
A. Dupis, s. Petiau, A.L. Thera: MT soundings in the Assal Lake region (13.11).

Menvielle, J.L. Le Mouel, 0.1. cheng: Geomagnetic study in Tibet (13.12).
F

11; studies and Applications in shallow structures

G.J.K. Dawes, T. Devlin, V.R.S. Hutton, R.G. Roberts: A Broadband geoelectro—
magnetic study of the Travale Geothermal Field, Tuscany (13.16).

A.J. Eerktold, H.J. Dittus, KJL Eigner, U. Teufel: Telluric, magnetotelluric
and geomagnetic depth sounding measurements in the geothermal area of

Travale/Tuscany (Italy) (13.17).
5. Musmann, J. Otter): Active audiomagnetotelluric application in geothermal

areas (13.18) .

G. Fischer, v.13. Le Quang, I. Muller; VLF ground surveys, at poweful tool for
the study of shallow two—dhnentional structures (13.19) .

J. Heikka, A. Zhamaletdinov, T. Demidowa, S.E. Hjelt: MED-test registrations
in Northern Finland (13.20).

P.—A. Schneggy G. Fischer: A new pulsed audio magnetotelluric technique (13.21).

III: Laboratory Studies

1:. Hinze, 11. Manko, s. will: The dispersion of the electrical conductivity of
Dreiser Weiher olivines (13.22).

G. Nover, E. Hinze, G. will: Measurements of the frequency dependence of the
electrical conductivity of rocks from the urach 3 and Falkenberg
drillings (Gemany) (13.23).

z.v. Chanishvilli, v. KropaEek, M. Laetovit’kova: Thermal and electrical prop-
erties of basaltic rocks in the temperature interval 20— 900°C (13.24).
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P.H. Morat, ELL. Counil: Natural electric field in rock samples under stress.

Experimental results (13.25).

1v: Theory and Modelling

M. avoidara: Solution of the stationary approximation for m field in the

layered Earth with 3D inhomogeneity (13.27).

H.w. Dosso, W.B. Hu, w. Nienaber: Analogue model electromagnetic response

of an ocean channel and a seamount (13.28).

P. Kaikkonen, L.L. vanyan: Numerical thin sheet modeling of magnetotelluric

field distortions by the hybrid technique. 111 Results for Rheingraben

(13.30).

P. Kaikkonen: Numerical thin sheet modeling of magnetotelluric field distor-

tions by the hybrid technique. 1v Results for the Baltic Shield (13.31).

M. Mareschal, c. Vasseur: Bimodal electromagnetic induction in nonuniform

thin sheets: Tests and application to Scotland (13.32).

L.J. Lanzerotti, 5.9. Gregori: Evaluation of canonical geomagnetic Depth

Sounding parameters (13.33).

v. Deep Conductivity of Earth and Moon

D.E. Winch: Impedance modelling of the Earth based on solar and lunar daily

magnetic variations (13.34).

B.A. Hobbs, L.L. Hood, F. Herbert, c.p. Sonett: Low frequency electromagnetic

induction in the Moon: Linearised inverse theory and lunar core

calculations (13.35) .

u. Schmucker: Electromagnetic response estimates in the period range of Sq

(13. 37) .

E.P. Velikhov, G.I. Gorbunov, YU.M. VolkOV, L.L. Vanyan, T.A. Demidova,

ILA. Zhamaletdinov, S.E. Hjelt, J. Heikka, R. Piirainen: Deep electro-

magnetic sounding in Finland (13.29).

A. Meloni, L.V. Medford, L.J. Lanzerotti, G.P. Gregori: Electromagnetic

studies of the Earth using induction on a trans—Atlantic Cable (13.39) .

L.L. Vanyan: Electrical conductivity of the asthenosphere (13.40).

H. Jfidicke, J. Untiedt: Electrical conductivity structure of the crust and

upper mantle beneath the Rhenish massif (13.122).

ILM. Isikara, Y. Honkura: some results obtained from electric and magnetic

research in the North—Anatolian fault zone (I3.R4) .

n. Beblo, A. Bjornsson: Magnetotelluric model of Iceland (13.125).

The actual program consisted still of 37 contributions which had to be

presented in 14 sessions, i.e. in 360 minutes of time. Under these circum—

stances it seemed infeasible and inhuman to present all contributions orally,

and it seemed that we have to face the problem of an ever increasing number of

contributions also in the future. We decided to present all papers as posters

during several days from Friday 19 evening until \Jednesday 21o evening. The

actual presentation was on Tuesday, 23 August. The general impression was

that a great number of visitors was attracted and that the exchange of ideas

and information was more intensive than in any oral session. From 1630 to

1800 as open panel discussion in the lecture room between a group of 4 chairmen

(Filloux, Hjelt, Hobbs, Schmucker) and the auditorium was arranged. The topics

which were not prescribed circled around the problem of establishing an Earth

reference electric model, the existence of low resistive layers in some parts

of the continental crust, and around the improvement of transfer functions.

We feel that this type of sessions could face the great number of contri—

butions. There is no solution to distinguish between first class (orally
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presented) and second class (poster presented) papers since this classifica—
tion prohibits a serious communication between all scientists, However, it
is essential for this newer type of presentation, that the posters can be dis—

plyed for several days before and after the actual "session". Most (21) of
the papers were concerned with "Regional studies" of the resistivity structure
in several parts of the world. 4 papers were devoted to laboratory studies,
6 papers to theory and modeling, and 6 papers to the deep (below lOO km)
conductivity. In a subsequent action 13 papers have been published in a

special issue of the J. Geophysics, Vol. 55, no. 33, pp. 143—231, "Electro—
magnetic Studies in the Earth”, 1984.

(v. Haak)

I4. THE ORIGIN AND SIGNIFICANCE OF REGIONAL GEOHAGNETIC ANOMALIES
(Conveners: A.G. Hahn, P.J. Hood)

August 18, am Room: D2095

Chairman: ILG. Hahn

J.R. Heirtzler: Extinction of oceanic magnetic laneations at subduction
zones (Invited, presented by P.J. Hood) (1401).

N.—A. Morner: The lithospheric field: Geomagnetic anomalies and deformations
(14.03) .

August 18, p.rn. Room: D2095

Chairman: P.J. Hood

12.21. Langel, H. Frey: A reduced—to»pole satellite anomaly map of the world
and its relationship to global tectonics (14.05) .

R.R.B. Von Frese, R. Oliver, w..1. Hinze: Long—wavelength magnetic and gravity
anomaly correlations of Africa and Europe (14.06).

D.C. Hishra: Long wavelength magnetic anomalies from lithosphere — Indian
Shield and Himalayas (14.07).

p.12. Ajakaiye, D.H. Hall, T. Millax: Aeromagnetic anomalies across the

Nigerian younger granite province (14.09).
J. Korhonen: Aeromagnetic survey of Finland
J.S. Rathore, J. Hospers, E. Finnstryfm: An aeromagnetic study Off the 5J1.

coast of Norway and its tectonic significance (14.14).

August 19, am Room: 92095

Chairmen: ILGr Hahn, P.J. Hood

1. Zietz: The first magnetic map of the United States: A crustal inter—

pretation (14.16).

P.J. Hood, D. Teskey: Canadian magnetic anomaly map program: A review of
recent advances (14.17).

11—h. Wang, v.—r. xu, G.—T. Ren, v.—r. Yan, r.-y. Sun: studies on the

geomagneic anomalies in china (14.15).
M. Tanaka, s. Hatsumura: Geomagnetic anomalies in and around Japan detected

from terrestrial and aeromagnetic surveys (14.19).
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P.J. Wasilewski: Magnetic mineralogy of the crust and upper mantle and the

significance for interpretation of satellite measured anomalies (14.20).

P.J. wasilewski, E.R. Padovani: Crustal magnetization beneath the Rio Grande

Rift and colorado Plateau based on xenoliths (14.21).

In this session several papers dealt with national surveys covering

large areas, like the surveys of Canada, Finland, Japan and the U.S.A. The

authors (Hood & Teskey, Korhonen, Tanaka (t Natsumura, Zietz) demonstrated a

great number of features in the anomaly maps which clearly correspond to major

geological structures which are important in the exploration for are deposits.

Correlations were made also with other geophysical data, mainly those of gravity

measurements. New methods of portraying magnetic survey data in planimetric

form were presented such as the shaded relief technique which emphasizes tec—

tonic features. It was shown that magnetic anomalies in many situations pro—

vide the clearest and most comprehensive indications with respect to prospecting

and geological mapping applications.
Still larger areas were considered in three papers based on the results

of the 1979/1980 Magsat mission. Here were shown correlations with tectonic

structures (Langel & Frey), with gravity anomalies (Von Frese, Oliver & hinze)

and with lithospheric large—scale deformations (MSrner).

The use of geomagnetic anomalies for prospecting purposes was demonstrated

for areas in China (wang et al.), Nigeria (Ajakaiye, Hall & hillar) and offshore

Norway (Rathore, Hospers 8 Finstrém).

Thorough rock magnetic studies on the conditions for generation and

transformation of magnetic minerals and the consequences for the interpretation

of magnetic anomalies were communicated in two papers (Uasilewski; Nasilewski

& Padovani).

It is clear from the papers presented in this session that the value of

regional magnetic anomaly map compilations is becoming increasingly well recog—

nized. Moreover in view of the fact that magnetic surveying activity continues

at a high level throughout the world, we expect to see compilations for all of

the continents to be prepared in due course; a start has already been made in

North America and Europe.
(A. Hahn and v.3. Hood)

15. MEGAPLATES AND MICROPLATES (Conveners: D.B. Stone, A.N. Khramov)

August 18, an. Room: D2098

chairman: D.B. Stone

can. Harrison, T. Lindh: Polar wandering paths for the major cratonic areas

of the earth (15.01).

B. Keating, c.r:. Helsley, x. Kodama: Tectonic implications of the rotational

history of the island arcs (15.02).

H.J. Mauritsch: Palaeomagnetic investigation in the East African Rift, West

of Arusha, Northern Tansania (15.03).

J.P. Patel: Lower Proterozoic polar wander path for Africa (15.04).

57.5. Rathore: The magnetic fabric signatures of sheared zones (15.05).

H.n. Roeser: Results from combining a world map of the magnetic seafloor

spreading anomalies with a world map of the oceanic plateaus (15.06].

P.W. Schmidt: Analysis of palaeomagnetic data by the linearity spectrum

method (15.07).

D.R. Watts: Palaeomagnetic data from west Antarctica: A review (I5.08) .
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August 18, p.|n. Room: D2098

Chairman: M. Fuller

S.K. Runcorn: Paleomagnetism of the Moon

12.5. Coe, B.R. Globeman, p.w. Plumley, G.A. Thrupp: Paleomagnetic investi—
qation of tectonostratigraphic terranes of Alaska (15.11).

H. Fuller, R. McCabe, I.s. Williams, J. Almasco, 1m. Encina, A.S. Zanoria,
J.A. Wolfe: Paleomagnetism of Luzon (15,l2).

M. Kono, K. Heki, y. Hamano: Paleomagnetic study of the central Andes:

Counterclockwise rotation of Peruvian block (15.14).
J.-L. Lin, M. Fuller, N.—Y. Chang: Phanerozoic AFW paths for North China

and South China blocks and implications for the tectonics of Central
Asia (15.15).

9.1.. McFadden, M.w. McElhinny, X.H. Ma, z.l<. Zhang: Penna—Triassic paleo—
magnetism of the Tarim Block, china (15.17).

D.T.A. Sylllons: Paleomagnetic data and the tectonics of Terrane 1 of the

Western Canadian cordillera (15.19).

D.T.A. Symons: Geotectonics of Wrangellia — Further paleomagnetic data from

Vancouver Island, Canada (15.20).

F. Theyer, N. Neinreich, u. Bleil: Neoqene polar wander path for the Pacific:

Plate motion and field behavior (15.2l).

D.A. Valencia, J.F.A. Vilas: Evidence of a microplate in the Southern Andes?

(15.22).

August 19, an. Room: D2098

Chairmen: D.T.A. Symons, E.R. Deutsch

N. Abrahamsen: Possible rotaions and translations in the Scandinavian

Caledonides (15.24) .

V. Bachtadse: Palaeomagnetic evidence for Hercynian rotations of Central

Europe (15.25).

M. Becke, H.J. Mauritsch: Palaeomagnetic investigations in the Permian

Bozener Quarzporphyr in the southern Alps (Italy) (15.26) .

S. Cirilli, P. Marten, L. Vigliotti: Implications of a Combined biostrati—

graphic and palaeomagnetic study of the Umbrian Maiolica formation

(I5. 27) .

E.R. Deutsch: Ordovician paleomagnetism, rotation of microplates and closure

of the Proto—Atlantic ocean (15.29).

J.F. Diehl: Paleomaqnetism of the late Cretaceous—early Tertiary North—Central

Montana alkalic province (15.30) .

D.J. Dunlop, M.J. Stirling: Tectonic history of 'Grenvillia': Evidence from

paleomagnetisn and thermo—chronometry of the Cordova qabbro (15.31)

H. Feinberg, A. Galdeano, M.G. Moreau, my. Pozzi: Paleomagnetic results from

the Gibraltar arc: The Contact zone between Alboran block and the

Northern African margin (15.32).

H.J. Mauritsch, n. gecko: Palaeomaqnetic data from the upper Permian of the

Southern Alps (N. Italy) (15.33).

H.J. Hauritsch, M. Becke: Palaecmagnetism of the Border zone Eastern Alps-
Pannonian realm (15.34).

6.5. Hurthy: Paleomagnetism of the Clam Bank Formation, Western Newfoundland

and tectonic implication of the results (15.35).

H. Perroud, N. Bonhommet, R. Van der V00: Geographic extent and Paleozoic

evolution of the America plate on the basis of paleomaqnetic data

(15 . 36) .

KJI. Storetvedt: Pre—drift palaeogeography of the Central Atlantic (15.37).
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K.M. Storetvedt, T.H. Torsvik: The postulated great glen fault transcurrenoe;

further palaeomagnetic evidence (15.38).

R. Van der Voo, no. Johnson, c. Scotese: Paleomagnetic results and paleozoic

evolution of the Avalon displaced terrane in Nova Scotia, Canada (15.39) .

D. Veljovic, T. Bicskei: Paleomaqnetic characteristics of some Mesozoic rocks

from Yugoslavia (15.40).

This symposium was very well attended both in the numbers of papers sub-

mitted (enough that we had to start at 8:30 and cut our lunch break to an hour)

and in attandance at the sessions. The audience seldom dropped below so, and

was commonly more than 70. 0f the 39 papers listed in the program, 7 were

cancelled including two by the co-convenor, Dr. Khramov, who was unfortunately

unable to attend. The gaps in the program were, however, easily filled with

both new and extended presentations.
Even though the title of the symposium was very broad, it had to be

stretched a little to encompass all the titles. Paleomagnetism of the Moon

by Dr. Runcorn was allowed on the basis that at least one theory says the moon

came out of the Pacific basin!

The wide range of papers presented in this symposium reflects well the

aims, interests and worries of those working in the field. Among the worries

that have recently begun to receive more attention is the problem of reference

poles. In the past it has been common practice to use the Apparent Polar

Wander paths (AFN) generated for the general area being studied. It is now

recognized that many of the micro-plates and suspect terranes that form at

least the edges of many cratonic blocks have moved large distances, often

independently of one another, and therefore care has to be taken to exclude

them from reference pole compilations. The magnitudes and timing of the

possible terrane motions were also the subjects of several papers in this

symposium. Because the microplates and terranes may have been associated with

different major plates at different times in their history, a problem arises

as to which reference poles to use in reconstructing their paleogrographies.
Two papers by c. Harrison and r. Lindh highlighted this problem and pointed
out the large discrepancies that exist between the APN curves based on global
reconstructions and those for individual oratonic blocks.

In terms of the micro—plate data sets presented in the symposium, perhaps
the most fascinating to many of us were those of J.L. Lin and co-authors and

those of M. McElhinny and his co-authors for the plates of China. These micro,
or perhaps meso~plates are relatively large and together form a significant
fraction of Eastern Asia. The development of AFN curves for this area is

helping to unravel (or perhaps complicate?) our understanding of the tectonic

history of the Pacific area.

One theme that came through very clearly in many of the papers presented
was the recognition and interpretation of secondary magnetizations and over

prints, and it became apparent that studies of these should form an increasingly

important part of the paleomagnetic studies.

Many other interesting and informative papers were presented, too many to

do them justice here, suffice to mention two very different approaches. J.

Rathore presented an interesting data set using susceptibility anisotropy to

locate otherwise poorly defined shear zones, and K. Storetvedt questioned what

is now the establishment View of the timing of sea-floor spreading in the

North Atlantic!

In all it was an interesting and informative symposium, and I thank all

who participated and helped organize it. The proceedings of this symposium are

currently in press with the Journal of Geodynamics.
(n.3, Stone)
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16. PALEOMAGNETISM AND DYNAMO THEORY (Conveners: R.T. Merrill, D.J. Stevensen)

August 23, Room: D2095

chairman: R.T. Merrill

9.1-1. Roberts: Some concerns of geomagnetic dynamo theory today (Invited)

(16.01) .

K.A. Hoffman: Paleomagnetic reversal records and implications for the geo—

dynamo (Invited) (16. 02).

P.L. Olson: Polarity reversal mechanisms in a. 2-dynal'\'|os (Invited) (16.03).

P.L. McFadden: Geomagnetic reversal sequences and lower mantle convection

(invited) (16.04).

D.J. Stevenson: A mantle—driven geodynamo with implications for paleomagnetism

(16.05) .

R.S. Coe. M. Prévot, EJX. Mankinen, C.S. Grommé: Behavior of the complete

field Vector during the Steens Mountain reversal (I6.06) .

F. Theyer, E. Herrero—Eervera: The Williams-Fuller zonal hamonic model:

Empirical testing using successive transition records (16.09).

E. Herrero—Eervera, F. Theyer, 5.3. Hammond: The transitional behavior of the

geomagnetic field during the last two million years as recorded in the

North Pacific (16.10) .

L.J. Pesonen, H. Nevanlinna: Two Successive reversal transitions as explained

by two—dipole model with standing and varying components (16.11).

K.A. Anderson: Requirements for an ancient Lunar dynamo (16.l3) .

L.0. Nicolaysen: On the origin of the long quiet epochs and noisy epochs of

the geomagnetic polarity time scale (16.14) .

Chairman: D.J. Stevenson

M.w. McElhinny: Aspects of the time-averaged paleomagnetie field (Intvited)

(16.16) .

1'.c. Ralph, J. Shaw: The magnitude of the Carboniferous palaeomagnetic field

using a modified technique (Invited) (16.17).

C.E. Barton: Paleogeomagnetism— Extension of observatory records using

palaeomagnetit techniques (Invited) (16.18).
on. Levy: Polarity asymmetries in the geomagnetic field: Implications for

the state of the Earth‘s dynamo (16.19).

R.A. Livennore, A.G. Smith, E.J. Vine: The average geomagnetic field in post

palaeozoic time (16.21).

R. Merrill, P. McFadden, M. McElhinny: Secular variation from paleomagnetism
and dynamo theory (16. 23).

H. Tanaka, M. Kono: Intensity variation of the geomagnetic field in Japan

during the last 30,000 years (16. 24)

L. Kristjansson: Further statistical results of the late Tertiary paleo-

magnetic field in Iceland (16.25).

C.M. Carmichael, J.S. Mothersill: A record of the last 10,000 years of the

Earth's magnetic field in Central North America from sediments in

Lakes Ontario and Erie (16.26) .

O.—Y. Wei, M.J. Aitken: Geomangetic intensity variation over past 5000 years:

Comparison between China and the Near East (16.27).
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The session was well attended and generally considered to be very suc-

cessful. Theoreticians were able to convey the fundamental physical const-

raints on paleomagnetic phenomena as well as indicate the flexibility and

large uncertainties in dynamo modeling. Paleomagneticians presented data

which increasing challenge dynamo concepts, but also discussed phenomeno—

logical models which attempt to bridge the gap between the generalities of

dynamo theory and the specifics of observations. In his opening surmnary of

the status of dynamo theory, Roberts emphasized a lack of consensus concern-

ing the nature of the geodynamo: whether it is a weak field dynamo (Lorentz

force unimportant) or a strong field dynamo (Lorentz force comparable to

Coriolis force) — the latter including, as a sub-class, the Z—model of

Braginsky. The modeling of such phenomena as reversals, the nature of the

transition field and asymmetries between fields of opposite polarity are

bound to be controversial when fundamental issues such as the manitude and

topology of the core field remain uncertain. The session focussed on these

phenomena, nevertheless, in the hope that their characteristics may help

delineate between dynamo models and perhaps even establish a paradigm.

Reversals and Transition Fields: Hoffman noted that the existing

paleomagnetic direction data are insufficient to demonstrate any systematic

changes in direction during a polarity transition. The best case for sys-

tematic changes is at the onset of a transition, when the field is possibly

more axisymmetric. The possibility of near-axisymmetry at initiation is

interesting because it may be related to Cowling's theorem and the likelihood

(but not absolute requirement) that such a field cannot be sustained by a

dynamo and would therfore decay. Coe reinforced Hoffman's assessment and

showed an example of a complex field, quite unlike that predicted by any

existing simple models. He indicated a difficulty in generalizations of

field reversal patterns; he also presented data indicating a very large

changes of the earth's magnetic field, which could occur over just a few

years. Some of the other presentations were more optimistic about the pre-

sence of systematic changes during polarity transitions. Theyer gave a

partial support for the Williams-Fuller zonal harmonic model in which the

dipole "energy"is redistributed into the g , g and g0 multipoles. Herrero-

Bervera demonstrated a general consistency witg the flooding model of Hoffman,

and indications of a high degree of axisynmetry. Pesonen discussed two suc-

cessive transitions ~6.5 ma bp which he modeled using an axial geocentric

dipole which decays and then reverses, and an axial offset dipole located at

the core-mantle boundary. Kristjansson pointed out the possibility of addi-

tional short reversal events not yet detected in the seafloor record. In his

paper on etLdynamo Olson discussed that the cyclonic turbulence could be more

vigorous near the inner core at some times and more vigorous near the core-

mantle boundary at other times; this can change the sign of d and hence the

sign of the poloidal field generated from the toroidal field.

Field Asymmetries between Normal and Reversed Polarities: McElhinny

reiterated the evidence for a difference in the geometry of the geomagnetic

field between normal and reversed states. This difference is best expressed

as different values for g ,
the reversed polarity value being about twice as

large as the normal polarity value and of the same sign. This continues to

be a major puzzle for dynamo theory. Merrill pointed out that the space-time

average magnetic field might exhibit the observed asymmetries because of some

imposed magnetic field which is external to the core. However, because such

a hypothetical field would likely be distorted and magnified by core con-

vection processes, it would probably not produce systematic direction changes

during polarity transitions, contrary to what has been commonly believed by

paleomagnetists. Levy actually produced theoretical 819 models in which great

amplification of small, externally imposed magnetic field of constant magni-

tude could produce the observed asymmetries. In his model, the presence of

an external or non-dynamo field removes the degeneracy between dynamo eigen-
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modes for the normal and reversed states so that these modes have different
geometry and different critical Dynamo numbers (in the language of Parker's
gov-dynamo theoryl Since the theory is essentially kinematic, the implications
for dynamos in which the non-dynamo field is very small (e.g. Earth) are dif—
ficult to assess and require more work. It would also be important to iden—
tify the likely origin of the non-dynamo field. (Thermoelectric? Thermo—
magnetic?) Nevertheless, Levy‘s work illustrates that the puzzling asymmetry
might be explainable without major modifications to our current ideas of
dynamo behavior. McFadden pointed out one statistical aspect of the normal
and reversed states which can no longer be regarded as support for different
behaviors. He showed that the k-index in a Gamma distribution was Very un-
stable with respect to minor changes in the reversal chronology, such as the
introduction of a single short reversal event during the entire Cenozoic. He

developed a robust procedure to Show that the stability of the two polarity
states would be identical.

Dynamo Models with Implications for Paleomagnetism: Stevenson described
anXN-dynamo model in which the d-effect is concentrated at "anti-ridges";
places where sheets of Cold mantle material reach the Core-mantle boundary.
since these linear belts of enhanced dynamo generation are mobile and time-
dependent in ways dictated by the complexities of mantle convection, the
model suggests that many aspects of the geodynamo should Vary on the mantle
convection time scale. This model also suggests ways of understanding dipole
tilt and the spatial spectrum of the field. Nicolaysen presented a provoca—
tive model which also seeks to relate core phenomena to dynamic processes in
the Earth's mantle. In his case, the relevant driver for field changes is
pressure changes associated with episodic mantle degassing. This ambitious
model requires more qualification before it can be adequately assessed.
Anderson discussed the requirements for an ancient lunar dynamo. Although
far removed from the specific issues addressed elsewhere in the session, this
paper served to remind participants of the great importance of a planetary
perspective.

History of the Geomagnetic Field: host papers of this subject dealt
with how the Earth's magnetic field has varied in geometry and magnitude on
time scales ranging from 103—10 years. Barton's review empasized the shorter
time scales, merging with the extremely limited observatory records that ex-

tend back only 200 years. Carmichael Kono, and wei dealt with particular
aspects of recent (5104 yr bp) field variations in their respective local-
ities. Shaw Concluded that much of the data suggests a field amplitude of
around 5—102 the present strength at 335—340 In yr bp. Lengthy period of low
field like this are an intriguing suggestion of a strong influence of the
mantle on core dynamics. Livermore pointed out (as did llcElhinny in his
talk)that the ratio gZ/g has changed on a ~10 year time scale and was oppo-
site in sign to its present value about 90 m yr bpl

Concluding Comments: Dynamo theoreticians and paleomagneticians have a

number of problems and challenges confronting them. Although many of these
problems and challenges must be met within their respective scientific Com-

munities, some of the issues benefit greatly from improved communication and
the type of combined session held in Hamburg. In particular, we believe dy-
namo theoreticians should try harder to meet the challenge of relevance: the
need to construct models which can be related to the real world and which
incorporate, albeit in probably oversimplified ways, the temporal and spatial
complexity that the data demand. For their part, paleomagnetists should en-

deVor to place their data in the context of phenomenological models which
have a sound magnetohydrodynamical basis. For example, ideas of frozen flux
deserve wider understanding and models involving assemblages of point dipole
should be acknowledged as being mathematically acceptable but physically
empty.

(Dull Stevenson and R. Merrill)
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I7. BASIC THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS ON THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF OXIDES

AND SULPHIDES (Conveners: S.K. Banerjee, V.P. Shcherbakov)

August 16, pm, Room: 92095

Chairmen: D.J. Dunlhp, S.K. Eanerjee

G.M. Smith: A new approach to the theory of single domain 1104 (17.02).

h. McClelland Brown: Experiments of TRM intensity dependence on cooling rate

(17.03).

K.S. Argyle, D.J. Dunlop: Theoretical domain structure in multidomain magnetite

particles (17.04).

12.0. Veitch: Calculated ideal magnetization curves for spherical two domain

magnetite particles (17.05).

0.1 Dunlop: Demagnetizinq factors and hysteresis of multidomain grains

(17.06).

E. Appel, H.C. Soffel: A model for the domain state of titanomagnetites of

low crystal anisotropy (17.07).

(LR. Boyd, M. Fuller, 5. Halgedahl: Role of domain wall nucleation in the

control of the magnetic behaviour of fine particle carriers of the paleo—

magnetic record (17.08).

3.5. Rathore: Magnetic calibration of strained rocks (17.10).

August 17, a.m., Room: 02095

Chairman: H.C. Soffel

n. Walton: The magnetic viscosity of single domain grains (17.12).

H. Sporer: VRN experiments on natural and synthetic rock samples (17.13)

13. Smith: An investigation of the viscous magnetization of some doleritic

basalts from the oceanic crust (17.14).

p.v. Shanna: Controlled studies of magnetic viscosity in rocks and synthetic

samples (17.15).

L. Tauxe, D.V. Kent: Properties of DRM and P—DRM in hematite (17.16) .

R. wvlie. 1. Torsvik: Evidence for DRM modified by currents in Devonian

redbeds from Spitsbergen (17.17).

G.M. Smith, S.K. Banerjee: Magnetic methods for the detection of chemical

.. ..

remanence in igneous and metamorphic rocks (17.10).

0. czdemir, 5.x. Eanerjee: High temperature stability of maghemite (Y—Fe203)
(17.20).

H.-U. Worm, 5.x. Banerjee: The necessary conditions for aqueous low tempera—

ture oxidation of titanomagnetite (17.22).

S.J. Eeske—Diehl, w.L. Soroka: changes in magnetic properties within smal1

distances in variably oxidized oceanic pillows (17.23).

August 17, p.m. Room: 02095

Chairmen: M. Fuller, F. Heller

P.J. Wasilewski: Magnetic properties of terrestrial rocks (17.24) .

D.A. Clark, PM. Schmidt: Hysteresis properties of sized monoclinic pyrrhotite

grains (17.25)

M. Jelenska, 5.1x. Vincenz: Origin of magnetization of Fame—Carboniferous

sediments of Svalvard (17.27).
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R. Freeman, r, Heller, c. Rogenmoser: a stable reversed remanence carried by
greigite in Pliocene marls from Balerno, Switzerland (17.23).

6. Bzdemir, 5.12. Deutsch: Contribution of politic hematite, chamosite and

siderite to the magnetic properties of iron ore from Bell Island,
Newfoundland (17.30).

Po. Nasilewski: Development of magnetization contrasts in the deep crust:

The xenolith record (17.31).

3.11. Fucugauchi, c. Radhakrishnamurty: Magnetic properties of a columnar basalt

from Central Mexico (17.32) .

'1‘. Torsvik, n. leie: Formation of magnetic minerals(s) during laboratory
heating of devonian redbeds (Spitsbergen): palaeomagnetic implications
(17.33).

(2.71. Lawson, G.L. Nerd: Remanent magnetization of "paramagnetic" compositions
in the Ilm-Hem solid solution series (17.34).

H. Eoysen, a. Schmidbauer: Neutron diffraction study of titanomagnetites
(17.35).

K.A. Hoffman, m1. Shive: Self—reversal of natural Ti—rich titanomagnetites

by low temperature oxidation (17.36).
H.J. Mauritsch, M. Becke: DRM and/or CRM in Permian red beds (I7.T1).

The purpose of this session was an unabashed and critical discussion of
theories and experiments that form the core of today's rock magnetic know—

ledge. At the same time, it was planned to know where we should be going
5-10 years from now. Hence we encouraged the submission of papers dealing
with some or other application of "old" rock magnetic knowledge to paleo—
magnetic problems, and also those dealing with new models, new theories and
new observations in grain-size dependent properties and in all types of re-

manent magnetizations. The session was in practice separated into three sub-

divisions, i.e. on "TRM, Magnetic Domains and Stress Effects", "VRM, DRM, and
Oxidation Studies", and "Sources of NRM". The Session was well attended, and
the useful discussion was held on various urgent subjects to be attacked in
the coming years. Sixteen papers presented at this session have been pub-
lished as a special issue of Geophysical Research Letters (Guest Editor:
S.K. Banez‘jee), V01. 11, No. 3, March1984.

(S.l(. Banerjee)

GI. GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS T0 DIVISION I ON INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS

(Convener: D.I. Gough)

August 26 Room: D01

chairman: D. 1. Cough

J. Urrutia Fucugauchi, ILA. Valencia: Middle Jurassic geomagnetic polarity

Sequence from the Tecomazuchil Formation, Southern Mexico (61.01) .

J. Urrutia Fucugauchi: Palaeomagnetism and rock—magnetism of the Acapulco
granite, Southern Mexico ((31.02) .

n.5, D'Agreila, LG. Pacca: Paleomagnetism of the Cambrian Campo Alegre

Formation, Southern Brazil (GI.03).
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W.D. Parkinson, C.D. Barnes: 1n situ determination of Koenigsberger ratio

((31.04).

5.x. Runcorn: Lunar palaeomagnetism, polar wandering and the existence of

primeval lunar satellites ((31.05).

F. Heller, 1.5. Liu: Magnetism of Chinese loess deposits (61.06).

E. Henry, L. Daly: The quantitative analysis of magnetic anisotropy: A prospect

of finite strain calibration (31.07) .

m4. Davis: Tectonomagnetic observation ((31.03).

J. Shaw, J. Rogers: An automatic superconducting magnetometer and demagnetising

system ((31.09).

F. Freeman, P. wagli: sen observations of the magnetic mineralogy of some

pelagic limestones (51.10).

R. Freeman, F. Heller, w. Lowrie: Rock magnetic investigation of the Creta—

ceous—Tertiary boundary clay from Gubbio, Italy ((31.11).

K.A. Hoffman: A method for the display and analysis of intermediate paleo—

magnetic data (61.12).

G.J. Wu, K. Gao: A study of deep crustal structures in eastern China on the

basis of aeromagnetic anomaly axes.

The purpose of this session was to provide a forum for those papers of

high quality dealing with the earth's internal magnetic field but which were

not suitable accommodated in any of the seven specialized sessions of IAGA

Division I. As the readers will see in the above list of papers actually

presented, the subjects cover a wide range of reasearch field for the solid-

earth geomagnetism, all of which are important and deserve further study.

(9.1. Cough)

ZI. IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION (Convener: P. Stubbe)

August 22, an, p.m. Room 02095

Chaiman: P. stubbe

J.B. Reagan, W.L. Imhof, H.D. V055, E.E. Gaines, R.A. Helliwell, U.S. Inan,

J. Katsufrakis. R.G. Joiner: Modification of the lower ionosphere by

transmitter—induced electron precipitation (21.01).

R.A. Goldberg, S.A. Curtis, J.R. Barcus: Rocket detection of magnetospheric

electron precipitation induced by injected VLF waves (21.02).

R. Barr, M.T. Rietveld, H. Kopka, P. Stubbe, E. Nielsen, R.L. Dowden: The

radiation of ELF and VLF radio waves from a moving patch of heated

auroral ionosphere (21.04).

M.T. Rietveld, H. Kopka, E. Nielsen, P. Stubbe, R.L. Dowden: Polarization of

VLF signals from modulated heating in the auroral ionosphere (21.05).
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F.H. Hibberd, E. Nielsen, P. stubbe. H. Kopka, M.T. Rietveld: observations
of auroral zone E—regicn irregularities produced by powerful HF heating
(21.06).

rm. Keskinen, PlK. Chaturvedi: Parametric excitation and suppression of
convective plasma instabilities in the high latitude ionosphere (21.11)

F.T. Djuth, R.J. Jost, no. Coster, (v.13. Gordon: production of short~scale
irregularities in the ionosphere by a powerful HF wave (21.07) .

s. Easu, s. Easu, s. Ganguly, w.E. Gordon: VHF field—aligned scattering and
UHF scintillations from a heated ionospheric volume (21‘08) .

A. Frey: Simultaneous observation of HF—enhanced plasma waves and HF—wave
self-focusing (21.09).

z~l.c. Lee, S.P. Kuo: Artificial geomagnetic fluctuations caused by high»
frequency electromagnetic waves (21.10).

E. Mj¢lhusz Theory or small—scale striations in ionospheric radio heating
experiments (21.12).

T.B. Jones, T. Robinson, 1:. stubbe, H. Kopka: HF diagnostic studies of growth
and structure on field—aligned irregularities produced by heating
(21.13).

X. Hedherg, c. Hamberg, H. Derblom, B. Thidé, c. Hanuise, p. Stubbe, H. Kopka:
Intensity of HF backseatter from irregularities created by ionospheric
heating at different power levels (21.14).

G. Hamberg, c. Hanuise, i'i. Hedberg, H. Kopka, 1:. stubbe: Electric field
measurements by HF back—scatter from irregularities induced by the

heating experiment (21.15).
H. Kohl, H. Kopka, P. Stubbe: Parametric instabilities induced in the iono—

sphere by strong HF-waves (21.16).
n.1,. showen, h.p. Sulzer, J.A. Fejer: observations of plasma instabilities

in a dual frequency ionospheric heating experiment: Complete ion and

plasma lino spectra (21.17) .

B. Thidé, ii. Hedberg, H. Derblom, P. stubbe, H. Kopka: Electromagnetic
emissions stimulated in the ionosphere by a strong high-frequency
radio wave (21.18).

G. Rose, B.°Grandal, El Neske, w. Oct, K.
Spenner, J. Trpim— Jr Holtet,

K. Maseide, H. Kopka, p. Stubbe: First results of in situ measurements
of the Hem heating rocket campaign

s.r. Kuo, M.C. Lee: Mechanisms of producing energetic electrons in the
ionospheric heating experiments (21.19).

. Hjolhus, r. r15: Direct access to plasma resonance in ionospheric radio
heating experiments (2L.2o).

G. Haerendel, A. Valenzuela. H. roppl, c. La Hoz, E. Rieger, s. Cakir,0. Bauer: Initiation of equatorial spread F (21.21).

The major emphasis of this session was placed on ionospheric modification
caused by powerful radio waves. The session ran with the papers shown in theabove list, with a slight change in the order of paper presentation. The
session contained the following subdivision of topics, i.e., VLF wave in-
jection (papers 21.01 and 21.02); HF waves: Generation of ELF/VLF waves bycurrent modulation (21.04, 21.05); HF waves: Generation of field-alignedirregularities (21.06-21.15); HF waves: Excitation of parametric decay in-
stability (21.16-21.IS and Rose et 61.); HF waves: Production of energeticelectrons (21.19); HF waves: Direct conversion to electrostatic waves (21.20);and Chemical releases (21.21). The session was well attended and a number of
new significant experimental data were presented, which will surely contribute
to the better understanding of "ionospheric modification" by various causes.

(P. Stubbe)



20. EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES (Convener: R. Raghavarao)

august 26, am. Room: 02098

Chairman: H. Rishbeth

s.L. Ossakow, u.J. Keskinen, 5.1“. Zalesak: A review of equatorial spread r

irregularities (lnvited) (29.01).

R. Raghavarao, J.N. Desai, 8.6. Anandarao, R. Narayanan, R. Sekar, a. Gupta,

v.v. Eabu, v. Sudhakar: Preliminary results of barium releases from

sang during the onset time of equatorial spread—F (29.03).

J.N. Desai, T.N. Rajaraman, R. Raghavarao: Nighttime r-region temperatures

measured by Doppler width of 6300A night airglow line over Mt. Abu

(l5,o°u geomagnetic) (29.04).

W.R. Hoeqy, 5.1;. Curtis, L.H. Brace, N.C. Maynard, R.A. Heelis: DE—2 observa—

tions of equatorial spread—F (29.05).

R. Raqhavarao, J,N. Desai, ma. Sastry: Equatorial spread—r
— A review (29.05).

s. Easu, H.E. whitney, R.C. Livingston, J.l=. McClure: nultifrequency amplitude

and phase scintillation structure and associated in-situ density struc—

ture in the equatorial region (29.08) .

v.v. somayajulu, a.v. Krishnamurthy, K.S.V. Subbarao: On the occurrence of

equatorial spread—r during magnetic storms (29.09).

0. Royrvik: Coherent var scattering in the equatorial E—region (29.l2).

y.—u. Huang: lonospheric electron content depletion associated with amplitude

scintillations at the equatorial anomaly crest region (29.13).

2. Tan, X, Huang, 5. Wang: lonospheric as—s over wuchang, china (29.14).

Invited reviews were given on the mose recent advances in numerical simu-

lations (by Keskinen) and experimental work (by Raghavarao)in our understand-

ing of the equatorial spread—F irregularities. The latter included the first

barium release experiment in lndia, for the presence of large—scale spatial

gradients of electric field around I90 km at the onset time of the equatorial

spread-F. These electric field gradients and the resulting divergent flow

of the plasma were suggested to be responsible for the generation of large

plasma depletions (holes).

Paper 29.03 showed a very strong correlation of enhanced temperatures

over 15.0“ geomagnetic latitude and the occurrence of equatorial spread-F.

The presence of rapid changes in neutral wind velocity and its one—to—one

correspondence with the changes in h'FZ brings out a possible role of neutral

dynamics around 300 km height in the triggering of the equatorial spread—F.

Results of studies from coordinated satellite measurements reveal that

the observed zonal and Vertical ion drifts exhibit strong shears centered on

the plasma bubbles, the depth of the latter being related to the strength of

the shear in ion velocity. DC electric field shows a remarkable correlation

with electron density structure while the ac field Variations occur in two

distinct wavelength ranges, consistent with the low frequency drift and lower

hybrid drift instabilities (29.05). Another coordinated attempt to study the

phase and amplitude scintillation structure and associated in-situ density

structure revealed that the weak amplitude scintillation spectrum of the

microwave (C—hand) signal is found to be consistent with the inssitu spectral

index at scale length <1 km. Refractive scattering and strong scattering from

dual slope irrsitu irregularity spectra have been Shown to be responsible for

strong L—band and var scintillation spectra, while phase scintillation vari—

ations were shown to track the large-scale (~10 km) irregurality spectral

intensity (2Q.08).
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One possible cause of equatorial spread—F during magnetic storms was

shown to be the fluctuating electric fields communicated from auroral re-

gions. The fluctuating electric fields are generated due to the interaction

of the intense substorms with the Sq current system by way of return currents

(2Q.09). There was an unscheduled talk by R.G. Rastogi on the different

aspects of range and frequency spread in ionograms.

(R. Raghavarao)

62. GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS T0 DIVISION II 0N AERONOHIC PHENOMENA
(Convener: H. Rishbeth)

August 17, a.m. Room: 1302

Chairman: (-1. Rishbeth

D. Lal, 1~1.N. Tao: Clues to the composition of atmospheric constituents on

Venus and Mars (52.02) .

T.Hsiao, s.-L. zhang, J.—Q. Zou: Some features of the ionospheric absorp-
tions of radio waves in the years of 1981-1983 at Beijing (62.04).

13.0. Olatunji: The frequency law in ionospheric absorption, and applications
to mapping (G2.05).

C. Mazaudier: Ionospheric electric currents above St Santin (G2.06) .

T. Yonezawa: Semi-annual Variation in aeronomic and other phenomena (G2.07) .

P. Vila: The solar annular eclipse of December 4 1983: a rare opportunity
for intertropical ionosphere physics in AfriCa (62.09).

R.S. Reddy, 13.x. Mukherjee, Bh.v. Ramana Murty: Geomagnetic activity responses
to solar proton events ((32.11) .

august 24, a.m. Room: 1102

Chairman: M.H. Rees

1:. Rothwell, 11. Hapgood, 13. Lanchester: Small scale structure of the high
latitude ionosphere during auroral activity (€2.15).

R.R. Vondrak, 1:..7. corney, P.F. Mizera, 12.11. Robinson: Simultaneous chatanika

radar and miss x-ray measurements of the atmospheric effects of auroral

electron precipitation ((32.16).

K. Henriksen, 11.1. Fedorova, G.F. Totunova, c.s. Deehr, G.J. Romick, c.<3. Sivjee:
Hydrogen emissions in the polar cusp (52.17).

A. vallance Jones, 12.1.. Gattinger: High resolution spectra of electron and

proton aurora ((32.18).

M.R. Torr, 12.14. Basedow n.6, Torr: A study of a midlatitude aurora ((32.21).

11. Benesch: lntersystem collisional transfer of excitation in the aurora

(G2.22).

E.A. Tinsley, R.l>. Rohrbaugh, Y. Sahai: observations of optical emissions from

precipitation of energetic neutral atoms and ions from the ring current

((32.23).
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August 24, p.m. Room: 002

Chairmen: n. Rishbeth, P. Bauer

A.S. Rodger: Stable auroral red arcs
— The cause of spread-F at magnetic

mid—latitudes? (62.25).

G. Crowley, J.R. Dudeney, A.s. Rodger, T.E. Jones: Large simultaneous distur—

bances (LSDs) in the Antarctic atmosphere ((32.26) .

R.E. Horita, H.G. James: Some spectral characteristics of VLF saucers (G2.28).

M.K. Wallis: Deuterium enrichment on Venus ((32.29).

in. Ajello, p.13. Shemansky: N2 fluorescence in the ruv by electron impact:

Laboratory study and application to Voyager Titan observations (92.30).

R. Raghavarao, R. Sridharan: 0n the variation of neutral composition in the

lower themosphere ((32.31).

D.G. Torr, P.G. Richards, w. Abdou, £4.11. Torr, H. Waite, 31.0. Chandler:

Experimental and theoretical study of F region ion Composition ((32.32).

T.J. Fuller-Rowell, D. Rees, H. Rishbeth, M.F. Smith: Changes of thermosphel‘ic

composition at midlatitudes produced by geomagnetic substoms (62.33) .

C. Mazaudier, R. Bernard: Meridional neutral winds disturbances in the E

region above Saint Santin during substoms (62.34) .

R. Prange, C. Emerich, G. Thuillier: Evidence of the Coupling of the neutral

and ionized atmosphere at the excbase. Effect on the neutral temepra—

ture and density distributions (GZ.35) .

v.J. Abreu, J.W. Meriwether, Jr.: Atmospheric scattering effects on ground—

based Fabry-Perot measurements of thermospheric winds (62.39) .

J.w. Meriwether, Jr., P.B. Hays, A.F. Nagy: First results from the sondrestrom

Fabry—Perot interferometer ((32.40).

ALA. Biondi, J.w. Neriwether, Jr., C.A. Tepley: observations of emiatorial

thermospheric dynamics from the Pitts/Mao observatory in Arequipa, Peru

(52 .41) .

R.G. Burnside, J.C.G. Walker, R.A. Bennke, c. Gonzales: Polarization electric

in the nighttime F-layer at Arecibo (62.42) .

The General Contributions to Division II on Agronomic Phenomena were

interesting and varied, and the programme was nominally very full, reflecting

the scientific activity of IAGA Division II. In the event it did not fulfil

all its promise owing to the large number of withdrawals, mainly due to fund-

ing difficulties in the Soviet Union and India. It was gratifying that

authors from a wide range of countries were able to participate.

(H. Rishbeth)

PE. ELECTRODYNAMICS OF THE POLAR ATMOSPHERE AND MAGNETOSPHERE

(Conveners: M.H. Rees, R.A. Greenwald)

August 25, a.m. Room: uoz

Chairman: M.H. Rees

R.W. Schunk: Electrodynamics of the high latitude ionosphere (Invited) (FELOI).

K. Schleqel: A possible effect of magnetospheric convection on ionospheric

conductivities (PE.02) .
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s. Perraut, N. Bjyfirne'i, Al Erekke, 1-1. Baron: Experimental evidence of non»

Naxwellian ion distributions in auroral ionosphere observed by EISCAT
(125.03).

A. Huuskonen, Jr Oksman: The influence of an electric field on the electron
density and conductivity profiles of a particle E—layer (175.04) .

D. Fontaine, 1-1. Elanc, L. Reinhart, R. Glowinski: Modelling of the effects of
electron precipitation on large—scale magnetospheric convection (PE.05).

V. Vasyliunas: Magnetosphere—ionosphere coupling: 14 years later (Invited)
(PE.O7) .

P.J. christiansen, cur. Dum, R,L. Lysak: Dynamical model of magnetosphere~
ionosphere coupling (PE.08).

S.S. Prasad, D.J. Strickland, Y.T. Chill: Auroral electron interaction with
the atmosphere in the presence of conjugate field—aligned electrostatic
potentials (P1109) .

L. Girard, M. Blane: nagnetosphere—ionosphere coupling at the scale of the
arcs (P1110).

M.S. Gussenhoven, D.A. Hardy, E.G. Mullen: Comparison of geosynchronous
particle populations with low altitude precipitating electrons (PEJI).

D.A. Hardy, M.S. Gussenhoven, E. Holeman: statistical models of auroral electron
precipitation, ionospheric conductivities and currents 013.12).

August 25, p.m. Room: D02

Chairman: R.A. Greenwald

J. Untiedt, w. Baumjohann: Auroral zone electrodynamics according to combined
Scandinavian magnetometer array and backseatter observations (Invited)
(PE.15).

H.J. Opgenoorth, a. Oksman, K.U. Kaila, E. Nielsen, w. Eaumjohann: Three—
dimensional current system associated with eastward drifting omega bands
in the morning sector of the auroral oval (PE.16).

a. Marklund: Auroral arc classification scheme based on the observed arc

associated electric field pattern (1212.17).
v.5. Hickwar, J.D. Kelly, 0. de la Beaujardiére: First 24—hour observations

with the very high latitude radar at Sondrestorm, Greenland ($213.15) .

3.1-1. Holt, J.V. Evans, w.L. oliver, R.H. Wand: Average Millstone Hill high
latitude convection patterns — variations with Kp, my and season

(92.19).
J.A. waldock, m. Jones, E. Nielsen: SABRE observations of storm-time

convection flow (PE.20).
c. Hanuise, e. Caudal, 3.1:. Villain: High—latitude electric fields: a pre-

liminary comparison between the Doppler motion of F—region small—scale
irregularities and incoherent scatter measurements (1713.21).

August 26, a.m. Room: D02

Poster Session

J.D. Kelly: Polar cusp F—region characteristics: Preliminary radar results
(93.22) .

J.G. vickrey, J.D. Kelly: Incoherent—scatter measurements of the latitude—
local—time patterns of electron density structure and ion convection
above sondre stromfjord, Greenland (1:15.23).

c.R. clauer, P.1d. Banks, v.5. Wickwar, an. Kelly, 0. de la Beaujardierc,
LR. Doupnik, J.C. Foster, T. Stockflet—Jorgensen, E. Friis-Christensen,
T. Araki: coordinated observations of the polar cusp (912.24).
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11.14. Robinson, R.R. Vondrak, 13.“. Klumpar: Penetration of the evening sector,

Region 2 field—aligned current sheet eguatorward of the diffuse aurora

(1:15.25) .

3.14. Gledhill, R. Haggard: Electron precipitation during the magnetospheric

substorm of 27 July 1979 (PE.26).

J.M. Bosqued, J.A. sauvaud, H. Rene, D. Roux, Y.I. salperin, R.A. Kovrazhkin,

v.a. Gladyshev: hureol-3 charged particle measurements in the polar

cusp (PE.27).

J.A. sauvaud, J.M. Eosqued, H. Reme, A. Berthalier, J.J. Berthelier, F. Lefeuvre,

Yu.I. Galperin, R.A. Kovrazhkin, 11.11. Nogilevsky, 5.5. Titova: Initial

Aure01-3 results on the distribution of electrons, ions, field—aligned

currents and waves in the morning sector of the diffuse auroral zone

(PE.28) .

K. stamnes, 11.11. Rees, E.A. Emery, R.G. Roble: Calculations of high—latitude

ionospheric parameters and spectroscopic emissions susceptible to

incoherent scatter radar probing and optical measurements (1:15.30).

R.L. Gattinger, F.R. Harris, A. vallance Jones: characteristics of electron

energy spectra in transient low altitude aurora (PE.3l).

S. Basu, E. Mackenzie, W.R. Coley, v1.13. Hanson, c.s. Lin: variation of

Atmosphere Explorer—D electron density, electric field and energetic

particle structure with type of auroral luminosity from DMSP (1:15.32).

11. Rants: DMSP—satellite and ground observations of a pre—substorm phase

(PE.33).

R.w. Smith, K. Henriksen, c.S. Deehr, D. Rees, F.G. McComac, G.G. Sivjee,

M.F. Smith: Thermospheric winds in the cusp and cleft: Dependence on

the latitude of the cusp (PE.34) .

D. Rees, 12.3. charleton, N. Lloyd, R.w. Smith, A. steen, R. Gordon, M.P. Smith:

characteristics of the three—dimensional thermospheric wind response to

geomagnetic storms: A combined experimental and theoretical study (PE.35).

11.1«1. wiens, G.G. shepherd: observations of the transport of metastable N(2D)

in the polar atmosphere (PE.36).

15.15. Timofeev, A.G. Yahnin, T.v. Kozelova, E.P. Vasilyev, 11.x. Vallinkoski,

R.J. Pellinen: Experimental study of arc—assocaited electric field

depending on physical conditions in the ionosphere (PE.37) .

J. oksman: Electric fields in the trough region (PE.3B).

w. Baumjohann, T. Kunkel, 11.11. Greenwald: Electric fields and currents in the

Harang discontinuity (PE.39) .

D. Alcaydé, J. Pontanari, c. Lathuilliére: Ion composition changes and

themospheric structure inferred from incoherent scatter observations

at the EISCAT observatory (PE.43).

c. Lathuillere, v. Kofman, G. Lejeune: Ion composition variation in the auroral

ionosphere (£215.44).

M.L. Duboin, w. Kofman, c. Lathuillere: Pirst results of heating rate deter‘

mination from 1215ch measurements (PE.45) .

D. Pontaine, L. Earcuch, G. Caudal, L. Girard: Electrodynamic properties of

auroral arcs as seen by 1:15ch (“3.46) .

D. Alcaydé, c. Caudal, M.L. Duboin, C. Nazaudier, c. Senior: Determination of

electrodynamical parameters from EISCAT incoherent scatter measurements

(915.47).

c.(;. Maclennan, L.J. Lanzerotti, T.J. Rosenberg, D.L. Detrick, D.L. carpenter,

14.13. Gai studies of the magnetosphere cusp and south pole station

(P13.4a) .

T. Nagata, H. Yamagishi: simultaneous observation of auroral zone x—ray and

VLF emissions
— Microburst and pulsating phenomena (PE.49) .

T. oguti, J.H. Meek, 1<. Hayashi: Multiple correlation between auroral and

magnetic pulsations (PE. 50).

'12.]. Rosenberg, J.R. Dudeney, E.A. Bering, J.R. Benbrook: Penetration of the

dayside cusp to L:4 (PE.51).
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n.5, Rodger, J.R. Dudeney: studies of sporadic—E layers at high latitudes

using an advanced ionospheric sounder (PE.52).
(LR. Wilson: lnfrasonic waves from an ionospheric source within the polar

cap (9152.53).

G. Beghin, J.C. Cerisier, F. Lefeuvre, J.J. Eerthelier, R. Debrie, 0.1L Moltchanov:

Ionospheric irregularities and their effect on the structure of ELF hiss

observed by the satellite Aureol—B (PE.54) .

A. Berthelier, C. Machard, J.J. Eerthelier, JVC. Cerisier, Yu.I. Galperin,
M. Moglievsky: ULF magnetic turbulence in the auroral ionosphere and

the associated field-aligned current pattern (PR, 55).

J.J. Berthelier, F. Lefeuvre, J.L. Rausch, J.M. Bosqued, JJL Sauvaud,
Yu.I Galperin, 0.A. Moltchanov: Observation of EM wave emissions near

1/2 ii” and hamonics and correlated particle measurements in the morning
sector of the auroral oval (PE.56).

on. Hanuise, J.P. villain: Radar study of 5—10.“ wavelength irregularities
in the auroral electrojet (PE.58).

J.P. Villain, C.H. Hanuise: Radar study of 10m wavelength irregularities in

the auroral and polar ionospheric F region (95.59).
v

E.E. Titova, v.1. Di, v.2. Yurov, 0.“. Raspopov, v.yu. Trakhtenqertz, F. Jiricek,
P. Trisha: Monochromatic VLF waves interaction with the irregular

ionosphere (FILED) .

N.G. Kleimenova, O.V. Kozyreva, JJL Holtet: Dayside polar latitude ELF

bursts and IMF (“3.61).
E. Nielsen, C.I. Haldoupis, 8.6. Fejer, H.M. Ierkic: Directional and dynamic

variations of auroral power spectra related to the ionospheric electron
drift velocity (PE.62).

C.l. Haldoupis, E. Nielsen: Results on the relative strength of one—meter
(140 MHZ) radio auroral irregularities (PE.63).

F.H. Hibberd, E, Nielsen, P. Stubbe, H. Kopka, FLT. Rietveld: observations of
auroral zone E-region irregularities produced by powerful HF heating
(PE. 64) .

P. H9369, E. Nielsen: Height-integrated Joule heating rates in the auroral

regions deduced from STARE measurements (PE.65).
A.C. Das, U.N. Das: Generation of ionospheric irregularities by thermal

source - A new mechanism (PE.66) .

P. Satyanarayana, S.L. Dssakow: Effects of velocity shear on the current

convective instability (PE.67) .

K.S. Hwang, E.G. Fontheim, R.S.B. Ong: Ion acoustic and electrostatic ion

cyclotron wave emission and instability thresholds by two models of

field—aligned current sheets of finite width (PE.69) .

n. Sugiura, R.A. Hoffman, T. Iyemori, N.C. Maynard, J.L. Burch, J.D. Winningham;
Relations between field-aligned currents, electric fields and particle
precipitation as observed by DE 2 (PE.R1) .

August 26, p.m. Room: D02

Chairmen: H, Rishbeth, G.G. Shepherd

G. Rostoker: Personal synopsis of the poster session (Invited) (PE.70).
RM. Smith: Dynamics of the polar atmosphere (PE.71).
La. Holtet, P.-E. Sandholt, B. Lybekk, K. Svenes, A. Egeland, V.A. Troitskaya:

Dynamics of the dayside polar cusp region (PE.72).
L. Haggstrom, J. Murdin, D. Rees: Determination of the thermospherio neutral

wind from incoherent scatter radar measurements (PE.73).
D. Rees, Pu]. Charleton, N. Lloyd, R.W. Smith, A. Steen, R. Gordon, M.F. Smith:

The generation and propagation of themospheric winds of extreme

magnitude (PE.74) .



G. Caudel, M. Elanc, c. Senior: Large scale patterns of high—latitude plasma

convection from the 1:13ch incoherent scatter radar (PE.75).

D. Alcayde, P. Bauer, 0. de la Beaujardiere, J. Fontanari, v. wickwar: High

latitude observations of thermospheric temperature and atomic oxygen

concentration during MITHRAS operations (PE.76).

o.de la aeaujardiere, v.3. Wickwar, p. Alcayde, P. Bauer, w. oliver, '1‘. Killeen,

G. Carignan, P. Hays, N. Spencer: Themospheric parameters measured on

18 November l981 using Chatanika, EISCAT, Millstone Hill, and DE—B

(PE. 77) .

5.2x. Curtis, W,R. Hoegy, L.H. Brace, J.D. Winningham: DE—2 observations of

energy transport in the cusp (PE.78).

W.L. Oliver, J.M. Holt: Latitudinal variation of exospheric temperature as

measured from Millstone Hill (123.79).

c. Hernandez, v.13. wickwar, R.T. Tsunoda: Lower thermosphere dynamics in

the auroral region near Fairbanks, Alaska (1313.81)

This session was devoted to the dynamic behaviour of the thermosphere

and magnetosphere (~80 to 1000 km) in the polar region in response to elect-

ric fields and energetic particles and on the dynamic coupling that exists

between the iononsphere and magnetosphere. The IUGG General Assembly in

Hamburg commemorated the IOU-year anniversary of the First International

Polar Year 1882-83, and an interdisciplinary symposium was held on "Geo—

physics of the Polar Regions” with an invited talk from each Association.

IAGA scientists study a number of important problems for the polar upper

atmosphere, especially in association with the interaction of solar wind

with the earth's magnetosphere and its influence down to the ionosphere

and the middle atmosphere. Hence the PE session was planned for the Hamburg

Assembly as a contribution from IAGA to the anniversary of the International

Polar Years and Geophysical Year, even though the scientific significance of

polar-region electrodynamics has gained the attantion only since the begin—

ning of the space age. The response to the call of papers was so great that

most papers were presented in a poster session, which was Very successful in

demonstrating important new findings by means of new facilities and tech-

niques.
(PLH. Rees)

PA. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PLANETARY MAGNETOSPHERES, IONOSPHERES, AND

ATMOSPHERES (Conveners: TM. H111. D.M. Hunten)

August 23, a.m. and p.m. Room 02098

Chairmen: S.K. Atreya, J.C. McConnell, T.W. Hill

R.R. Hodges, 8.1L Tinsley: Charge exchange hydrogen sources in the exospheres

of Earth and Venus (PA.01).

J.C. McConnell: Comparison of the aeronomy of Jupiter, Saturn and Titan

(Invited) (PILOZ).

T.E. Cravens: vibrationally excited 82 in the upper atmospheres of the major

planets (rams).
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up. shemansky, c.R. Smith: High altitude energy deposition in the atmospheres
of Jupiter and Saturn (PA.O4) .

S.K. Atreya: comparative ionospheres of Uranus and the other major planets
(Invited) (PILDS).

Y.V. Somayajulu. B.c.Ni Rao: On the importance of electrodynamics in the

ionospheres of Earth, Jupiter and Saturn: A comparative study (PA.06J.
T.E. Cravens, H. shinagawa, AJ‘. Nagy, J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell, R.C. Elphic,

L.H. Brace: Theoretical models of the ionospheres of Venus, Mars, and
Comets; Implications for the solar wind-ionosphere interaction (PA.O7).

M.I. vergin, K.I. Gringauz, N.F. Ness: Comparison of induced magnetospheres
at Venus and Titan (summary presented by '1‘. GOmbosi) (PA.08) .

J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell: The magnetization of the ionospheres of planets
and satellites without intrinsic fields (PA.09).

LLK. Wallis, A.D. Johnstone: Ion dynamics in draped magnetic field (PILIO).
M.L. Kaiser: Non-thermal radio emissions from the planets (Invited) (PILll).
n.0, Rucker, 24.13. Desch: External control of planetary radio emission (PA.12).
D. Jones: Plasma distribution in Saturn's magnetosphere as deduced from

Saturnian myriametric radiation (PA.l3) .

A.J. Dessler (presented by T.wi Hill): Magnetospheric power sources (Invited)
(PA. 14) ,

R.D. Zwickl, D.N. Baker: A comparison of energetic particle phenomena observed
in the upstream regions of Jupiter and Earth (PA.15).

L.J. Lanzerotti, CiG. Maclennan, R.P. Lepping: Comparative planetary magneto—
pauses: Jupiter and Saturn (PAJG).

G.»H. Voigt: Analogies between Earth's and Uranus' magnetospheric equilibrium
configurations (PA.l7).

VJ-L vasyliunas: Electric fields and current systems in planetary magneto—
spheres (Invited) (mule).

V.n. Vasyliunas: Magnetic field line merging processes in the magnetospheres
of Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn (PA.19).

R.J. walker, C.T. Russell: Dayside reconnection at Jupiter and the Earth (Ph.20).
J. Berchem, C.T, Russell: Flux transfer events at the Earth and Jupiter (PA,21).
A. Nishida: Magnetic reconnection in the Jovian magnetodisc and in the Earth's

magnetotail (PA.22).
L.A. Reinleitner, w.s. Kurth, D.A. Gurnett: whistler mode induced electro—

static bursts in three magnetospheres (PA.23)i
u.s. lnan, R.A. Helliwell, w.s. Kurth: Terrestrial and Jovian chorus: A

comparative study of wave—particle interactions (PA.24).
RJI. Thorne: Excitation of ion—cyclotron waves in multi—ionic magnetospheres

(PA. 25) .

This symposium seems to have achieved the primary purpose of fostering
comparative magnetospheric and acronomic studies involving more than one

planet. It had the secondary beneficial effect of exposing areas of over—

lapping interest between aeronomic and magnetospheric studies of a given
planet or group of planets.

Six papers were devoted primarily to aeronomic topics. The role of

charge—exchange chemistry was emphasized insofar as it affects the loss of
atomic hydrogen from the exospheres of Earth and Venus and of protons from
the topside ionospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. Precipitation of magnetospheric
electrons is evidently responsible for elevated thermospheric and exospheric
temperatures at Jupiter and Saturn, although the role of thermospheric winds
in spreading the auroral energy to low latitudes remains unresolved.

Four papers dealt with the interaction of flowing plasmas with the
atmospheres of unmagnetized obstacles. The solar—wind interaction with Venus,
for which extensive in situ data exist, serves as a conceptual model for comets,
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for which no such data exist, and for Mars, for which data are relatively scarce

and difficult to interpret. The satellites lo and Titan exhibit analogous

interactions, albeit with sub—magnetoacoustic magnetospheric plasmas rather than

with the super—magnetoacaustic solar wind.

The remaining fifteen papers dealt with intrinsic magnetospheres. The

magnetosphere of Mercury was not discussed beyond the observation that it is

barely larger than the planet, and hence under—developed, and has, in any case,

only been summarily observed. This leaves the magnetophseres of Earth, Jupiter,

and Saturn, which have been observed both remotely and in situ albeit to widely

varying extents, and that of Uranus, whose existence has been inferred from

remote observation of its ultraviolet emissions.

It is recognized that Jupiter's magnetosphere differs fundamentally from

Earth‘s in having predominantly internal sources of energy (derived from plane—

tary rotation) and of plasma (derived from the satellite Io). Saturn's magneto—

sphere is widely considered to be intermediate in this respect. Despite this

fundamental difference in plasma and energy sources and in the resultant large—

scale dynamics, the various magnetospheres evidently share many local plasma

processes in common, including superthermal radio emissions, upstream particles

and waves, magnetic field merging, auroral emissions, and resonant wave—particle

interactions. The symposium provided ample evidence that the study of these

phenomena in Earth‘s magnetosphere aids their understanding in other magneto—

spheres, and vice—versa.

(TM. hill)

PP. ROLE OF IONOSPHERIC PLASMA IN THE PLASMASPHERE AND MAGNETOSPHERE

(Conveners: D.T. Young, C.R. Chappell)

August 17, a.III. and p.m. Room: D2101

J.J. Sojka, R.W. Schunk: Pertinent characteristics of the topside ionosphere

in its role as a source of magnetospheric plasma (1911,01).

p.c. Richards, [1.5. Torr, R.w. Schunk: The applicability of the low speed

formulation to the refilling of magnetic flux tubes (PP.02) .

A. Best, C.—U. Wagner, H.-—R. Lehmann: Storm—time Variations Of the charactris—

tics of the thermal electron gas in the trough region and medium

latitudes (PF.03) .

ch. Farrugia, J. Geiss, H. Ealsiger, D.T. Young: Studies on the plasmaspheric

thermal population from the ion composition experiment on GEos—l (PRO/1).

H.J. Hansen, H.W.J. Scourfield, J.P.S. Rash: Whistler duct lifetimes (PP.05).

T.E. Moore: Polar wind and ion acceleration (Invited) (PP.06) .

M. Lockwood: Field—aligned 0+ ion flows in the topside high—latitude ionosphere

during geomagnetic storms (PP.07).

J.B. Cladis, N.E. Francis: Transport of ions from the auroral ionosphere to

the inner magnetosphere during stormtime conditions (PROS).

R.G. Johnson, H.L. Collin: Mass dependent features in high latitude ion conics

(PF. 09) .
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TJV. Hill, P.H. Reiff: The heavy—ion polar wind (912.10)‘
D.N. Baker, E.N. Hones, Jr., D.T. Young, J. Birn: The possible role Of iono—

spheric oxygen in the initiation and location of plasma sheet

instabilities (PP.ll) .

F.M. Ipavich, G. Cloeckler, A.B. Galvin, D. Hovestadt, M. Scholer, B. Klecker:

Energetic (> loo kev) 0+ ions in the Earth's plasma sheet (PP.12).
R.A. Wolf: convective transport of plasmasphere ions (Invited) (PP.13).
v. Corcuff, P. Corcuff, J. Lemaire: Dynamical plasmapause positions during the

magnetic storm of July 29, 1977: A comparison of observations and

time—dependent model calculations (PP.14) .

n. Roux: Acceleration of ionospheric ions and electrons via low frequency
turbulence (Invited) (PP‘IS).

B.J. Fraser, R.L. McPherron: Heavy ion concentrations at synchronous orbit

determined from PC 1-2 pulsation wave spectra (PP.16).
J. Buchner, c.—u. wagner: Influence of thermal heavy ions on the generation

of ion—cyclotron waves in the ring current —

plasmasphere overlapping
region (PP.l7).

c. de villedary, A. Roux: Amplification of ion cyclotron waves in a ne+—rich

plasma: convective and absolute instability Calculations (PP.18).

The papers submitted to this session dealt with several aspects of iono—

spheric plasma at very high altitudes, including transport from the iono—

sphere, effccts on the ionosphere, transport at high altitude, effects on the

magnetosphere, and acceleration of ionospheric ions to very high energies.
Both direct ion heating and ion acceleration via electron heating were advo—
cated as mechanisms for enhancing the outflow of ionospheric heavy ions.
Several interesting effects were shown to result from the presence of heavy
ions in the magnetospheric plasma, including plasma wave growth and dis-

persion modifications. In several cases, publications based on these papers
have subsequently appeared in the space plasma physics literature.

(T. Moore)

3H. THEORV AND MODELLING 0F HYDRDMAGNETIC WAVES (Convener: A.D.M. Walker)

August 22, a.m. Room: 1302

Chairman: E.J. Fraser

A.D.M. Walker: Opening Remarks

K. Takahashi, R.L. McPherron: standing hydromagnetic waves in the magneto—

sphere (Invited review) (3H‘01).

zi-y. Pu, the, Kivelson: The Kelvin—Helmholtz instability as a source of

hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere (Invited review) (3H.02) .

C.K. Goertz: Kinetic Alfvén waves in the magnetosphere (Invited review) (3H.03).



August 22, p.m. Room: 002

Chairmen: 04-1. Raspopov, H.J. Singer

’1'. Tamao: Interaction of energetic particles with hydromagnetic waves : A

Review (Invited) (3H.o4).

A. Korth: Wave—particle interaction in the U'LF range observed onboard SECS l

and 2 (Invited review) (SI-1.05).

w. Baumjohann, K.H. Glassmeier: The transient response mechanism and Pi 2

pulsations at substorm onset (Invited review) (321.06).

W.J. Hughes: Review of the posters (Invited) (3H.O7).

Poster Papers Room: D03

0.1-1. Bauer, H. Junginger, c. Haerendel, F. Melzner, A. Roux, s. Perrault:

Comparison of ULF—wave parameters measured with the electron beam

experiment and the magnetic ULF experiment on (3505—2 (SI-1.08) .

T. Nagata, H. Fukunishi: Dynamic spectral structures of PC 3—5 pulsations

observed at high latitude (3H.lO) .

L,J. Lanzerotti, C.G. Maclennan, Al Meloni, A. Wolfe, J. Bamber, D. Venkatesan:

variations in hydromagnetic wave frequencies at low geomagnetic

latitudes (3H.ll).

J. Taylor, A.D.H. Wlker- Standing hydromagnetic waves (3H.12).

E.J. Fraser, I,A. Ansar Spatial characteristics of low latitude pc 3 geo—

magnetic pulsations (3H.15).

D.P. Smits: Pulsations at low latitudes (3H.l6) .

K. Takahashi, R.L. McPherron: Multiple spacecraft observations of the harmonic

structure of PC 3-4 pulsations (SI—1.17).

a. Gough, o. Hillebrand, R.L. McPherron: A PC 4 pulsation observed over a

large longitudinal separation on the ground and in space (311.18).

w.J. Hughes, R.A. Daly: Modification of the plasmapause boundary by hydromagne—

tic waves (Iii-1.20) .

L.J. Lanzerotti, C.G. Maclennan, T.J. Rosenberg, A. Wolfe: Flasmasphere density

structure deduced from a hydromagnetic field line resonance and

particle modulation event (3H.2l) .

D. Orr: Surface waves at the plasmapause (BI-1.22).

o. Saka, M. Itonaga, 'r. Kitamura: Effects of ionosphere non—uniformity on

polarization of low latitude micropulsations (31-1.:3).

'1‘. Tamao, s. Fujita: Effects of the anisotropic conducting ionosphere on

localized HM—waves in the magnetosphere (3H.24).

H. Bough, D. Orr: The effect of ionospheric damping on the latitudinal

variation of geomagnetic pulsation phase for 151: and 2nd harmonic

field line resonances (3H.25).

K.H. Glassmeier: On the influence of non-uniform ionospheric conductivity

distributions on the propagation of MHD waves in the pc 4-5 range

(3H.26) .

c. Lathuillere, F. Glangeaud, M. Lambert: Magnetic pulsations correlation

between ground and ionosphere with EISCAT system (311.27).

M.G. Kivelson, D.J. Southwood: Generation mechanisms for long—period com-

pressional waves on the dayside magnetosphere: Case studies (3H.29).

V.L. Patel, P.H. Ng: Drift—wave model for geomagnetic pulsations in a high-B

plasma (3am).

A.D.M. Walker : compressional waves in the magnetosphere (3H.31).

L.J. Lanzerotti, L.V. Medford, A. Hasegawa, D.L. Lin: Large-amplitude ion

bounce wave in the magnetosphere near L=3 (SI-1.32).
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J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell, M. Tatrallyay, D. Winterhalter: convected magneto—
sheath turbulence as a source of hydromagnetic waves: Models versus

observations (3H.33).

c. Rostoker, J.C. Samson: A causal relationship between pc 5 pulsations and

magnetospheric substorms (3H.34).
w. Seboldt: Non—local analysis of low—frequenCy—wave in the plasma sheet (3H.35).
A. Wolfe, h. Meloni, L.J. Lanzerotti, c.c. Molennan: Dependence of hydro—

magnetic energy spectra near L=2 and L=3 on upstream solar wind

quantities (3H.35a).
L.J. Lanzerotti, T.J. Rosenberg: Impulsive particle precipitation and concurrent

magnetic field changes observed in conjugate areas near L=4 (3H.36).
T. Basinger, u. Wedeken: comparison of PilE—type magnetic pulsations simul—

taneously observed at high— and mid-latitudes (3H.37).
M. Kuwashima: Wave characteristics of Pi2 — observation and theoretical

interpretation (3H.38).

.7.c. samson: Large scale ground~based studies of the polarization-states of

Pi2's (3H.39).

H.J. singer, we. Hughes, 1). Fougere, D. Knecht: Global observations of Pi

2 pulsations (3H.40).
we. Hughes, H.J. singer, M. Lester: Pi 2 pulsations and the substorm current

system (3H,4l).
M. Kuwashima, s. Tsunomura, H. Fukunishi: ssc associated hydromagnetic

variations at the geosynchronous altitude and on the ground (3H.42).
N. haltseva, v. Troitskaya, L. Afanasieva, H. Ranta, a. Ranta, J. Kangas,

T. Pikkarainen: Radial movement of the source region of IPDP and

riometric absorption bays (3H.43) .

H. Kuwashima, r. Toya, M. Kawamura, H. Fukunishi: propagation and generation
mechanisms of the periodic emission (PC 1) (3H.44).

B.J. Fraser, R.L. McPherron: Heavy ion concentrations at synchronous orbit

determined from Pc 1—2 pulsation wave spectra (3H.45).
N. cornilleau, M. Tixier: Relations between ULF and VLF waves recorded aboard

secs 1 and on the ground at L=6. Experimental results (3H.46).
W.J. Kemp, B.J. Fraser: Pcl pulsation ionospheric source regions and elliptical

wave front determination (3H.R2).

This session was planned with its focus on the latest advances in the
understanding of the hydromagnetic waves associated with magnetospheric ULF
pulsations. The session was well attended by about 100 participants. The
poster format for the contributed papers was successful, provoking prolonged
and enthusiastic discussion.

The framework for the symposium were provided by the reviews. The
authors who presented them were (3HOl) K. Takahashi, (3H02) M.G. Kivelson,
(31—103) C.K. Goertz, (EHOA) T. Tamao, (31105) A. Korth, and (3H06) W. Baumjohann‘

(3507:}12
major results brought out by the posters were surveyed by W.J. Hughes

The editor of Planetary and Space Science agreed to publish the invited
review papers subject to the usual refereeing process; they appeared in PSS,
fl, 1333—1406 (1984).

(A.D.M. Walker)
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G3. GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS T0 DIVISION 111 ON MAGNETOSPHERIC PHENOVIENA

(Convener: A. Nishida)

August 17, p.m. Room: D02

Chairmen: A. Nishida, S.W.H. Cowley

v.N. Lutsenko, s. Fischer, K. Kudela: The directionality of protons (Ep>12

kev) in the low latitude magnetosheath ((33.01).

_

D.J. Southwood, ILA. Saunders, R.P. Rijnbeek, S.w.H. Cowley, C.T. Russell:

Studies of magnetic flux transfer events at the earth's dayside

magnetopause ((33.02).
..

G. Paschmann, l Papamastorakis, N. Sckopke, 5.11.0. sonnerup, s.J. Bame,

c.'1‘. Russell: Energy balance during magnetopause reconnection ((33.03).

s.w.H. Cowley, D.J. Southwood, M.A. Saunders: Interpretation of magnetic field

perturbations in the earth's magnetopause boundary layers ((33.04).

3.6. Luhmann, R.J. Walker, C.T. Russell, N.U. crooker, J.R. Spreiter, 5.5.

Stahara: Reconnection patterns on the magnetopause (($3.05).

R. Lundln, c. Dubinin: Solar wind energy transfer regions inside the dayside

magnetopause ((33.06) .

M. Hoshino, A. Nishida: Numerical simulation of dayside reconnection (63.07%

v.5. Semenov, l.v. Kubyshkin, M.F. Heyn: Asymptotic theory of the magnetic

field line reconnection (83.08) .

N. Cornilleau-Wehrilin, J. Etcheto: E/VLF waves at the magnetopause (63.09) .

Err. Tsurutani, E.J. Smith, R.R. Anderson, R.M. Thorne: Near—magnetopause

plasma waves and consequential wave-particle interactions ((33.10).

w. studemann, B. wilken, D.N. Baker, P.R. Higbie, R.D. Eelian, 'I‘.A. Fritz:

The solar flare event of 13 July 1982: detailed multispacecraft energetic

particle and magnetic field measurements of the compressed magneto—

pause at 6.6 RE (63.11).

R. Lundin, E. Dubinin: Accelerated plasmaspheric ions as tracers for MHD—

processes in the dayside boundary layer (G3.Rl).

L.F. Bargatze, D.N. Baker, R,L. MCPherron, E.w. Hones, Jr.: Magnetospheric

impulse response for many levels of geomagnetic activity (G3.13).

A. Munk, S. Vennerstrfim, E. FIiis—Christensen: Intensity and latitude of

polar cap currents and the response to variations in the IMF and in

AB ((33.14) .

E. Friisechristensen, Y. Kamide, A.D. Richmond, 5. Matsushita: Interplanetary

magnetic field control of highslatitude electric fields and currents

determined from Greenland magnetometer data (G115).

v.0. Fapitashvil‘l, A.N. Zaitzev: Geomagnetic variations and field—aligned

currents at southern polar cap and their relation to the interplanetary

magnetic field (G3.16).

n. Candidl, c.~l. Meng: hagnetospheric cusp electrons and solar wind para-

meters (GR.17) .

P. Ochabov’a: Supply of energy to the magnetosphere during the main phase of

magnetic storms (63.19).

s. Minami, s. Tsutsumi: Coupling of the interplanetary magnetic field into

the simulated magnetosphere (63.20).

August 19, a.m. Room: [>02

Chairmen: D.N. Baker, C.—I. Meng

B. Aparicio, R. Lundin: The ring current ion composition: A synoptic study

based on Prognoz—7 ion density ratios (63.21) .
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J.E. Blake, J1. Fennell, DlN. Baker, 12.0. Eelian, 9.x. Higbie: Determination

of the charge state and composition of energetic magnetospheric ions

by observation of drift echoes (53.22).

E. Ungstrup, 11.0. sharp, c.A. cattell, R.R, Anderson, R.J. Fitzenreiter,
0.5. Evans, D.N. Baker: particle and wave observations at a disconti—

nuity in the magnetosphere associated with a westward travelling surge

((33.23).

s. Perraut, A. Roux, :2. Robert, G. Kremser, A. Korth, A. Pedersen: Relation—

ships between localized field—aligned current structures, electric

field spikes and energetic particle boundaries at the geostationary
orbit ((33.24).

C.-I. Neng, an. Hauk: Quiet—time, geostationary spatial boundaries as a

manifestation of dynamical injection ((33.25).

S.N. Kuznetsov, I. Kimak, x. Kudela: The effect of geomagnetic storm on

trapped protons EP>1 hev at low altitudes (c3.27).
v.14. Vasyliunas: Topology of electric currents in the magnetosphere (03.25).

K.D. Cole: r-xeridional ionospheric electric field caused by curvature current

in the magnetosphere (03.29).

K.A. Pfitzer, mp. olson: Quantitative modeling of induced magnetospheric
electric fields and plasma response (03.30).

A.R.w. Hughes: The temperature of plasmasphere (63.31).

PM. Daly, ”LR. Sanderson, K.-P. wenzel: observations of the plasma sheet

with the low energy (>35 kEV) proton experiment on ISEE—3 ((33.32).

E. hobius, H. Scholar, D. hovestadt, a. Paschmann, a. Gloecklel’: Energetic

particles in the vicinity of a possible neutral line in the plasma
sheet (63.33).

J. Etcheto, A. Saint—Marc: Evidence for the presence of cold plasma in the

plasma sheet boundary layer (c3.34).

D.N. Baker, s.J. same, 3.0. Belian, w.c. Feldman, J.T. Cosling, P.R. higbie,
E.w. Hones, Jr., D.J. McComas, R.D. Zwickl: Substorm dynamical
effects in the earth's magnetotail: Correlations of observations at

r=6.6 RE and r>70 RE ((33.35).

L.A. Frank, J.D. Craven, J.L. Burch, J.D. winningham: Properties of theta

auroras and implications for magnetotail dynamics (63.36).

J. chen, P. Palmadesso: Tearing—mode stability properties of a collisionless

anisotropic plasma layer ((53.37).

v.s. Semenov, I.V. Kubyshkin, H.F. Heyn, H. Biernat: Time—dependent field

line reconnection ((33.38).

August 19, p.m. Room: 002

Chairmen: L.R. Lyons, J. Etcheto

L.H. Brace, 5.1L Curtis, R.C. Elphic, C.'I‘. Russell: The wavelike structure of

the ionosphere and magnetic fields in the low altitude post terminator

ionosphere of Venus ((93.40).

s. erredzielski, w. Macek, J. Ziemkiewicz: A model of the long Jovian magneto—

spheric tail based on Voyager observations ((33.41).

5.“. Krimigis, E.H. Mauk: Diamagnetic effects of energetic oxygen ions in

Saturn's magnetosphere ((33.42).

G.—H. Voigt= Does Uranus' rotation affect its magnetosphere? (63.43).

0. Samir, N.H. Stone: The expansion of ionospheric, magnetospheric and solar

wind plasmas into a vacuum (€3.44).

W.P. Olson, K.A. Pfitzer: Low energy particle entry into a magnetically
closed magnetosphere (c345).

P.B. Dusenbery, LR. Lyons: Theory of harmonic auroral kilometric radiation

(c3.45).
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L.R. Lyons, v.13. Dusenbery: A simple expression for kilometric radiation

frowtn rates (63.47).

P.J. christiansen, J. EtchECO, 1.1.1:. cough, K. Ronnmark: can non—linear

coalescence processes generate the observed magnetosphere electro—

magnetic radiation? (63.48).

J.P. Matthews: A theory of diffuse emissions triggered by coherent VLF

signals propagating parallel to the geomagnetic field (63.49).

J. Solomon: Theoretical equilibrium differential flux of the energetic elect-

rons in the presence of ELF waves (63.so)i

“.12. cough, P.J. Christiansen: Non—linear wave—wave interactions observed by

GEOS: Natural and stimulated (G3.51).

p. Canu, 6. belmont: Electrostatic waves detected on board GEOS 2: Effect of

multitemperature "cold" plasma (63.52).

F. Lefeuvre, mi parrot. D. Jones: The cross—spectral phase signature of

banded VLF chorus observed on spacecraft (63.53).

u.s. Inan, rm). Helliwell: Dynamics explorer observations of waves in the

vicinity of the plasmapause (63.54).

D. Jones, A.J. Smith, 0.7-). Carpenter, 5.13. shawhan: whistler mode wave

propagation in the magnetosphere near L=4 (63.55).

5.3. church, 11.“. Thorne: On the origin of plasmaspheric hiss: Ray path

integrated amplification (63.56) .

D. Jones] h.J. Smith, K. Yearby: The cross—spectral phase of VLF signals

recorded at Halley, Antarctica (63.127).

poster Displays Room: D03

T. Bésinger, s. Juntunen: The properties of vortex structures in the lanes

spheric differential equivalent current fields derived from a ring

current model (63.57).

C.—I. Meng, K. Makita: configuration of the auroral oval of the quiescent

magnetosphere (63.64).

F.R. Harris, F. Creutzberg, R.L. Gattinger, A. Vallance Jones: Detailed

morphology and particle energies in substorm surges and expansive phases

(63.65).

N.L. Imhof, J.E. Reagan, H.D. V055, E.E. Gaines, J. Mobilia: Coordinated

satellite measurements of particle precipitation during the storm of

July 13, 1982 (G3.67).

P. Tanskanen, J. Kangas, J. Bjordal, K. Brefinstad, J. Stadsnes, S. Ullaland,

A.Korth, G. Kremser, w. Riedler, 'K. Torkar, 1.5. lversen, H.M. Madsen,

L.P. Block: observations of particles and fields during the period

preceding the auroral breakup (63.68).

K.M. Torkar, J. bjordal, LiF. Block, K. Bryinstad, 1.5. lversen, J. Kangas,

A. Korth, G. Kremser, N.H. Madsen, Jl Niskanen, w. Riedler, P. Tanskanen,

s. ullaland: Simultaneous balloon and satellite measurements of

x—ray precipitation and equatorial electrons in the morning sector

(63.69) .

6. Kremser, A. Korth, s. ullaland, J. Stadsnes, w: Baumjohann, L. Block,

K.M. Torkar, W. Riedler, B. Aparicio, J. Niskanen, I.E. Iversen:

Energetic electron precipitation mechanisms inferred from coordinated

balloon—satellite observations (63.70).

Jr. Dudeney, T.J. Rosenberg: A ground—based technique for estimating the

pitch angle diffusion coefficient (63.72).

N.G. Kleimenova, VJX. Troitskaya,0.v. Eolshakova, E. Frills—Christensen: Long

period geomagnetic pulsations near equatorial border of dayside polar

cusp (63.75).

K. Hayashi, S. Kokubun, T. Oquti, T. Kitamuta, O. Saka, T. Watanabe: Substorm

associated PC 1 emission in morning sub—cleft latitudes (63.76).
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T. Oguti, J.H. Meek, K. Hayashi: Multiple correlation between auroral and
magnetic pulsations (63.77).

T. Nagata, N. Sato: shortrperiod magnetic pulsations associated with periodic
VLF emissions (Twin sec) (63.78)

N. Cornilleau, h. Tixier: Relations between ULF and VLF waves recorded aboard
GEOS l and on the ground at L=6. Experimental results ((33.79) .

ELM. Raspopov, A.B. Pashin: On the influence of movement of the source on

geomagnetic pulsation characteristics observed on the ground (63.81).
D. Orr, J.A. Waldock: PC 5 geomagnetic pulsations correlation with the

plasmapause (o3.82).

The G3 session was divided into six oral sessions and one poster session.
Altogether as many as 90 papers were scheduled. This number Clearly reflected
the high level of activity in the field of magnetospheric physics, and a need
to allocate more time to G3 was acutely felt.

Hagnetosphere Boundary Region : All the papers presented in this subsession
were concerned with the effect of the southward IMF polarity on the structure
of the magnetopshere boundary region. Features observed by both field and
particle measurements are generally accountable by the reconnection model.
It was confirmed that the flux transfer events are observed only when the IMF

polarity was southward, and thus their interpretation in terms of the transient
reconnection received essential support. Attempts to improve the Levy—Fetschek—
Siscoe model of the dayside reconnection by incorporating the compressibility
were made both analytically and numerically. (A. \Iishidd)

Solar Wind hagnetosphore Interactions : At this session eleven papers were

presented on various aspects of solar wind interaction with the Earth's
magnetosphere. Four papers continued the discussion of the first session on
the dayside magnetopause boundary region. was and ISEE wave data were dis—
cussed by Cornilleau—Nehrlin and Etcheto, and Tsurutani et (11., respectively.
It was shown in the latter work that the average wave spectrum is independent
of location at the magnetopause on the ISEE orbit, but depends on IMF B2, being
stronger for southward fields. Lulndin and Dubinin using Prognoz data showed
that accelerated ionospheric ion species in the magnetopause boundary layer
have thermal velocities equal to their drift speed. Studemann at al. discussed
the magnetopause compression observed by several geostationary spececraft on

l3 July 1982.

Two papers were presented on the relationship between geomagnetic dis——
turbances and solar wind—INF conditions. Ochabova investigated the energy
input to the ring current during the main phase of storms, while Bargata et al.
considered the response of the AL index to two interplanetary parameters, v35and E, dividing the AL data into two groups according to the mean level of

activity. For the lower level it was found that the AL response has peaks at
":20 and N60 min delay, while at the higher level the response is broad but
has only one peak at ~20 min. it was suggested that the latter corresponds
to the 'directly driven' magnetospheric response, while the ’mo min peak
corresponds to substorm 'unloading' of magnetic energy in the tail.

Papitashvili and Zaitzev, Hunk et al. and Friis—Christensen et a1.

presented papers on ionospheric currents deduced from ground magnetograms.
The first of these paper presented a first extensive analysis of high latitude
data from the southern hemisphere, while the other two focussed Oparticularly
on IMF B —dependent dayside currents. It was shown that the latter do not

depend sirongly on IMF B2. However, a related paper by Candidi et al. showed
that electrons precipitate in the cusp region are enhances when 132 is negative.

Finally, Minami and Tsutsumi discussed an investigation of the magnetic
field in a laboratory terella experiment, using a small plasma discharge
source to trace the field lines. (SJLH. Cowley)
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Middle Hagnetosphere : This session consisted of a mixture of observational

and theoretical papers generally dealing with the region from the outer part

of the earth's plasmasphere into the near—earth portion of the plasma sheet.

of eleven scheduled contributed papers, effectively all of the talks were

given. One of the scheduled speakers was not present and thus the paper (:3.

26 was combined with the preceding paper to form a single ~20 min contribution.

Several contributions dealt with the topic of the ring current, its

composition, and the nature of the impulsive injection of the particles which

form the middle magnetosphere ion population. Direct observational results

from PROGNOZ—7, for example, were cited to show an asymmetric occurrence of

the dominance of ionospheric ions (0+, He+), in the few kev energy range,

essentially out to the magnecopause on the dayside. By way of contrast, very

high energy results from SCATHA and several other geostationary orbit space-

craft reveal that the energetic heavy ions are primarily of high charge state

suggestive of a solar wind source.

Uptlowing ions from the ionosphere, directly associated (for perhaps the

first time) with a globally—observed westward traveling surge, show quite

clearly how the strong density gradients (discontinuities) associated with

the ins can accelerate ions very strongly and directly (i.e., with short time

delay). Considerable observational evidence was presented in several papers

concerning the wave and plasma characteristics at geostationary orbit near

magnetospheric substorm injection boundaries. Geomagnetic storm particle

effects at high—energies seen by instruments on the Intercosmos satellite at

low altitude were also described.

Theoretical discussions of electric field distributions and large—scale

magnetospheric currents were given from several points of view. These problems

were treated both by fundamental analytical work and by the use of computer

models. The implications of these fieldealigned current and induced electric

field results in terms of observable magnetic signatures were predicted and

directly compared. (rm. Baker)

Magnetotail : There were eight papers scheduled for this session with another

three papers on reserve. Due to the overrun of the middle magnetosphere

contributions, our session started late by about 15 minutes. The number of

attendances varied drastically from about 150 people to less than 20. It

peaked in the middel of the session near 1200 noon and decreased to the minumum

during the last two talks. In order to keep the session on schedule, the

assigned lZ—minutes per talk was closely observed. however, one speaker with

slides and a movie overran by nearly 10 minutes and ignored the repeated

warnings from the chairman. This talk was well attended and clearly let the

speaker finish his presentation without a follow—on discussion. One scheduled

paper (63.39 by Yahnin et al.) did not show up in the meeting. The first

reserved paper (GILRli) was called to fill up the slot, but the speaker was

absent. I decided to adjourn the meeting instead of calling other reserved

papers (my own) based on two reasons: (1) it was one o‘clock in the afternoon

and 10 minutes past the allowed time, and (2) the number of attendees dropped

to a very low level of barely over 10.

In this session, it is clear that theoretical-type papers do no draw too

many audiences. Possibly it is very difficult for the speaker to convey details

of a theory or a mathematical model in a 10 minutes presentation. For the

audience, it is equally difficult to comprehend within a short presentation in

a series of others. Therefore the interest, based on the number of attendees,

to theoretical type of papers was not overwhelming in many TAGA sessions. In

order to improve this situation, I would like to suggest that these papers are

ideal for a poster session since the readers can digest the material at their

own pace and more communications can be achieved between presenter and presentee.

This will also relieve some of the problems on overflow of Division III contri—

buted papers. Form the variation of the audience in this session and others,
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it is obvious to me that only new observation type papers can draw many people.
In this session, the most popular papers were two new observations, on

the distant tail substorm dynamics and a movie of auroral dynamics observed

by the DE satellite. Both of them are rather unique in terms of observation;
however, in terms of science or physics their contributions and/or interpre—
tation are questionable. By arranging both of them in the middle of the

session, it did have a large audience. However, it had a quantum drop imme—

diately afterwards, and a large outflow of people somewhat interrupted the
progress of the session and was embarrassing to the next speaker.

Overall, this session was a well—organized one, like the other Division
III sessions. (C. I. Meng)

Planetary Magnetospheres : This waa a short, but highly varied session.
Six talks were presented, five concerning five different planets covering
general solar system plasmas. One talk covered observation of wavelike
structure in the ionospheric plasma and magnetic field of Venus. A model of
the Jovian magnetosphere was presented and its predictions were directly
compared with spacecraft observations. Observations within Saturn's magneto—
sphcrc were interpreted as showing a significant diamagnetic effect from

energetic oxygen ions. Possible effects of Uranus' rotation on its magnetn-
sphere and current system were discussed, and calculations showing that

low—energy plasma can penetrate a magnetically closed magnetosphere were

presented for the case of the earth. Also, a general evaluation of plasma
expansion into a vacuum as appled to the wave behind moving spacecraft was

discussed. (LR. Lyons)

Have-particle interactions : The first remark I wish to make about this
session is that twelve minutes, including discussion, is not enough for the

speakers to present properly a paper, especially if it corresponds to a fair
amount of work — therefore it would be disirable to lengthen the time allocated
at least to some of the speakers. It would also help the audience listening
to the papers which has to switch subject every twelve minutes and assimilate
a very dense information. This could be achieved by decreasing the length or

the number of specialized symposia and keep more time of the general contribu-

tions, which can be organized in subject oriented sessions after receiving the
abstracts. Magnetospheric physics is a field very alive at the moment and
it is difficult to foresee long in advance which subjects will arouse much
interest. Another solution, would be to select the papers, but it would

probably be difficult in practice.
All the papers foreseen in this session have been presented and the

session was very intersting. Whistler mode waves are subject to several
studies from various points of view: —

propagation, using sophisticated data

analysis method of satellite data, either natural or man made. These studies
answered some questions (Landau damping of VLF chorus at fee/2) and raised
others (low index of man made emission). —

generation: in which a very inter-

esting study of spatial growth has been presented
—quasilinear particle diffusion: elaborated computations and detailed

comparisons between theory and experiment were shown.

-.'oing to these Very careful and detailed studies, the physics of whistler
mode waves in the magnetosphere is now well understood.

Conversely, the electrostatic waves' characteristics are far from being
understood and it has been shown that one has to use the dispersion relation
in a non—Haxwellian plasma for any study of these waves.

The generation mechanism of TKR emissions is still under investigation,
only the synchrotron maser mechanism has been presented.

At last there have been presentations about the possibility of non linear

wave—wave interactions: parametric instability of man—made signals, non—linear

coalescence of natural noise at the upper and lower hybrid frequency.
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Scientists are still very active in the field of wave—particle inter—

actions and the level of the works presented was high. The new generation

of sophisticated experiment and refined theory has renewed the interest for

this field and has enabled scientists to go one step further in the under—

standing of the physics of these phenomena. (uh. Etcheto).

Auroral Phenomena and pulsations . As many as 27 papers that dealt with the

above subject were directed to the poster session of Gs, but 15 among them were

actually presented. since the number of the papers were so large we can report

only some highlights. A comparison of the satellite observation of energetic

electrons (:20 kev) with the precipitation revealed that the duration of a

precipitation event is intimately related to the fall—off the electron pitch

angle anisotropy at high altitudes to the stable trapping limit. At lower

energies the electron anisotropy was below the stable trapping limit from the

beginning of the flux enhancement, suggesting that low and high energy electron

populations have different origins. A clear correspondence was detected

between QP emission at the near-geosynchronous altitude and on the ground.

Spectral range and dispersion were very similar at these two sites, presenting

an intriguing theoretical question on the mechanism of the or emission. Exten-

sive observations of the auroral X—rays confirmed that precipitation is enhanced

before the onset of the substorm expansion phase, Westward drift of electrons

has to be assumed to explain the sequence of observations, but the precipitation

may in fact have been patchy. From a comparison of the auroral X—ray intensity

at two locations having the same L value but different magnetic field strengths,

a pitch angle diffusion coefficient was derived which agree fairly well with

the other estimates. New types of pulsations were detected at the equatorial

border of the polar cusp both in long period (Tmto to 8 min) and short period

(0.8 Hz) ranges. Clear correlation was found between auroral luminosity

pulsations and magnetic pulsations within a 1 sec accuracy, and hence it was

inferred that these magnetic pulsations are mostly the results of conductivity

variations produced by precipitating electrons. (A Nishida)

4L. LARGE-SCALE SOLAR-INTERPLANETARV RELATIONS (Conveners: R. Schwenn,

N.R. Sheeley)

August 19, an. Room: D2101

Chairman: R. Schwenn

S.T. Suess, n. Dryer, J.M. wilcox, 1. Hoeksema, n. Henning: Boundary condi—

tions for a predictive numerical model of the large scale structure in

the interplanetary medium (4L.Ol).

M.x<. Bird, n. Volland, la.L. Seidel, c.-r. Stelzried: Solar cycle variation of

coronal Farady rotation (4L.03).

G. Noci, A. Perri: Models of the solar wind acceleration region (4L.o4)r

(3.2. Erueckner: Observations of high energetic jets in the quiet sun, the

acceleration of the solar wind at the solar surface and a could model

of the solar wind (4L.05).
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F.1-I. lpavich, A.B. Galvin, o. Clceckler, D. hovestadt, [-1. Scholar, E. Klecker:
Solar wind Fe charge states in a coronal hole—associated high spped
stream (4L.O6).

ILB. Galvin, FJI. Ipavich. G, Gloeckler, D. Hovestadt, B. Klecker, I-L Scholar:
coronal equilibrium temperatures inferred from the charge state analysis
of energetic particles (4L.o7).

B. Rompolt: Eruption of huge magnetic systems from the sun (4L.08).
R. WOO, J.H. Armstrong, N.R. Sheeley, Jr., R.A. Howard, M.J. Koomen, D.J.

Michels: Radio scattering measurements of interplanetary transients
(4L.0~ .

or. Smart, M.A. Shea, b1. Dryer: Solar flare initiated shock waves; blast
waves riding on the solar wind (4L.l4).

H. Goldstein, R. Schwenn, K.U. Denskat: Helios observations of magnetic
clouds (4L.15).

R.G. Harsden, T.R. Sanderson, R. Reinhard, K.—P. Wenzel: A Survey of ISEE—3
observations of low energy proton bidirectional anisotropies (4L.16).

JiA. Joselyn: The association between solar disparitien brusques and geomag~
netic activity (4Li17).

August l9, p.m. Room: [32101

Chairman: N.R. sheelcy, Jr.

A.J. Lazarus, m2. Gazis: The radial evolution of the solar wind, l~10 nu

(4L.19).

Jr Feynman, K.G. Narayana, A. Barnes: Comment on observations of solar wind

heating by interstellar hydrogen (4L.20)l
S. Grzcdzielski, Ratkiewicz—Landowska: Plasma mixing at the

heliosphere
boundary due to Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin—Helmholtz instabilities

(4L.2l)i

U.J. Fahr, w. Neutsch: Plasma flow configurations in the outer heliosphereand the heliopause geometry (4L.22)i
J.L. Bertaux, A. Callement, V.G. Kurt, E.N. Nironova: Solar wind anisotropyobserved with Prognoz satellite by its ionization of interplanetary—interstellar neutral hydrogen (4L.22a).
L.F. Burlaga: Magnetic fields between 1 AU and 10 AU (4Ll25).
P. Simon, JiP. Legrand: Solar cycle, shock waves, stable and transitory wind

streams, from 1868 to 1982 (4am).
c, wibberenz: Radial variation of the interplanetary mean free path obtained

from solar events measured on Helios l and 2 (4L.27).
J.T. Hoeksema, JiM. Wilcox: The structure of the heliospheric current sheet:

1976—1982 (4L.3o).

This session had tn cover several very different topics such as solarwind generation, solar transients and their effects on the interplanetarymedium, solar wind expansion into the outer heliosphere, the boundary of theheliosphere. This diversity appeared to be an advantage, since the audiencefollowed the presentations very attentively and entered lively discussionsafter each talk. It should be noted that there was in fact ample time for the
discussions, due to the otherwise regrettable absence of nearly all Eastern—
European and all Chinese speakers.

(R . Schwenn)
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4T. TURBULENCE AND KINETIC PHYSICS IN THE SOLAR NIND (Conveners: N.C. Fe'ldrnan,

E. Harsch)

August 18, am and pm Room: D2101

Chairmen: E. Marsch, S. Schwartz

T.J. Kelly, J.L. Phillips, J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell: Pioneer Venus obser—

vations of unusual current sheet signatures in the solar wind (4T.Ol) .

S.J. Schwartz, 3. Marsch: Radial evolution of a solar wind plasma parcel

(4T. 03) .

E. harsch, T. Chang: Electromagnetic lower hybrid waves in the solar wind

(4T. 04) .

R.D. Zwickl, R. Steinitz, W.C. Feldman, S.J. Esme: The temperature ratio

Ta/Tp of a particles to protons in the solar wind (4T.05) .

R. Bruno, n. Dobrowolny: Measurement of magnetic energy and magnetic heiicity

spectra between 0.29 and 0.87 AU (4T.O7) .

M. Dobrowolny, G. Torricelli: Dissipations of Alfvénic turbulence in the solar

wind (4T.09) .

L.M. Celnikier, C.C. Harvey, R. Jegou, M. Kemp, P. Moricet: A determination

of the electron density fluctuation spectrum in the solar wind, using

the 151513 propagation experiment (41211).

K. KikuChi, D.A. Gurnett, R.R. Anderson, E. Keppler, ELK. Richter, R. Schwenn,

E. Marsch, K. Richter, H. Rosenbauer: Solar radio bursts and electron

plasma oscillations associated with interplanetary shock waves and

energetic protons (4113).

M. Tatrallyay, C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann: On the determination of the proper

Mach number and ratio of specific heats appropriate for modeling

collisionless Shocks (4T. 14).

C.S. Wu, D. Winske, H. Tanaka: Microturbulent heating at the Earth's bow shock

due to cross~field instabilities (4T.15) .

w.A. Livesey, C.T. Russell, C.F. Kennel: Magnetic ramp thickness of quasi—

perpendicular bow shocks: ISEE~1 and —2 observations (4T.lo).

M.M. Leroy, A. Mangeney, D. winske: Eackstreaming ions from oblique Earth

bow shock (4T.l7).

D. Burgess, S.J. Schwartz: The reflection of solar wind pxotons at the Earth's

bow shock (4T.18).

C. BonifaZi, K.H. Alfsen: Flux of field—aligned proton beams upstream of the

Earth's bow shock; ISEE-Z observations (4T.l9) .

K.A. Anderson, W.K. Levedahl, R.P. Lin, G.K. Parks: Observations of energetic

ions upstream from Earth's bow shock (4T.20).

R.J. Fitzenreiter, A.J. Klimas, J.D. Scudder, K,W. Ogilvie: Evidence for the

velocity dispersion model of the upstream foreshock boundary (4T.21)l

“.8. Eavassano-Cattanec, C. Bonifazi, M. Dobrowolny, G. Moreno, C.T. Russell:

Spatial distribution of MRI) turbulence and properties of backstreaming

protons in the foreshock region (4T.22) .

J. Etcheto, M. Faucheux: Detailed study of plasma waves upstream of the

Earth‘s bow shack (4T.23).

csr. Russell: Multiple spacecraft observations of interplanetary shocks:

Characteristics of the precursor waves (4T.25).

'1‘.n. Croft: Strong 3—hour fluctuations of solar wind turbulence within 5

degrees of the Sun (4T.27).

This session was held with the presentation of 20 papers listed above.

The major thrust of this session was to report recent measurements of particle

velocity distribution functions, MHD and plasma waves in the solar wind and

to present theoretical work on these topics. The session was well attended,
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and all the presented papers were interesting. These papers are a significant
contribution to the study of the solar wind structure, especially that asso-
ciated with its interaction with the earth's magnetosphere.

(E. llarsch)

4S. SOLAR MAXIMUM TRANSITION (Conveners: F.M. Neubauer, D.M. Rust)

August 17, arm” Room: D01

Chairman: F.M. Neubauer

J.A. slavin, E.J. Smith, B.T. Thomas: The IMF during solar cycle 20 and 21
maxima (45.01) I

B. Eavassano: Helios observations of solar Cycle Variations of IMF fluctua—
tions (45.02)

J.W. Freeman: Color images of solar wind and IMF Composite datasets (45.04).
En]. Smith, E.T. Thomas, J.A. Slavin: The recent solar maximum: Interplanetary

magnetic field observations (45.07) .

HIR. Rugge, D.L. McKenzie: Evolution of coronal active regions near solar
maximum using X—ray spectroscopy (45.08).

RJI. Volkmer, F.M. Neubauer: Properties of shock waves in the solar wind,
their radial dependence and change with the solar cycle as observed
by Helios l and 2 from 1975 to 1980 (45.09).

This session dealt with the variation of solar wind parameters from the
mid-sixties or seventies to 1982. Smith et a1. (45.01) demonstrated the secu-
lar Variation of the IMF magnitude for 1966-1981. At the times of Solar [10-
larity reversals relative minima were found and an overall maximum around the
last sunspot maximum. This behaviour was seen both at 1 AU and in the same

way in the Helios data normalized to 1 AU. Smaller normalized fields were
found at Pioneers 10 and 11 at some epochs, due possibly to the developmentof meridional flow. Bavassano (45.02) showed IMF fluctuations using Helios
data, and various variances were computed for 3-day intervals. The Pythagorean
mean rnls component Variances were shown to increase from December 1974 to June
1981. Vette and Freeman (45.04) presented a colour coded illustration of
plasma and magnetic field data by Helios 1 and 2, Mariner 10, Pioneer 10 and
11. Smith et al. (45.07) discussed several aspects of the sector structure
using ISEE-3 and Pioneer 10, II data, and reiterated the non—exact antiparal-
lelism of magnetic field vectors on both Sides of the heliospheric current
sheet. Also the reversal of the overall solar magnetic field was discussed
and the time of reversal was noted to be at about Bartels' rotation 1997 in
the second half of 1979. Rugge and McKenzie (43.08) introduced the X-ray
observations by the [1.5. Air Force satellite P78-1, which provide us with the
electron density information in non-flaring active regions of the corona.

Among other results electron densities of about 2-3~IO cm‘ were given. The
session was concluded by a statistical study of the properties of more than
150 shocks observed by Helios-I and -2 between 1975 and 1980, presented byVolkmer and Neubauer (45.09). The shock velocity in the rest frame of the
unperturbed plasma was found to vary statistically like r‘1 2. The associ-
ation between flares and shocks was also studied.

(FJI. Neubauer)
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4C. PROBLEMS RELATED TO SOLAR—WIND COMPOSITION (Convener: KM. Ogilvie,

0. Vaisberg)

August lo, pm Room D01

Chairman: K.w. Ogilvie

a. Geiss: Causes of variations in solar wind composition (4C.Ol).

A. Burgi: Dynamics and ionization balance of minor ions in the corona and

solar wind (4c.02).

W.K.H. Schmidt: IsEE-l results on heavy minor ions in the solar wind (4c.04).

s. Kunz, 1:. Bochsler, J. Geiss: Abundances of He, c, o, and Ne-ions in the

solar wind (46.05).

N.F. Pissarenko, ELM. Dubinin, A.V. Zaharov, B. Yu. Budnik, R. Lundin,

a. Hultgvist: ae+ ions in the solar wind (4C.06).

K.N. Ogilvie: Interpretation of 3He Variations in the solar wind (4C.OB) .

P.A. Isenberg: Resonant cyclotron acceleration and heating of anisotropic

solar wind ions (4C.09).

R. Steinitz, any. Zwickl: Amodel Alfvén speed (4cm).

W.K. Peterson, E.G. Shelley, W.K.H. Schmidt, P. Eochsler, H. Balsiger:

Correlated measurements of minor ions in the solar wind and dayside

cusp (40.12).

This session demonstrated that progress is beginning to be made in the

measurement and interpretation of solar wind abundances and their variation.

Geiss, for example, emphasized that, although fractionation processes, governed

by Coulomb drag, occur in the corona, ion—neutral processes also produce

fractionation which depends upon the ionization rate. Borgi presented solutions

of the coupled differential equations governing acceleration and ionization

balance of minor ion species, including the effect of Alfvén waves in competi-

tion with thermal diffusion, showing that AHe and Si ions lag in velocity.

Isenberg, in a further extension of work on explaining the velocity lag of

the ions, relaxed the assumptions of thermal isotropy and nondispersion, and

found that ion cyclotron waves could produce a velocity difference. However,

it is still very difficult to produce the large velocity differences observed

at 0.3 AU, as the waves do not provide enough energy in
zhe appropriate fre—

quency range. Experimentally, Zwickl presented data on He from the large Imp

data set which shows a marked change in the character of the observations at

about 400 ions-1. At low speeds the temperature ratio is at» and velocity dif—

ference zero; at higher speeds the temperature ratio approaches 6, and the

velocity difference increases rapidly. However, VIVA is always less than unity.

Bochsler described results from the use of a least—squares fitting technique on

953 “/0 spectra obtained in low speed, moderate temperature, solar wind by

ISEE—S. He found that the oxygen and He fluxes correlate at the 0.8 level, and

that He/D= 82i25; He/Ne=500+200 and N/O=O.l710.04. The ion (15+ was

observed to be enhanced in ablfildance above the expected value. Discussing

ion temperatures, Schmidt indicated that ISEE-l measurements show that, at high

temperatures, Oxygen temperatures tend to be higher than sixteen times (11(0))

the proton temperature; similarly the differential speeds (with respect to

protons) are equal for oxygen and He; but Fe ions appear to move faster.

Discussing He, Ogilvie indicated that there is very good agreement between

direct and indirect (foil) measurements of the abundance, and that some observed

fluctuations in abundance ratio are physical. Examination of one such case at

magnetic sector boundaries shows that the ratio may be higher in slow than in

fast solar wind. Lundin discussed the Prognos observations of anomalously high

He+ in the solar wind, suggesting that it is present of order 407. of the time
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his observations were made, in quantities of 0.3—32. Finally, as an applica—tion of composition measurements, Petersen discussed the measurements of the
entry of solar wind and ionospheric ions into the magnetotail, leading to anestimate of the Bow shock potential drop using the ratio HeH to o .

(K.w. Ogilvie)

G4. GENERAL CONTRIBUTION TO DIVISION IV 0N SOLAR WIND AND INTERPLANETARV
MAGNETIC FIELDS (Convener: L.F. Burlaqa)

August 16, evening Room: D01

Chairman: L. F . Burlaga

I-LHlA. Hassan, M‘K. Wallis: Stochastic diffusion of dust grains by the

interplanetary magnetic field (64.02).
C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhman, J.R. Spreiter, 5.5. Stahara: Comparison of Mars-3

magnetometer date with the predictions of the gas dynamic code (54.03).
J.G. Luhman, C.T. Russell, J.Rl Spreiter, S.S. Stahara: Hagnetosheath fields:

Models and observations (54.04).

Hassan (64.02) discussed "Stochastic Diffusion of Dust Grains by the
Interplanetary Magnetic Field". Starting with the Fokker-Planck equation a
diffusion equation was derived, making use of constants of the motion. A
solution was obtained describing the extent of the scattering as a function
of distance. Using a gas—dynamic model with the magnetic field frozen—into
the flow but exerting no pressure, Russell et 81. (64.03) simulated the
Mars—3 observations. The measurements could be described by assuming an

interaction of the solar wind with the ionopause. Using the same fluid model
Luhmann at 31. (64.04) modeled magnetic field Configurations in the magneto—
sheath of Venus, for various orientations of the interplanetary magnetic
field. Good agreement with observations was found.

(L.F. Burlaga)

V14. WORKSHOP ON GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATORY AND SURVEY PRACTICE
(Conveners: w.F. Stuart, G. Fischer)

August 23, a.m. and pi)“. Room: DOl

Chairmen: on. Barraclouqh, n. Voppel, or Fischer. NJ“. Stuart

S.—M. Ha, Ql—L. Liu: The effect of data points distribution on analysis
(vw.01).

o. Schulz, M. Beblo: On the reduction of time variations for geomagnetic
repeat station measurements (vw.02).
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F.S. Barker: Results of Project Magnet‘s repeat long baseline surveys in

the Mid—Atlantic (Vi-1.04).

s. utashiro, s. Oshima, T. Kaneko: neromagnetic surveys in the adjacent

seas of Japan in 1950 (VW.05).

J. Podsklan: Magnetic mapping of Slovakia for the epoch 1980.5 (vw,oo).

v. Pochtarev, A. karasik, E. Tsutskarev, L. Kasjanenko, c. sucksdorff: Results

of marine three—component magnetic survey of the Gulf of Finland and

parts of the Baltic Sea in summer 1982 (VW.07).

Poster Papers Room: D03

H. Lu'hr, st. Thfirey, N. Klb'cker: The EISCAT magnetometer cross—operational

aspects, first results (“v.oa).

J. Jankowski, J. Marianiuk, A. Ruta, C. Sucksdorff, n. Kivinen: Experience

on long term stability of magnetometers based on torsion and photo—

electric elements (“1.09) .

T. Bergmark: Experience of geomagnetic field recording with a fluxgate

magnetometer having a bridge sensor (vw.lo) .

v. Auster, H.~J. Linthe, D. Lenners: Acquisition and primary processing of

geomagnetic pulsations in real—time operation by microcomputer (vw.ll).

G. Clerc, J.P. Décriaud, G. Doyen, M. Halbwachs, M. Henrotte, J. Remy,

x—c. Zhang: Telesurveillance of volcano Momotombo (Nicaragua) by an

automatic audio—H—T equipment, controlled by microprocessor (vw.12) .

as. Barker: Compensation for platform induced noise in the 11.5. Navy's

Geomagnetic Airborne Survey System (vw.13) .

B.J. Fraser, P.w. l-lcNabb: The recording of Pc 1—2 geomagnetic pulsations

using a microcomputer preprocessing system (vw.14).

. Bitterly, J.M. Cantin, R. Schlich, D. Gilbert, J. Folques: Magnetometre

theodolite portable a vanne de flux pour la mesure des elements (in

champ magnetigue terrestre [W.l5).

AJ. Forbes, J.C. Riddick: The digital data system operated at the UK

observatories (VW.J.8).

L. Hegymegi, L. Drimusz: An intelligent digital magnetic recording system

(DIMARS) (vw.l9).

o. Schulz: Experience with a digitally recording magnetometer system at

wingst observatory (vw.20).

N. Kawamura, ‘1. Sano, K. Ochi, M. Kuwashima, S. Fujita: Improved Kakioka

Automatic standard Magnetometer (KASM-MEP.) (VW.21).

A.N. Zaitzev, A.s. Amiantov, v.1. Odintzov: The experience of using the new

Soviet digital magnetometers (vw.22).

v. Auster, x. Lengning: Comparison of standard and digital observation at

the geomagnetic Adolf Schmidt Observatory in Niemeqk (W.23) .

V. Auster: Geomagnetic absolute measurements with a nuclear resonance

theodolite at the Adolf Schmidt Observatory in Niemegk (VW.24) .

A. Meloni, A. De Santis, F. Holina, P. Palangio, Q. Taccetti: Discussion on

the use of a proton vector magnetometer for automatic digital recording

of geomagnetic elements (Vi-1.25) .

E. Krinq Lauridsen: Absolute measurement of o by means of a proton magneto—

meter (W16).

Twenty-three papers, ranging in subject from new instrumentation and the

application of digital data to index preparation, to surveys by land and sea,

and the prediction of magnetic activity, were presented orally and in poster

form. Poster papers were on view for several days in a hall close to the

Session lecture room and one session was given over to reviews of the poster

papers. Excellent summaries of the work on show were made by A.J. Forbes and

T. Bergmark who presided over subsequent discussion of the subject material.
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All contributions to the session were subsequently published as a special
edition of Geophysical Surveys (Vol. o, Nos. 3/2., July/October 1984) and as
a hardback volume Geomagnetic Observatory and Survey Practice, Ed NJ". Stuart
by De Reedel (Holland).

(v.17. Stuart)

GV, GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS T0 DIVISION V ON OBSERVATORIES, INSTRUMENTS,
INDICES AND DATA (Convener:C.G. Sucksdorff)

August 23, a.m. Room: D01

Chairman: C. Sucksdorff

D.A. Simmons: The difficulties of making magnetic measurements on the moving
ice shelf at Halley, Antarctica (GV.02).

J.A. Joselyn: Proposed major format change to geomagnetic activity reports
and forecasts produced by the SESC, Boulder. Colorado, USA (GV.O3).

A. Lundbak: About digital alternative to Kp—indices (GV.05).
I‘LF. Stuart, J.c. Riddick: Computer generated 'Quasi K-indices' (Gv.06).
J.0. Cardus: Control of K standards at Spanish observatories (GV.07).

This session was immediately preceding the w session on magnetic obser—
vatory and survey practice. One paper dealt with the magnetic observation on
the moving ice shelf, and all other papers discussed possible modifications
for reporting geomagnetic activity indiccs due to new methods of index deriv-
ation or other practical reasons.

(C. Sucksdorff)

HE. HISTORICAL EVENTS 0R PEOPLE (Convener s: H.B. Garrett, N. Schriider)

August 17, a.m., and pm. Room: D2098

Chairman: w. Schréider

n. Nicolet: People and facts related to IGY (Invited) (HE.01).
w. Dieminger: Radio wave propagation and solar—terrestrial physics (Invited)

(H1102).

P.H. Liang, 5. Wang: Radio wave propagation and ionospheric studies at wuhan

university, china 0112.03).
L. Eiermann: On the history of the solar wind concept (Invited) (£13.04).
K. Bretterbauer: J. Payer, c. Weyprecht, H. wilczek — The promoters of

International Polar Research (£112.05) .

H.K. Paetzold: Erich Regener, a pioneer of geophysical research (HE.06).
J.E. Kennedy, E.J. Llewellyn, K.V. Paulson: Balfour Currie and the Second

International Polar Year (HE.07) .

K.H. Wiederkehr: The magnetic association of Go'ttingen and the Antarctic

Expedition of J.Cl. Ross (1839—1843) (HE,08).
s. uébaroat, Th. weimer: Gauss et l'astronomie geodesique ou le succes

differe de la methode des hauteurs égales (HE.09).
D. Baker, G. Romick, A. Vallance—Jones. o. Harang: History of auroral optical

spectrometry (HEJO).
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K. Wienert: Johann Von Lamont (1805—1879) (HEJZ).

N. Fukushima: Commencement of hourly geomagnetic observation in Japan during

the First International Polar Year (Invited) (HE.13)i

Q.-L. Liu: People of major importance in the development of geomagnetism in

China (HEJA) .

A. Brekke: The Haldde Observatory
— The cradle of modern auroral research

(Invited) (HE.15).

E.Gi Forbes: The Ben Venis Observers
— A centenary tribute (HE.16).

M. Fahim: Prof. Mohamed Redd Madwar (1893-1975) (HE.17).

This session was attended by about 60-80 audience. The presentation of

papers and the following discussion were very good. There is a general interest

of geophysicists in the progress of historical studies. nost papers presented

to this session were sununarized in a book entitled ”Historical events and people

in geosciences", edited by w. Schrdder, published by Verlag Peter Lang, Bern,

Switzerland.

((1. Schrdder)

HR. THE USE OF HISTORICAL RECORDS IN THE STUDY OF GEOMAGNETISM AND HISTORY

(Convener: H.B. Garrett, J. Feynman)

August 16, pm Room D2098

Chairman : J . Feynman

J. Blcxham, p.12. Barraclough: The use of historical magnetic observations in

studies of the Earth's Core (1112.01)

[1.3. Schove: sunspots and aurorae before AD 1700 (1112.03)

14.1». Pavese, 6.9. Gregori: historical geophysical records in Italy: Data from

the Upper Po Valley from x11 through xvn Century (1111.04)

J.L. Counil, J.L. Le Nouel, Ml Menvielle: Study of the daiiy variations of

the magnetotelluric field using historical recordings (Expos) .

D.R. Edrraclough: Helley's Atlantic magnetic surveys (1112.07).

J. Feynman, p.12 Fougere: Eighty—eight year periodicity in solar-terrestrial

phenomena confirmed (HR.08)

N. Fukushima: study of geomagnetic secular variation in historic time with

the aid of archaeo—aurora records (Invited) (1111.09).

n. Gadsden: The earliest observations of noctilucent clouds (1412.10).

wt Schroder: Krakatoa and the twilight phenomena 1883/1884 (HR.ll).

13.11. Hamilton: An eyewitness account of the eruption of Krakatoa (1412.12)

This session was planned to foster interest in the utilization of pre—

served historical records, especially for the study of long term geophysical

phenomena. The session in Hamburg was successful with the presentation of a

number of papers for various important subjects, as will be seen in the above

list of all presented papers, in which the effective use of historical data

was well demonstrated.

(J. Feynman)
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E0. ORIGIN AND COMPARISON OF Sq AND L VARIATIONS (Conveners: St Matsushita,
D.E. Winch, J.C. Gupta)

August 24, p.m. Room: D2098

chairmen: s. Matsushita, D.E. winch

G. Schneider: Recent progress (Invited) (E0.0l)i
s. r-latsushita, w.—y. Nu: Equivalent current systems representing the solar

and lunar daily geomagnetic variation fields (Invited) (£0.02) .

D.M. Schlapp. R.J. Mann: The spatial scale of correlation of the day—to—day
variability of Sq (50.03).

(3.1:. Gregori, c. Valenti, B. Alessandrini, A. Neloni, L.J. Lanzeroti: An la—

month sequence of planetary—scale monthly—averaged determinations of the

external origin geomagnetic field evaluated by canonical cos techniques
(130.04) .

R.G. Rastogi, 13.12. Arora, D.RJ<. Rao: Behaviour of Sq and L at low latitudes

(Invited) (130.05) .

C.A. Raddy: Latitudinal interactions (Invited) (£0.06).

D.E. Winch: (2,2) and (2,4) modal wind velocities from semi—diurnal spherical
harmonic coefficients of Sq and L for the IGY (Invited) (130.07).

not Richmond, no Roble: Modeling the ionospheric wind dynamo (Invited)

(£0.08) .

w.—y. Xu: L current system in a multi—layer ionospheric model (£0.09) .

I‘LH. Campbell: A description of the external and internal quiet daily
variation currents at North American locations for a quiet—sun year

(Invited) (£20.10).

I'LH. Campbell, R.S. Anderssen: Conductivity of the subcontinental upper mantle:

An analysis using quiet—day geomagnetic records of North America (£0.11).

J.F. Hermance: The internal contribution to Sq current systems (Invited)

(130.12) .

Poster Presentations

G.L.M. Scheepers:
G.L.N. Scheeper

The Sq variation at Hermanus ~ a statistical analysis (£0.13).

Morphology of the solar cycle dependence of Sq (50,14).

The purpose of this session was to bring together research on the notable

differences between the solar and lunar magnetic variations, especially their

different dependence upon relative sunspot number and upon season. The papers

presented dealt with new analyses of solar and lunar data, representations of

the daily variability of Sq, and comparison of Sq and L current systems and

seasonal averages at low latitudes.

Models of the ionospheric dynamo play an important part in the inter—-

pretation of differences between Sq and L, and even those papers not specifi—

cally on this topic referred to a number of possible ionospheric dynamo models.

Conductivity models of the upper mantle were also included in the discussion.

The review papers were well received, and provided a good ”background" for

the presentation of the papers on more specific aspects of the problem.

(D.E. Winch)
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ES. SEPARATION OF THE OBSERVED MAGNETIC FIELD INTO MAIN, IONOSPHERIC AND

MAGNETOSPHERIC CONTRIBUTIONS (Conveners: N.P. Olson, s. Natsusm'ta,

B.P. Singh)

August 25, a.m. Room: D2098

Chairman: W.P. Olson

s.v. Venkateswaran: Ionospheric winds, currents and electric fields (Invited)

(125.01%

w.l=. Olson: The contribution of magnetospheric currents to the earth's surface

magnetic field (Invited) (55.02).

s. Matsushita: Field—aligned currents related to the solar daily geomagnetic

variation field — A review (Invited) (£5.03).

F.H. Hibberd: An annual north—south variation of the latitude of the ring

current (135.04).

J.F. Hermance: Internal/external and ionospheric/magnetospheric current

systems (£5.05).

J.E.l>. Connerney, N.H. Acuna, N.F. Ness: Jupiter's magnetic field: internal/

external field separation (£5.06) .

R.A. Langel: Separation of MAGSAT data by source (Invited) (55.07).

T. Sato, T. Hayashi, R.J. Walker, n. Ashour—Abdalla: Neutral sheet current

interruption and field—aligned current generation in the magnetotail

(ES. 08) .

T. Tamao: Contributions of ionospheric currents and oblique field—aligned

currents to localized magnetic variations on the ground (£5.09).

K.S. Viswanathan, v.v. Somayajulu, C.A. Reddy: Ionospheric and magnetospheric

current contribution to the storm—time surface geomagnetic field varia-

tions (£5.10).

For several scientific and practical reasons, it is important to be able

to separate the observed magnetic field into its internal, ionospheric, and

magnetospheric sources. Our current understanding of the formation of cur-

rent systems (and their associated magnetic fields) in the ionosphere and

magnetosphere were reviewed. Several papers on observations of the magnetic

field (both at the earth's surface and at satellite altitudes) were presented.

They offered abundant evidence for the existence of both ionospheric and mag-

netospheric currents. The field-aligned (or Birkeland) currents tie the mag-

netospheric and ionospheric regions as the entire circuit flows across field

lines in the ionosphere and along field lines out into the magnetosphere.

The relative contributions of the ionosphere and magnetosphere to the earth's

surface magnetic field remains an open issue despite the availability of quan-

titative models of some of the current systems. There is some Consensus for

the statement that the magnetOSphere is responsible for much of the day-to—

day variability in the sq field. The magnetospheric contribution to the aver-—

age Sq field, however, remains a subject of some controversy, with the magne-

tospheric fraction of total 5 field reported to be from less than ‘02 to over

302. The study of planetary magnetic fields is clearly useful to the detailed

determination of contributions to the total field observed on or near the

earth. We note with sadness that this was the last session that Professor

Matsushita helped organize. He remained through his career interested in

understanding the sources of the observed magnetic field.

(v.9. Olson)



El. EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD SEPARATION DURING INS

(Conveners: N.H. Campbell, K.-K. Tschu)

August 25, p.m. Room: 9209s

Chairman: w . a. Campbell

J.C. Cain: HAGSAT detection of external fields (Invited) (EI.01}.

R.A. Langel, an. Estes: Isolation of the spherically symmetric external

field and its dependence on the Dst Index as determined from MAGSAT

(£1.02).

ILD. Richmond, w. Baumjohann: Error determination and minimization in external-

internal field separations with magnetometer array data (121.03).

S. Matsushita: Cautions with spherical harmonic data analyses for the esti—

mation of equivalent current systems (£1.04).

V.G. Fetrov, ILN. Zitzev: Modelling of the Earth‘s induction effects for

auroral electrojet investigations (£1.05).

In this session Cain presented some MAGSAT measurements of the field-

aligned F-region, ionospheric currents through which the spacecraft had flown

and of the horizontal, E—region ionospheric currents below the satellite

orbit. Langel gave the details of a dependence of MAGSAT spherical harmonic

coefficients upon the Dst index. Richmond showed that errors in excess of

AOZ may be obtained for the determination of the internal components of

fields when attempts are made to separate the external and internal contri-

butions using regional magnetometer array data. Matsushita discussed the

effects of series truncation in spherical harmonic analysis. Zaitzev demon-

strated the effects of induction (obtained from Earth layer models) upon

electrojet current position computations.

(NJ-l. Campbell)

EE. EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET AND COUNTER ELECTROJET (Conveners: R.G. Rastogi,
E. 0n1')

August 26, pm Room: D2098

Chairmen: E. Oni, R.G. Rastogi

no. Rastogi: Overview of equatorial electrojet and counter electrojet
currents (Invited) (£12.01).

A.D. Richmond: Theory of equatorial electrojet currents (Invited) (55.02).

cm. Onwumechili, P.C. Ozoemena: The latitudinal extent of the equatorial

electrojet (52.03).

P. Vila: Sources of Sq system destabilization (£12.05).

A. Patil, 3.x. Arora, R.G. Rastogi: The signatures of equatorial counter—

electrojet on low and mid—latitude geomagnetic field variations (£23.06).

C.A. Ready: Neutral wind effects on the equatorial current system (Invited)

(BE . 08) .

D. Hesse: Features of equatorial electrojet studies from magnetic surveys

(Invited) (EE.09).

a. (mi, I.o. Ayeni: The application of the upward continuity concept to the

induced effect of the equatorial electrojet at Ibadan lEE.lO).

K.s. Viswanathan, axr. vikram Kumar, c.A. Raddy: Drift velocity profiles of

the small scale irregularities using the backseatter radar (£13.12).
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R. Raghavarao, R. Sridharan, R. Suhasini: The importance of vertical ion

currents on the nighttime ionisation in the equatorial electrojet

(new).

C.A. Onwumechili: Satellite measurements of equatorial electrojet: past and

future (£12.15).

E. Oni: Currents induced by equatorial electrojet (23.17).

The symposium discussed some of the fundamental problems of the iono—

spheric currents at low latitudes: (i) the heights of maximum currents from

rocket borne experiments are significantly higher than the theoretically

computer values, (ii) the difficulties in completing the current system for

counter electrojet, (iii) the identification of the processes of couplings

between equatorial currents and magnetospheric solar wind interactions.

Effects of neutral winds, induction due to subsurface conductivity anomalies

and due to return currents at low latitudes were discussed. It was concluded

that a properly coordinated experiments are needed to identify the multiple

low latitude current systems and their sources.

(R.G. Rastogi)

GE. GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS 0N INTERNAL/EXTERNAL EFFECTS (Conveners: S.R.C.

Mah'n, J.C. Gupta)

August 19, p.m. Room: 0209].

Chairman: S.R.C. Malin

J.C. Kosik: A time dependent magnetic field model of the earth's magneto—

sphere (GE.0l) .

M.A. Shea, D.F. Smart, J.E. Humble: Use of the IGRF 1980.0 model to Calculate

updated cosmic ray cutoff rigidities (€5.02).

D.—Y. Chen: The effect of magnetospheric disturbance on solar proton cut—off

rigidities at the synchronous altitude

H. Nevanlinna: The 1977—1979 secular variation impulse: Its induction effect

and dependence on magnetic activity (GE.04).

ILA. Ashour, F.M. Hassan: The harmonic expansion of the scalar and vector

potentials of a magnetic dipole (GE.05) .

G.P. Gregori, B. Alessandrini, L.J. Lanzerotti: Tectonic implications of the

electrical conductivity structure of the Earth from canonical GDS

applied to 5:1 and L fields (($13.06).

no. Skinner, E. Shah: The boundary between the northern and southern Sq

current loops over the African continent (GE.09).

G.M. Brow-n, T.M. Dutton: Experimental studies of electromagnetic induction

in the Earth and the oceans (GE.lO).

The meeting was well attended and proved very stimulating. As befits a

general session, the subjects covered were very wide ranging, from the purely

mathematical to the observational, from the Earth's core to the magnetosphere,

and from the magnetic equator to the auroral oval. Despite the continuing

activity in this subject, there remains a large gap between theory and obser—

vation, and future work should be directed towards bridging this gap.

(S.R.C. Malin)
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SYMPOSIUM ON MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE SCIENCE (MAS)
Dates: 20 and 22-26 August 1983

Sponsors: International Commission on Meteorology of the Upper Atmosphere
(ICi-IUA) of IAMAP, International Association of Geomagnetism and

Aeronomy
Co—convenors: A. Ebel (lCMUA/IMIAP), P.C. Simon (IAGA)
Co—sponsors: International Commission on Atmospheric Chemistry and Global

Polution (ICACGF); International Commission on Atmospheric
Electricity (ICAE); International Commission on Dynamic Meteoro—
logy (ICDM); International Ozone Commission (10C); International
Radiation Commission (IRC); Committee for space Research (COSPAR);
Scientific Committee on SolareTerrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP).

Program Committee: P. Crutzen (IXACGPO, J. C. Gille (IRC), L. Ruhnke (ICAE),
AIP. Mitra (COSPAR), J.D. Mahlman (ICDM), I, Horota (SCOSTEP),
C.D. walshaw (10C).

IAMAP: F. Arnold, o. Avaste, J.R. Bates, J. Chang, D.H. Ehhalt, N. Geller,
13.5. Hunt, K. Labitzke, D. s‘pankuch, H. Volland.

IAGA: M. Ackerman, E. Arijs, D. Cunnold, A.D. Danilov, J. Forbes, J.E.

Frederick, M. Gadsen, R.A. Goldberg, G.C. Reid, A.L. Schmeltekopf,
R. woodman.

SUMMARY REPORT

This joint sympoisum was cosponsored also by SCOSTEP, COSPAR and by the
following IAHAP Commissions: ICACCP, IOC and IRC. The large number of contri-
butions about 160 papers presented in 11 half—day sessions, reflects the

increasing activity in middle atmosphere research and the growing interest
of scientists from many nations, including the developing countries, in ef—
ficient communications in this field. The sessions contained contributions
about (1) solar UVflux, photochemical processes, and related chemistry; (2)
remote sensing; (3) dynamics, including troposphere coupling; (4) the strato—

meso—thermosphere system and solar—terrestrial relationships; (5) climatology
of the middle atmosphere; (6) gravity waves, turbulence, and related transport;
(7) modelling, including the radiation budget; (8) trace species; (9) ions and

aerosols; (10) electrodynamics; and (11) aeronomic phenomena in the mesopause
region, including noctilucent clouds. It is of course difficult to evaluate
all contributions to the large sysmposium on the limited space available for
this report. The reader might like to refer to a more detailed review published
in E05, Vol. 65, p. 168—169, 1984. Here a few highlights of the sessions are

extracted from the review in E05.

Some papers of the first session were concerned with recent results about
the variability of the ultraviolet solar irradiance. A revision of 02 and O3
cross-sections relevant for the photochemistry of the middle atmosphere and
possible consequences for atmospheric composition were discussed. In the
session on remote sensing studies using various ground—based and satellite
techniques were presented. The dynamics session was introduced by an evaluation
of the role of breaking gravity waves for the mean circulation of the middle

atmosphere. The phenomenon ot breaking planetary waves and its great impor—
tance for middle atmosphere dynamics was demonstrated in another talk. It
was shown that downward transport of nitric oxide may significantly contribute
to the coupling of the strato—meso—thermosphere system through photochemical
processes. Indications of solar—induced 27-day modulations of the circulation
in the lower part of the middle atmosphere were discussed.

In the climatology session studies of the mean circulation between lo and
100 km altitude, ozone measurements from the SME satellite and temporal and
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spatial changes of gravity wave activity were presented. The subsequent

session was devoted to investigations of transport processes related to gravity

waves and turbulence and included some papers about measurements of gravity

waves (e.g. by Lidar, HST). Reasons for the "universality" of atmospheric

turbulence spectra were also considered. The session on middle atmosphere

modelling focussed on studies of stratospheric warmings and their modification

through various dynamical effects and, in part, through the concept of model—

ling.
A reSpectively large number of papers presented as posters and verbally

were submitted to the sessions on trace species in the middle atmosphere.

They mainly concentrated on new measurements of various trace gases by in

situ and satellite experiments. The discussion of the results, of course,

included theoretical and numerical simulation problems and was frequently

extended to considerations of Lhe interaction of chemistry, energetics, and

dynamics of the middle atmosphere. Nitric oxide was extensively measured by

LIMS, SAGE, and SME. For example, the LIMS data demonstrated the variability

of N02 at high latitude, with an increase of mesospheric nitric oxide into

the polar night. The SAGE data illustrated the l'Noxon Cliff," and SME provided

daily density profiles from 28 to 40 km showing, in particular, large oscil—

lations in N02 column density above 28 km correlated with air transport

originating at high latitude at the minima and from sunlit lower latitudes

at the maxima. In addition, the first night-time detection of N02 by lidar

was reported. H02 and N02 balloon measurements by matrix isolation and fish

spectroscopy were presented and discussed.

During the session on aerosols, important features of nucleation processes

have been stressed. The results on ion-induced nucleation of some model calcu-

lations draw attention on the possible role of ions in nucleation processes.

The SAGE data demonstrated the seasonal and latitudinal variations of aerosol

sizes. The most recent results of the SAN [1 satellite observations and

their relation to recent volcanic eruptions were presented. An overview of

a A—year aerosol climatology was given. The session on ions in the middle

atmosphere started with a talk about the modelling of positive ions. It was

outlined that the results critically depend on the knowledge of the vertical

distribution of acetonitrile. Several papers on new measurements of strato-

spheric ions were presented. During the session on electrodynamics, some

coordinated measurements by rocket techniques to study middle atmosphere

electrodynamics were discussed. The nature of high latitude auroral radiations

was treated and the importance of relativistic electrons as a frequently occur-

ring sourcewas emphasized. Measurements of ion conductivity, mobility, and

density showed how these parameters are altered by auroral energy deposition.

The session on aeronomic phenomena stressed problems of the physics of

noctilucent clouds and the polar mesosphere scattering layer (tloud)forming

over the summer pole. The discussion was based on observations from the Salyut

spacecraft and the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SHE). 5m: data on nitric oxide

in the lower thermosphere were also presented. Ground-based observations of

the mesopause region using lidar and interferometer techniques were treated.

A considerable part of the papers was shown in two poster sessions

accompanying the sessions with oral presentations. The broad spectrum of

topics treated by middle atmosphere science and addressed by the program of

the symposium attracted a remarkably large audience and resulted in many

stimulating discussions between scientists from an equally broad spectrum of

disciplines. IAGA and IAMAP plan the Continuation of this discussion in joint

scientific session during the IAGA Assembly 1935 in Prague.

(A. Ebel and P.C. Smion, Conveners)
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The abstracts of the following papers appeared in the IAMAP Progranune
and Abstracts booklet, pp. 165-366; the reprint was provided to all IAGA

registrants, as an Appendix to the IAGA Programme and Abstracts.

Solar UV Flux, Photochemical Processes and Related Chemistry

G.J. Rottrnan: Solar ultraviolet and its variability (Invited) .

M. Nicloet, L. Bossy: Trends in the Lyman-alpha solar flux measurements and

solar activity effects.

J.L. Lean, G.J. Rottman: Comparison of Calculated and Observed solar ultra-

violet irradiance Variability.
D.E. Freeman, K. Yoshino, w.H. Parkinson: High resolution ultraviolet absorp-

tion cross section measurements of 02 and 03.
A.J. Blake, D.G. McCoy, S.T. Gibson: Modeling atmospheric absorption in the

Schumann—Runge region.
M. Nicloet: Mesospheric photodissociation of molecular oxygen.

D.E. Anderson, R.R. Meier, K. Stamnes: The scattered solar radiation in the

stratosphere between 190—320 nm.

G.P. Anderson, L‘A. Hall: In—situ determination of stratospheric 02 photo—
dissociation rate Coefficients.

c. Brasseur: Uncertainties in middle atmosphere chemistry: divergences between

model Calculations and observations (Invited).
D.J. wuebbles, P.S. Connell: 0n the relationship between stratospheric trace

gas measurements and photochemical theory.
M. Bucchia, G. Megie, M. Nicolet: Atmospheric transmittance in the 200 g 20

nm spectral region and stratospheric photodissociation of 02.
L. Froidevaux, Y.L. Yung: Modeling of stratospheric species: 1) sensitivity to

02 absorption near 200 nm; 2) Rayleigh scattering in spherical shell

atmospheres.
94.12. Nicoli, c. Visconti: The effects of multiple scattering on the atmospheric

lifetime of CF-ll and (CF—12.

DJ?“ Anderson, Jr., R.R. Meier, M. Nicolet: Multiple scattering and albedo
effects on photodissociation rates at wavelengths greater than 300 nm.

Remote sensing, Part A

H. Fischer, F, Fergq, H. Oelhaf, D. Rabus, w. valker, p. Burkert: multaneous
detection of trace Constituents in the middle atmosphere with a small,
high resolution Michelson interferometer (MIPAS).

J.E. Lovill, J.S. Ellis: Correlative studies of satellite ozone sensor measure—

mentsl

E. Lobsiger, K.F. Funzi, H.U. D‘thsch: Accuracy of atmospheric ozone profiles
measured with a ground—based microwave sensor.

J.J. Olivero, R.M. Bevilacqua, P.R. Schwartz, D.L. Thacker: Ground based

microwave measurements of mesospheric water vapor: an update
W.G. Planet, M.L. Hill: Comparisons of stratospheric ozone determinations

from LIMS, SAGE and Dobson Umkehr observations.
Y.-J. Wang: Evaluation of two methods for determining middle amosphere

composition from the ground.

Dynamics, Including Troposphere CouEling

J.R. Holton: The role of gravity wave induced drag and diffusion in the general
circulation of the mesosphere (Invited).
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14.13. McIntyre, T.N. Palmer: Observations of breaking planetary waves in the

stratosphere.
A.l<. Smith, J.C. Gille, L.V. Lyjak: Interactions among planetary waves in the

winter stratosphere.

R.A. Madden: Time variations in heat and momentum transport by the large—

scale waves.

c.e. Leovy, ma. Hitchman: satellite evidence for Kelvin waves and possible

inertial instability in the middle atmosphere.

H. volland ,
G. Becker: A new type of Rossby—Haurwitz waves existing in a

latitude dependent zonally averaged circulation.

c. sun: ultralong solitary waves in middle atmosphere.

3.x. Mukherjee, K. Indira, Bh.V. Ramana Murty: A report on high-level warmings

over tropics during winter 1981-82 and summer 1982.

on. Trepte: sightings of cirrus in the lower tropical stratosphere by SAGE.

W.A. Chapman, '1‘. Miles: comparison of planetary—scale diagnostics derived from

separate satellite and radiosonde temperature fields.

D.N. Al—Ajmi, R.S. Harwood, 'T. Miles: Eulerian and Lagrangian diagnostics for

a southern hemisphere stratospheric warming event.

D.L. Hartmann, C.R. Mechoso, K. ‘lamasaki: Observations of wave—mean flow

interaction in the Southern Hemisphere.

R. Reiter, K. Munzert, H.-J. Kanter, K. Pfitzl: Contribution to the knowledge of

coupling between stratosphere and troposphere through recording of

oosmogenic radionuclides over 12 years at 3 km asl.

I.A. Shcherba, V.G. Kidiyarova, E.N. Trubnikov: On the nature of planetary

waves in the summer stratosphere.

Remote Sen 3, Part E

J. Taubenheim, an. Lauter, G. von Cossart: Monitoring middle atmosphere

processes by means of low—frequency radio wave sounding of the n region

(Invited) .

K.S. Gage: MST radar studies of wind and turbulence in the middle atmosphere

(Invited) .

R. Meter, 9. Czechowsky, G. Schmidt: VHF—radar measurements during the

stratospheric warming from January 26 to February 9, 1933.

G. Cevolani, A. Dardi: Meteor wind radar observations at Bologna, Italy, during

midwinter stratospheric warmings.

K.S. Gage, G.D. Nastrom: Vertical Wind variability and turbulence as seen by

the Poker Flat, Alaska MST radar,

W. Kofman, F. Bertin, A. Cremieu, J Roettger, P.J.S. Williams: The EISCAT

mesospheric measurements during the Camp campaign.

Strato—Meso—Thermosghere System

Including Solar—Terestrial RelationshiEs

5. Solomon: Chemical coupling of the strato—meso—themosphere system (Invited

(Invited) .

J.—C.M.c, Gerard, E.J.-F. Deneye: variability of the nitric oxide transport

from the lower thermosphere.

J.E. Frederick: Absorption of solar radiation by nitric oxide: a mechanism

for coupling thermospheric variability to the middle atmosphere.

G. Von Cossart, G. Entzian, J. Taubenheim: Spring changeover phenomena in the

middle atmosphere.

J.L. Fellous, M. Massebeuf, A.H. Manson, C.E. Meek: Winds oscillations ( m6h~

ed) in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere at Monpazier (France, 45°N,

1°E) and Saskatoon (Canada, 52°14; 107°W) in 1979—1980.
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R. Johnson, J.G. Luhnlann, B.E. Ealsley, ILC. Riddle: Neutral wind spectra at

the mesopause: Geomagnetic effect?

K.D. Cole: Possible effects of solar Variability on the middle atmosphere
(Invited).

”.6. Elford, R.L. Craig: The Variability of winds at 90 km during one solar

cycle.

A. Ebel, J.Ll Lean, B. Schwister: Solar UV flux Changes and variations of 30-

mbar temperature and height.
5. Chandra: Solar induced oscillations in the stratosphere: a myth or reality.
J.C. Gille, C.H. Smythe: Response of stratospheric ozone to solar UV variation.

ma. Callis, J.C. Alpert: An assessment of thermal, wind and planetary wave

changes in the middle and lower atmosphere due to llsyear UV flux

variations.

Climatology of the Middle Atmosphere

Yu.Pl Koshelkov: Climatoloty of the middle atmosphere of the Southern Hemi»

sphere (Invited) .

17.6. Finger, M.E. Gelman, A.J. Miller, l<.w. Johnson, R.M. Nagatani: Strato—

spheric climatology 1979 to the present.
M.A. Geller, M -F. Wu, r-LE. Gelman: ”troposphere—stratosphere (surface—55 km)

monthly winter general circulation statistics for the Northern Hemisphere-
-four year averages and interannual variability.

a. Kanzawa: Quasi-semiannual oscillation of static stability in the upper
stratosphere revealed by Nimbus 5 SCR.

A.J. Kantor: Variability of atmospheric density in the middle atmosphere.
c. Raghava Reddi, C.A. Reddy, K.G. Mohan Kumar, t-er. Sasi: Characteristics

of the wind field in the equatorial stratosphere over India.
I. Hirota: climatology of gravity waves in the middle atmosphere (Invited).

G.J. Fraser: Summer circulation in the mesosphere at 44°S and 78°S.
Yu.l. Portnyagin: Main features of global circulation in mesopause—lower

thermosphere region.
A.H. Manson, C.E. Meek, M.J. Smith, G.J. Fraser: The climatology of the upper

middle atmosphere (60—110 km) from ELF. radar observations for 1978-1980
at Saskatoon (52“N, 107°W) and Christchurch (44°S, l73“E).

F.J. Schmidlin: A summary of temperature, density, and wind variations observed
in the middle atmosphere.

R.J. Thomas, G.E. Thomas, L.E. Clemens: ozone in the upper mesosphere—~one
year of global observations.

Gravity Waves, Turbulence, and

Related Transport in the Middle Atmosphere

A. Ebel: Gravity waves-—Sources of momentum, heat and turbulent kinetic
energy in the middle atmosphere.

ELJ. Jakobs, A. Ebel, P. Speth: Turbulent heating and cooling of the mesopause
region.

5.x. Avery, 5.13. Ealsley: Vertical energy fluxes of gravity waves and tides
observed by the Poker Flat, Alaska HST radar.

AJL Hanson, (2.13. Meek: Gravity wave Characteristics, and their interaction
with the background flow: M.F. radar observations at Saskatoon (52°N:
107°W) from 1976-1983.

T.E. VanZandt, R.A. Vincent: Implications of a universal spectrum of gravity
waves on the dynamics of the middle atmosphere.

G.D. Nastrom, K,s. Gage: Wavenumber spectra of winds and temperatures from
GASP data.
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M.L. chanin, A. Hauchecorne: characteristics of gravity waves in the middle

atmosphere obtained at middle latitude from lidar sounding.

J. Barat, r. Bertin: In situ measurements of stratosphere turbulence, appli—

cation to radar measurements.

Modeling of the Middle Atmosphere,

including Radiation budget

M.h. Geller: Modeling the middle atmosphere circulation (Invited paper).

K. Rose: On the difference of wave 1 and wave 2 dominated sudden warmings in

a primitive equation model for the stratosphere.

H.R. Schneider, FLA. Geller: Modeled stratospheric warmings and their associ—

ated mass transports.

M. Scholl, K. Petzoldt: Numerical simulation of the precondition and develop—

ment for an observed stratospheric warming in the winter 1979/80.

J.S. Frederiksen: wave instability of the distorted stratospheric polar vortex

at the onset of the sudden warming.

A. O'Neill: The response of the upper atmosphere to local disturbances in the

troposphere.
R.B. Rood: A possible explanation of the large—scale annual variation of ozone.

w.L. Cross, 5. Eoville: The role of radiative—dynamical processes in the main—

tenance of the zonal mean circulation in the lower stratosphere.

5.1;. Boville: The role of radiative damping of eddies in the circulation of the

winter stratosphere.

v. Gartner: Computation of the zonally averaged circulation driven by heating

due to radiation and turbulence.

G. Pitari, G. Visconti: a two—dimensional model for the distribution of trace

species in the stratosphere employing a residual mean meridional circu—

lation and a conservative eddy diffusion.

I.L. Karol, A.A. Kiselev, Ye.V. Rozanov, VrA. Frolkis: Model studies of photo-

chemistry, radiation and dynamics interactions of trace gases in the

atmosphere.

Trace Species in the Middle Atmosphere

M. Helten, w. Patz, D. Mihelcic, M. Trainer, D. Knapska, D.H. Ehhalt: Mesure—

ments on stratospheric H02 and N02 by matrix isolation and ESR Spectros

scopy.

W.E. Sharp, 5. Soloman, D.w. Rusch: simultaneous measurements of [H], [03],

and [O] in the upper mesosphere.

M. Bucchia, G. Megie: Ground based active remote sensing of the nighttime

stratospheric nitrogen dioxide.

W.P. Chu: Satellite observations of stratospheric N02 by SAGE.

w.n. sedlacek, E.J. Mroz: Behavior of stratospheric nitric acid: 1971—1982.

M.M. Abbas, I. Molt: Inversion of balloon based far infrared stratospheric

measurements.

G.H. Mount, J.F. Noxon, J.M. Zawodny, D.W. Rusch: stratospheric N02 during

winter 1982: analysis of air flow and its relation of N02 densities.

J.M. Russell Ill, L.L. Gordley, E.E. Remsberg, L.E. Callis: The variability

of N02 in the polar winter night observed by LIHS.

N.A. Matthews: Nitrogen dioxide column content measurements made from an

aircraft between 5°N and 82°N.

J. Rudolph, 13.11. Ehhalt: Vertical profiles of acetylene in the troposphere and

stratosphere.

Th. Eiihrke, F. Arnold: Active chemical ionisation mass spectrometryr a new

method for stratospheric trace gas detection.
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13.11. Ehhalt, 5.1:. Roth, H. Schmidt: on the variance of stratospheric trace gas
concentrations.

K. Mauersberger: Mass spectrometer measurements of ozone isotopic ratios.
J.C. Gille, L.v. Lyjak, Ax. Smith: ozone transports in the stratosphere and

mesosphere derived from les data.

D.w. Rusch, an. Earth, G.H. Mount: solar Nesosphere Explorer measurements of
ozone spatial and temporal variations near the stratopause.

5. Solomon, G. Reid, D. Rusch, R. Thomas: Comparisons between model calcula-
tions and mesospheric ozone observations from the Solar Mesosphere
Explorer (SHE) satellite.

(3.1-1. Keating, J.J. Barnett, W.J. Borucki, J.J. Pyle, zit. Pitts, J.Y. Nicholson
III, D.F. Young: nigh sensitivities of ozone to temperature near

stratopause.
5.13. Remsberg, L.L. Gordley, J.1-I. Russell III : a nighttime secondary ozone

maximum Observed in the mesosphere from LIT-[S data.

Physics and chemistry of Ions and aerosols
In the Middle Atmosphere: AEROSOLS
a

12.12. 'I‘urco, 0.5. 'I‘oon, R.C. whitten, P. Hamill: Aerosol processes in the
middle atmosphere (Invited).

F. Arnold: Ion-induced mucleation——a potential source for stratospheric
aerosols.

G.K. Yue, A. Deepak: characteristics of stratospheric aerosols inferred from
the atmospheric extinction of solar radiation at two wavelengths measured
by SAGE experiment.

(3.5. Kent: The climatology of stratospheric aerosols, 1979—1951 as measured

by the SAGE satellite sensor.

dd. Hofmann, Jh. Rasen: production of sulphuric acid condensation nuclei in
the polar stratosphere from volcanic vapours.

mp. McCormick: Stratospheric aerosol climatology in the polar regions as
observed by SAM II.

Physics and Chemistrx of Ions and Aerosols

In the Middle Atmosghere: IONS

c. Brasseur, E. Ari 5: Modeling of positive ions in the stratosphere.
J. lngels, D. Nevejans, a. Arijs: Fractional abundances of stratospheric

positive ions from 25 to 45 km.

H. Schlager, F. Arnold: Improved stratospheric positive ion composition
measurements.

H. Behringer, D.w. Fahey, F.C. Fehsenfeld, 13.13. Ferguson: Flowing afterglow
studies of stratospheric cluster ion chemisty.

y.v. Somayajulu, a. Banerjee, p. Subramanyam: Balloon borne Langmuir probe
measurement of stratospheric ions in low latitudes.

N.C. Varshneya: Middle atmosphere electrodynamics and its tropospheric
influences.

Electrodynamics of the Middle AtmosphereK

G.C. Reid: Electrical structure of the middle atmosphere (Invited).
RJA. Goldberg, c.h. Jackman, J.R. Barcus, F. Soraas: Nighttime auroral energy

deposition in the middle atmosphere.
J.D. Mitchell, P.J. Bertalan, 3.1a. Goldberg: Auroral ionization effects on

middle—atmosphere electrical parameters.
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L.C. Hale, C.L. Croskey, J.D. Mitchell, N.C. Maynard, FiJ. Schmidlin: Large

mesospheric electric fields.

R. Harkson: Dual aircraft investigation of spatial and temporal variations of

ionospheric potential.
ILA. Few, A.J. Neinhel‘mer: Errors in balloon measurements of the air—earth

current.

Aeronomic phenomena in the Mesopause Region,

Includ' g Noctilucent Clouds

G. Witt: Noctilucent clouds—- facts and belief (Invited).

0.1L Avaste, 0.5. Vasilyev, Cll.l. Willmann, ILI. Lazarev: Investigation of

noctilucent Clouds according to the Soviet National Programme MAP

(Invited) .

M. Gadsden: Eighteen years of NLC observations from Western Europe.

N.J. Taylor, M.A. Hapgood, D.A.R. Simons: The effect of atmospheric screening

on the visible border of noctilucent clouds.

0.5. Vasilyev, Ch.J, Willmann: Optical Characteristics of noctilucent Clouds

from space observations.

K.u. Grossmann, R. Henning, D. Offermann: Mesospheric temperatures deduced

from the Carbon dioxide 15 pm band emissions.

G.E. Thomas: Satellite measurements of noctilucent Clouds (Invited).

C.A. Barth: Satellite measurements of nitric oxide in the middle atmosphere

during 1952.

K.M. Torkar, D. Beran, H. Friedrich, S. Lal. E.H. Subbaraya, A. Jayaraman:

Measurement of nitric Oxide in the equatorial D—region and other relevant

parameters.

J. Lastovicka, J. Eoska: Nitric oxide concentration near the mesopause as

deduced from radio—wave absorption.
J.P. Jegou, C. Granier: Detection of the neutral calcium layer in the upper

atmosphere.
R.P. Lowe, KJ... Gilbert, R.J. Nlciejewski, D.N. Turnbull: Atomic hydrogen

concentration near the mesopause deduced from the hydroxyl twilight

airglow.

1:05er SESSIONS: 22-23 August (for topics 1—5) and 24»26 August (for topic

6—11)

1. Solar Flux, 2. Remote Sensing, 3. Dynamics, 4. strato—r~1eso—Thermosphere system

5. climatology, 6. Gravity Waves and Turbulence, 7. Modeling, 8. Trace

Species, 9. lons and Aerosols, ll. Mesopause and Moctilucent clouds

J. London, (3.3. Rottman, G.G. Bjarnason: 18 months of uv irradiance observa—

tions from the solar Mesosphere Explorer (l.l)

L. Bossy, M. Nicloet: solar radio flux models for the study of trends in uv

irradiances (1.2).

J.J. Carroll: Effects of stratospheric aerosol on solar radiation incident

at the ground (1.3).

H. oelhaf, H. Fischer: Measurements of minor constitutents by IR limb sounding:

some problems (2.1).

1LT. Waterman, T.—z. Hu, P. Czechowski: Measurement of anisotropic permittivity

structure of upper troposphere with clear-air radar (2.2).

l. Hirota, T. Hirooka: Normal mode Rossby waves observed in the upper strato—

sphere (3.1).
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J.C. Alpert, M.A. Geller, S.K. Avery: The response of stationary planetary
waves to tropospheric forcing (3.2).

E.S. Kazimirovsky: Studies of the middle atmosphere dynamics in the USSR (3.3) .

A. Hauchecorne, M.L. Chanin: Lidar observation of planetary waves in the middle

atmosphere during winter and interpretation by use of a model of wave—

mean flow interaction (3.4).
12.x. Garcia, M.L. Salby: Kelvin wave response to impulsive latent heat release

in the tropics (3.5) .

L.R. Rakipova, B.N. Trubnikova, LA. Shcherba: Penetration of largesscale tropo—
spheric waves into summer mesosphere and the Vertical structure of these

waves (3.6).

ML. Grose, E.E. Remsberg, J.lv), Russell III, J.P. Gapcynski: Derived dynamical
quantities from Nimbus 7 LII-IS measurements and application to the study
of a sudden stratospheric warming (3.7) .

J. Lastovicka: Major stratospheric warmings and the winter anomaly in central

Europe (3.9).

N. Devarajan, C.A. Reddy, c. Raghava Reddi: Wave—like perturbations in the
vertical structure of the stratospheric zonal winds over India (3.10) .

B.h.c. Pavesi, G. Pea, G.P. Gregori, B. Pavesi: An investigation on the

origin of stratospheric sudden warmings (SW) (311).
0.5. Patel, K.M. Kotadia: Relevance of tropospheric disturbances to mesospheric

dynamics (4.1) .

ch. Luhmann, R. Johnson, M.J. Baron, 13.13. Ealsley, A.C. Riddle: observations
of the high latitude ionosphere with the NCAA HST radar: information
from simultaneous Chatanika radar measurements (4.2) .

h. Schwentek, w. Elling: Dependence of the temperature profile of the strato—

sphere on the 11—year solar activity cycle? (4.3).
V.M. Feigin, v.A. Lipovetsky, v.1“. Tulinov, v.1. Lazarev, E.v. Maryin, M.V.

Teltsov: Zonal structure of geoactive corpuscular stream penetrations
into the polar atmosphere of Northern and Southern Hemispheres under
various geo— and heliophysical conditions (4.4).

V. Bucha: Interactions of the middle atmosphere and troposphere under the
influence of corpuscular radiation (4.5).

J.w. Meriwether, Jr., P.E. Hays, A.F. Nagy: First results from the sondrestrom

Fabrysr-erot interferometer (4.5).

G. Lange, R. Gerndt, D. Offermann, T. Blix, E. Thrane: Latitudinal comparison
of mesopause temperatures (5.1).

KG. Vernekar, a. l-Iohan, 5i srivastav characteristics of stability of upper
atmosphere over equatorial stations (5.2).

D.N. I-ladhusudhana Rat): Gravity wave studies in low latitude middle atmosphere
(6. l) .

s. Fukao, Y. Maekawa, T. Sato, s. Kato, R.F. Woodman: Inertia—gravity waves

observed by the Arecibo radar (6.2).
A.1-:. Selvam, A.s.R. Murty, Eh.V. Ramana Murty: A new gravity wave feedback

mechanism for troposphere— ionosphere coupling (6.3).
H. Hass, A. Ebel: Time and length scales from radiance measurements and eddy

transport parameterization (6.4).
L.B. Callis, n. Natarajan, J.M. Russell III: Analysis of the stratospheric

odd nitrogen budget using LIMS data (7.1).
G. Erasseur, A. De Rudder, C. Tricot: Chemical and thermal response of the

middle atmosphere to coupled man—made perturbations (7.2) .

A.J. Owens, C.H. Hales, D.L. Filkin, c. Miller, A. Yokozeki, J.M. steed, J.P.

Jesson: Thermal and chemical feedbacks of potential stratospheric
perturbations (7.3).

13.51. Wuebbles
, rah. Luther: Anthropogenic influences on stratospheric chemistry

and temperature (7.4) .

n.1,. Hartmann: Earotropic instability in the stratosphere (7.5).
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e. Goretzki: The development of a global, travelling Rossby wave under solstice

conditions (7.5)

M. Memesheimer: The influence of dissipating gravity waves in a zonally

averaged model of the middle atmosphere (7.7).

B. Rockel: An economic method for computations of infrared cooling rates due

to coz absorption in the stratosphere and mesosphere (7.8).

W. Braun, H.U. Dutsch: The origin of ozone—rich air in the middle stratosphere

observed over Europe at the end of January 1979 (5.1).

5. Solomon, ELM. Russell III: Model calculations and observations of N02

abundance in the mesosphere and upper stratosphere (8.2).

J.C. Gille, S.A. Beck, J.M. Russell III: Global mean distribution of nitric

acid (3.3) .

S. Chandra: Winter oscillations in stratospheric ozone and temperature (8.4) .

G.E. Thomas, R.W. Sanders: satellite measurements of stratospheric water vapor

(8. 5) .

P.51kka, R. Vijayakumar, ILM. Selvam, EILV. Ramona Murty: Measurements of

atmospheric total ozone by chappuis method and comparison with Dobson

data (8.6) .

M. Schmidt, R. Borahers, P. Fabian, G. Flentje, S. Lal, W.A. Matthews, A. Szabo,

W. Seiler, W. Bischof: Trace gas measurements during aircraft flights

in the tropopause region over Europe and North Africa (Project smoc)

(8. 7) .

s.s. Prasad, E.C. Zipf: Non—biogenic atmospheric sources of nitrous oxide

(8.8) .

F.X. Meixner: Investigations of the vertical sulfur dioxide distribution at

the tropopause level (8.9) .

K. Sekihara: On the decomposition of polyatomic molecules in the lower

stratosphere due to geomagnetic storms (8.10).

E.H. Subbaraya, A. Jayaraman: Rocket measurements of aerosol size distribution

and number densities in the troposphere and stratosphere (9.1).

A.E. Roddy: Effects of increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration on

noctilucent Clouds (11.1) .

P. Schulte, 1". Arnold: Possible meteor smoke detection in the upper atmo—

sphere (11.2) .

NJ. Taylor, “.11. Hapgood, p. Rothwell: Thunderstorm induced small scale 0H

airglow structures (11.3).

M.J. Taylor, P. Rothwe11, MJX. Hapgood: OH airglow structure and lunar tides—

-is there a link? (11.4).

P. Muralikrishna, 8.1—1. Subbaraya, S. Prakash: Observation of waves in the

mesosphere by photography of on airglow (11.5).

F. Bertin, A. Cremieu: Is there thermal equilibrium between ions and neutrals

in low themosphere at midlatitude? (ll.6) .

R.G.H. Greer, D.l=. Murtagh, G. Witt, J. stegman: Rocket induced radiant

contamination of airglow measurements in the lower thermosphere (11.7).

D.P. Murtagh, R.G.H. Greer, E.J. Llewilyn: A rocket measurement of the hydroxyl

nightglow (8-3) band at 724 nm and the AV: 2 progression in the 1.6 um

region (11.8) .

91.x. Sheldon, J.R. Benbrock, (LG. Gelpi: Energetic electron precipitation in

the middle atmosphere: a diurnal southern hemisphere effect (11.9) .

M. Petitdidier, J.L. Fellous: Lower thermosphere dynamics from simultaneous

meteor radar winds and green line intensity measurements (11.10).
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VRA. WORKSHOP ON THE VENUS INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE (VIRA)

Dates: 24—26 August 1983 Rooms: 02095

Organizer: Committee on Space Research (COSPAR)

Co-sponsors: IAGA, IAMAP, and IAU

Conveners: G.M. Keatl'ng (USA), v.1. lv‘ioroz (USSR), A.J. Kliore (USA)

Representatives: A. Hedin (IAGA), M.Va. larov (IAMAP), G. Hunt (IAU)

In this workshop, material was presented for potential inclusion in the
Venus International Reference Atmosphere (abbreviated to VIRA). VIRA is a

handbook of Concise information concerning the Venus atmosphere, suitable
for use by scientists in many disciplines. VIRA includes information ob-

tained from the Venere and Pioneer Venus programs.
The aim of the workshop was to discuss scts of recent results of Venus

exploration with a view of resolving differences and arriving at atmospheric
models which will be of general use. The meeting topic included:

Chemical composition below the homopause,
Structure of the lower atmosphere,
Structure of the ionosphere,
Solar and thermal radiation balance,
Neutral atmosphere structure including chemical composition, and

lonosphere and solar wind interaction.
For each topic listed above, a comprehensive review was presented by one or

more representative(s). The scheduled program is shown below

(G.Mi Keating)

G.M. Keating: Welcome to 1983 VIRA Workshop

Structure and Dynamics below 100 km (Chairmen: A. Seiff, V.I. Moroz)

V.V. Kerzhanovich. H.Ya. Marov, V.I. Horoz: The proposals for VIRA (Venus

Internal Reference Atmosphere): structure and dynamics below 100 km

(Invited) (VRA.01).

A. Seiff: The structure of Venus' atmosphere below 100 kilometers (Invited)

(VRA. 02) .

A.J. Kliore: The latitude dependence of the thermal structure of the Venus

atmosphere and its variability with time (Invited) (VRA.03) .

Frw. Taylor: Atmospheric structure in the middle and upper atmosphere (above

60 km) (Invited) (VRA.04)i

5.5. Limaye: Venus atmospheric circulation from surface to Cloud level (VRA.

05) .

LA. Sromovsky, V.E. Suomi, H.E. Revercomb: Venus atmospheric temperatures
inferred from Pioneer Venus Small probe net flux radiometer sensor

temperatures (Invited) (VRA.06).

F.L. Scarf, err. Russell: Measurements of Venus lightning from the Pioneer

orbiter (Invited) (VRA.O7).

Chemical Composition below Homopause (Chairman: V. von Zahn)

V.I. Moroz, L.M. Mukhin: The proposals for VIRA (Venus International Reference

Atmosphere): chemical composition below homopause (Invited) (VRA.OB).
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J.H. hoffman, ma. hodges, Jr.: Composition of the lower atmosphere of Venus

(Invited) (VRA.09)l

L.w. Esposito: Temporal and spatial variations of sulfur dioxide on Venus

(VRA.10).

m»), Rao: Noble gas abundance in Venus atmosphere (VRA.11).

u. von Zahn: Composition of the middle atmosphere of Venus (Invited) (VRA.12).

E. Ragent: Particulate matter in the atmopsphere of Venus (Invited) (VRA.13).

M.Ya. Norov: The proposals for VIRA (Venus International Reference Atmosphere):

particulate matter (Invited) (VRAJA).

Neutral UpEer AtmosEhere (Chairman: G.M. Keating)

12.x. Hodges: Venus exospheric hydrogen (VRAJG).

G.h. Keating: Reference models of Venus neutral upper atmosphere structure

including chemical composition (Invited) (VRA.l7).

J.L. Bertaux, v.5. Kurt, as Smirnov: Atomic hydrogen and helium observed in

the upper atmosphere of Venus with Venera ll and Venera 12 EW spectro-

meter (Invited) (VRA.l7a).

Ionospheric Structure (Chairman: A.J. Kliore)

K.L. Miller, w.c. Knudsen: A model of the Venus ionosphere (Invited) (VRA.18).

T.K. Breus, K.I. Gringauz, h.I. Vergin: The proposals for VIRA (Venus

International Reference Atmosphere): Ionosphere (Invited) (VRA.19).

A.J. Kliore: The structure of the Venus ionosphere and its variability with

time in the solar cycle (Invited) (VRA.20).

R.F. Theis, L.H. Brace, R.C. Elphic: A new global empirical model of the

electron temperature and density of the ionosphere of Venus (VRA.21).

Ionopause and Solar wind Interaction (Chairman: S.J. Bauer)

S.J. Bauer: Solar control of the Venus ionosphere (Invited) (VRA.22).

J.L. Phillips, C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, L.H. Brace: Magnetic field effects

on the Venus (Invited) (VRA.23) .

C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann: The geometry of the low altitude magnetic belt in

the Venus ionosphere (VRA.24).

H. Pérez-de-‘I‘ejada: Distribution of plasma and magnetic fluxes in the Venus

near wake (VRA.25).

Solar and Thermal Radiation Balance (Chairmen: FIW. Taylor, V.I. Moroz)

v.1. Moroz, 13.5. Hoshkin, A.P. Ekonomov: The proposals for VIRA (Venus

International Reference Atmosphere): Solar and thermal radiation

(Invited) (VRA.26).

F.W. Taylor: Solar and thermal radiation balance (Invited) (VRA.27) .

M.G. Tomasko, L.R. Daose, P.H. Smith: The absorption of solar energy and the

structure of the clouds of Venus (Invited) (VRAJB).

V.E. Suomi, H.E. Revercomb, L.A. Sromovsky: Pioneer Venus thermal flux measure—

ments on the small entry probes: Limits and implications (Invited) (van.

29) .

w. Db'hler, K. Schafer, D. Spankuch: Line—hy-line gaseous transmittances for

Venus standard atmospheres in the 250 cm'1 to 1400 cm-l region (moo).

D. Spankuch, w. Dahler, K. Schfifer, L. Sasova,E. Ustinov: Spectral radiances

for Venus standard atmospheres in the 250‘1 to 1400 cm‘1 region (VRA.

31) .
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VIRA WORKING SESS IONS

Wednesday, 24, August, Room: 132091

Informal Workshop meetings (0900—2100h)
Thursday, 25 August, Rooms: D2085 and 132091

WORKSHOP I on Structure and Dynamics below 100 km (Conveners: A Seiff

and v.1. Moroz)

WORKSHOP II on Chemical Composition below Homopause (Conveners: U. Von

Zahn and V.I. Moroz)

WORKSHOP III on Particulate Matter in Atmosphere (Convener: E. Ragent)
WORKSHOP IV on Neutral Upper Atmosphere (Convener: G.n. Keating)
WORKSHOP V on Ionosphere (Convener: 5.J. Bauer)

WORKSHOP VI on Solar and Thermal Radiation Balance (Conveners: FJ-I.

Taylor and v.1. Moroz)

Friday, 26 August, Rooms: D2085, D2091

WORKSHOP I: Conclusions (A. Seiff and V.I. Morel)

WORKSHOP II: Conclusions (U. Von Zahn and V.Il Horoz)
WORKSHOP III: Conclusions (B. Regent)
WORKSHOP IV: Conclusions (GJI. Keating and v.A. Krasnopolsky)
WORKSHOP V: Conclusions (El-J. Bauer)
WORKSHOP VI: Conclusions (F.W. Taylor and V.I. Ivloroz)

General Discussion and Future Plans (Chairman: 5.“. Keating)
COSPAR VIRA Working Group Meeting (Conveners: A.J. Kliore and V.I. Moroz)

CDW. INITIAL RESULTS OF COORDINATED DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOP (CDAW)—6: ENERGY

TRANSFER IN NEAR EARTH SPACE (Organized by SCOSTEP; Conveners: R.H.

Manka, R,L, McPherron)

August 24 and 26 Room: D2101

The Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW) -6 Analysis Process con-

sists of a series of workshops, analysis meetings, and presentation and pub—
lication of papers over a three year period. The scientific goal of emu—6

is to better understand:

Energy Transfer in Near—Earth Space (In particular, transfer

of energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere and release

associated with the substorms of 22 March and 31 March, 1979.)

About 100 scientists from 15 countries are participating. Approxi-
mately 80 data sets from I} satellites and numerous ground arrays in Europe,
the USSR, and North America are included in the data base that has been con-

structed at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. These include data from:

Satellites: lss—1, ISEE-Z. ISEE-S, IMP-8 (high altitude);
ESA (mos—2, SCATHA, GOES—2, GOES-3, 1977—007, 1976-059 (

TIROS—N, P78-1, muse—1:2 (polar).

synch-) .

renous
’
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Ground Arrays: World Magnetic Observatories, AFGL Magnetometer Chain,

[MS Mid-Latitude Chain, INS Fort Churchill Chain,

INS Alaska Chain, Alberta .‘lagnetometer Network,

Scandinavian Magnetometer Network, 11.x. Nagnetometer Chain,

U.S.S.R. 145“ Meridian chain, U.S.S.R. 162" Meridian chain,

STARE and Saint Santin Radars.

An important part of CHAN-6 has been the development of large numerical

models, specifically tailored to the CDAN events, including

Rice Cenvection Model

Olson-Pfitzer Dynamic Magnetic Model

Voigt Tail Magnetic Model

Ionospheric Current System Model (Kamide at all.)

So far, workshops have been held at: Helsigor, Denmark, October 1981,

Palo Alto, December 1981, NASA csrc, February 1952,

Damstadt, September 1932, NASA csrc, October 1982,

before the occasion of the IAGA Assembly, Hamburg, August 1983.

The actual program of CDAN-o meeting in Hamburg is shown below. A part

of the scisntif results from the emu—6 series of workshops appeared in the

Journal of Geophysical Research, Volume 90, Number A2, February 1, 1985, pp.

1175-1374. The list of the published papers are also given below.

(R.H. Marika)

CDAW-G Scientific Overviews and Introductory Cements (Chairman: R.H. Marika)

c. Rostoker: The post-INS data analysis phase and plans for Graz meeting.

R.H. Manka: status and plans for CDAW—6.

R.L. MCPherron, n. Manka: CDAw—o: An overview of the March 22, 1979 substom

event (Invited) (CDW.01).

w. Baumjohann, e. Haerendel: The 31 March 1979 event — Overview (Invited)

<cnw.02) .

Magnetospheric Response to Solar Wind (Chaimen: G. Paschmann

and A. Pedersen)

B.’I‘. Tsurutani, J.A. slavin, C.T. Russell, R.D. Zwickl, J.H. King. y. Kamide:

Coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere (Invited) (CDw.03).

w.1=. Olson, K.A. Pfitzer: Quantitative modeling of the disturbed magnetospheric

magnetic field (Invited) (CDw.04).

K.A. Pfitzer, W.F. Olson: The induced electric field during the CDAW events

(CDW. 05) .

K.B. Baker, K. Ffitzer, w. Olson, A. Pedersen, R.A. Greenwald: The effect of

induced electric fields on the electric coupling between the magneto—

sphere and ionosphere (cameo).

B. wilken, D.N. Baker, P,R. Hiqbie, T.A. Fritz, W.P. Olson, ILA. Pfitzer:

Magnetospheric configuration and energetic particle effects associated

with the ssc on March 22, 1979 (Invited) (cow.07).

K. Knott, A. Pedersen: GEos-z electric field observations in the dayside

geostationary orbit during an 55c and subsequent substom (22 March

1979) (CDwioa),
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SPECIAL CDAH DISCUSSION ON TAIL RECONNECTION

Tail Reconnection I: Invited panel on Theory and

Modeling (Chairman: c. Haerendel)

3.11.14. Cowley: Signatures of reconnection in the geomagnetic tail (cm-7.09).
c Goertz: Time varia ions in reconnection models (0311.10).

R.J. Walker: Modeling the magnetotail and reconnection (cm-1.11).

s. Rostoker: Implications for the plasma flow configuration in the magnetotail
of the assumption of the existence of a near earth neutral point (cnw.12).

Tail Reconnection II: Data and Interpretation
(Chairman: C.T. Russell)

RiL. I-lCPherrOn, C.T. Russell: CDAW-E: Changes in the tail magnetic field

during the 1055 UT March 22, 1979 substorm (CDW.l3) .

Gr Pasclmann, D.I-I. Fairfield, E.W. Hones, Jr., C. Huang, H. Lennartsson, s.

Orslnl: Plasma signatures of substorm activity in the magnetotail:
ISEErl and —2 observations on 22 March 1979 (Invited) (CDX.,14) l

T.A. Fritz, D.N. Baker: Energetic particle observations during the CDAW 6

substorm event of March 22, 1979 (Invited) (cm-1.15).

w..l. Heikkila: The substorm at 1030 and 1055 UT, 22 Hatch, 1979 (CDW.16).
C.‘1. Huang, T.E. Eastman, L.A. Frank: Observations of plasma distributions

during the cum substorms (513111.17).

Panel Discussion on Reconnection

Energy storage and Release in the Tail: Storm Effects (chairman: T.A. Fritz)

n.N. Baker, Ln. Fritz, R.L. nepherron: Evidence for magnetotail energy

storage prior to substorms during the CDAw—S analysis intervals

(Invited) (cm-7.18).
A. Pedersen. K. Knott, c.A. Cattell, F.S. Mozer, C.-—G. Falthammar, P.—A.

Lindgvist: Electric fields in the plasmasheet and plasmasheet boundary
layer (Invited) (cm-:49).

w, Lennartsson, 11.1). Sharp: Substorm effects on the plasma sheet ion composi—
tion on March 22, 1979 (CDN.20).

s. Orsini, E. Amata, n. candidi, n. Balsiger, M. Stokholm, c. Huang, w.

Lennartsson, PJK. Lindqvist, G. Paschmann: Cold ionospheric 0+ beams

in the inner plasma sheet during the March 22, 1979 substorms (cnw.21).
M. Stokhclm, H. nalsiger, E. Amata, s. orsini, n. Candidi, n. Pedersen:

simultaneous observations of beam-like ionospheric ions at GEos and

1552 during the recovery phase of the March 22, 1979 substorms (cm-1.22) .

J.F. Fennell, 0.12. Croley: The 22 March 1979 substorms: Near geostationary
orbit plasma results (CDW.23).

n. Korth, G. Kremser, A. Roux, s. Perraut, J.-A. Sauvaud, J.-M. Eosqued,
A. Pedersen, B. nparicio: nrift boundaries and ULF wave generation
near noon at geostationary orbit (CDW.24) .

convection, Coupling to lonosphcre and Dissipation (Chairmem w. Eaumjohann
and R.L. McPhErron)

y. Kamide: Numerical modeling of ionospheric parameters for the coaw—e

intervals (Invited) (CDW.25).
E. Friis—christensen, y. Kamide, e. Rostoker: Convection currents in the

dayside polar cap during the March 22, 1979 substorms (come).
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on. clauer, y. Kamide: D91 and DP2 current systems for the March 22, 1979

substor‘ms (CDW.27] .

K.H. Glassmeier and the participants of the CDAW 6.2: Observations related to

p12 associated current vortices as seen by ground magnetometers on

31 March l979 (Cm-1.28).

P.H. Reiff, a.w. Spiro, y. Kamide: Comparison of predicted and inferred

polar cap potential drops (CDW.29).

R.W. Spiro, R.n. Wolf: Computer simulation of ring»current injection on

March 22, 1979 (Invited) (comm).

c. Taieb: The modeling of the midlatitude ionosphere applied to the 22

harsh 1979 storm (CDw.3l).

v.0. Papitashvili, V.A. Popov, an. Zaitzev: The global features of polar

geomagnetic disturbances according to the LT—UT diagrammes of his—index

(Invited) (CDN.32).

Papers appeared in J. Geophys. Res., 90, A2 (Feb. i, 1983)

R.L. MCPherron, Rifl. Manka: Dynamics of the 1054 UT March 22, 1979, substorm

event: CDAW 6.

B.T. Tsurutani, (LA. Slavin, ‘1. Kamide, R.D. Zwickl, J.H. King, C.T. Russell:

Coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere: com 6.

DJ}. Fairfield: Solar wind Control of magnetospheric pressure (CDAW 6).

D.N. Baker, T.A, Fritz, R.L. McPherron, D.H. Fairfield, Y. Kamide, N. Baum-

johann: Magnetotail energy storage and release during the CDAw 6 sub—

storm analysis.

G. Paschmann, N. Sckopke, m2. Hones, Jr.: Magnetotail plasma observations

during the 1054 UT substorm on March 22, 1979 (CDAW 6).

A. Pedersen, (LA. Cattell, C.-G. Filthammar, K. Knott, P.-A. Lidqvist,

R.H. Manka, S.F. Mozer: Electric fields in the plasma sheet and

plasma sheet boundary layer.

w. Lennartsson, 12.0. Sharp, 12.9. Zwickl: Substorm effects on the plasma

sheet ion Composition on March 22, 1979 (CDAW 6).

H. Stockholm, E. Amata, H. Balsiger, M. Candidi, S. Orsini, A. Pedersen:

Low energy ( 130 eV) oxygen ions at the geosynchronous orbit during

the CDAW 6 event of March 22, 1979.

F.M. Ipavich, ILB. Galvin, M. Scholer, G. Gloeckler, D. Hovestadt, B. Klecker:

Supratherlnal 0+ and H+ ion behavior during the March 22, 1979 (CDAW 6) ,

substorms.

D.N. Baker, T.A. Fritz, W. Lennartsson, B. Wilken, HJ'I. Kroehl, J. Birn:

The role of heavy ionospheric ions in the localization of substorm

disturbances on March 22, 1979: CDAW 6.

K. Knott, A. Pedersen, U. Wedeken: GEOS 2 electric field observations during

a sudden commencement and subsequent substorms.

J.N. Barfield, C.S. Lin, R.L. MCPherron: Observations of magnetic field per—

turbations at GOES 2 and GOES 3 during the March 22, 1979, substoms:

com»: 6 analysis.

w.J. Hughes, H.J. Singer: Mid—latitude P12 pulsations, geosynchronous sub—

Storm onset signatures and auroral zone currents on March 22, 1979:

CDAW 6.

Y. Kamide, W. Baumjohannz Estimation of electric fields and Currents from

International Hagnetospheric Study magnetometer data for the CDAw 6

intervals: Implications for substorm dynamics.

P.H. Reiff, R.w. Spiro, R.A. Wolf, Y. Kamide, J.H. King: Comparison of polar

cap potential drops estimated from solar wind and ground magnetometer

data: CDAW 6.
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E. Friisvchristensen, Y. Kamide, A.D. Richmond, S. Matsushita: Interplanetary
magnetic field control of high—latitude electric fields and currents

determined from Greenland magnetometer data.

K.B. Baker, y. Kamide: a comparison of ionospheric electric fields inferred
from Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment drift data and from

global International Magnetospheric study magnetometer data.
C.R. clauer, y. Kamide: DP1 and 092 current systems for the March 22, 1979

substorms.

c. Mazaudier: Electric currents above Saint—Santin, 3, A preliminary study of

disturbances: June e, 1978; March 22, 1979; March 23, 1979.
aw. Kroehl, y. Kamide: High—latitude indices of electric and magnetic Vari~

ability during the cum: 6 intervals.
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RESOLUTIONS OF THE IAGA HAMBURG ASSEMBLY

(adopted 25 .8.1983)

RESOLUTION OF THANKS

IAGA is deeply appreciative of the organization and efforts made by the Local

Organizing Committee of IUGG; in particular it commends the excellent arrange—

ment by the Geomagnetism staff of the Deutsches hydrographisehes Institut (Dr.

D. Voppel and his colleagues) to make our meeting effective and productive and

to help make our stay in Hamburg pleasant and enjoyable.

SCIENTIFIC RESOLUTIONS

IAGA welcomes the news that the World Data Centre C2 for Geomagnetism in Kyoto

(Japan) has Completed the derivation of the Auroral Electrojet (AB) indices

for the International Magnetospheric Study Years 1978, 1970 and the first half

of 1980; congratulates those responsible for this fruitful and important work

involving international cooperation, looking forward to the continuing cooper—

ation of the ”DC—C2 for Geomagnetism with the Japanese National Institute of

Polar Research and recommends strongly that observatories contribution the data

for the AE—index do so in digital form as soon as is practical

IAGA notes the scientific importance of Interplanetary Medium data and recom—

mends that such data continue to be recorded for onward transmission to the

World Data Centres.

IAGA commends the progress being made by the world Data Centres in developing

computer-based techniques for data transmission and storage and urges the estab—

lishing of compatibility in both hardware and software, including the standardi—

zation of data formats.

IAGA recognizes that the quality of results from long time series depends on

the accuracy and homogeneity of the data sets; notes that K indices from dif—

ferent networks of observatories have been used for many years in deriving

planetary activity indices Ap, Am and Aa, and that some observatories are now

using digital recording systems and machine data reductions; and recommends

(1) that routine derivation of K—indices continues by hand scaling according

to the method proposed by Bartels (developed by Mayaud in IAGA Bulletin No.

21); and (2) that new machine derived indices be given distinctly different

names to avoid confusion with existing indices.

IAGA recognizes the Value of the MAGSAT global vector survey in defining

the main magnetic field of 1980, the need for knowledge of the secular

variation, its contribution to separating internal and external field vari-

ations, and the extreme usefulness of satellite observations of the magnetic

field in delineating long-wavelength crustal anomalies and in producing

magnetic charts; urges that another magnetic vector field satallite survey

be carried out, most desirably at an altitude significantly lower than
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MAGSAT and preferably before 1990, and notes that a satellite such as the

proposed Geopotential Research Mission of the USA would be excelllent for
the performance of these tasks.

IAGA will issue a revision of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field

extending it from 1985 to 1990 and recognizing the crucial importance of
recent data on secular variation for the accuracy of the revision asks geo—

magnetic programme directors to make an extraordinary effort to transmit

their most recent data related to secular variation, including magnetic
observatory mean values for 1983 and repeat survey results, to the World
Data Centres before July 1, 1984.

IAGA appreciates the importance of long wavelength anomalies for the inves—

tigation of large—scale structures in the deeper parts of the Earth‘s crust

and recommends the compilation of geomagnetic surveys of Europe and other

regions in such a way as to allow the preparation of consistent anomaly maps.

IAGA notes the immense value to the scientific community of international

programs for coordinated data acquisition, analysis and interpretation
(e.g., IGY, IQSY, ms, NAP, SR-IY) and recognizing the importance, complexity
and dynamic nature of the solar—terrestrial interaction, urges member nations
to support and to participate in ICSU planning for international programs

during the Coming decade designed to acquire and to analyze widespread and

well—coordinated data for quantitative investigations of the physical and
Chemical processes involved in the solar—terrestrial interaction.
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RESOLUTIONS AIGA DE L’ASSEMBLEE DE HAMBOURG

(adopté 25.8.1983)

RESOLUTION DE RENERCI EHENTS

L'AIGA a apprécié l'organisation et les efforts fairs par le Comité

d'organisation local ; en partlculier il tient a mentiunner l'excellent

arrangement mis en place par le groupe de Géomagnétlsme du Deutsches Hydro—

graphisches Institut (Dr. D. Voupel a: see callagues) qui a permis a la

réunion d'étre efficace a: productive at a contribué a rendre notre séjour

a Hambourg trés agréable.

RESOLUTIONS SCIENTI FIQUE

L‘A.I.G.A. accueille la nouvelle que le Centre Mondial de données pour la

géomagnétisme NDC-Z situé a Kyoto (Japan) a :erminé le calcul des indices

de l‘Electrojet auroral (AE) pour les années de 1'1.M.S., 1978, 1979 et la

przmiére moitié de 1980 ; félicite les responsables de Ce travail fructueux

e: précieux qui a fait appel a la coopération internationale, Esperant qua

l'Institut National de Recherche Polaire poursuive catte Coopération avec

la wnc—cz pour le géomagnétisme, at recommande fortement que les observa—

toires Contrihuant a la fourniture de données pour l'index A]: la fasse dés

qua possible sous forme digitale.

L'A.I.c.A. note l'importance scientifique des données sur le milieu inter—-

planétaire et recommande que de telles données Continuent a étre enregistrées

pour étre transmises aux Centres Nondiaux de dunnéesu

L'A.1.G.A. reconnait 1e progrés qui a été fait par les Centres Mandiaux de

données clans l‘utilisation d‘ordinateurs pour la transmission at l'archivage

des données at demanda que soient recherchées 1a compatibilité entre les

matériels, les logiciels et la standardisation du format. des dunnées.

L'A.I.G.A. reconnait que la qualité des résultats des séries de longue duree

dépend de la préclsion at de l'homogénéité des ensembles de données ; note

que les indices K des différents réseaux d'observatoires ont été utilise:

depuis de nombreuses années en dérivant les indices d‘activité planétaire

Ap, An ec Aa et que quelques observatoires utilisent maintenant des systémes

d'enregistrements digitaux et le traitement des données par ordinateur, et

recommende (l) que le calcul systématique des indices K continue de fagon
manuelle selon la méthode proposée par Bartels (développée par Nayaud dans

le Bulletin AIGA Na 21); at (Z) que les indices déduits par ordinateur soient

affectés de noms différents de faycn a éviter une confusion avec les indices

existant.
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L'A.I.G.A. reconnait la Valeur de la surveillance par MAGSAT du vecteur

global pour définir 1e champ magnétique principal de 1980, 1e besoin
de connaitre la variation séculaire, sa contribution pour séparer les
variations du champ interne et externe, et la trés grande utilité des

observations satellitaires do champ magnétique pour localiser les anom-

alies Crustales de grande longueur d' uncles et pour produire les cartes

magnétiques ; demande qu' une autre surveillance par satellite du champ
magnétique soit effectuée, 51 possible a one altitude nettement infér—

ieure a celle de MAGSAT et de préférence avant 1990 et remarque qu' un

satellite comma celui de projet "Geopotential Research Mission" des

Etats Unis serait excellent pour remplir ces taches.

L'A. I. G. A. éditera une version révisée du champ de référence Géomagnétique
International s 'étendant de 1985 a 1990, et reconnaissant l importance
majeure des données recentes sur la variation séculaire pour la préci—
sion de la révision, demande aux directeurs des programmes de geomag—
nétisme de faire un effort exceptionnel pour transmettre leurs données
les plus récentes Concernant la variation séculaire, y compris les

valeurs moyennes pour 1983 des observatoires magnétiques et les resultats
des récentes surveillances, aux Centres Mondiaux de données avant le ler

juillet 1984.

L'A. I. G. A. apprécie l' importance de l‘étude des anomalies de grands
longueur d' onde pour la recherche des structures de grande échelle dans

les regions les plus profondes de la croute terrestre et recommande le

regroupement des surveillances géomagnétiques d' Europe et (3' autres régions
de fagmn a permettre la préparation de cartes d‘ anomalies completes.

L'A.I.G.A. note 12 tres grand intérét pour la Communauté scientifique
des programmes internationaux permettant la coordination de l'acquisition
de données, de l‘analyse et de l'interprétation (par exemple, my, IQSY,
INS, MAP, SMY) et reconnaissant l'importance, la complexité et la nature

dynamique de l'interaction Soleil-Tel‘re, demande instamment que les

nations membres soutienne et participe aux plans de C.I.U.S. concernant

les programmes internationaux pendant la prochaine décade dans le but

d'acquérir et d'analyser des données nombteuses er. coordonnées devant

permettre une étude quantitative des processus physiques et chimiques
mis en jeu dans l‘interaction Soleil—Terre.
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Transactions of the IAGA Hamburg Assembly (IAGA Bulletin No.49)

STATUTES AND BY—LAWS

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GEOMAGNETISM

AND AERONOMY

STATUTES"

1. Objectives, Structure and Membership of the Association

1. The Objectives of the International Association of Genmagnetism and

Aeronomy (henceforth IAGA) are:

a) to promote studies of magnetism and aeronomy of the Earth and other

bodies of the solar system, and of the interplanetary medium and its interac—

tion with these bodies, where such studies have international interest;

b) to encourage research in the above subjects by individual countries,

institutions or persons and to facilitate its international coordination;

c) to provide an opportunity, on an international basis, for discussion

and for publication of the results of the researches indicated above;

d) to promote appropriate standardizations of observational programs, data

acquisition systems, data analysis and publication.

2. To achieve its objectives, the Association may establish any number of

Component Bodies both within the Association and jointly with other Associations

of IUGG or components of other ICSU Bodies.

3. The countries which adhere to the IUGG are members of the LAGA and may

participate in its activities.

A. Each Member Country shall be represented by a single body (henceforth

referred to as IAGA National Body), established in that country by the body that

adheres to the IUGG.

II. Adminis tration

5. The work of the Association shall be directed by the Conference of

Delegates.
The Conference of Delegates shall consist of the Delegates of the Member

Countries, such accreditation having been communicated to the Secretary General

prior to the start of the Assembly by the respective IAGA National Bodies.

Among the Delegates from each Member Country, one shall be identified by the

respective IAGA National Body as Chief Delegate for the purpose of casting that

country's Votes on administrative and financial matters as stipulated in Articles

14 and 15 of these Statutes.

A Delegate may represent only one Member Country. A member of the Executive

Committee (see Article 7) may not be Chief Delegate, except in the case where

* Adopted by the Extraordinary Assembly of the Association, Seattle, 1977.

Modified by the Conteronce of Delegates in Hamburg in August 1983.
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that member is the only one person in attendance from the country in question.
A Conference of Delegates shall be convened during each Assembly of IACA.

An ordinary General Assembly of IAGA shall normally be held in connection with
each ordinary General Assembly of IUCG.

The interval elapsing between the end of one ordinary General Assembly and
the end of the next one will, for the purposes of the Statutes, be termed one

period.

6. Responsibility for the direction of IAGA affairs between meetings of
the Conference of Delegates shall be vested in the Executive Committee of the
Association elected by the Conference of Delegates. Decisions of the Executive
Committee must be reported to the Conference of Delegates. Any decision or

recommendation failing to receive the concurrence of the Conference of Delegates
may be remitted to the Executive Committee for further study.

7. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, two Vice—
Presidents, the Secretary General, five other Members, and the retiring Presi-
dent, ex officio.

Except for the retiring President all members of the Executive Committee
shall be elected by the Conference of Delegates as an administrative matter as

stipulated in Article 14 of the Statutes.
The President shall be elected for one period, and may not be reelected

to the same office. The Vice—Presidents shall be elected for one period and
may be re—elected once. A retiring Vice—President may be elected President.
The Secretary General shall be elected for two periods and may be reelected for
successive single periods. The five additional Members shall be elected for
one period and may be reelected for successive single periods; they may not
hold office for more than three consecutive periods. The retiring President is
a member ex officio for only one period.

In the event of any vacancy occurring in the membership of the Executive
Committee during one period, the Executive Committee shall have the power to
fill the vacancy by appointment, until the end of the period. The eligibilityfor election of a person so appointed shall not be affected by such an appoint—
ment. If the vacancy is that of the Presidency, the Executive Committee shall
appoint one of the two Vice-Presidents to act as President until the end of the
period. with the exception of the Secretary General, no person shall be elected
to any position on the IAGA Executive Committee for four periods.

8. The duties of the Executive Committee shall be to administer the affairs
of the Association in accordance with these Statutes and By—Laws and with the
decisions of the Conference of Delegates.

The Executive Committee shall meet at the beginning and end of an Assemblyand at least once more between ordinary General Assemblies.

9. The duties of the Component Bodies within IAGA (See Article 2 of the
Statutes) shall be to further the scientific objectives of the IAGA through: a)
effective coordination of appropriate scientific researches; b) organizing
scientific meetings; c) promoting the exchange of infomation and data; and d)
advising the Executive Committee on the formulation of general policies to guidethe scientific work of the Association.

.

10. The duties of the Bodies that are established jointly with other
Associations of IUGG or components of other ICSU bodies (See Article 2 of the
Statutes) shall be to deal with, and coordinate, those scientific programs
and/or meetings that cover topics of mutual interest.

III. Finance

ll. The Secretary Gneral shall prepare, for each period, a budget estimate
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of receipts and expenditures during that period. The Secretary General shall

lay this before the Executive Comettee during the General Assembly immediately

preceding that period and, having received the approval of the Conference of

Delegates, may proceed with the disbursement of funds in accordance with that

approved budget.

12. At least six months before the opening of an Ordinary Assembly, a Finance

Committee shall be appointed by the Executive Committee to examine the accounts

and to report the results of their examination to the Conference of Delegates.

No Executive Committee member may at the same time be a member of the Finance

Committee.

IV. Voting

13. when a vote is taken on a question which is by nature exclusively

scientific, each duly accredited Delegate present at a meeting of the Conference

of Delegates shall have one Vote.

14. On questions of an administrative nature the voting shall be by Member

Countries, each Member Country having one vote cast by its Chief Delegate (or

that person's representative, in accordance with the By—Laws).

15. On questions of a financial nature, the voting shall be by Member

Countries, each Member Country having a number of votes equal to the number of

its category of membership in IUGG. Such Votes shall be Cast by the Chief

Delegate of each Member Country (or that person‘s representative in accordance

with the By—Laws).

16. Matters which are partly scientific and partly administrative in

character and not involving matters of finance shall be classified as admini-

strative matters.

17. Before a vote, the President shall decide whether the matter under

consideration is scientific, administrative or financial in character.

The President‘s ruling can be challenged only by the Chief Delegate of a

Member Country. In the event of such a challenge, the President's ruling can

be changed by a two thirds majority of the Chief Delegates present.

18. Voting on matters of an administrative or financial nature may be

conducted by correspondence (in accordance with the By—Laws).

19. For the validity of the deliberations of the Conference of Delegates,

half at least of the accredited Chief Delegates must be present (or represented

in accordance with the By—Laws).
Decisions of the Conference of Delegates shall be taken by a simple majority

except as otherwise specified in the present Statutes. If a tie should occur,

the decision shall rest with the President. Simple or two thirds majority shall

be determined by the proportion of affirmative votes to the sum of the affirm—

ative and negative votes.

V . General

20. These Statutes or any further modifications thereof shall come into

force at the close of the General Assembly at which they are adopted, or as

otherwise decided by the Conference of Delegates.

21. These Statutes may not be modified except with the approval of at least

a two thirds majority of Member Countries who have accredited Delegates to the

Assembly, in accordance with articles 5 and 14 of the Statutes.
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22. Only Member Countries may propose a change of these Statutes. Any
such proposal must reach the Secretary Genral at least six months before the

announced date of the General Assembly at which they are to be considered.
The Secretary General shall notify all Member Countries of any proposed change,
at least four months before the announced date of the General Assembly.

23. The Conference of Delegates shall have the power to adopt By—Laws
within the framework of the Statutes of the Association. These By—Laws are

adopted or may be modified by a simple majority of Member Countries who have

accredited Delegates to the Assembly, in accordance with Articles 5 and lb of

the Statutes. By—Laws or any further modification thereof, shall come into

force at the close of the General Assembly at which they are approved unless

otherwise decided by the Conference of Delegates.

24. The present Statutes have been prepared in the official languages of

the IUGG. The English text shall be authoritative if there is a question of

interpretation.

BY—LANY

1. Composition

1. The Components of IAGA shall be called Divisions and Interdivisional
Bodies (Commissions or Working Groups) as follows:

Division I : Internal Magnetic Fields

Division II : Aeronomic Phenomena

Division III : Magnetospheric Phenomena

Division IV : Solar Wind and Interplanetary Magnetic Field

Division V : Observatories, Instruments, Indices and Data

Interdivisional Commission : Antarctic Research

Interdivisional Comission History
Interdivisional Colmnission . Middle Atmosphere
lnterdivisional Commission : External/Internal Geomagnetic Relations

Interdivisional Commission : Developing Countries.

2. Each Division or Interdivisional Body shall propose to the Executive

Committee its own role, strucutre and modus operandi, which must be approved by
the Executive Committee. The role and the effectiveness of each Division and

Interdivisional Body shall be reviewed by the Executive Committee at each ordinary
General Assembly.

3» The leaders for each Division and Interdivisional Body shall be appointed
by the Executive Committee for one period, subject to ratification by the Con—
ference of Delegates. Vacancies occurring in the interim shall be filled by the

Executive Committee.

In order that their appointments shall become effective, Division and Inter—
divisional Body leaders must express in writing to the President their willingness
to serve in the functions specified.

4. The leaders of Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies are empowered to

appoint for each period reporters, working group leaders, and the leaders of
other possible subdivisions.

5. While it is recognized that the prime criteria for the appointments in
Articles 3 and 4 of these By—Laws should be the scientific and administrative

*
Adopted by the Extraordinary Assembly of the Association, Seattle, 1977

and modified by the Conference of Delegates, Seattle, 1977; Camberra, December

1979; and Hamburg, August 1983.
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competence of the candidates, Executive Committee and Division and lnterdivi—

sional Body leaders shall see that, wherever possible, these appointment are

made with due respect to adequate geographical representation.

6. The Executive Committee may create Joint Bodies with other IUGG Associ—

ations and components of other ICSU Bodies to deal with topics of mutual

interest and carries out the responsibilities of IAGA in the appointment of the

appropriate leaders, members, or lAGA representatives, as is required.
In its dealing with non-IUGG Bodies, the Executive Committe shall not

commit the name of the IUGG, or act on behalf of the IUGG, unless prior approval
has been secured from the lUGG Executive Committee.

II . Administration

7. The President may at any time, with the approval of the Executive

Committee, call an extraordinary General Assembly.
The President shall be obliged to call Such an Assembly at the request of

not less than one—half of the Member Countries.

An extraordinary General Assembly shall have the same powers and be subjected
to the same rules as an ordinary General Assembly.

Between ordinary General Assemblies of IAGA, Scientific Assemblies may be

held in accordance with IUGG By—Laws.

8. Notice of the date and of the place of the meeting of any Assembly Shall

be sent by the Secretary General to the Member Countries at least nine months

before that Assembly.

9. The provisional agenda of the meetings of the Conference of Delegates
shall be prepared by the Secreatary General and circulated to IAGA National

Bodies at least three months before the opening of an Assembly. The provisional

agenda shall include all items which have been submitted by IAGA National Bodies

for discussion at the Conference of Delegates, together with questions placed
on the provisional agenda by the Executive Committee. Any of which notice has

not thus been given may only be discussed with the consent of the Conference

of Delegates.

10. The meeting of the Conference of Delegates shall be open to the public.

Any non—delegate may be heard in a discussion provided that person has been

previously recognized by the President.

The President may, on his own initiative or at the request of a IAGA

National Body, invite representatives of scientific bodies or individuals to

attend a meeting of the Conference of Delegates in an advisory capacity.

11. A Member Country which is not represented at a meeting of the Conference

of Delegates may vote by correspondence on any specific question of the type
indicated in Articles 14 and 15 of the Statutes, with the exception of the

election of the Executive Committee, provided that the question has been clearly
defined in the final agenda distributed in advance to the Member Countries,

provided that the substance of the questions has not been changed and provided
that the said vote has been received by the Secretary General prior to the

meeting.
Before a vote, the President shall decide whether the procedure of voting

by correspondence applies. The President‘s ruling may be challenged as pre—

scribed in Statute 17.

12. A Chief Delegate of a Member Country may designate another delegate
from that country to be his representative at all or part of a meeting of the

Conference of Delegates or, if he is unable to do this, the duly accredited
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Delegates from that Member Country may designate one of their member to be

such a representative of the Chief Delegate. In either case, the Secretary
General shall be informed prior to the meeting of the Conference of Delegates
at which the representative of the Chief Delegate is to act.

13. At least six months before the opening of an Ordinary General Assembly,
the President in consultation with the Executive Committee shall appoint a

Nominating Committee, consisting of a Chairman and four members. Members of

the Executive Committee may not be appointed to the Nominating Committee.

The Nominating Committee is required to present to the Conference of

Delegates at least one candidate for each position of the Executive Committee,
at least four days prior to the election.

Besides the proposals of the Nominating Committee, a Chief Delegate may
make other nominations in writing to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee,
at least two days prior to the election. The combined list of candidates must

be made public at least one day prior to the election.

In general, the composition of the Executive Committee should reflect

adequate geographical and disciplinary balance.

The election of officers shall be by secret ballot. The President shall

select two scrutineers from among the Delegates present. The scrutineers shall

not be members of the Executive Committee nor of the Nominating Committee nor

candidates for elections.

14. The Executive Committee shall be convened by the President.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee, no member can be represented by
another person. For the validity of the deliberations of the Executive Com-

mittee, at least half of its members must be present. All decisions of the

Executive Committee shall be taken by simple majority of the total number of

voting members present. In the case of a tie, the decision shall rest with the

President.

When the importance and the urgency of a decision warrant it, a vote by
correspondence may be organized by the Secretary General at the request of the

President. It is subject to the same rules for validity and majority.
The President may, on his own initiative or at the request of another

member of the Executive Committee or of an IAGA National Body, invite repre—
sentatives of scientific bodies or individuals to attend an Executive Com—

mittee meeting in an advisory capacity.

15. Proposals concerning the agenda for meetings of the Executive Committee

may be submitted by members of that Committee, by Division or Interdivisional

Body leaders, or by IAGA National Bodies; they shall be in the hands of the

Secretary General at least three months before the meeting. The final agenda
after its approval by the President shall be distributed to the members of the

Executive Committee at least one month prior to the meeting. Questions that

have not been placed on the agenda may not be discussed at a meeting of the

Executive Committee, unless a request to that effect has been approved by the

Executive Committee.

16. In addition to the duties specified in Articles 6 and 8 of the IAGA

Statutes and Articles 2,3 and 6 of these By-Laws, and subject to general or

special directives of the Conference of Delegates, the Executive Committee

shall have the power to:

3) act as the organizing committee for all IAGA Assemblies, Symposia and

Meetings, or delegate such responsibility to other persons by making the

necessary appointments;
'

b) entrust to special commissions or to particular individuals the prepa—

ration of reports on subjects within the province of the Association;
c) invite or appoint persons or institutions belonging to countries which

are not members of the Association, to be local correspondents to the Association.
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17. The duties of the President of the IAGA are:

a) to represent IAGA in the IUGG Executive Committee;

In) to represent IAGA in its dealings with IAGA National Bodies, the other

lUGG Associations and other ICSU Bodies;

c) to represent or to appoint a person to represent IAGA at meetings, con—

ferences or celebrations where formal representation is requested or desirable;

d) to convene the Conference of Delegates and the meetings of the Executive

Committee and to preside over their meetings; and

e) to submit a report to the ordinary Conference of Delegates at each

General Assembly on the scientific work of the Association.

18. The duties of the Vice—Presidents, one or the other as shall be deter—

mined by the Executive Committee are to preside at Conferences of Delegates

or Executive Committee meetings in case of impediment to the President, and to

represent the President in such an event at IUGG Executive Committee Meetings,

as specified in Article 11, paragraph 2, of the IUGG By—Laws. The President

may designate one of the Vice—Presidents to act on his behalf in any other

function, meeting or conference in which formal representation of IAGA is

requested or desirable.

19. The duties of the Secretary General are:

a) to serve as secretary of IAGA, to organize the Assemblies according to

the instructions of the Executive Committee, to arrange for the meetings of the

Executive Committee, to prepare and distribute promptly the agenda and the

minutes of the meetings of the Conference of Delegates and of the Executive

Committee;

b) to manage the administrative and scientific affairs of the Association,

to attend to correspondence, to maintain and preserve the records;

c) to inform members of the Executive Committee, during the interval bet—

ween its meetings, about any important affair concerning the Association;

d) to advise the President during the meetings of the IUGG Executive

Committee;

e) to receive and keep charge of such funds as may be allocated by the

IUGG to the Association, or as may be received from any other source, to disburse

such funds in accordance with the decisions of the Conference of Delegates or

with the instructions of the Executive Committee, to keep the account of all

receipts and disbursements and to submit such account, audited by a qualified

accountant, for examination by the Finance Committee appointed according to

Article 12 of the IAGA Statutes;

f) to prepare and publish the program and the transactions of the General

Assembly;

g) to publish an internal Association bulletin (such as IAGA News) contain—

ing all information of general interest to the Association;

h) to prepare for each Assembly the list of the Delegates and Chief Delegates;

and

i) to perform such other duties as may be assigned by the President or by

the Executive Committee.

III . Finances

20. In the estimation of expenditures by the Secretary General and approval

thereof by the Executive Committee, mentioned in Article 11 of the IAGA Statutes,

provision shall be made to allocate the expected funds to the following items

listed in order a), b), c) of decreasing priority:

a) Operation of the Secretariat of the Association, including the admini—

strative arrangements in preparation for Assemblies and Executive Committee
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meetings, the publication of IAGA News and IAGA Transactions, and the travel

expenses incurred in the representation of IAGA at IUGG Executive Committee

meetings.

Meetings of the Executive Committee during General Assemblies, including
travel expenses for the Executive Committee members who cannot otherwise obtain

support.

Minor administrative expenses requested by those leaders of Joint Bodies,
Divisions and Interdivisional Bodies who have expressed in writing that they
were unable to obtain the necessary support from the IAGA National Body, if

any, of their country, and from their home institution.

b) Meetings of the Executive Committee that are to take place between

Assemblies, including travel expenses for the Executive Committee members.
Partial travel expenses to official administrative or lAGA—sponsored scien—

tific meetings for those leaders of Divisions, lnterdivisional Bodies and Joint

Bodies, and those invited speakers, conveners, or program committee members,
whose participation is judged by the Executive Committee to be essential for
the success of the meeting, and who have expressed in writing that they were

unable to obtain the necessary support from their home institution.

Travel expenses for the President to attend functions as the representative
of IAGA.

Assistance as necessary with the regular publication of the international
series of Geomagnetic Indices for which IAGA has primary responsibility.

c) Special publications, special administrative expenses, or any other

item not mentioned in a) and b) above which is in accordance with the objectives
of the Association.
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Compte Rendu de l'Assemblée G‘en‘erale de l'AIGA tenue a Hambourg (Bulletin

No. 1.9 de l'AIGA)

STATUTS ET REGLEMENT INTERIEUR

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIQNALE DE GEOMAAGNETISME
ET D’AERONOMIE

STATUTS*

I. Burs, Structure et Composition de I'Associatian

1. Les buts de l'Assaciation Internationale de Géomagnétisme et

d'AéronomiE (AIGA) sont:

a) promouvoir les 'etudes de magnetisme et d'aéronomie relatives 5 la

Terre et aux autres corps du systéme solaire er celles du milieur interplane-
taire e: de son interaction avec ces corps, lnrsque ces 'etudes ont un intérét

international,
b) encourager les recherches faites indépendamment, dans ces divers

domaines par des pays, des institutions ou des personnes et faciliter leur

cordination internationale,
c) pemettre, sur 1e plan international, la discussion et la publication

des résultats des recherches précédentes,
d) promouvoir une normalisation convenable des programmes d'observation,

des dispositifs d'acquisition de données ainsi que de leurs analyses at publi-
cations.

2. Pour atteindre ses buts, l'AssociaCion peut etablir un numbre quel—

Conque d'Organismes, aussi bien a l'int'erieur de l'Association qu'en commun

avec d‘autres Associations de l'UGGI ou avec des sections d'autres Organismes
du CIUS.

3. Les pays qui adhérent a l'UGGI 50m: membres de l'AIGA e: peuven:

participer a ses activités.

lo. Chaque Pays Membre est repr'esent'e par un Organisme unique (appelé
Organisme National de 1'AIGA), Zetabli par l'Organisme de ce pays qui a adhér'e

a l'UGGI.

11. Administration

5. Le fonctionnement de l‘Association est dirigé par la Conference des

D'elégués.

* Adoptés par l‘Assemblée G'en'erale Extraordinaire de l'Association a

Seattle en 1977, et modifies par la Conférence des Délégués a Hambourg
en 306: 1983.
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La Conference des Délégués se compose des D'el‘egués des Pays Membres,

dont l‘accréditation a fate communiquée au Secr‘etairs G‘en‘eral avant 1e d‘ebut

de l‘Assemblée par 125 Organismes Nationaux respectifs de 1'AIGA. L'un des

D'el'egués de chaque Pays Membre est désigné par son Drganisme National comme

Chef de Delegation pour voter au nom de son pays sur les questions adminis—

tratives at financie‘res ainsi qu‘il est stipul'e aux articles 14 et 15 des

pr'esents Statuts.

Un Délégué ne peut representer qu'un seul Pays Membre. Un membre du

Comit‘e Ex'ecutif (voir article 7 des Statuts) ne peut étre Chef de Delegation,
sauf s'il est le seul repr'esentant du pays en question.

La Conference des Délégués est convoqu‘ee durant chaque Assembl'ee de

1'AIGA. Une Assembl‘ee Gén‘erale ordinaire de l'AIGA se tient normalement en

meme temps que chaque Assembiee Gén'erale ordinaire de l'UGGI.

L'intervalle entre la fin d'une Assemblée Générale ordinaire et la fin

de la suivante est designé, dans ces Statuts, par la terme "période".

6. La responsabilité de la direction des affaires de I'AIGA entre leS

r‘eunions de la Conference des Délégu'es est confi'ee au Comité Exiecutif de

1'Association, élu par 121 Conference des D‘ei‘egues. Les decisions du Comit‘e

Ex'ecutif doivent Etre présent‘ees a la Conference des Délégu’es. Toute d'eci-

sion on recommendation ne recevant pas l'agr'ement de celli-ci peut Etta

renvoyée au Comit’e Ex'ecutif pour nouvelie ‘etude.

7. Le Conite Ex‘ecutii comprcnd 1e President, deux Vice-Pr‘esidents, 1e

Secretaire Gén‘eral, einq autres Membres, et 12 President sortant, en rant

que membrc de droit.

A 1'exception du President sortant, tous les membres du Comité Exécutif

sont 'elus par la Conférence des D'elégu'es salon la proc‘edure prévue pour has

questions d'ordre administratif a 1'article 14 des Statuts.

Le Pt‘esident est élu pour une p'eriode, et ne peut Stre réélu a la mEme

fonction. Les Vice—Presidents sont ‘elus pour une periods, et peuvent ’étre

r‘eélus une fois. Un vice-Pr‘esident sortant peut Etre élu Président. Le

Secr'etaire Gén'eral est élu pour deux périodes; il peut Etre ré’elu plusieurs
fois pour une période. Les cinq autres l-Iembres sent élus pour une p'eriode
et peuvent 'étre r’eélus plusieurs fois pour une période; ils ne peuvent

rester en fonction pendant plus de trois périodes cons'ecutives. Le Presi-

dent sortant est membre de droit pour une seule période.
En cas de vacance en son sein, 1e Camité Exécutif a pouvoir de designer

quelqu'un pour remplir 1a vacance jusqu'é 1a fin de la p‘eriode. L'éligi-
bilité ultérieure d‘une personne ainsi d'esignée n'en sera pas affectée. Si

in vacanca est celle du President, 1e Comité Exécutif désignera l‘un des

vice—Presidents pour exercer les functions de President jusqu'é la fin de

la p'eriode. A 1‘exception du Secrétaire Gén'eral, nul ne peut Etre 'elu é

une fonction au sein du Comité Exécutif de 1‘AIGA pour quatre p'eriodes.

8. Les Comit‘e Ex‘ecutif doit administrer l‘Association conformément aux

presents Stacuts et au Réglement Intérieur ainsi qu'aux décisions de la Con-

f‘erence des Del'egu'es.
Le Comit’e Ex'ecutif se r’eunit au début et 5 1a fin d‘une Assemblée at au

moins une fois entre les Assembl‘ees G'en'erales ordinaires.

9. Le rale des Organismes interieurs a 1'AIGA (of. Article 2 des Sta-

tuts) est de servir les buts scientifiques de l‘Association en prenant en

charge la coordination des recherches scientifiques, en organisant des r'e-

unions scientifiques, en promouvant l'échange d'informations et de données

entre chercheurs, et en conseillant 1e Comit'e Ex'ecutif en ce qui concerne 1a

definition d'une politique gén’erale en vue d'otienter 1es travaux scienti-

fiques de l'Association.
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10. Le rfile des Organismes qui sont institues en liaison avec d'autres

Associations do l'UGGI ou des membres d'autres Organismes du CIUS (cf. Article

2 des Statuts) est d'assurer la coordination des programmes ou des reunions

scientifiques qui Concernent des sujets d'int‘erét mutuel.

III . Finances

11. Le Secrétaire General prepare, pour chaque periode, un projet de

budget des recettes et des depenses pendant cette periode. Au tours de la

session de l‘Assemblee Generale qui precede immediatement cette periode, 1e

Secretaire Gén'eral presente ce projet au Comite Executif et, aprés approba-

tion de la Conference des Delegues, peut engager les depenses prevues au

budget.

12. Au moins six mois avant l'uuverture d'une Assembles Ordinaire, Ie

Comite Executif designe un Comite des Finances pour examiner les comptes et

presenter a la Conference des Delegu'es un rapport sur les resultats de cette

Verification. Un membre du Comite Executif ne peut Etre en meme temps membre

du Comite deS Finances.

Iv. Droit de Vote

13. Lorsqu‘un vote porte sur une question d'ordre exclusivement scien—

tifique, chaque Delegue dfiment accredite et present 5 une reunion de la

Conférence des Delegues dispose d'une voix.

14. Pour les questions d'ordre administratif, le vote a lieu par Pays

Membre, chaque Pays Membre disposant d'une voix en la personne du Chef de

Delegation (ou de son repr‘esentant, confomément au Réglement Interieur).

15. Pour les questions d'ordre financier, le vote a lieu par Pays

Membre, chacun d‘eux disposant d'un nombre de voix egal au numero de la

categorie d'appartenance a l'UGGI. Les voix sont exprim'ees par les Chefs

de Delegation de chaque Pays Membre (ou par leurs representants, conforme-

ment au Réglement Interieur).

16. Les questions qui sont en partie d‘ordre scientifique et en partie

d'ordre administratif et qui ne mettent pas en jeu de questions financiéres,

sont considerees comma administratives.

l7. Avant un vote, le President decide si la question 5. debattre est

d‘ordre financier, administratif ou scientifique. La decision du President

ne peut Etre contestee que par le Chef de Delegation d'un Pays Nembre. Dans

cette eventualite, la decision du Pr'esident peut étre modifiee par les Chefs

de Delegation, a la majorite des deux tiers des pr'esents.

18. Les votes sur des questions d'ordre administratif ou financier

peuvent se faire par correspondence (conformement au Réglement Interieur) .

19. Four la validite des delib'erations de la Conference des Delegues,

1a moitie au moins des Chefs de DElégation accredites doivent Etre presents

(ou represent'es conformément au Reglement Interieur).

Les decisions de la Conference des Delegues sont prises 5 la majorite

simple, sauf clans les cas spécifies par les presents Statuts. S'il y a

egalite de voix, 1a decision appartient au President. La majorite simple

ou la majorite des deux tiers sont calculees par le rapport des votes

affirmatifs a‘ la some des votes affirmatifs et negatifs.
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V. G'enéralités

20. Cos Statuts, de mEme que toute modification ult'erieure, prennent
effet é Compter de la clature de I'Assemblée GEnérale é laquelle ils Ont éte
adopt‘es, sauf décision contraire de la Conference des Délégues.

21. Ces Statuts ne peuvent étre modifi‘es qu'avec l'approbation d'une
majorité des deux tiers des Pays Membres qui ont accrédit'e dos D'el'ogu‘es a

I‘Assemblée, confom‘ement aux article 5 et 14 des Statuts.

22. Seuls les Pays Hombres peuvent proposer une modification de ces

Statuts. Toute proposition doit parvenir au Secrétaire Gén‘eral au moins six
mois avant 1a date annonc'ee pour l'Assemblée Générale 21 laquelle elle Sera

examin'ee. Le Secretaire Géneral devra notifier les Changements proposes a
tous les Pays Membres au moins quatre mois avant 1a date annoncée pour
l'Assembl'ee G'en'eralo.

23. La ConfErence des Délégués est habilitée 5 adopter un Réglement
Int'erieur, dans le Cadre des Statuts de l'Association. Ce Reglement
Intériaur est adopté et peut Etta modifié par un vote a 1.3 majorit’e simple
des Pays Membres qui ont accrédit'e des D'elégu'es 5 I‘Assemblée, confomément
aux articles 5 at 14 des Statuts. Le Réglement Int’erieur, ou toute autre

modification ultérieure do celui-ci, prend offer: a campter de la cloture de
l'Assemblee G'enérale au COUIS de laquelle il a été adopt'e, sauf decision
Contraire de la Conférence des D'el'egués.

24. Les pr‘esents Statuts ont été r'edig‘es dans les langues officielles
de l‘UGGI. Le texte anglais fair foi en cas de probléme d'interprétation.

REGLEMENT I NTéRI EUR“

1. Structure

1. L'AIGA est composee de Divisions et d‘Organismes Inter-Divisions
(Commissions ou Groupes de Travail). Ce sont:

Division I : Champs Magn‘etiques Internes

Division II : Ph'enomenes Aéronomiques
Division III : Ph'enoménes Magnétosphériques
Division IV : Vent Solaire at Camp Magn'etique Interplanétaire
Division V : Dbservatoires, Instruments, Indices et Donn'ees
Commission Inter-Divisions

Commission Inter—Divisions Histoire

Commission Inter-Divisions Moyenne Atmosphére
Commission Inter-Divisions : Pays en Voie de Développement

Recherche Antarctique

2. Chaque Division ou Organisme Inter-Divisions soumet son rfile, sa

propre structure et son mode do fonctionnement 5 l'approbation du Comite
Ex‘ecutif. Le r612 et l'efficacit'e de chaque Division et Organisme Inter-

Divisions sont réexaminés par le Comité Exécutif a Cheque Assemblée G'enérale
ordinaire.

* Adopté par l'Assembl'ee GénEraIe Extraordinaire de l'Association a Seattle
en 1977, et modifié par la Conference des Délégués a Seattle en 1977, a

Canberra en décembre 1979 et a Hambourg en aofit 1983.
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3. Les responsables des Divisions et des Organismes Inter~Divisions

sont nomm'es par Le Comité Ex'ecutif pour une p'eriode, sous reserve de ratifi-

cation par la Conférence des Dél'egu'es. Les vacances survenant au cours

d'une période sont pourvues par la Cornice Exécutif.

Pour que leur nomination devienne effective, les responsables de Divi-

sions at d'Organismes Inter-Divisions doivent adresser au President une

lettre d'acceptation exprimant leur volonte de servir dans functions aux-

quelles ils sont appelés.

4. Les responsables des Divisions et des Organismes Inter-Divisions

sont habilit'es é designer, pour chaque periode, des rapporteurs, des respon-

sables de groupes de travail et 1es tesponsables d'autres sous-divisions

possibles.

5. Etant bien entendu one has principaux critéres pour les d‘esignations
visées aux articles 3 et 4 de ce Réglement Int‘erieur sout 1a comp‘etance scien-

tifique et administrative des candidats, 1e Comit'e Exéeutif et 1es respon-

Sables de Divisions et d'Organismes Inter-Divisions veilleut 5 Ce que, dans

toute la mesure du possible, ces designations tiennent compte d'une repre-
sentation g'eographique adequate.

6. Le Comit‘e Ex‘ecutif peut cr‘eer des Organismes Communs avec d'autres

Associations de l‘UGGI ou avec des sections d‘autres Organismes du CIUS en

vue de traiter de sujets d'intérEL commun; i1 exerce 1a responsabilit'e de

l'AIGA dans la désignation, en function des besoins, de leurs responsables,
de leurs membres ou des repr‘esentants de l'AIGA.

Dans ses relations avec des Organismes n'appartenant pas 5 I‘UGGI, 1e

Comit‘e Exécutif ne peut engager 1‘UGGI, ou agir au nom de 1‘Union, sans

1'accord ptéalable du Comité Exécutif de l'UGGI.

II . Administration

7. Le President pen: .5 tout moment, avec 1'approbation du Comit'e Exe—

cutif, convoquer une Assemblée c'en'erale extraordinaire.

Le Pre‘sident est tenu de convoquer une telle Assemblée si elle est

demandee par la moiti‘e au mois des Pays Membres.

Une Assembiee G’en'erale extraordinaire a Ies mémes pouvoirs et est

soumise aux mémes regles qu'une Assemblée Gén‘erale ordinaire.

Entre 1es Assemblées G'enérales ordinaires de I'AIGA, des Assemblées

scientifiques peuvent étre tenues, conform’ement au Réglement Intérieur de

I'UGGI.

8. Le Secrétaire G‘en'eral notifie aux Pays Membres la date et le lieu

de réuuion de touce Assemblée au moins neuf mois é l'avance.

9. L'ordre du jour pruvisoire des reunions de la Conference des non»

gu‘es est pr‘epar‘e par le Secr'etaire G‘enéral et communique aux Organismes
Nationaux au moins trois mois avant l'ouverture de l'Assembl'ee. Y figurent
toutes les questions qui ont eté soumises par les Organismes Nationaux pour

étre discut'ees par la Conf'erence des Del'egués, ainsi que celles qui ont 'et'e

proposées par le Comité Exécutif. Toute question qui n'aurait pas ’et‘e ainsi

notifi'ee ne peut étre examin'ee qu'avec l'assentiment de la Conference des

Délégués.

10. Les reunions de la Conf‘erence des Délégués sont publiques. Tout

non—délégué peut participer a une discussion, pourvu que le Président 1'y
ait autorisé.
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Le Président pout, de sa propre initiative ou 5 1a demande d‘une Orga-

nisme National de l'AIGA, inviter des repr'esentants d'organismes scienti—

fiques ou des personnalités :i assister 5 one r'eunion dc la Conférence des

D'elégu‘es avec voix consultative.

11. Du Pays Membre qui n'est pas repr'esenté 5 une r'eunion de la Conf‘e—

rence des Dél'egués peut voter par correspondance sur toute question du type

indiqu’e aux articles 11. et 15 des Statuts, a l‘exception de l'election du

Comite Ex'ecutif, pourvu que la question ait 'et'e clairement définie dans

l'ordre du jour définitif distribu‘a é l'avance aux Pays Membres, que la

substance de la question n‘ait pas été chang'ee et que le vote du Pays soit

parvenu au Secr'etaire Général avant la reunion.

Avant un vote, 1e President décide si la procedure de Vote par corres-

pondance s'applique. La decision du Président peut é‘tre remise en cause

ainsi qu'il est décrit dans l'article l7 des Statuts.

12. Le Chef de D'Blégation d'un Pays Membre peut désigner un autre dél'e-

gufz de ce pays pour le repr'esenter 5 tout ou partie d‘une réunion de la Con—

f'erence des Délégués. Si 1e Chef de Dél'egation est dans l'impossibilit'e de

faire cette designation, les Délégu'es dfiment accrédit'es de ce pays peuvent

d‘esigner un dos leurs come représentant du Chef de Delégation. Dans les

deux cas, le Secrétaire G'enéral on sets inform'e avant la t‘eunion de la Con-

ference das o'eiégu‘es a laquelle 1e représentant du Chef de Dél‘egation aura

21 excercer son mandat.

13. Au mains six mois avant l'ouverture d'une Assemblée G'en'erale ordi-

naire, 1e Président, aprés consultation du Comité Ex'ecutif, désigne un Comité

des Nominations, composé d'un President at de quatre Membres. Le membres du

Comité Exe’cutif ne peuvent pas faire partie de ce Comité.

Le Comité des Nominations est chargé de présenter a la Conf'erence des

D'el’egués ou mains un candidat pour chaque paste a pouvoir au Comit'e Exécutif

et cela au moins quatre jours avant l'élection. En dehors de ces proposi-
tions du Comité des Nominations, un Chef de D'el‘egation peut présenter d'autres

candidatutes en 'ecrivant au Pr'esident du Comité des Nominations au moins deux

jours avant l‘élection. L'ensemble de toutes cee candidatures doit étre rendu

public au moins un jour avant l'élection.

En g‘en‘eral, la composition du Comité Ex'ecutif devrait refl’eter un equi—
libre Convenzlble entre régions et antre disciplines.

L'élection des membres du Comit'e Exécutif est faite a bulletins secrets.

Le President choisit deux scrutateurs pami les D'el'egu'es présents qui ne sont

ni membres du Comite Exécutif, ni membres du Comit'e des Nominations, ni candi-

dats aux Elections.

“4. Le Comit'e Exécutif est convoqu'e par la Pfesident.

Lots d'une reunion du Comite Ex‘ecutif, aucun de ses membres ne peut se

faire repr'esentex par une autre personne. Pour In validit‘e des deliberations

du Comité Ex'ecutif, la moitié au moins des membres doivent Etre presents.
Toutes les decisions du Comite sont prises a la majorite simple du nombre

total des membres présents. S‘il y a egalit'e des voix, la décision appartient
au Pr'esident.

Lorsque l'importance et l'urgence d'une décision 1e justifient, un vote

par correspondance peut étre organisé par le Secr'etaire Général 5 la demande

du President. Les memes régles de validit‘e et de majorité s'appliquent.
Le Piesident peut, de sa propre initiative ou a la requ'éte d'un autre

Hombre du Comit'e Exécutif ou d'un Organisme National de l'AIGA, inviter des

repr'esentants d'crganismes scientifiques ou des personnalités ‘a assister a

une reunion du Comit'e Ex‘ecutif avec voix consultative.
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15. Les propositions relatives 5 l'ordre du jour des r‘eun1ons du Comit'e

Exécutif peuvent étre présent’ees par 1es membres de ce Comit'e, par 1es res-

ponsables de Division on d' 0rgan1sme Inter—Divisions, ou par 1es Organismes

Nat1onaux de 1' AIGA; elles doivent parvenir au Secretaire General trois «1015

au moins avant 1a reunion. L' ordre du jour definitif, aprés approbation du

Président, doit etre envoyé aux Membres du Comité Ex'ooutif un no1s au moins

avant 1a r'eunion. Une question non inscrite a 1' ordre du jour ne peut Etre

discutée a une reunion du Comit'e Exécutif, sauf si une requete en ce sens a

regu l'approbation du Comite Ex’ecutif.

16. Outre 1es functions d'efinies aux articles 6 et 8 des Statuts de

1' AICA et aux Articles 2, 3 et 6 du present Reglement Interieur et dams 1a

limite des directives gen'erales et particuliéres de la Conference des Dele-

gu'es, 1e Com1t'e Ex'ecutif est habilité:

a) a agir en tant que comite d‘ organisation pour toutes 1es Assemblees,

Colloques et Reunions de 1 A1GA,ou a d'ol'eguer cette responsabuiré a (1' autres

personnes en fa1sant 1es designations necessaires.

b) a confier a des commissions spéciales ou a certaines personna11tes 1a

preparation de rapports sur des sujets de la competence de 1' Association.

:2) a inviter ou designer, comme correspondants locaux de 1' Association,

des personnalités ou des institutions de pays qui ne sont pas membres de

1'Association.

17. Les attributions du President de 1' AIGA sent:

a) de representer 1‘ AIGA au Cornice Ex'ecutif de 1' 1.1661,

b) de representer 1' AIGA dans ses relations avec les Organismes Nationaux

correspondants, les autres Associations de 1' UGGI et 1es autres organismes du

CIUS,

e) de repr‘esenter ou de d’esigner une personne pour repr'esenter 1' AIGA

aux r'eunions, conferences on c'er'emonies ou une representation officialle est

requise uu souhaitable,

d) de convoquer et de pres1der les reunions de la Conference des Dere-

gues et du Comit'e Exécutif,

e) at de soumettre a la Conference ordinaire des Delegu'es a chaque Assem-

blee Generale, un rapport sur 1es travaux scientifiques de 1' Association.

18. Les attributions des vice—Présidents, 1'un cu 1‘autre selon 1es

dispositions prises par le Comite Exécutif, sent, an cas d'empéchement du

President, de presider 1es reunions des Conférences des D'e1‘egu‘es ou du Comit‘e

Ex‘ecutif et de repr’esenter 1e Pr'esident aux réunions du Comit‘e Ex‘ecutif de

1'UGGI, oonfom‘ement é l'article 1|, paragraphe 2, du Réglement Intérieur de

1'UGGI.

Le President peut designer 1'un des woo—Presidents pour agir en son non

en toute autre function on lots de r'eunions ou conferences pour lesquelles

une représentation officielle de 1‘AIGA est requise ou souhaitable.

19. Les attributions du Secrétaire GénIaIal sent:

a) d'assurer 1e secretariat de l'AIGA, d'organiser 1es Assembl'ees con-

fonn'ement aux directives du Comite Exécutif, d' organiser 1es réunions du

Comité Exécutif de preparer et de distribuer rapidement 1' ordre du jour et

1es compte- rendus des reunions de la Conference des Delegues et du Comite

Executif,
b) de g‘erer 1es affaires administratives at scientifiques de 1‘Associ-

ation, de s'occuper de 13 correspondance, de tenir a jour les archives at

d'en assurer 1a conservation,

e) de tenir informés 1es membres du Comic‘e Ex‘ecutif, entre 1es reunions

de Ce dernier, de toute affaire importance concemant 1'Association,

d) d‘assister 1e Président au cours des réunions du Comit‘e Ex'ecutif de

1'UGGI,
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e) de recevoir st de g‘erer les fonds qui peuvent étre alloués e3 l'Asso-
ciation par 1'11ch ou qui peuvent provenir de toute autre origine, dc dépenser
ces fonds conform'ement aux décisions de la Conférence des Dél'egu'es ou aux

instructions du Comic'e Ex‘ecutif, de tenir le compte de toutes les recettes

et dépenses et de soumettre ce Compte, Certifié par un Comptable qualifié,
5 la V'erification du Comité des Finances d'esign'e selon Particle 12 des

Statuts de l'AIGA,
f) de preparer at publier le programme et les compte~rendus de l'Assem-

bl'ee G'en'erale,
g) de publier un bulletin interne a l'Assuciation (tel que la IAGA News)

contenant les infomations d‘inc’erat g'en'eral pour l'Association,
h) de préparer, pour clmque Assemblée, la liste des D’el‘egu‘es e: Chefs de

Dél'egation,
i) at d'accumplir route autre tache qui pent lui étre confiée par 16:

President ou par le Cumité Ex‘ecutif.

III. Finances

20. Lors de la pr‘evision des d‘epenses par le Secrétaire Général (2t au

moment de son approbation par le Comit‘e Exécutif, comma mentionn‘e a‘ l'Article
11 des Statuts de l‘AICA, les fonds attendus sont affect'es, par ordre a), b),
c) de priorité d‘ecroissante, aux besoins suivants:

a) Fonctionnement du Serétariat de l'AssoCiation, y compris la pr’epara—
tion administrative des Assemblées et des réunions du Comit‘e Exécutif, la

publication c125 IAGA News et des compte-rendus, ct les dépznses de voyage
liées 5 la repr'esentation de l'AIGA aux reunions du Comité Exécutif d2 l'UGGI.

R'eunions du Comit'e Exécutif durant les Assemblées G'en‘erales, y compris
les frais de voyage des Membres du Comit‘e Exécutif qui ne peuvent obtenir un

autre soutien financier.

D'epenses administratives mineuras demand'aes par les Responsables des

Organismes Communs, des Divisions et des Organismes Inter—Divisions qui ont

inaiqu‘e, par 'ecrit, qu'ils n'ont pu obtenir le soutien n'ecessaire de l'Orga-
nisme National de l'AIGA, s'il exists clans leur pays, ou de l'Institution a
laquelle i1: appartiennent.

b) Reunions du Comiré Ex’ecutif qui Ont lieu entre les Assembl'ees, y

compris les frais de voyage des membres du Comit'e Exécutif.
Contribution partielle aux frais de Voyage, pour des réunions offici-

elles suit administratives soit scientifiques et patronn‘ees par l'AIGA,
qu'il s'agisse de responsables de Division, d‘Organisme Inter-Division at

d'Organisme Commun ou qu'il s'agissa de conférenciers, d'organisateurs ou de
membres d‘un comit‘e des programmes, don: 1e Comit’e Ex‘ecucif juge la partici—
pation essentieue au succés de la r‘eunion et qui ont indiqu’e par ’ecrit
qu'ils n'ont pu obtenir le soutien nécessaire de l'Drganisme National de

l‘AIGA, s'il existe dans leur pays, ou de l'lnstitution 5 laquelle 115

appartiennent.
Frais de voyage du Président pour remplir ses functions de représent-

ation de l'AIGAi

Aide, si n'ecessaire, aux publications réguliéres du Service Inter-
national des Indices Géomagn'etiques, dans lesquelles l'AIGA a une respons-
abilité fondamentale.

2) Publications particuliéres, d'apenses administratives particuliéres
ou tout autre besoin non mentionn'e en a) ou 1:) el: conformes aux buts de

l'Associatiun.
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IAGA INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND LEADERS (1983-1987)

President:

Vice‘Presidents:

Secretary-General:

Members :

(ex officia)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

D. Ian COUCH,

Rnger E. GENDRIN,

vac lav BUCHA,

Mic hae l GADSDEN
,

Naoshi FUKUSHIMA,

Oleg M. RASPOPOV,

Ram G. RASTOGI,

Ulrich SCHHUCKER,

Donald J. WILLIAMS,

Keith D. COLE,

Institute of Earth and Planetary

Physics, University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta T66 2J1, Canada

Group de Recherches Ionoaphérique
CNET-CNRS-IPG

3 Avenue de la Republique
92131 lssy-les-Maulineaux, France

Geophysical Institute

Czechoslovak Acad. Sci., Boéni 11

141 31 Praha 4 —

Sporilov
Czechoslovakia

Natural Philosophy Department

Aberdeen University
Aberdeen A139 ZUE

Scotland, u.|<.

Geophysics Research Laboratory

University of Tokyo

Tokyo 113, Japan

Polar Geophysical Institute

Apatity, Murmansk Region
184200 U.S.S.R.

Indian Institute of Geomagnetism
Colaba -

Bombay liOO 005, India

lnstitut ffir Geophysik
Universitat Gfittingen
Postfach 2341

D—JAOO Gottingen, Fed. Rep. Germany

Applied Physics Laboratory

Johns Hopkins University

Laurel, MD 20707, U.S.A.

Division of Theoretical and Space

Physics, La Trobe University

Bundoora, Victoria 3083, Australia

Honorary Members of IAGA:

J . COULDNB

V. LAU‘RSEN

M. NICOLET

T . NAGATA

J .0 . CARDUS

(4 rue Emile Dubois. 75014 Paris, France)

(Drejb'gade 40, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark)

(30 Avenue Den Doom, 13-1180 Brussels, Belgium)

(National Institute of Polar Research, Tokyo 173, Japan)

(Observatorio del Ebro, Roquetas, Tarragona, Spain)

L.R. ALLDREDGE (uses “8964, Box 20546, Denver, CO 80225, U.S.A.)
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DIVISION I. INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELDS

Chairman: MJL )lcELHINNY, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and

Geophysics, Box 378, Canberra city, ACT. 2601,
Australia.

vice—Chairmen: M. KONO, Department of Applied Physics, Tokyo Institute
of Technolog)’, Tokyo 152, Japan.

R.A. LANGEL, Code 922, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

(until August 1984, in Bullard Lab., University
of Cambridge, Cambridge C53 052, U.K.)

.‘l.S. leDANDV, IZMIRAN, Troitsk, Moscow Region 1A2092,
U.S.S.R.

Working Group I-I, Analysis of the Main Field and Secular Variations

Chairman: D.R. BARRACLOUGH, Geomagnetism Unit, Institute of

Geological Sciences, Murchison House, west

Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3m, U.K.

vicerChairman: U. MUND'I‘, Zentralinstitut fur Solar—Terrestrischc thsik,
Rudower Chaussee 5, DDR—1199 Berlin-Adlershof,
German Dem. Rep.

Working Group 1—2. Theory of Planetary Magnetic Fields and Geomagnetic
Secular Variation

Chairman: I.A. ELTA‘IEB, School of Mathematical Sciences,

University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan.

Vice-Chairman: D.E. LOPER, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics institute, Florida

State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306, UiS.A.

Working Group 1—3. Electromagnetic Induction and Electrical Conductivity
(earth and moon)

chairman: ILA. HOBBS, Department of Geophysics, University of

Edinburgh, JCME King's Bldgs., Hayfield Road,
Edinburgh EH9 3Jz, U.K.

Vice-Chairman: S.E. HJELT, Department of Geophysics, Oulu University,
517—90570 Oulu 57, Finland.

Working Group I-A. Magnetic Anomalies (land and sea)

Chairman: 9.1. HOOD, Rm 559, Geological Survey of Canada,
601 Booth Street, Ottawa KIA 0E8, Canada.

vice—Chairman: XLJ. HINZE, Geophysical Laboratory, Department of

Geosciences, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, U.S.Ai

working Group 1-5. Paleomagnetism

Chairman: D.A. VALENCIO, Departamento de GeolBgia,
Ciudad Universitaria, Pabellon 2,
1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina.

vice—Chairman: C.E. BARTON, Graduate School of Oceanography, Narragansett
Bay Campus, University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI 02881, U.S.A.
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working Group {-6. Rock Magnetism

Chairman: 5.x. BANERJEE, Department of Geology and Geophysics,

University of Minnesota, 310 Pillsbury Drive

s.c., Minneapolis, xx 5455, U.S.A.

Vice-Chairman: H.C. SDFFEL, Institut fur Allgemeine und Angewandte

Geophysik, Universita't Munchen,

Theresienstrasse fol/IV, D~8000 Miinchen 2,

Fed. Rep. Germany.

DIVISION II. AERONOMIC PHENOMENA

Chairman: }I.H. REES, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska,

Fairbanks, AK 99701, U.S.A.

Vice-Chairmen: A. BREKKE, Auroral Observatory, University of Tromso,
v.0. Box 953, M9001 Tromso, Norway.

5. mm, Radio Atmospheric Science Center,

Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan.

v.1. MOROZ, Space Research Institute, Profsoyuznaya 88,

Moscow 117810, U.S.S.R.

C.A. REDDY, Space Physics Division, Vikram Sarabhai

Space Centre, Trivandrum 695 022, India

Topic II~1. Structure and Dynamics of the Thermosphere

Topic II-Z. Neutral and Ion Chemistry and Solar Fluxes

Topic 11—3. Atmospheric Quancal Emissions

Topic 11-4. Ionospheric Small Scale Structures

Topic II—S. Ionosphere—Magnetosphere Interactions

Topic 11-6. Stratosphere-Mesasphere-Ionosphere Interactions

Topic 11-7. Aaronomy of Other Planetary Atmospheres

Topic 11—8. Laboratory Experiments of Aeronomic Interest

Topic II—9. Planetary Exospheres

Remark: Topic Reporters will be nominated later.

Working Group II—A. Electrodynamics of the Middle Atmosphere

Chairman: R.A. GOLDBERG, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,

Code 69], Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

Vice-Chairmen: A. BREKKE, Auroral Observatory, University of Tromsé,
P.0. Box 953, N-9001 Trcmsqi, Norway.

H. VOLLAND, Radioastronomical Observatory,

University of Bonn, Auf dem Hugel 71,

13—5300 Bonn, Fed. Rep. Germany.

Working Group II—B. Optical Interferometry

(Membership will be decided later)



Chairman:

Vice-Chai rmen:

Topic Ill—1.

Reporter:

Topic Ill—2.

Reporter:

Topic III-3.

Reporter:

Topic lll~4.

Reporter:

Topic III-5.

Reporter:

Topic III-6.

Reporter:

Topic 111—7.

Reporter:

Topic III-8.

Reporter:

Topic Ill—9.

Reporter:
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DIVISION III. MAGNETOSPHERIC PHENOMENA
E

A. NISHIDA, Institute of Space and Astronautical Science,
Komaba A-6~1, Meguro—ku, Tokyo 153, Japan.

B.J. FRASER, Department of Physics, University of

Newcastle, Newcastle, Nsw 2303, Australia.
D..1. SOUTUwoon, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College,

London SW 2132, U.1<.

C.U. WAGNER, Zentralinstitut fiir Solar—Terr. Physik,
Telegrafenberg, 0131145 Potsdam, German Dem. Rep.

Magnetosphere-lonosphere Interactions
M

Y. KAMIDE, Department of Computer Sciences, Kyoto Sangyo
University, Kamigamo-Motoyama, Kita-ku,
Kyoto 603, Japan.

Magnetosheath, Magnetospheric Boundary and Plasma Penetration

5.14.11. COWLEY, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College,
London SW7 ZBZ, U.K.

Distribution and Properties of Magnetospheric Plasmas

D.T. YOUNG, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,
NM 87545, U.S.A.

Energetic Particle Populations Including Cosmic Ray Entry

L.R. LYONS, NASA/ Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama 35812, U.S.A.

ULF Waves

A.D.M. WALKER, Department of Physics, University of Natal,
Durban, Natal 4001, South Africa.

Plasma Waves and Nave—Particle Interactions

M. ASHOUR-ABDALLA, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics, University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 900214, U.S.A.

Magnetic Storms and Substorms, Including Aurora-Magnetosphere
Relations

W. BAUHJOHANN, .‘laerlanck-Institut fiir Extra-Terrestrische

Physik, D-8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. Germany.

Nagnetospheres of Other Planets

G.L. SISCOE, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences,
University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 90024, U.S.A.

Active Space Experiments, Laboratory Experiments and Computer
Simulation

5.1). SHANHAN, NASA Headquarters, Washington, U.C. 20546,
U.S.A.
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Working Group 111-1. ULF Pulsations

chairman: hm. HUGHES, Department of Astronomy, Boston University,
725 Commonwealth Avenue,

Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.

working Group Ill—2. Composition of Hot liagnetospheric Plasma

Co-Chairmen: R.Gr JOHNSON, Lockheed Palo Alto Rescarch Laboratory,

Dept. 52—10, Bldg. 205,
3251 Hanover Street,

Palo Alto, CA 9143012, U.S.A.

1-1. BALSIGER, Physikalisches lnstitut, Universit'at Bern,
Sidlerstrasse 5, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland.

working Group III-3. Quantitative Hagnetnspheric Models

chairman: N.P. OLSON, Space Sciences Department, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics C0,, 530] 50153 Avenue,

Huntington Beach, CA 92647, u.S.A.

DIVISION IV. SOLAR WIND AND INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

Chairman: m1. NEUBAUER, lnstitut ffir Geophysik und Mcteorologie,
Universitfit zu K61n, Albertus—Magnus-Platz,
n—aooo Koln A1, Fed. Rep. Germany

Co—Chairmen: T.K. EREUS, Space Research Institute, Profsoyuznaya 88,

Moscow 117810, U.S.S.R.

T. COMBOSI, Department of Cosmic Rays,
Research Institute of Physics, P.O. Box 49,
H-1525 Budapest 1141, Hungary.

M. NEUGEBAUER, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, CA 91103, U.S.Al

s. PINTER, Geophysical Institute of the Slovak Academy,

94701 Hurbanovo, Czechoslovakia.

Topic IV—I. Large—Scale Characteristics of the Interplanetary Medium

Reporters: A..]. LAZARUS, Center for Space Research,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, MA 02139, U‘S.A.

J.L. STEINBERG, Observatoire de Paris—Meudon, DESPA,

92195 Meudon Principal Cedex, France.

Topic IV-Zi Waves, Discontinuities and Turbulence in the Solar Wind

Reporters: M.L. GOLDSTEIN, Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 692,

Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA.

ILA. GURNETT, Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa 52242, U.S.A.
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Topic IV-3. Solar Wind Interaction with Unmagnetized or Weakly Magnetized
Bodies

Reporters: M.K. WALLIS, Dept. of Applied Mathematics and Astronomy,

University College of Cardiff,

Cardiff, Wales, U.K.

T. GOMROSI, Department of Cosmic Rays,

Research Institute of Physics, 17.0. Box A9,
H-ISZS Budapest 1M, Hungary.

TE CRAVENS, Space Physics Research Laboratory,

University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109, U.S.A.

Topic IV-Zo. Plasma Composition and Neutral Gases

Reporters: H.J. FAHR, lnstitut fur Astrophysik, Universitat Bonn,
0—5300 Bonn I, Fed. Rep. Germany.

10w. OGILVIE, Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,

Greenbelt, MD 20771, u.s.A.

GRUNTl‘LAN, UlS.S.R.

DIVISION V. OBSERVATORIES, INSTRUMENTS, INDICES AND DATA

Chairman: h'.F. STUART, Geomagnetism Research Group,
British Geological Survey,
Murchison House, West Mains Road,

Edinburgh EH9 3LA, Scotland, U.I<.

CorChairmen: K.L. SVENDSEN, SEDSD (D62), EDS, NDAA, 325 Broadway,

Boulder, Go 80303, U.S.A.

h'.G. ELFDRD, Physics Department, University of Adelaide,

Adelaide, S.A. 5001, Australia.

A.N. ZAITZEV, IZMIRAN, Troitsk, Moscow Region 142092,
U.S.S.R.

Working Group V~1. Geomagnetic Observatories, Instruments and Standards

Chairman: E.R. NIBLETT, Division of Seismology and Geomagnetism,
Earth Physics Branch, EMR,

Ottawa, KlA 0Y3, Canada.

Co-Chairman: A.J. FORBES, Geomagnetism Research Group,
British Geological Survey,

Murchison House, West Mains Road,

Edinburgh EH9 SLA, Scotland U.K.

Working Group V—Z. Meteor and Partial Reflection

Chairman: 15.1.. KASCHEYEV, Institute of Radioelectronios,
Kharkov, u.S.s.R.

Co—Chairman: w.G. ELFORD, Physics Department, University of Adelaide,

Adelaide, S.A. 5001, Australia.
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Working Group V43. Optical Calibration Standards

Chairman: H. LAUCHE, Max—Planek-Institur fur Aeronomie, Postfach 20,

..

0-3411 Katlenburg-Lindau, Fed. Rep. Germany.
C.J. KUHN, Hermanus Magnetic Observatory, 11.0. Box 32,

Hermanus 7200, South Africa.

Working Group V-A. Magnetic Surveys and Charts

Chairman: N.J. SKINNER, University of Botswana, Private Bag 0022,

Gaborone, Butsuana.

Co—Chairman: s. UTASHIRO, Science University of Tnkyo, Kagurazaka 1—3,

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan.

Working Group v—s. Geophysical Indices

Chairman: M. SIEBERT, Institut fur Geophysik, Universirat Gb'ttingen,
Postfach 2341, D-3400 Gfittingen,
Fed. Rep. Germany.

Cu-Chairman: H. MAEDA, Matsugasaki Izumikawa 15, Sakyo-ku,

Kyoto 606, Japan.

Working Group V-fi. Collection and Dissemination of Data

Chairman: J.H. ALLEN, W'DCVA for STP, NOAA/EDS, 325 Broadway,

Boulder, CO 80303, USA.

Co-Chairman: E.R. KARIN, World Data Centre B, Soviet Geophysical

Committee, Molodezhnaya 3,

Moscow117296, U.S.SrR.

Working Group V—7. Geomagnetic Repeat Stations

Chairman: D. VOPPEL. Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut,

Postfach 220, D-ZOOO Hamburg A,

Fed, Rep. Germany.

Co-Chairman: N.u. PEDDIE, US Geological Survey, MS 96A

Federal Center, Box 25046,

Denver, CO 80225, U.S.A.

Ad Hoc Working Group on Geomagnetic Coordinate System

Chairman: G. GUSTAFSSON, Kiruna Geophysical Institute, P.0. Box 70A,

5-98127 Kiruna, Sweden.

Topic v~1. Geophysical Alerts and Forecasts

Reporter: .1. JOSELYN, NCAA/ERL/Space Environment Lab.,

325 S. Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303, U.S.A.

Note: IAGA representative to the MONSEE Steering Committee of SCOSTEP:

J.H. ALLEN, NBC—A for STP, NOAA/EDS, 325 Broadway,

Boulder, Go 80303, U.S.A.
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INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON ANTARCTIC RESEARCH

Chairman: LA. GLEDHILL, Department of Physics and E1eetrnnics,
Rhodes University,
Grahamstown 6140, South Africa.

Co~Chairmanz A.N. ZAITZEV, IZMIRAN, Troitsk, Moscow Region 142092,
U.S.S.R.

Vice-Chairmen: T..J. ROSENBERG, Institute for Physical Science and

Technology, University of Maryland,

College Park, MD 20742, U.SrA.

DJ. FRASER, Department of Physics, University of

Newcastle, Newcastle, N.S.N. 2308, Australia.

H. FUKUNISlll, National Institute of Polar Research,

Kaga 1r9-10, Itabashi‘ku, Tokyo 173, Japan.

INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON HISTORY

Chairman: “.13. GARRETT, Mail Code 144*218, Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,

Pasadena, CA 91103, U.S.[\.

Vice-Chairmen: S.R.C. MALIN, National Maritime Museum,

London SE10 9MP, U.K.

J. FEYNMAN, Department of Physics, Boston College,

..

chestnut Hill, MA 02167, U,S.A.

w. ScnRODER, Geophysical Station, Hechelstrasse a,

D-2820 Bremen—Roennebeck, Fed. Rep. Germany.

Senior Executive Panel
‘

Chairman: DJ. CHERNOSKY, A8 Berkley Street,

waltham, MA 02154, U.S.A.

Working Gruup on Development of Research

Chairman: G.s. GILLMOR, Project for History of lonospheric Physics,

wesleyan University,

Middletown, Gonn. 06457, U.S.A.

INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

Chairman: J. TAUBENHEIM, Zntralinscitut fiir Solar—Terrestrische

Phyis, Rudouer Chaussee 5,

DDR—1199 Berlin-Adlershof, German Dem. Rep.

(Io-Chairman: P.Cr SIMON, Institut d'Aéronomie Spariale,
3 Avenue Circulaire,
3-1180 Brussels, Belgium.
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Working Group on Irradiances Relevant to Aoronomio Processes

in the Middle Atmosphere

Chairman: P.C. SIMON, lnstiLut d'Aéi‘Onomie Spatiale,
3 Avenue Circulaire,
841180 Brussels, Belgium.

Working Group on Aeronomic Processes of the Middle Atmosphere

Chairman: G. ‘CEGIE, Service d'Aéronomie, CNRS, B.P. 3,
91370 VcrriEres 1e Buisson, Francci

working Group on Global Survey of Chemical Processes and Related Airglom
Phenomena in the Middle Atmosphere

Chairman: G.E. THOMAS, LASP, Campus Box 392, University of Colorado,

Boulder, co 80309, U.S.A.

INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON EXTERNAL/INTERNAL GEOMAGNETIC RELATIONS

Chairman: ILE. WINCH, Department of Applied Mathematics,

University of Sydney,

Sydney, N.s.w. 2006, Australia.

(Io-Chairmen: S. MATSUSHITA, High Altitude Observatory,

NCAR, P.0. Box 3000,

Boulder, CO 30307, U.S.A.

G.P. GREGORI, m, CNR, P. Sturzo, 31,
0014/. Roma, Italyi

INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Chairman: 12.0. RASTOGI, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism,
Colaha —

Bombay 400 005, India.

Regional Ctr-Chairmen: -

Africa: El 0N1, Department of Physics, University of Ibadan,

lhadan, Nigeria.
Asia: Qi-L, LIU, institute of Space Physics, 17.0. Box 2701,

Beijing, China.

Latin America

and Carribcan:
LG. PACCA, Instituto Astroanico e Geofisico,

Universidade de Sao Paulo, CP 30627,
01051 Sac Paulo, Brasil.
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JOINT WORKING GROUP (Divisions II and 111) ON AURORAL OVAL

AND ITS EXTENSION INTO SPACE

Chairman: c.—l. MENG, Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University,
Laurel. .‘lD 20707, U.S.A.

Vice-Chairmen: P.J. TANSKANEN, Department of Physics, University of Oulu,
SF-90570 Oulu 57, Finlandr

l‘l. BLANC, CRPE/CNET, 38 rue de la General Leclerc,

92131 IsSy-lesrl‘loulineaux, France.

lLB. GARRETT, Mail Code 144-218, Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,

Pasadena, CA 91103, U.S.A.

JOINT WORKING GROUPS BETWEEN IAGA AND URSI

Working Group on Passive Electromagnetic Probing of the Magnetosphere

Co-Chairman from IAGA Division III:

A.J, SMITH, British Antarctic Survey,

c/o Department of Physics,

University of Sheffield,
Sheffield S3 7RH, UrK.

Co-Chairman from URSI Commission:

K. TSURUDA, Institute of Space and Astronautical Science,
Komaba 14-6-1, Tokyo 153, Japan.

Working Group on Nave Instabilities in Space Plasmas

(Io-Chairmen from IAGA:

s.L. OSSAKOW (representing Division 11)

Code 4700, Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington, D.C. 20375, U.S.A.

L.R. LYONS (representing Division III)

NASA/ Marshall Space Flight Center,

Huntsville, Alabama 35812, U.S.A.

(lo-Chairmen from URSI:

E.J. FREHOU (representing Commission G)

Physical Dynamics, Inc., P.O. Box 3027,

Bellevue, WA 98009, U.S.A.

T. SATO (representing Commission H)

Institute for Fusion Theory,
Hiroshima University,
Hiroshima 730, Japan.

Note: After the URSI General Assembly held in Florence, Aug.-Sept.

1981», the following changes were made in the URSI repre—

sentatives of the above IAGA/URSI Joint Working Groups, i.e.,
K. TSURUDA is replaced by U.S. INAN (U.S.A.),
E.J. FREHOU is replaced by B. FEJER (U.S.A.),

whereas T. SATO continues to serve.
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JOINT IAGA/IAMAI’ ADVISORY BOARD

G.E. HUNT Centre for Remote Sensing, Imperial College,
Prince Consort Road, London SW 2132, U.l(.

J. LENOBLE Universite des Sciences et Techniques de Lille

59655 Villeneuve d'Asq, France.

C.L. MATEER Dept. of Atmospheric and Environmental Science,
4905 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ont., Canada H3H 5T4.

A. NISHIDA Institute of Space and Astronautical Science

Komaba 4-6—1, Meguro—ku, Tokyo 153, Japan.
MAI. REES Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701, U.S.A.

R.G. ROPER School of Geophysical Sciences, Georgia Institute of

Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332, U.S.A.

J. TAUBEN‘HEIM Zentralinstitut fiir Solar-Terrestrische Physik,
Rudower Chaussee 5, DUE-1199 Berlin-Adlershof,
Democratic Republic of Germany.

(This Board consists of the IAGA Chairmen of Divisions 11, III and

the Interdivisional Commission on the Middle Atmosphere, and the

Presidents of the IAMAP Commissions on Radiation, Ozone, Planetary
Atmospheres, and Meteorology of the Upper Atmosphere)

JOINT IAGA/IASPEI WORKING GROUP FOR ELAS

(Electrical Conductivity of the Asthenosphere)

A. {win Geodetical and Geophysical Research Institute,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 9.0. Box 5,
14-9401 Sopron, Hungary.

A.G. DUBA Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory, P.0. Box 808,

Livermore, California 9/4550, U.S.A.

A.L. HALES Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National

University, P.0. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia.

V.R.S. HUTTON Department of Geophysics, University of Edinburgh
Kings Buildings, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, U.K.

T.H. JORDAN A—015 Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of

California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, U.S.A.

T. MURASE Institute of Vocational Training
1960 Aihara, Sagamihara, Kanagawa Pref., 229 Japan.

LS. SACKS Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution

of Washington, 5241 Broad Branch Road, NW

Washington, D.C. 20015, U.S.A.

U. SCHMUCKER Institut fiir Geophysik, Universita't Gettingen
Herzberger Landstr. 180, 11-3400 Gottingen, E.R. Germany.

G. SOBOLEV Institute of Physics of the Earth, Bolshaya Gruzinskaya 10,
Moscow 123242, U.S.S.R.

L.L. VANYAN Soviet Geophysical Committee, Molodezhnaya 3,
Moscow 117296, U.S.S.R.

T. YUKUTAKE Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo,
Tokyo 113, Japan.

ZENG RONG-SHENG Institute of Geophysics, State Seismological Bureau,
Beijing, China.
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IAGA NATIONAL CORRESPONDENTS

( As OF NOVEMBER 1983 )

ALGERIA .......... A. HENNI, Institut de Météorologie ct de Physique du

Gioho, Université d'Aiger, DR, 1137, Alger

ARGENTINA J.R. NANZANO, Lahoratoio de Ionosfera, Unim Nat. de

Tucuman, Av. Independecia 1800, Tucuman 4000.

AUSTRALIA . PAL MCGREGOR, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and

Geophysics, Box 378, Canberra City, A.C.Tr 2601.1

AUSTRIA . . . l . i . . . . I’. STEINHAUSER, Institut fur Meteorologie und Geophysik
der Universit'ét Wicn, Hohe Harte 38, A—1190 Klan.

BELGIUM . N. SCHERER, Aeronomy Institute, 3 Avenue Circulairc,
13—1180 Brussels

BOLIVIA ..... c, AGUIRRE, Instituto de lnvestigaciones Fisicas,
Universidad Mayor de San Andres, La Paz

BRAZIL LG. PACCA, IAc, Universidnde de Sao Paulo, CP 30627,
01051 Sao Paulo

BULGARIA ..... P.B. NOZHAROV, Ceophysirai Institute, Akad, G. BonChev

Str., Bl. 13, Sofia 1113

BURMA ........... , Tin—Aye DIRGEo, Burma Geology Department, 226 DeIhousie

Str., Rangoon

CANADA ........ G. ROSTOKER, Department of Physics, UniversityotAiherta,

Edmonton, Aiherta T66 2J1

CHILE C.A. SGOLIA, Institute Geografico Ni1itar, Castro 354,

Santiago

LIU Qingiing, Institute of Space Physics, Academia

Sinica, Roi Box 2701. Peking

CUBA ............. ILG, CORDERO, Instituto de Geofisica, Ca11e 212 No. 2906

Marianao 16, Hahanaaio

CZECHOSLOVAKIA P. CCHADOVA, Geophysicai Institute, Slovak Academy of

Scir, Dfibtavské Street, 842 28 Bratislava

DENMARK E. ERIIs—CHRISTENSEN, Division of Geophysics, Danish

NeteoroiogicaI Institute, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100

Copenhagen 0

EGYPT ............ M. FAHIM, Helwan Observatory, Cairo

ETHIOPIA ......... iAGA Nationai Correspondent, c/o Ethiopian Science and

Technology Commission, v.01 Box 2490, King George VI

Street, Addis Ababa

FINLAND . C. SUCKSDORFF, Division of Geomagnetism, Finnish Meteoro-

logical Institute, Postbox 503, SF—OOlOl llelsink 10

FRANCE M.—L. CIIANIN, Service d'Aércnomie du CNRs, E.P. 3,

91370 Verriéres—lesfluisson



GERMANY

(Dem. Rep.)

GFJINAY ..

(Fe. Rep.)

GHANA

GREECE . . . .

GUATEMALA

HUNGARY

ICELAND . . . . .

INDIA

INDONESIA . . . . . . .

IRAN

IREL ND . . . .

ISRAEL

ITALY

IVORY COAST . .....

JAPAN.t..........

J0RDAN...........

KENYA............

KOREA. .

(Uem. Peop. Rep.)

K0REA........H..

(Rep. of)

LEBANON. .

LIBYA............

LUXEMBOURG
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w. MUNDT, Zentralistitut fill: Solar—Terrestrishe Physik

(Heinrich—Hertz—Institut), Rudower chaussee 5, DDR—

1199 Berlin—Adlershof

ct KREMSER, Max—Planck-Institut ffir Aeronomie, postfach

20,13-3ell Katlenbutg—Lindau 3

J.R. KOSTER, Department of Physics, University cf Ghana,

Legon, Accra

L. MAVRIDIS, Lahoratory of Geodetic Astronomy, University

of Thessaloniki, Tessaloniki

J. CODOY ORANTES, Institutn Gecgrafico National, Avenida

Las Americas 5—76, Zona i3, Ciudad de Guatemala

G. BARTA, Department of Geophysics, Eotvos University,

Kun Bela ter 2, H—1053 Budapest

T. SAENUNDSSON, Science Institute, Uni-varsity of Icelande

Dunhaga 3, Reykjavik

R.G. RASTOGI,

Bombay 1.00 005

T. CHAIDIR, Head of Subdivision fof Earth Magnetism,

Institute for Meteorology and Geophysics, Jelan A.R.

Hakim 3, Jakarta

NiH. GUYA,

A. BROCK, Applied Geophysics Unit, University College

Galway, Galway

A. EVIATAR, Department of Geophysics and Planetary Sciences,

Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv

Indian Institute of Geomagnetism, Coloba-

Institute of Geophysics, Amirabad, Teheran

Instituto di fisica, Universita, Piazzale

00185 Roma

J. ABLA (Secretary Nat'l. Com. for IUGG), ASS. Scientif.

de la Cote d'Lvoire, BJ’. 8029, Abidjan

Fa MARIANI,

delle Scienze 5,

H. KAHIYMIA, Upper Atmosphere Physics Laboratory, Tohoku

University, Sendai 980

Rt MAJALI, Jordan National Geographic Centre, v.0. Box

20214, Amman (IUGG Contact)

J.P. PATEL, Department of Physics, University of Nairobi,

P.O. Box 30097, Nairobi

CHOI Zong Gi, Hydrometeorological Institute, P.0t Box

No. 100, Pyongyang

Byung—So PAK, Cosmic—Ray Group, Department of Physics,

Sogang University, Seoul 121

A. SURSOCK, Conseil National de la Recherche Scientifique,

P.0. Box 8281, Beyrouth

pm. UNIS, Surveying Department of Libya, Po. Box 600,

Tripoli (IUGG contact)

J. FLICK, National Committee for IUGG, 25 Rue Louis XIV,

Luxembourg
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MADAGASCAR N. RAKOTONDRAINIBE, Faculté des Sciences, 13.1’. 906

Antananarivo

MALAYSIA CHUNG Sooi Keong, Geological Survey of w. Malaysia, 2nd

Floor, Survey Bldg., Jalan Gurney, Kuala Lumpur, 15—01

MEXICO A. OROZCO, Instituto de Geofisica, UNAM, Circuito Exterior,
Ciudad Universitaria,1{exico 20, D.F.

MONACO ......... .. National Committee for IUGG, Centre Scientific de Monaco

16 Boulevard de Suisse, Monte-Carlo

MOROCCO .......... H. A. DEMNATI, Service Géophysique, Direction des Mines de

la Géologie et de 1' Energie, Rabat

NEPAL K.L. SHRESTHA, Department of PDysics, Kirtipur Campus,
Institute of Science, Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur,
Katmandu

NETHERLAND ..... .. J.A. AS, Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
Fostbus 201, 3730 AE De Bilt

w._1. BAGGALEY, Physics Department, University of Canterbury,
Private Bag, Christchurch

NEW ZEALAND ..

NIGERIA ......... . E. 0N1, Department of- Physics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan

NORWAY ........ J.A. HOLTET, Department of Physics, University of Oslo,
RD. Box 1035, Blindern, Oslo 3

PAKISTAN Officer—in—Charge, No. 5 (Geodetic) Party. Survey of

Pakistan, Ereqery Road, P.0. Box 83, Quetta

PHILIPPINS L. BADILLO, Manila Observatory, P.o. Box 1231, Manila

POLAND ........ J. JANKOWSKI, Zaklad Geofizyki PAN, Pasteuro 3, Uarszava

PORTUGAL L. APARICIO DA 1mm, Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia
E Geofisica, Rua c do Aeroporte, 1700 Lisboa

RUMANIA 1 . . . . . 1 . . . D.V. STEFLEA, Institute for Earthas Physics and Seismology,
Magurele-Platform, P.O. Box MG-Z, Bucarest

SAUDI ARABIA M.S. JDUKHDAR, Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources,
Po. Box 21.7, Riyadh

SENEGAL . . .. .. R. REISS, Department of Physics, University of Dakar,

‘

Dakar—Faun

SIERRA LEONE . . The Director of Surveys and Lands, Ministry of Lands and

Mines, New England, Freetown

0.A. VAN DER WESTHUYSEN, Secretary, SANCGASS, NationalSOUTH AFRICA . . . .

(Rep. of) Scientific Programmes Unit, CSOR, P.o. Box 395, Pretoria

0001

SPAIN ....... . 1.0. CARDUS, 5.1., Observatorio del Ebro, Roquetas
(Tarragona)

SUDAN . I. A. ELTAYEB, School of Mathematical Sciences, University
of Khartoum, P. O. Box 321, Khartoum

SWEDEN c.—G. FALTHAmAR, Department of Plasma Physics, Royal
Institute of Technology, s~100 At. Stockholm 7o

SWITZERLAND .

SYRIA . . . . .

. G. FISCHER, Observatoire Cantonal, CPI-2000 Neuchfltel

. E. ABOU-CHAHINE, Faculté des Science, Section des Physique,
Universite de Damas, Damas
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TANZANIA Head uf Department of Physics, University of Dar es

Salaam, P.Ol Box 35049, Dar es Salaam

THAILAND s. PATCHINDU'L, Director, Royal Thai Survey Department,

Supreme Command Headquarters, Bangkok 2

TUNISIA HABIB EL ANRI, Frésident Directeur Général de l'Office

de la Topographie et de la Cartographie,

13, Ruede Jordanie, Tunis

TURKEY . A.M. ISIKARA, Jeofizik Kfirsflsfi, Fen Fakfiltesi, Istanbul

Univesitesi, Istanbul

U.S.S.R. v.A. TROITSKAYA, Soviet Geophysical Committee,

Malodezhnaya 3, Moscow 117296

UNITED KINGDOM J.A. JACOBS, Department of Geodesy and Geophysics,

Madingley Rise, Cambridge CE3 01:2

U.S.A. M.D. FULLER, Department of Geological Sciences, UCSB,

Santa Barbara, CA 93106

URUGUAY 1.11. ACUNA, Director, Servico Geogréfico Militar, Av. 8

de Octubre 3235, Montevideo

F. VILLANSENDIANA, Consejo de Desarrollo Cientifico y

Humanidades, Unlversidad del Zulia, Maracaibo

VENEZUELA .

VIETNAM . . . . . . . . . . TRAN-VIN'H-TUAN, Faculty of Science, University of Ho Chi

Minh City, P.0. Box A923, Ho Chi Minh City

P. JovANOVIé, Institute 2a Geomagnetism & Aeronomie,

11306 Gracka Kad Beograda

YUGOSLAVIA I

ZIMBABWE D.L. JONES, University of Zimbabwe, v.0. Box “9167

Mt. Pleasant, Salisbury

Note: As of 1 January I984, the following countries are the new

member countries of IUGG (also IAGA), i.e.,

IRAQ and MOZAMBIQUE.

0n the other hand, the membership of SIERRA LEONE ceased.
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" indicates the Chief Delegates to the IAGA Assembly

ALGERIA

HIRI A, BJ’. 32, Tamanrasset.

M

MONTEIRO C A, INANWT 5506, Luanda.

w

CAZEhEUVE H A, Institute Antartico Argentino, Cerrito 122.8, 1010 Buenos Aires.
FEBRER J M, Departanento de Geofisica, Com Nac Investigationes Espaciaces,

Av Mitre 3100, 1663 San Miguel.
*SCHNEIDER 0, Echeverria 2040, 1428 Buenos Aires.

VALENCIO D A, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Ciudad Universitatia~ceologia,
Pabellon 2, lazs Buenos Aires.

AUSTRALIA

COLE K D, Division of Theoretical and Space Physics, La Trobe University,
Eundoora, Victoria 3083.

CONSTABLE C C, RSES, Australian Nat'l L‘niv, F.0. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600.

CONSTABLE S c, RSES, Australian Nat'l Univ, P.0. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600.
FLFORD U 0, Dept of Physics, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA 5001.
FRASER D .1, Dept of Physics, University of Newcastle, Newcastle, NSU 2308.

liIBBERD F II, Dept of Physics, Univ of New Englend, Armidale, USU. 2351.
HLHBLE J E, Physics Dept, Univ Tasmania, G.P.0. Box 252 c., Hobart, Tasmania 7001.

HCELHINNY M 0, Bureau of Mineral Resources, P.O. Box 378, Canberra City 2601.
MCFADDEN P L, Research School Earth Sciences, Australian Nat'l Univ, P.O. Box 0,

Canberra ACT 2600.

*PARKINSON U D, Dept Geology, University of Tasmania, Box 252—0, Hobart, Tasmania

7001.

SCHMIDT P w, CSIRO, v.0. Box 136, North Ryde 2113.

WINCH D E, Dept of Applied Mathematics, Univ of Sydney, Sydney, N50 2006.

w

BAUER S J, Inst I-Ieteorol Geophysik, Univ Graz, 2.78010 Craz.
BECK}: I-I, Inst. fur Geophysik, Montanuniversit'at, A—8700 Leoben.

BIERNAT H K, Space Research Inst., Lustbu'helstr. 46, A—8042 Craz.

DUIIA DR, 2 Anst f z-Iet u Geodynamik, Hohe Uartc 33, A—1140 Uicn.
FRIEDRICH H, Tech Univ Graz, Inffeldgasse 12, A—8010 Craz.

HEYN H F, Space Research Inst./0AU, Inffeldgasse 12, A—8010 Craz.

*NAURITSCH H J, Geophysics Uininguniversity, A—8700 Leoben.
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RUCKER H D, Institut flit Weltraumforschung, Observatorium Lustbfihel, A—BOAZ

Graz.

TORKAR K M, Inst fur Ncltraumforschung, 'o'Au, Inffeldgasse 12, A—8010 Graz.

BELGIUM

ACKERMAN M, Aeronomy Institute, 3 Av. Circulaire, 13—1180 Brussels.

ARle 1:, Belgian Inst. Space—Aeronomy, Ringlaan 3, B—1l80 Brussels.

BOSSY L c A, lnst Royal Meteorologique, 3 Av. Circulaire, 13—1180 Brussels.

GERARD J—C, Rue de La Fine Pierre 3, 1.051 Neupre.

TNCELS J J T, Belgian Inst. for Space Aeron., Ringlaan 3, 13—1180 Brussels.

LEMAIRE J, lnst d’Aeronomie Spatiale, 3 Ave Circulaire, E—llso Brussels.

NICOLET M, Belgian Academy, 30 Avenue Den Doorn,B-1180 Brussels.

*SCHERER M G R, Belg. Inst. Space Aeronomy, Ave Circulaire 3, B—1180 Eruxelles.

SIMON P c, Inst d'Aeronomle Spatiale,Av Circulaire 3, 13—1180 Bruxelles.

BOTSWANA

SKINNER N J, Univ. of Botswana, Private Bag 0022, Gaborone.

BRAZIL

*PACCA I G, IAG, University of Sao Paulo, Caixa Postal 30627, 01051 Sao Paulo.

CANADA

EURRowS J R, Nat'l Res Council, loo Sussex Dr. Room 2021, Ottawa K1A 0R6.

CARMTCHAEL c M, Dept. Geophysics, Univ of Western Ontario, London N6A 5136.

DUNLOP D J, Univ of Toronto, Erindale College, Mississauga Rd, Mississauga,

Ontario LSL 1C6.

DOSSO 11 N, Dept Phys., Univ of Victoria, Victoria, BC VSW 2Y2.

DEUTSCH E R, Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland AlB 3x7.

GARLAND G D, Dept Physics, Univ of Toronto, Toronto NSS lA7.

GOUGH D I, Inst Earth a Planetary Physics, Univ of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta

T60 2J1.

HALLS H C, University of Toronto, Erindale College, Mississauga L5L 1C6.

HOOD P J, RM 559, Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth St., Ottawa 1<lA 0E8.

HORTTA R E, University of Victoria, Tho. Box 1700, Victoria, BC V8W 2Y2.

LAN 1. K, Pacific Ceoscience Centre, 9860 Vest Saanich Rd, Box 6000, Sidney,

B.C. VBL 4132.

MACNAB R, Geological Survey of Canada, P.0. Box 1006, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

1321 2.112.

McCONNELL J C, York University, 1.700 Keele St, Downsview Ont. 113d lP3.

McEwEN D J, Inst of Space t Atmos Studies, University of Saskatchewan,

Saskatoon, S7N 0110.

MURTHY G 5, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Memorial Univ of Newfoundland, St. John's,

NFLD AlB 3x7.

NIBLETT E R, Earth Physics Branch, 1 observatory Crescent, Ottawa K2H 7HG.

DZDEMTR 0, Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, St. John's, NFLD AlD 3x5.

PAULSON K V, 442 Birch Cr., Saskatoon SM 210..

*ROSTOKER G, Dept of Physics, Univ of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T60 2J1.

SAMSON .1 0, Dept of Physics, Univ of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T66 2J1.
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SERSON P H, RRZ Box 199, Nepean, Ontario KZC 3H1.

SHEPHERD G G, York University (GRESS), 4600 Keele St, Toronto “3.! 1P3.

STERGIOPUULOS S
, York University, 4700 Keele St, Downsview, Out. 143.] 1P3.

SYMONS D T A, Dept of Geology, Univ Winsor, Windsor, Ont. N91: 3N2.

SZETO A H K, York University, Toronto, [4700 Keele St, Downsview Ont. “3.1 lF3.

VALLANCE—JONES A, National Res. Council of Canada, Herzberg Inst of

Astrophysics, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0R6.

WEAVER J T, Dept of Physics, Univ of Victoria, 17.0. Box 1700, Victoria, 15c

V8” 2Y2.

CHINA

CHENG D—Y, Inst. of Space Physics, 17.0. Box 5112, Beijing.
HUANG Y-N, Telecommunication Laboratories, P.O. Box 71, 320 Chungli, Taiwan

*LIU Q—L, Institute of Space Physics, P.0. Box 5112, Beijing.
WANG S, Wuhan University, Wuhan.

w G-J, 1331 Han Zhuang, Beijing.
x11 w—v, Institute of Geophysics, Academia Sinica, Beijing.
zu T—Z, Dept. Geophys., Peking University, Beijing.
ZHANG x-c, Inst. of Geology, Changchun.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

EUCHA v, Geophys Inst of Czechoslovak Acad Sci, Bocni II/l401, 141 31 Praha

4—Spori1ov.
HVOZCARA M, Geophysical Inst. of the SAS, Dubravska, 84228 Bratislava.

KUDELA K, Inst. Exp. Physics, Slovak Acad., Solovjevova 47, 04001 Kosice.

LASTDVICKA J, Geophysical Institute CSAS, Bocni II, 141 31 Prague 4.

*OCHABOVA P, Geophysical Institute, Dubravska, 84228 Bratislava.

PINTER S P, Geophysical Institute, 94701 Hurbanovo.

PODSKLAN J, Geophysical Institute, 94701 Hurbanovo.

PRAUS o, Geophys. Inst. of the CSAv, Emmi II/l401, 141 31 Prague.
ROSA K, Geophysical Institute Acad, Sci., Dubravska Cesta, 84228 Bratislava.

TRISKA P, Geophys. Inst. Czechos1. Acad. Sc Bocni II, 141 31 Praha.

DENMARK

ABRAHAZ‘ISEN N, Lab Geophysics, Aarhus Univ, DK—8200 Aarhus N.

EAHNSEN A, Danish Space Research Inst, Lundtoftevej 7, DK—2800 Lyngby.
CANU 9, Danish Space Research Inst, Lundtoftvej 7, DK-2800 Lyngby.
DANIELSEN C, Div. Geophys. DNI, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
Films—CHRISTENSEN E, Div. Geophys. DMI, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
IVERSEN I B, Danish Space Research Inst, Lundtoftevej 7, DK—2800 Lyngby.
KRING—LAURIDSEN E, Steen Blichersvej 3, DK—3450 Birkeroed.

*LASSEN K, Div. Geophys. DMZ, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
LUNDBAK A N, Stigaardsvaj 3, DK—Z900 Hellerup.
MIKKELSEN I S, Div. Geophys. DMI, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
RASNUSSEN 0, Div. Geophys. DMI, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
RISBO T, Inst for Geofyski, Haraldsgade 6, DK—2200 Copenhagen.
SCHOENHARTING G, Copenhagen Univ, Destervoldgade 10, DK-3460 Covenhagen K~

SHARHA P v, Inst for Geofysik, Haraldsgade 6, DK-2200 Copenhagen-N.
UNGSTRUP E, Danish Space Research Inst, Lundtoftvej 7, Dx—zaoo Lyngby.
VENNERSTROEM S, Div. Ceophys. DMI, Lyngbyvej 100, DK—2100 Copenhagen.
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EGYPT

ASNOUR A A, Dept Mathematics, Fac Sci, Cairo Univ, Cairo.

DEEBES H, HIAG, Helwan observatory, Helwan.

FFAI E, Cairo Univ, Giza.

*FAHIM N, HIAG, Helwan Observatory, Helwan.

HUSSAIN A, Helwan Inst Astr & Geophys, 4 Haj Hassanain S. Zinah, Cairo.

FINLAND

B'dSINGER T, Dept Physics, Univ of 0u1u, 90570 0ulu 57.

HJELT S E, Dept Geophys, Univ of Oulu, 90570 Oulu 57.

HUUSKONEN A J, Dept Elecrr Egnr, Univ 0ulu, 90570 Oulu 57.

RATAJA E 1, Geophysical observatory, 99600 Sodankyla.
KAIKKONEN P, Dept Geophys, Univ of 0u1u, 90570 0u1u 57.

KIVINEN N, Finnish Meteorological Inst. observatory, 05130 Roykka.

KORHONEN J v, Geological Survey of Finland, 12510 Espoo 15.

NEVANLINNA H, Dept Geophys, Univ of Helsinki, 00100 Helsinki 10.

DKSMAN L o J, Dept Flectr Egnr, Univ of Oulu, 90570 0u1u 57.

PAJUNPAA K N, Dept Geophysics, Univ of 0u1u, 90570 0u1u 57.

PELLINEN R J, Finnish Meteorological Inst, Box 503, 00100 Helsinki 10.

PEsoNEN L J, Geophys Sect, Geological Survey of Finland, 12150 Espoo 15.

RANTA A, Geophysical Observatory, 99600 Sodankyl'é.
72-SUCRSD0RFF c G, Finnish Meteorological inst, Box 503, 00100 Helsinki 10.

TANSRANEN P J, Dept Physics, Univ of 0u1u, 90570 Oulu 57.

FRANCE

ALCAYDE D , CESR—CNRS, 9 av Cl Roche, 31029 Toulouse.

BARSCZUS H G, 14 Lot Bessodes, 11130 Sigean.

BAUER P, CNET/CRPE, 38—40 rue du General Leclerc, 92131 lssy 1es Noulineaux.

BERTAUS J L, Service o'Aerononie du CNRS, 91370 Verrieres—le—Euisson.

BERTHELIER A, CRPE—CNRS, 4 Avenue de Neptune, 94107 Saint Nur Cedex.

BLANC E, Commissariat Energie Atomique, P.0. 136, 92124 Nontrouge.

CAUDAL G c, CNET—CRPE, 38—40 rue du General Leclerc, 92131 lssy 1es Noulineaux.

CELNIKIFR L L, observatoire de Paris, Place Janssen, 92195 Neudon Principal Cedex.

CERISIER J c, CRPE, 4 Avenue de Neptune, 94107 Saint Maur Cedex.

*CHANIN N L, Service d'Aerononie du CNRS, EP 3, 91370 Verrieres—le Buisson.

CHANTEUR G, GRPE/CNET, 35—40 rue de General Leclerc, 92131 Issy 1es Moulineaux.

cum 0 C, Centre de Rech. Geophysiques, Garchy, 58150 Pouilly-sur—Loire.

CORCUFF v c, 89 Av. du Rectueur Fineau, 86000 Poitiers.

CORNILLEAU—wEHRLlN N, CRPE/CNET, 3 Ave de la Republique, 92131 Issy 1es Noulineaux.

CRENIEU A c, CNET/CRPE, 38—40 rue du Gen Leclerc, 92131 Issy Les Noulineaux.

DEEARBAT s v, Observatoire de Paris, Avenue de l'ohservatoire, 75014 Paris.

DUBOIN—MON N—L, CRPE/GNET, 38—40 rue General Leclerc, 92131 Issy—les-Moulineaux.

DUPIS A, Centre Geophysique, Garchy, 58150 Pouilly—sur—Loire.
ETCHETD J N, CRPE/CNET, 3 Ave de la Republique, 92131 Issy 1es Noulineaux.

FONTAINE D, CNET/CRPE, 38—40 rue du General Leclerc, 92131 Issy 1es Moulineaux.

FOURNIER H G, Lab de Physique de l'Eccle Sup, 24 rue Lhonond, 75213 Paris.

GALDEANG A, IFGP, Lab Geomag Faleomag, 75230 Paris Cedex 05.

GlRARD L N, CNET—CRPE, 38—40 rue du General Leclerc, 92131 Issy 1es Noulineaux.

GRANIER c, GNRS—Aeronony, BF 3, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson.

HAMELIN N, LFCE/CNRS 3A, Av. de la Recherche Sci., 54045 Orleans Cedex.

HARVEY c c, observatoire de Paris, Place Janssen, 92195 Neudon Principal Cedex.

HENRY B, 2 Les Hauts de Bruyeres, 91680 Eruyeres 1e chatel.
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JEGOU J—P, CNRS—Aeronomy, BP 3, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson.

KOSIK J 0, Division Mathematiques, CNES, 31000 Toulouse.

LALLEHBN; R, 0an Service d'Aerononie, 91370 Verri‘eres le Buisson.

LATHUILLERE c, CEPHAC—CNRS, BP 46, 38320 St. Martin d'Heres.

LBBLANC Y, Observatoire Faris—Meudon, Place Janssen, 92195 Meudon.

LEFEUVRE r, LPCE, Av de la Recherche Sci, 45045 Orleans Cedex.

LEROY H H, observatoire de Paris, 5 Place anssen, 92195 11eudon Principal cedex.

NARESCHAL 11, Univ Sci Tech Languedoc, Place Eugne Bataillon, 34050 I-iontpcllier.
MAZAUDIER c, CRPE/CNET, 4 Avenue de Neptune, 94107 St. Haur des Fosses.

MIGIE G, Service d'Aeronomie CNRS, BP 3, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson.

MENVIELLE M, Inst de Physique du Globe, 4 Place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05.

HILLIBR 1', CNRS~Université Paris VI, Paschel 81433, 75013 Paris.

NORAT P H, Inst de Physique du Globe, 4 Place Jussieu, 75230 Paris.

PERRAUT s, CNET—CRPE, 3 Ave de la Republique, 92131 Issy—les—Moulineaux.
PERROUD H, University of Rennes, 71A rue St Helier, 35100 Rennes.

PETITDIDIER H, CNRS Service d'Aeronomie, BP 3, 91370 Verrieres le Buisson.

PRARG]: R 11, LFSF—CNRS, Route des Gatines, BP 10, 92370 Verrieres 1e Buisson.

RAlSBBCR a 1-1, Laboratoite Rene Bernas, Bar 108, 91406 Orsay.
RBHB H, CBSR Toulouse Univ, BP 4340, 31029 Toulouse Cedex.

ROSSIGNOL J-C, CNRS, Inst Nat u'Astron et de Céophys, 75014 Paris.

ROUX A, CRPB/CNBT, 92131 Issy—les—noulineaux.
SAUVAUD J, CESR~CNRS Toulouse Univ. BP 4346, 31029 Toulouse Cedex.

SCHERER 370, Hinistere de l'Agrieulture, 19 Ave de Maine, 75732 Paris, Cedex 15.

5111011 P A, Observatoire de Meudon, Place Jansen, 92190 Heudon1

51-1er B 11, Lab. de Geomagnerisn, 4 Ave de Neptune, 94107 Saint Naur Cedexr

SOLOMON .1 Y, CRPE/CNET, 3 Ave de la Republique, 92131 lssy—les—Moulineaux.
TAlEB c, CNETrCRPE, Ave de la Republique, 92131 Issy—les—Moulineaux.
THERA A L, CRG de Garehy, 58150 Pouilly-sur—Loire.
VASSEUR c, CNRS—CCG, U.S.T.L., 34060 Montpelll'er Cedex.

VILA P v, CNET—CRPE, Ave de la Republique, 92131 Issy—les—Noulineaux.
VILLAIN J P, LSIZET, Blvd. des Armaris, B3100 Toulon.

VILLEDARY C DE, CRPE/CNET, 3 Av de la Republique, 92l3l Issyrles—Houlineauxr
HEBBR c c, I.U.G.S., 77 rue ClaudeeBernand, 75005 Paris.

GERMANY (Democratic Regublic)

*HUNDT N \x', Zentralinst f. Solar-Terr Phys, Rudowel‘ Chaussee 5, 1199 Berlin—

Adhershof.

TAUBENHEIN J, Zentralinst f SolarrTerr Phys, Rudower Chaussee 5, 1199

Berlin—Adlershof.

GERMANY (Federal Regublic)

BACHHAUS A L w VON, DARCOH, Alter weg 3l, D—637O 0herursel.

BACHTADSE v, Inst f Geowissenschaften, Saarstr 21, 11—5500 Mainz.

BARR R, Hax—Planck—Inst ffir Aeronomie, Postfach 20, 0—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

BAUER D 11, 11191 f Extraterr Physik, 0—8046 Garching.
BAUI-UOHANN 1:, PM E Extraterr. Physik, 0—8040 Garching.
BIRD 1-1 R, University of Bonn, Auf dem Hfigel 7l, 0-5300 Bonn.

CHRISTIANSEN P 3, 1m ffir Extraterr Physik, 13-8046 Garching.
FREY A, Nax—Planck—Inst, Postfach 20, 11—3411 Kstlenburgelindau 3.

GLASSMEIER K H, lnst f Geophysik, Corrensstr 24, 0—4400 Hansten

GLEBE 1-1, PM Kernphysik, Nietzschestr 32, D4800 Hanhein.

HAAR v, lnst Geophys/Freie Univ, Rheinbabenallee 49, 0—1000 Berlin 33.
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HAERENDEL G, 111>I (1'11: Extratarr Physik, D—8046 Garching.
11111111 A G, Nds. Landesamt f Bodenforschung, Postfach 510153, 0—3000 Hannover 51.

HALDDUPIS 1:, 1m 1 Aeronomie, Postfach 20, U—3411 Katlanburg—Lindau 3.

HINZE E, Hineralog Inst Uni'v Bonn, Poppelsdorfer Schlofl, 0—5300 Bonn.

110EG P, 11sx—P1ansk—Inst f Aeronomie, Postfach 20, U—3411 Katlenhurg—Lindau 3.

10131ch 11, Inst £11: Geophysik dsr Univ, Corrensstr 24, 13—4400 1111nstsr.

KERTZ 11, Inst Geophys u )Ieteorol, Tech Univ, D—3300 Braunscllweig.
KOHL 11, 11sx»P1snck—Inst f Aeronomie, Postfach 20, 0—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

RDRTH A, Nax—Planck—Inst i Aeronomie, Postfach 20, D—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

*KREMSER G, Max—Planck—Inst f Aeronomie, 0—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

KRENZIEN E, Inst Geophysik, Univ Gzittingen, 13—3400 Gottingen.

LANCE G, Physics Dept, Univ of Wuppertal, Gausstr 20, D—5600 Nuppertal 1.

LANGE—HESSE G, Max—Planck—Inst f Aeronomie, U—3411 Lindau/Harz.

LAUGH]: 11, Max—I’lanck—Insr. f Aetonomie, Postfach 20, 0—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

LIVI s, Max—Planck—Inst f Aeronomie, D~3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

1.13111 11, Inst f Geophys, Nendelssohnstr. 3, 0—3300 Braunschweig.

111111ch E 11, Max—Planck—Inst I Aeronomie, Postfach 20, D—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

McDIARMID D R, Nax-Planck—Inst f Aeronumie, c/o Dr. E. Nielsen, 0—3411

Katlenburg-Lindau 3.

MEYER J, Inst f Geophysik, Univ thtingen, Postfach 2341, 13—34 Gb'tcingen.
110EEIU5 E, Max—Planck—I‘nst Extraterr Physik, D—8046 Catching.
NEUBAUER F 11, Inst Geophys u Meteorol, Univ Kfiln, 13—5000 Kfiln 41.

NIELSEN E, Max—Planck—Inst £11: Aeroncmie, U-3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3.

OTTEN J, Inst f Geophys u Meteorolog, Mendelssohnstr. 3, 0—3300 Braunschweig.
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APPENDICES

SUMMARIES OF THE IUGG INTERDISCIPLINARY

SYMPOSIA SPONSORED BY IAGA

The xVIII General Assembly of 1ch was held in Hamburg, Federal Republic

of Germany, during 15—27 August 1933. The assembly organized the following 21

interdisciplinary symposia.

No. 1 Structures and processes in subduction zones (22-25 August 1983).

No. 2 Lithospheric deformations (l9 and 22, August 1983).

No. 3 Crustal accretion in and around Iceland (16418 August 1983).

No. A Geodetic features of the ocean surface and their implications (25—26

August 1983).
No. Geophysics of the polar regions (22 August 1983).5

6 Data management (16<17 August 1983)i

No. 7 Hot spots and mantle plumes (19 August 1983).

8 Assessment of natural hazards (16—19 August 1983).

9 Time~dependent processes and properties in planetary materials (22-23

August 1983) .

No. 10 Heat flow and geothermal processes (23—24 August 1983).

No. 11 Structure and composition of the oceanic crust (25‘26 August 1983).

No. 12 Plateau uplift, rifts and volcanism (17 August 1983).

No. 13 Scientific discoveries from MAGSAT investigations (22—23 August 1983).

No. 15 Interim results from the Mlddle Atmosphere Program (18—19 August 1983),

No. 15 Remote sensing for climate studies (16—17 August 1983).

No.16 Sea ice margins (13:19 August 1933).

No. 17 Low latitude coupled ocean/atmosphere circulation (22—24 August 1983).

No. 18 Ridge crest hydrothermal activity and the chemistry of sea water

(24 August 1983).

No. 19 The ocean and the C02 climate response (18—19 August 1983).

No. 20 Oceanic and atmospheric boundary layers (26 August 1983).

No. 21 Coastal and near shore Zone processes (16—18 August 1983).

IAGA was the leading Association for organizing Symposia Nos. 6, l3, and 14

(with IAMAP); IAGA cosponsored the symposia Nos. 2 and 5. The reviews of these

IAGA—sponsored IUGG Interdisciplinary symposia are summarized below. The Ab—

stracts of all 21 symposia have been published in book form (in two volumes,

tatal 191.2 pages) and are available from the IUCG Publications Office (39 ter,

rue Gay-Lussac, 75005 Paris, France), at the price of $20, postage extra.

In addition to the above IUGG interdisciplinary symposia, lAGA co—sponsored

the Symposium on the MVddel Atmosphere Sciences, organized by IAMAP. The pro—

gramme and abstracts of this IAMAP-IAGA joint symposium were included in the

IAMAP booklet, and the reprint from the IAMAP booklet was provided to all IAGA

registrants. The reprint (202 pages) is on sale at the mac Publications Office

at the price of c4.50, postage extra. A condensed report on this lAtLAP-IAGA

Joint Symposium on the MIddle Atmosphere Sciences is also included in this

section of the Transactions of the IAGA Hamburg Assembly.
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No. 2. SYMPOSIUM ON THE LITHOSPHERIC DEFORNATIONS

This Symposium was not a particularly useful one but a number of lessons

can be learnt from it. The initial response to the request for abstract was

rather dismal. Many submitted papers dealt with totally unrelated topics. No

one paper addressed itself to the main theme: namely the interdependence of the

geodetic, magnetic and seismic evidence for lithospheric deformations. If I

had accepted the nominal closing time for abstracts the programme would have

been poor indeed. Only by some active late minute canvasing was a reasonable

programme possible. The programme was still characterised by the omissions.

And it was still very much a subdivision of mini Symposia.
The programme was planned in several sections:

1. space geodetic methods and results.

2. Mathematical modelling of lithospheric deformation.

3. Local crustal deformations and stress.

4. Regional tectonic problems.
The geodesy papers were characterised by a total disregard for the multi—

disciplinary nature of the audience and by a jargon that even I found hard to

understand. when will this community learn to sell its product?
The three mathematical modelling papers were of high standard and informa—

tive. The papers were also relevant to those asking the questions of what

geodetic measurements should be made. But by this time most geodetic partici—
pants had left the audience.

The papers dealing with regional tectonic problems were generally useful.
I tried to maintain a good balance between regions of the world, and between

disciplines, and between nationalities. The result was a bit patchy but I, at

lease, got some new insight into several outstanding problems.
In planning the Symposium I tried to maintain a fairly leisurely pace,

giving speakers about 20 minutes each with 10 minutes for discussion. I con-

sidered this an important aspect. Too many other Symposia were crowded and
rushed. The few favourable cements I received on the Symposium related to this.

A comment on general organisation may explain the generally poor partici—
pation in the Symposium. Parallel with the Symposium on 19 August was a similar
one organised by moo: Symposium 7. [Hot Spots and Mantle Plumes]. Thermal

processes are a central part of lithospheric deformations. IASPEI held a

Symposium on Quantitative Geodynamics on the same day and ICL held its Symposium
ICL 1. Even IAG held not unrelated Symposia at the same time. Gravity fields
and reference systems are relevant to understanding the kinematics and dynamics
of the lithosphere.

I decided against publishing the papers. Symposia proceedings are frequently
not a very useful contribution to the literature. Good papers will be published
in any case.

(K. Lambeck, Convener)

N0. 5 INTERDISCIPLINARY SYMPOSIUM ON GEDPHYSICS

OF THE POLAR REGIONS

This was Symposium was held in commemoration of the 100th anniversary
of the First International Polar Year, the 50th anniversary of the Second
International Polar Year, and the 25th anniversary of the International Geo-

physical Year. In an introductory paper, G.D. Garland (Canada) drew the
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historical perspective and showed that magnetic observations obtained during
the First Polar Year are still useful and analysis of them supports modern

thoughts on crustal structure.

Seven invited papers, sponsored by the seven Associations of woe, dealt

with the impact of these first international geoscience programmes on the

development of geophysics. H. Alfvén (USA) looking ahead discussed how

knowledge was and can be extended from the laboratory scale to a near—Earth

environment, to the solar system, to the Universe: the cosmic triple—jump. He

showed how the known properties of laboratory and solar plasmas can be extended

to predict the structure of cosmic plasma. N.A. Streten (Australia) pointed
out the unique nature of polar meteorology, and that a closely knit group of

workers in this field have added new insight into the nature of global climate.

Oceanography was already a mature science at the time of the first IPY, but

was not able to meet fully the challenge of the lGY because of too few ships
and scientists, according to G.E.R. Deacon (UK). G. de Q. Robin (UK) reported
that glaciology emerged as a separate discipline of science during the IGY, and

for the first time Arctic sea ice and the Antarctic ice sheet were studied ex—

tensively. He also noted the fact that satellites are now routinely used for

science because they were first employed in the name of science (IGY) rather

than the military; that situation contrasts with the use of nuclear submarines

that could have provided critically needed data on Sea ice thickness. Demon—

strating many applications of geodesy to polar sciences, K. Bretterbauer

(Austria) also pointed out that the Earth‘s shape and rotation are very depend—
ent on the changing mass and location of ice. E.S. Husebye & Y. Kristoffersen

(Norway) discussed the lithosphere in the north and south polar regions. The

two main structural basins of the Arctic are very different and their origins
not fully understood; the continental margins of West and East Antarctica range

from active to passive. The volcanism of Antarctica and its plate tectonics

implications were discussed by J. Nougier (France).
A short discussion session dealt with future scientific plans, including

the ICSU proposal for a possible programme on global change and the need for

an organization, possibly under IUGG, to support solid Earth Geophysics in the

Arctic.

(M.F. Meier, Convener)

N0. 6 SYMPOSIUM ON GEOPHYSICSL DATA MANAGEMENT

The Interdisciplinary "Symposium on Geophysical Data Management" was

devoted to consideration of problems arising in the acquisition, processing

analysis, archiving and dissemination of geophysical data. The symposium was

divided into eight sessions. The first of these was devoted to the topic of

World Data Centres and International Workshops. Two others considered special—
ized data bases in the disciplines of hydrology, meteorology, and geodesy. The

remainder examined specialized aspects of data base formats, data base crea—

tion, and interactive analysis of data bases.

Presentations made in the session on World Data Centres suggests there are

serious problems in data management at the international level. The disciplines
of geophysics necessarily require data from all parts of the world. Unfortu—

nately, many nations do not have sufficient resources to acquire needed data, or

to convert it to usuable formats when they have it. Often, data may be available,
but a lack of national commitment has resulted in insufficient resources being
devoted to managment of the data. Too often the agency or individuals responsi—
ble for producing the data pass on responsibility for archiving it to other
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agencies which do not have the resources to deal with it.

Some progress is being made in the problem of international data archiving
and exchange. The World Data Centres are expanding their capabilities for

dealing with digital data. Work continues on the definition of more general
formats for the exchange of digital data. International workshops, which have

been particularly useful in this regard, focus interest on a specific problem
and mobilize resources that would not otherwise be available.

In the sessions on data bases in various disciplines, it became clear that

there are great disparities between disciplines. Disciplines where there are

immediate applications of the data to problems of national security, such as

geodsy or seismology, have progressed more rapidly. In all disciplines, however,
it appears that data base management is still an art rather than a science.

Almost universally, geophysical data bases have been developed by the scientists

using the data, rather than by commercial organizations. These data bases are

quite specialized and devoted to specific types of data. Typically they are

implemented in a machine—dependent manner and are not easily transportable.
In the sessions concerned with special aspects of data bases, several trends

emerge. Data base creation can be accomplished in a distributed fashion by
appropriately programmed microcomputers. when combined with a data validation

programme making use of physical constraints on the data, it is possible for

relatively unskilled workers at many locations to enter data onto floppy disks.

These can be mailed to a central location and automatically entered into a

large data base.

From the sessions concerned with data formats, it appears that the rela—

tional data base is gaining considerable popularity with those concerned with

time series data. These data bases make use of flat files, i.e. table consisting
of rows and columns. By requiring that the number of columns in a file be fixed,
it is possible to write data for a given time into simple,fixed—length records.

These records may be easily sorted and accessed in a random manner. By adding
a high—level query language, many operations on the file may be carried out

without programing.
In another session devoted to interactive analysis, it became apparent

that most scientists vastly prefer interactive to batch computing. The ability
to quickly browse through a digital file, either tabulating or graphing data to

the screen of a CRT, is extremely useful. When combined with a variety of

specialized analysis programmes, it is possible to quickly transform the data

and view the results. Such systems will only work, however, if they make use

of general data formats with special access subroutines, i.e. there is an under—

lying data base management system. without this, the output of one programme
is not compatible with the input to another, and constant programming is required
to do useful work.

In the long term, it seems likely that good geophysical data management
systems will be the result of commercial developments. In this community, there

are sufficient resources to develop bug-free, user-friendly, transportable soft—

ware systems. Also, specialized hardware will be required by these systems to

speed up access to data in response to user queries. The primary impetus for

this work will be the need for management information. It can also be expected
that the requirements of commercial data exchange between different organiza—
tions and different nations will force the development of standards and protocols
which the scientific community can use. Continued reduction in the cost of

microcomputers and minicomputers, combined with increasing power in these

devices, will make them more accessible to more people and make possible the

acquisition of digital rather than hard—to—manage analog data.

If the foregoing developments are to be of much use to the scientific

cormnunity, there must be changes in geovernmental attitudes. First, the notions
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that computers are "toys” which must be restricted, or that once acquired they
have infinite lifetimes, must disappear. Second, there must be governmental

recognition that retention of scientific data is a valuable enterprise and that

it requires government subsidy to do it. Third, it must be acknowledged that

management of data is at least as hard as the acquisition of data and it must

be planned from the outset and funded appropriately. Fourth, arrangements

must be made so that the users of the data can influence the data management

system. Storage of data for its own sake without concern for user needs is a

too likely consequence of isolated government activities. Finally, it seems

likely that the widespread distribution of computers, linked by communication

networks, utilizing compatible data management systems will result in the

emergence of distributed data bases in various disciplines, with each unit

managed by a small group of scientists. In such a system, the function of

national and World Data Centres would become that of cataloging and facilita—

ting access to the data in various units.

(R.L. McPherron, Convener)

No. 13 SYMPOSIUM ON SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES

FROM MAGSAT INVESTIGATIONS

A. External Field Studies

This session was chiefly concerned with Effects on the HAGSAT data due to

activity external to the solid Earth. These disturbances to the main and crustal

fields of the Earth are due primarily to currents near the Earth and throughout

the magnetosphere initiated by solar activity combined with the Earth's motion

and magnetic field.

Induction effects of the Earth were investigated by J.F. Hermance in

contrast to similar effect on ground magnetic measurements. These effects

are particularly noticeable near conductivity gradients, e.g. ocean—landmass

borders. The south coast of Australia is ideal for such a study but less than

10% of the field was attributable to induction implying that the MAGSAT data

are freer of such effects than ground based data. '1‘. Kamei reported for T.

Araki concerning the shielding effect of the ionosphere on sudden commencements.

Both ground measurements and HAGSAT data were utilized and a ratio of approxi—

mately 1.3 in the equatorial satellite H disturbance versus the ground H distur—

bance was found. N. Fukushima reported for A. Suzuki on the integration of the

tangential disturbance component around an entire HAGSAT orbit. This integra—
tion yields the total current within the loop by Ampere's law. Anti—sunward

current was found near the Earth which is highly correlated with the A]: index,

suggesting a connection via Birkeland currents to a partial ring current

completed around to the dusk sector. T. Kamei reported for M. Maeda concerning
a meridional current at dusk associated with the equatorial electrojet. This

current is interpreted as an F layer phenomena generated by pressure gradients
and is correlated with sunspot number and with the AE index. 13.5. Lanchester

reported coincidences of 1—10 dm disturbances in the 3 component (implying
Birkeland currents) with auroral arc forms observed at Spitsbergen. The sign
of the current was consistent with downward electron fluxes responsible for the

arcs. Such coordination is always difficult, this being compounded by auroral

movement at times comparable in velocity with the MAGSAT Velocity. Y. Kamide

compared SODev-ZDkev electron fluxes from the TIROS and NOAA satellites and

Birkeland current signatures from NAGSAT. The electron fluxes almost always
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could not account for the current flux implied by the D (about l uA/mz) dis—

turbance. The existence of secondary and ionospheric electrons in an up and

down current loop below the auroral acceleration region was proposed. N.

Fukushima reported for T. Iijima new Birkeland current patterns for strongly
northward IMF, such being the Region 1 —

Region 2 with another region extend—

ing poleward. Commensurate ionospheric currents were shown implying reverse

convection (sunward) in the polar cap for strong northward IMF. P.F. Bythrow

presented statistical patterns of Birkeland currents for zero, shouthward and

northward HEP. The locations of the Birkeland currents at the equatorward

edge were well organized according to IMF implying steadiness due to magneto—

spheric inertia. The poleward borders showed more structure, implying better

response to the solar wind. L.T. Zanetti reported locations and intensities

of ionospheric currents as well as Birkeland currents. The findings imply
Hall to Pedersen conductivity ratios are constant in the auroral zone for

individual orbits. Hall current electrojets are colocated with Birkeland

current sheets and of similar intensity. T. Kamei reported on ionospheric
current systems observed by MAGSAT and sorted according to the IMF.

J.R. Burrows presented an invited review paper summarizing most of the

above, accenting the Value of the internal field model NGST (4/81) without

which most of the above would be impossible. Burrows and his colleagues model

the high latitude current systems by first reproducing the dominant near east—

west component due to field aligned currents. The north—south and parallel
fields are then reproduced well by assuming a constant Hall to Pederscn con—

ductivity ratio. Using this technique they computed a residual parallel
component which was reproduced well for several different passes and is inter—

preted as due to crustal anomalies. Burrows also noted that it is now possible
to consider questions that were not even attempted with prior data.

13. Crustal Anomaly Studies

A number of topics were addressed by investigators using the NAGSAT measure—

ments to study crustal anomalies. A series of papers analyzed the crustal

anomaly maps from a regional geology perspective. Geographic areas covered

included India and adjacent oceanic regions, Europe, Africa, western North

America, the North Atlantic Ocean basin and the central Pacific. A major
feature of the research is that regional geologic provinces have distinctive

magnetic signatures. There is less agreement on the causes and geologic
processes responsible for the anomalies. In particular it was noted that the

first—order magnetic patterns and amplitudes are very similar for oceanic and

continental regions. This raises a number of questions on the controlling
factors for the anomalies in view of the major geologic differences between

oceanic and continental regions. One suggestion is that the "crustal anomaly
field" includes significant components arising from a complex, high—order, main

field signal. Or alternatively the oceanic regions contain more strongly mag—
netized geologic sections that the usual models suggest.

The paper by Langel et al. described the contamination of anomaly maps by
ionospheric effects, in particular the strong enhancement of fields due to the

equatorial electrojet in the dusk data. New maps based on improved data selec-

tion were displayed and in particular separate dawn and dusk maps for the

northern polar regions showed good consistency. A power spectral plot of data

from mid— to low latitudes was presented, it suggests exaggerated power in E—w

trending anomalies.

The papers by Yanagisawa et a1. and Kono et al. also discussed the equatorial
electrojet effect. They attempted several methods of filtering non—crustal

fields from the data. The most effective way to deal with the problem was found

to be by simply stacking residual fields at the same dip latitude. Mean Iono—

spheric Field CorreCtions (MIFC) are obtained in this way for both dawn and dusk
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meridians.

The papers by Nakagawa et al. and Fukushima et al. discussed modeling of

the anomaly field in the vicinity of Japan. Rectangular harmonic analysis was

used. A strong anomaly is associated with the Kurile Trench. A pair of

dipole-like anomalies was found south of Korea, the source of which is unknown.

If they are local, discrete sources, a strong remanent magnetization is implied.

The papers by Morner and by Mayer et al. described the power spectrum of a

global crustal anamaly field based on a dipole model synthesized in accordance

with known geology. It was shown that the sepctrum is ”white" down to very

low order. Thus field models based on spherical harmonic expansion to, say,

(13, 13) probably include and important part of the crustal field. This may

explain why published global anomaly maps show so little contrast between

oceans and continents - the relevant part of the spherical harmonic expansion

has been removed in the field model.

The analysis by Nasilewski of crustal rock materials from all major types

of geological provinces and zenoliths from mantle sources does not show any

unusual minerals with high Curie temperatures (greater than 600“C). Emplace—

ment and crustal alteration processes tend to develop geologic sections with

average Curie temperatures around 550°C. This coupled with the good correla-

tion of magnetic anomalies and regional heat flow patterns by hayhew for the

western United States suggest the depth of the Curie temperature isotherm is a

controlling source parameter. These results and the regional geologic models

developed by other researchers are not clearly compatible. This suggests

additional work is needed to develop integrated solutions for magnetic sources,

regional magnetization models, and thermal effects for both continental and

oceanic regions.
Harrison examined known rock magnetizations for the oceans and concluded

that induced magnetization is unable to account for the anomalies measured by
NAGSAT but that NRM is. He also performed a study indicating that the expected

oceanic/crustal differences are not present and that the average magnetization

shows no latitudinal effect. A very interesting study of the north Atlantic

Ocean basin by La Breque showed a first order correlation of the crustal

anomaly field to the major reversal sequences recorded by the sea floor spread—

ing process. The MAGSAT anomalies do not record individual magnetic polarity
intervals but separate the high frequency Tertiary reversed sequences from the

long constant polarity intervals in the Mesozoic and late—Paleozoic. Pre—

liminary work in the Pacific suggests the results may be extended to that

region as well.

Regional studies were presented by Oliver for Europe and Africa, using a

reduced—to—pole version of the satellite anomaly map, and by Negi, Rastogi and

Arur for India and vicinity. The emphasis was on qualitative association of

satellite anomalies with known geologic features.

The crustal fields session was closed by Mayhew‘s review emphasizing not

only results of analysis but also some of the problems which might entrap the

unwary data user. Such problems include external fields and, for the vector

data, jumps in the attitude solution. His analysis results were mainly from

the United States and Australia. He indicated that equivalent Source Solutions

for these regions based on scalar data, and assuming induction, seem capable
of reproducing the vector data also.

C. Main Field Studies

All four papers on the programme were presented and, with the ensuing

discussion, constituted a lively and interesting session.

Cain described the US Geological Survey‘s modeling activity and compared
them with the work being done at Goddard Space Flight Center. He demonstrated
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that, without MAGSAT, errors in charts and models of the geomagnetic field

would by now have reached over 400 nT in several parts of the world.

Langel and Estes described the latest, and probably final, models pro—

duced by the GSFC team from a careful selection of the MAGSAT data. Separate
models were produced using data taken at dawn and at dusk. The latter data

set needed to be corrected for equatorial electrojet effects before the two

sets were recombined to give final model.

Benton and Voorhies have used a series of models, some using NAGSAT data,

to find the radius of the core by Hide's method. All models gave values very

close to that found from seismological data. In particular the GSFC(9/80)

model, which does include MAGSAT data, gave rc=3463 km. This model was also

used to examine the flow of the fluid at the surface of the core. Upwellings
and downwellings were detected in several places but not overall westward drift.

Risbo also used the GSFC(9/80) model (and others) to examine the geo—

magnetic field at the core-mantle boundary. He discussed jerks and westward

drift in terms of a four—foci model and modification of Busse's dynamo.

(Rh. Langel, Convener)

No. 1/4 SYMPOSIUM ON INTERIM RESULTS FROM

THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE PROGRAMME

This Symposium, jointly sponsored by IAGA and IANAP, consisted solely of

invited papers, and was intended to provide not only an overview of the pro—

gress already made in furthering our understanding of the middle atmosphere,
the primary objective of SCOSTEP‘s Middle Atmosphere Programme, but also some

sense of direction of future studies.

While, unfortunately, three papers were withdrawn, leaving unaddressed

the topics of the climatology of the stratosphere, atmospheric tides, and D

region ion chemistry, the twelve papers presented provided a good balance

between techniques, theory and experiments for those topics covered. Those

topics not covered were well represented in the IAGA—IAMAP Inter—Association

"Middle Atmosphere Science Symposium" which followed.

In his introductory remarks, Roper pointed out that while the Middle

Atmosphere Programme had made a rather hesitant start, perhaps being somewhat

overawed by its mission ”to be to the middle atmosphere what CARP is to the

troposphere, and the ms to the magnetosphere", considerable momentum seems to

have been forthcoming, as evidenced by the amount of time devoted to this subject
at the current Assembly.

In discussing satellite contributions to middle atmosphere studies, Gille

made a point that was emphasized again and again throughout the Symposium — that

the understanding of the middle atmosphere requires the understanding of global
phenomena, for the observation of which satellites are ideally suited, and that

all experimenters, whatever techniques they employ, need to interpret and

understand their data as part of a global set.

While excited at the wealth of satellite data available on many important
trace gases in the middle atmosphere, as well as of observed and derived dynami-
cal quantities, Gille voiced a particular concern for the future. Because of

the recent world economic problems, missions have been cancelled or postponed,

placing the future of satellite observations of the middle atmosphere in

jeopardy. (A resolution addressing this concern was later passed at the 11166

Final Plenary Session).

A recent development which has immediate application as a realtime wind

profiler, and for continuous monitoring of tropopause dynamics, the stratosphere/
troposphere (ST) radar, and its "big brother", the mesosphere/stratosphere /
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troposphere (MST) radar, were reviewed by Balsley. while the ST radar shows

great potential as a tool for real time observations of the troposphere and

lower stratosphere, unless the higher powered MST radar is also to be used for

thermospheric studies, the co—location of an ST radar with an HF partial
reflection wind measuring system, such as that described next by Vincent, is

definitely more cost effective. .

In addition to these ”coherent scatter” radars, incoherent scatter systems

are also capable of producing time—height profiles of such parameters as

electron concentrations, ion—neutral collision frequency, neutral atmosphere

temperature, pressure and winds, and mean negative and positive ion masses

and concentrations. Mathews presented a qualitative view of the collision

dominated incoherent scatter process as an aid in understanding the capabili—
ties and limitations of these measurements, with the prediction that they will

contribute significantly to our understanding of the winter absorption anomaly
and D Region ”ledge" chemistry. Rottger‘s review of the EISCA’I‘ (European
Incoherent Scatter Radar Facility) further demonstrated the potential of these

radars to contribute to our knowledge of middle atmosphere dynamical and

aeronomic processes.

The review of lidar observations presented by Chanin led to considerable

discussion. In particular, observations of wavelike temperature structures,

presumably associated with random interval atmospheric gravity waves, were

most interesting.
The final paper of the first day sessions presented simultaneous obser—

vations of wavelike structures in mid—latitude infrared airglow and radar

backseatter near 85 km. Adams intends to use the infrared photographs to

assist in the interpretation of what is actually being "seen" by the HF radar.

The second day opened with an excellent exposition by Dickinson on in—

frared cooling and other global energy source/sinks in the mesosphere and

lower thermosphere, and the question of their efficient parameterization in

dynamic models. This was followed by Salby's presentation of the implications
for theory and for observing systems of the presence of traveling waves

(particularly large scale transients) in the stratosphere. The importance
of vertically propagating disturbances for upward energy transport and momentum

deposition were emphasized.
At the other end of the dynamic spectrum, Neinstock discussed the impor—

tance of gravity wave propagation, saturation and diffusion in detail. A review

of the wave dissipation process, with accompanying eddy diffusivity and momentum

and heat deposition was given using both quasi—linear and non—linear wave

interaction theories.

Hunt presented his attempts at modeling the global circulation from the

surface of the lower thermosphere, with emphasis on the latter because of the

influence there of mechanisms which are poorly understood, such as the trans—

port of free chemical energy, particularly by diffusion, which considerably
modifies the implied heating rate due to absorption of solar energy. His

modeling of tides in the lower thermosphere produced by diurnal "pumping"
of water vapour and ozone absorption in a stadystate GCM were quite impressive.

Finally Goldberg presented an overview of middle atmosphere electro—

dynamics, a field which is only just beginning to arouse the interest and

attention it deserves. Goldberg reviewed the instruments being flown by
experimenters, and the somewhat controversial (volt/meter) fields being
measured in the mesosphere and upper atmosphere. He raised the interesting

implication that if these large magnitude fields persist in both space and

time, they could perturb the global electric circuit with a component subject
to modulation by phenomena related to solar activity.

(P.C. Simon for the Convener)
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RESOLUTIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION

OF GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS

RESOLUTION l

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Considering the scientific, technical and economic importance of the African

Doppler Survey (ADDS),

953 the significance of this programme for improving the knowledge of

the figure of the Earth and for coordinating the various geodetic networks in

Africa,

noting that two training seminars on Doppler techniques are to be organized
in collaboration with the IAG as well as the Third International Symposium on

Geodesy in Africa in 1985,

requests the international and national Cooperative organizations to support

these activites.

RESOLUTION 2

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Considering the extraordinary international importance of the U.S. Navy

Navigation Satellite System, both to the science of geodesy and to civil survey-

ing in this field,

noting that (1) this system is due to be discontinued, and (Z) other

precise satellite—based radio positioning systems such as U.S. Global Position—

ing System (GPS) and the USSR Global Navigational Satellite System (GLONASS)
are being developed or conceived,

strongly urges the appropriate authorities to make available to the

international scientific and civil community the information necessary to

obtain maximum position accuracy from the new system.

RESOLUTION 3

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting that a goal of Project MERIT (measurement of Earth‘s rotaion and

intercomparison of techniques) is to complete a comparative evaluation of the

Earth rotation results obtained by different techniques during a dedicated

campaign,

considering that detailed standards are being prepared to accomplish this

goal,
recommends that all MERIT results he referred to these standards, and

urges that all participants in the Project adhere to the constants, models

and reference frames and to the protocols for their use as will be defined in

the final MERIT Standard Document.
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RESOLUTION 4

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting that the transfer of angular momentum between the oceans, atmo—

sphere, and solid Earth is rapidly emerging as 3 problems of great scientific

importance and in view of the significance of this coupling mechanism of

fundamental studies in geodesy and solid Earth geophysics,

recognizing that understanding the Earth's polar motion and rotation

depends on an understanding of the effect of the atmosphere and oceans on the

solid Earth,
recommends that cooperative research efforts be encouraged in all countries

in order to acquire relevant data and to bring together scientists from all

disciplines in multidisciplinary studies of the angular momentum transfer be—

tween the solid Earth, the oceans, and the atmosphere.

RESOLUTION 5

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting the recent demonstration that angular momentum transfer between

the atmosphere and solid Earth makes a major contribution to short term varia—

tions in the length of the day and polar motion,

considering that the Main Campaign of Project MERIT, during the period 1

September 1983 to 31 October 1981», will produce the highest resolution and

most accurate measurements of Earth rotation ever achieved,

reguests that WHO make every effort to collect the most complete possible
set of global wind and pressure data and to reduce these data in a consistent

manner in order to obtain the highest quality atmospheric angular momentum and

polar motion excitation function throughout this period, and especially during

April through June 1984, concurrent with the period of high intensity MERIT

observations.

RESOLUTION 6

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Recognizing that the middle atmosphere is of crucial importance to the

biosphere through the protection by ozone of the Earth‘s surface from harmful

UV radiation, and because of its possible effects on tropospheric climate, and

recognizing that understanding of middle atmospheric chemistry, radiation

transfer, and dynamics is required for reliable prediction of the effects of

human activity on the middle atmosphere,
recommends that the agencies involved in space research develop and launch

satellites to obtain the observations of radiation and chemical and dynamical
processes require for uninterrupted growth in our understanding of these processes.

RESOLUTION 7

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
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Recognizing (1) that the World Climate Research Programme (NCRP) requires

atmospheric and oceanic observations over oceans, and that termination of Ocean

station PAPA in the North Pacific in 1981 constitutes a serious loss to the

climatic record, to atmospheric and oceanic research activities, and to opera—
tional weather forecasting, (2) that as a result of increasing cost of operation,

special weather ships cannot be relied on to provide continuous fixed point

observations, and that several North Pacific nations are cooperating under

Canadian leadership, in new ship—of—opportunity programmes to provide oceano—

graphic,surface meteorological, and upper air observations, and (3) the

increasing capacity of satellites for oceanographic and meteorological obser4

vations over the World‘s oceans,

commends the efforts of Canada and other cooperating countries in

undertaking to develop a satisfactory ship—of—opportunity observing system
for the North Pacific, and

recommends that nations operating satellites over ocean areas be urged
to take all steps to ensure the continuity and the quality of meteorological
and oceanographic data.

RESOLUTION 8

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting that more than ninety—five percent of the fresh water on the surface

of the Earth is in the great ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland, which may
be subject to significant changes in volume on time scales of decades or

centuries,
aware that such changes could, through their effect on sea level, have

an impact on mankind greater than all short—term climate—induced changes in

lower latitudes,

recognizing that there are at present no accurate data on changes in the

total ice volume, but that now for the first time it is technically feasible

by satellite altimetry to determine surface elevation changes as small as 0.5 m.,
which would allow detection of changes in volume of the Antarctic ice sheet of
as little as 1 part in 5000,

drawing attention to the fact that such changes would provide information
about the effects of climate variations long before an unambiguous sea level

signal was recognizable,
wishes to point out the urgent need for and great value of including

precision altimetry on a truly polar—orbiting (87“—93° inclination) satellite,
and

urges that all altimeter—equipped satellites in high—latitude orbits should
record the surface elevation of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, and
that these data should be made available to the scientific community,

RESOLUTION 9

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting that the dynamics of the equatorial middle atmosphere are poorly
understood, and, in particular, that there have been inadequate observations
of such phenomena as equatorial waves, tides, gravity waves and turbulence, and
of their contribution to the momentum and heat budgets of this region, and
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taking into account the development of new ground based techniques such as

MST/ST radars and lidars, and the refinement of partial reflection and meteor

wind radars,

recommends that one or more observatories which combine as many of these

systems as possible be established at the earliest opportunity near the equator

and preferably in the Eastern or Western Pacific, where extensive chains of

stations already exist at high and mid—latitudes.

Resolution 10

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting the resolution of lcsu<l> recognizing both the need for public

understanding of the possible consequences of the nuclear arms race and the

competence that could be mobilized by lcsu to make an assessment of the

biological, medical, and physical effects of the use of nuclear weapons,

noting further the establishment by the Scientific Committee on Problems

of the Environment (SCOPE) of a project on the effects of nuclear war on the

atmosphere and the subsequent establishment by the General Committee of ICSU

of a broadly based Steering Committee to guide the score project and to coordi—

nate further proposals ior action by members of the ICSU family,

recognizing the desirability of avoiding any undue dispersion of effort

by scientists in relation to the objective assessment of the effects of nuclear

war,

urges all Associations to forward any proposals for additional action to

the Steering Committee.

Resolution 11

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Recogn' 'ng that the need for cartographic representation of the structure

of the Earth's crust and upper mantle has become urgent,

invites all interested Associations to participate actively in the pro—

jects of the Working Group on the comprehensive mapping of the Earth's crust

and upper mantle established jointly by the International Association of

Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior and the Commission on the

Geological Map of the world of the International Union of Geological Sciences.

Resolution 12

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting the resolution of the International Union of Geological Sciences

concerning the Unesco Subprogramme X.l.4(lnterdisciplinary Research on the

Earth's Crust),
endorses the general objectives of the Inter—Union Comission on the

Lithosphere, and in particular, the special goal of strenghening the Earth

(1) Resolution 23 of ICSU General Assembly at Cambridge.
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sciences and their effective application in developing countries,

suports the Resolution of the International Union of Geological Sciences,
and

urges the General Conference of Unesco to authorize the Director General

to include an adequate budget allocation for scientific meetings and symposia
of the Inter—Union Commission on the Lithosphere and thus help Unesco to meet

the targets of its Major Programme x; The Human Environment and Terrestrial

and Marine Resources.

Resolution 13

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting the number of recent incidents involving high—level aircraft

entering volcanic—ash plumes, the difficulties of ground observers on or near

volcanoes providing warning to pilots in the air, and the potentially disas—

trous hazard of engine failure caused by ash intakes,
recommends that much closer links be established between national volcano—

monitoring agencies and regional air-traffic control and meteorological offices,
and between international aviation organisations (such as the International
Air Transport Association and the International Civil Aviation Organization)
and the International Association of Volcanology and Chemistry of the Earth's
Interior.

Resolution 1A

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Recalling Resolution 14 of the vaIt“ General Assembly (Canberra), recom—

mending the establishment of a Volcanological Institute for the western Pacific,
supports the Draft Project Document for improved training and research in

volcanology in the Western Pacific that has been prepared by Unesco's Regional
Office for Science and Technology for Southeast Asia (ROSTSEA), and

Urges the United Nations to provide appropriate funds for the immediate

implementation of this ROSTSEA project.

Resolution 15

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Noting the immense value to the scientific community of past international
programmes of coordinated data acquisition, analysis and interpretation such
as the International Geophysical Year, the International Year of the Quiet Sun
and the International Magnetospheric Survey,

recognizing the importance, complexity and dynamic nature of the solar—
terrestria[ interaction, and the need for international programmes designated
to acquire and analyze global data for quantitative investigations of the

physical and chemical processes that are involved,
urges member countries to support and to participate in lCSU programmes

on Solar-terrestrial interaction, especially in the final analysis phase of
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the ins and the continuation of the MAP and in similar programes now being

planned for the coming decade.

RESOLUTION 16

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Recognizing the fundamental role which radiative energy exchange processes

play in the physics of the climate system,

considering the requirements for accurate data sets, adequately distri—

huted geographically, on the radiation budget components at the Earth's surface

for climate research,

recommends that

1) WHO and l U urge all their members to submit data sets from as many

stations as possible to the world Radiation Data Center in Leningrad, ac—

cording to the recommended procedures which are specified in World Climate

Programme Publication N°48,

2) WHO and ICSU members establish calibration and inspection routines for

experimentally operated stations in addition to the national networks, and

3) special climatic data sets be prepared for sensitive and important areas of

the Earth for which the data density is still sparse (for example semi—arid

areas, theArctic sea—ice and the Antarctic continent, and the world oceans).

RESOLUTION 17

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Recognizing the difficulties of scientists in obtaining adequate climate

data for research on meteorology, climatology, and climate impacts studies,

noting that one of the primary objectives of the World climate Data

Programme is to make climate data more available on convenient formats,

urges WHO arrange for compilations of climate data to be made available

from international or national data centres to individual scientists for their

research in convenient and multipurpose format at concessional rates, especial—

ly to scientists in developing countries.

RESOLUTION 13

The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

Considering the importance of highly accurate absolute gravity measure—

ments for geophysical and geodetic research and applications,

recognizing that future comparisons of different absolute gravity apparatus

are necessary to study sources of systematic error,

reguests the support of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures

(International Bereau of Weights and Measures) in hosting an international

compaign to compare absolute apparatus, and

requests all countries having transportable apparatus to take part in

the campaign and the subsequent data reducton and analysis.
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RESOLUTION 19

The Council of the IUGG records with great pleasure its appreciation of

the efficient yet relaxed organization of both the scientific and supporting
programmes, and on behalf of all participants offers its heartfelt thanks to

the National Committee of the Bundesrepublik Deutschland, the Local Organizing
Committee and all others concerned for making the xvnlth and largest ever,

General Assembly such a pleasant and scientifically satisfying experience.










